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FOREWORD
Notable advancements have _=L_ made in the structures and dynamics disciplines
in recent years. These advances i,cve been, and continue to be, strongly impacted
both by the new developments in computer technology and by the growing interaction
with other discLplines such as applied mathematics, applied mechanics, numerical
analysis, computer science, and controls technology.
The growing importance of discipline interaction and computational technology
recently led the Directorate for Structures at N_SA Langley Research Center to insti-
tute the new Interdisciplinary Research Office (IRO) and to start a new initiative on
Computational Structural Mechanics (CSM). The Interdisciplinary Research Office will
enable multidiscipllnary and cross-disclplinary research on the most advanced com-
puter systems available in a research laboratory environment. The Computational
Structural Mechanics initiative will encourage collaboration by individuals across
organizational lines of management and from government laboratories, universities,
and industry. Other organizations besides NASA are encouraging collaboration between
researchers of interacting disciplines. For example, the National Sclence Foundation
has initiated a new program to support engineering research centers to meet a need
for providing cross-discipllnary research opportunities for faculty and students at
academic institutions. The annual operating cost for each center is expected to
range between $2.5 million and $5.0 million.
As a step toward stronger interaction among experts in the fields that are
likely to impact developments in the structures and dynamics disciplines, a symposium
entitled "Advances and Trends in Structures and Dynamics" was held in Washington,
D.C., on October 22-25, 1984. The s_posium was _ointly sponsored by NASA Langley
Research Center and George Washington University. Cooperating _rganizations were the
National Science Fourdation, Air Force Office of Scientific Research, American Insti-
• tute of Aeronautic _ and Astroaautics, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, and
/ American Society _f Civil Engineers.
The symposium brought together the researchers and their peers from industry,
academia, and government laboratories who are advancilg the state-of-the-art in
. structures and dynamics and setting the trends for the future.
This NASA Conference Publication contains 19 _esearch-in-progress papers plus
8 full-length papers presented at the symposium. The present publication is a
companion to the Pergamon Press conference proceedings,* which contains 68 full-
: length papers presented at the symposium.
The papers in this document are divided into the following seven topic_:
i. Multlprocessors, parallel computation, and database management systems
2. Advances in finite element technology
3. Interactive computing and optimization
4. Mechanics of materials
_ *Noor, A. K.; and Hayduk, R. J. (eds.): Advances and Tre_ds in Structures
and Dynamics. Pergamon Press, Ltd., 1985.
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5. Structural stability
6. Dynamic response of structures
7. Advanced computer applications
The fields covered by the symposium are rapidly changing, and if new results and
anticipated future directions are to have maximum impact and use, it is imperative
that they reach workers in the field as soon as possible. This consideration led to
the decision to publish these proceedings prior to the symposium. Special thanks go
to the Research Information and Applications Division at NASA Langley Reseacch Center
for their cooperation in publishing this vo]ume.
i
The u3e of trademarks or manufacturers' names does not constitute endorsement,
either expressed or implied, by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
R. J. Hayduk
A. K. Noor
Compilers
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THE FLEX/32 MULTICOMPUT!N_ ENVIRONMENT
Nicholas :_atelan
Flexible Comput_.r Corporation
Dallas, TX
SUMMARY
The FLEX/32 MultiComputer is a generic environment for
cooperating multiple processors. The FLEX/32 can support a number of
different processors, making it heterogeneous in terms of the instruc-
tion sets it can support, and homogeneous in its ability to provide
consistent storage and input/output facilities to its differing pro-
cessors. These facilities are accessed through standard 32-bit VMEbus
connections.
The FLEX/32 supports the full UNIX* System V Operating System and
: languages associated with it, plus the extended ConCurrent CT and
ConCurrent FORTRAN t 77 languages that allow programming of concurrent
software at a high level. Direct programming support at all levels is
provided by the environment hardware for concurrent software execution
and optimization, including hardware support for shared-resource access
arbitration, conditional critical-region arbitration, and interpro-
cessor messages.
INTRODUCTION
The past thirty years have seen dramatic improvements in the per-
formance of computers. In general, these improvements have been due
to improvements in components. Today, as we approach physical limits
in the performance cf components, the architectures of computers
Decome more and more important. While we still see a great deal of
. improvement to be made in the application of faster compone_,t tech-
: nologies, the effects of these components on conventional architec-
tures using a single central processing unit begin to show diminishing
returns. Architectures based on multiple central processing units
show promise of providing not only increased [_ower, but also increased
flexibility in meeting the varying demands of future computation. The
FLEX/32 is such a system.
*UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories
tConCurrent C and ConCurrent FORTRAN are trademarks
, of Flexible Computer Corporation
,g
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The FLEX/32 is a MultiComputing Environment, that is, it is an
environment that supports multiple computers working on one or more
tasks together or independently under coordinated software. These
computers need not be the same. Therefore, the environment is hetero-
geneous in nature. The computers supported in this environment can
differ in power, in the amount of memory supported, and in their basic
orientations. Some of these computers could contai_ processors dedi-
cated to control, while others might be used for array processing and
floating-point operations, for example.
The addition of a new computer, with its new processor and
instruction set, requires only adaptation to the environment. This
means that once the adaptation has been made, the generic software and
input/output capabilities of the environment are full" _ _ilable to
the n_w processor. Such software includes the UNIX Sysa=,. V Operating
System, and other special tools needed for developing concurrent
programs.
Input/output is performed via a set of standard VMEbuses. These
buses support interfaces to peripheral equipment that may be purchased
from any of the 80 to 100 current providers of VMEbus interfaces or
from Flexible Computer Corporation, giving a truly open architecture.
A final, but no less significant, feature of the environment is
its SelfTest System. Built into the en'_ironment and distributed
throughout its modules (computers, memory and peripheral interfaces)
are test circuits dedicated to determining the health and performance
of the environment as a whole. This system allows not only such
features as automatic shutdown and restart Jn response to power
failures, but also fault isolation and repair verification, and per-
! formance analysis based on information collected during the run-time '
execution of programs.
LEVELS OF DESCRIPTION
In describing a computer, it is important to distinguish between
its architecture and its implementatiox.. An architecture is a
: description of the fundamental attributes and functionality of a
- device or program without regard to its detail. An implementation is
a description of the collection of details needed to constzuct a pro-
duct. It is the product that provides certain levels of performance
and power. It is the architecture that provides product line con-
sistency throughout its history.
Both hardware and software have an architecture. A ma_or thrust
cf the FLEX/32, in addition to its great flexibility of configuration,
is to provide an environment for programmers to produce software more
cost effectively. The dichotomy of the architecture and implemen-
_- tation is maintained primarily to guarantee that software interfaces
to the FLEX/32 MultiComputing Environment will not change throuahout
the life of the product line. We all know that as time passes there
• 2
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will be better ways to produce hardware that is faster, more reliable,
and cheaper. However, it is the intention of the Flexible Computer
Corporation that changes in FLEX/_2 hardware, as they must come, will
not involve changes in existing application software. The architec-
ture defines a set of invariant interfaces for the users and builders
of software intended for the FLEX/32 product line, even as its hard-
ware is adapted over the years to the use of newer and bette_ _£ch-
niques. Its software, at every level, can remain invariant ? _
its interface to the hardware remains invariant.
THE FLEX ARCHITECTURE
The FLEX/32 is a MIMD (Multiple Instruction Stream/Multiple Data
Stream) Multiprocessor System. Its architecture (generically repre-
sented in figure i) is composed of devices, buses, processes, and
topol og ies.
• Devices are either computational or peripheral. Computational
devices include processors, memories, bus interfaces, interprocessor
signaling mechanisms, and common locks. Peripheral devices are those
devices that control and sense the outside environment. These include
tapes, disks, printers, terminals, and their controllers.
Devices are connected one to another by buses. There are four
; separate buses defined in the FLEX/32 architecture. These are the
Common Bus, the Local Bus, the Peripheral Bus, and the SelfTest Bus.
Common buses are those that are intended to allow the sharing of
resources, such as shared memory or shared devices. Local buses are
intended to provide paths between a processor and its attached local
devices, such as local memory. Since each local bus is defined as
multi-master, more than one processor can be attached to it.
Peripheral buses are those buses that allow attachment between
devices on local buses to the controllers of peripheral devices and
actuators in the outside environment. The SelfTest Bus runs
throughout the MultiComputing Environment and is that transfer path
that allows information about the state of the machine to be received
and control of the machine to be sent.
Of course, all this hardware would be useless without a method
for applying algorithms to control and direct operations toward a use-
ful result. The FLEX/32 supports multiple, truly concurrent pro-
cesses. True concurrency is the execution of processes on different
= processors at exactly the same time. This is often called multipro-
_ cessing. Apparent concurrency is the execution of processes in a
a, shared fashion on a single processor at a rate fast enough to lead an
observer to believe that they execute at the same time. This is
L 3
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usually called multitasking or multiprogramming. The FLEX/32 is a
parallel processing system and, therefore, allows both true con-
currency and apparent concurrency depending on the needs of the
programmer.
Each of the devlces, processes, and buses outlined above l_y be
connected in a number of possible configurations. Figure 1 shows the
physical topology of the FLEX/32 MultiComputing Environment. Any
number of local buses may be attached through ports to several common
buses. Common buses are fully arbitrated and will allow only one
access at a time from each local bus in a fair arbitration scheme.
Each local bus is attached to its own common lock device. This device
can be programmed to allow the processes mutually exclus've access
to shared resources for an arbitrarily complex use of shared data. In
general, interprocessor communication is maintained through shared
memories residing on the common bus. Notice that this topology does
not allow _rocessors to reside on the common bus, only resources.
Processors are always attached to local buses. Peripheral devices are
attached to local buses through bus _nterfaces.
There is no limit to the number of local buses or the number of
processors that may be attached to local buses in the architecture.
Implementations, however, must put a bound on the number of buses and '
processors that can be contained in any particular unit, such as a
cabinet. The architecture, however, fully allows multiple cabinets;
therefore, even in the implementation there is no inherent bound on
the number of processors that can placed together in a FLEX/32 con-
figuration.
The SelfTest Bus connects all devices in the architecture
together. Processes that actually perform selftest functions reside
within one of the processors in the system.
THE FLEX/32 HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
The FLEX architecture is an abstract representation of the
allowable interconnections of devices. As such Jt makes no demands
for e_ecution speed, word sizes, and so forth. The FLEX/32 product
line is a 32-bit impleme;.tation of the FLEX architecture. It speci-
fies the technology from which the FLEX/32 is built, its packaging.
and physical parameters. The FLEX/32 hardware implementation is the
environment used to carry out the commands of the FLEX software
described below.
The philosophy of the FLEX/32 implementation is the provision of
a flexible, universal hardware and software environment for a number
of different instruction sets. Just as software environments have
_ become a wa_, of supporting programs written in different languages,
the FLEX/32 hardware is an environment for different processors.
These processors are supplied with generic memory, input/output sup-
)
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port, and multicomputer and network interprocess communication mecha-
nisms. This environment is the same for each processor type, but the
instruction sets supported are different. This allows not only soft-
ware written in different languages, but also different machine
instruction sets, to execute together.
The components of the FLEX/32 hardware are divided into the Card
Level, the Backplane Level, and the Unit Level. Circuit cards define
the replaceable module level of the FLEX/32. There are three classes
of cards in a FLEX/32 System. The_e are Universal Cards, Common
Communication Cards, and Peripheral Cards.
• _&Universal Cards support local bus actzv__ies such as computation,
memory storage, array processing, and other such activities. Common
Communication Cards allow access to, arbitration of, and control over
the common buses and their shared resources, such as the common
memory. Peripheral Interface Cards are standard single, dual, or
triple Eurocard interfaces available from commercial manufacturers.
There are currently 80 to i00 commercial manufacturers producing cards
to control standard peripheral equipment based on the VMEbus Eurocard
format. These cards are interconnected via a backplane supporting the
Local. Bus, Common Bus, and SelfTest Buses.
The Local Bus is a standard, asynchronous 160 meoabit per second
VMEbus with extensions for control internal _ one FLEX/32 cabinut.
The Common Bus is a synchronous ver_io,, of the Local Bug. The Common
Communication Cards house a hzgh-speed shared memory. The SelfTest
Bus is a RS422 bus supporting the HDLC p_otocol. All external com-
munications are through bus interfaces on Universal Cards to standard
VMEbuses (no extensions). Peripheral buses are attached to standaL_
VMEbus Interface Cards.
The cards connected to the backplanes are supported by card
cages, and divided into two types of units. One unit is the
MultiComputer Unit, or MU. It is the MU that houses both Universal
Cards and Common Communication Cards. All Interface Cards to
peripheral equipment are housed in a second type of unit called a
Peripheral Control Unit or PCU. Cables between the two units allow
computers attached to local buses to co_trol their various I/O devices•
The MultiComputer Unit can house up to ten local buses and two
{ common buses. There can be twenty universal cards in a MultiComput_"
Unit, two per local bus. The MultiComputer Unit supports up to ten
communication cards, one for each local bus, allowing any processor
attached to any local bus to communicate with any other processor,
either through a shared m,_mory associated with a common communication
card or through the direct interprocessor messaging capability•
Furthermore, a common lock capability allows a processor to define a
critical region in the shared memory and to own that region for opera-
tions without affecting traffic on the Common _us,
The initial Universal Cards offered by Flexible Computer
Corporation are the Computer| Card and the Mass Memory Card. The
" 5
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Computer! Card includes a 1 MIP (mililon struction_: per second) pro-
cessor with attached floating-point coprocessor and 128K bytes of ROM,
a full megabyte of mentory protected by error correction and detection
logic, and a VMEbus port that can be configured to either 32 or
16-bits of data. The processor can access its bus interfaces and its
memory on this card without affecting the operation of its local bus.
This is important whe_ both slots associated with local buses are used
for computer cards.
Tile Mass Memory Card supports from 1 to 8 megabytes of random
access memory protected by error correction and detection logic. It
also contains a VMEbus interface.
The MultiComputer 5nit can be configured in a number of ways.
For example, a unit can be configured with twenty computer cards
giving a machine with twenty I-MIP processorsr twenty megabytes of
memory, and twenty VMEbus interfaces. This system coJld also be con-
figured to support up "_o 2 megabytes of fast common memory. Another
system could be configured with one computer card, ond the remainder
of the MU filled with memory. This would give a system with one pro-
cessor and twenty VMEbus interfaces plus 153 megabytes of memory. A
more usual card complement would be four or five computer cards with
an extra mass memory card giving processors with 9 megabytes of memory
each, and perhaps a few single processing cards without extra memory.
Future computer card types will include floating-point capability in
the 4 to 6 megaflops (millions of floating-point operations per
second) range. It should be ncted that all FLEX/32 processor types
can be mixed and matched in each FLEX/32 MultiComputer Unit.
VMEbus interfaces can be simply jumpered together giving extra
shared paths than those associated with the common b_ses.
Interprocess communications over these paths can be made using m
read/modify/write interprocess comalunication instructions between
Local Memories. The same jumpers can be used to connect multiple
MultiComputer Units together forming much larger systems. Four of
these VMEbuses, for example, could be used to connect to neighbors
1.orth and south, and east and we_t. Such a method could be used to
define a plane of MultiComp_er Units. Simi!_rly, six interconnec-
tions could be used to define hypercubes of MultiComputer Units
yielding a large number of computers (dozens to hundreds) that could
" be applied to the same tasks. The possibility of such large multiple
processor systems makes the selection of the algorithms very important
in determining the usefulness of any configuration. As is the case
with any computer, infinitely expandable may not mean infinitely use-
ful, except fo_ a narrow range of algorithms. It is fortunate,
however, that some of these algorithms are very useful indeed.
FLEX/32 SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION
For system development, Flexible Computer provides the full UNIX
System V Operating System supported on each computer within the
MultiComputing Environment.
6
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Flexible Computer has also extended the C and FORTRAN languages
;o produce the new languages ConCurrent C and ConCurrent FORTRAN.
these languages are standard C and FORTRAN with an extra set of state-
nents that allows direct specification of concurrent programs for
_xecution in the FLEX/32 environment.
The FLEX/32 can execute programs directly under ConCurzent C or
I
_ORTRAN program control instead of under UNIX. Flexible supplies a
3et of MultiComputing Multitasking Support Utilities to facilitate
_uch dedicated operation.
3NIX SYSTEM V
UNIX System V is a true industry standard for software develop-
nent. It includes support software such as SCCS (Source Code Control
3ystem) and its associated editors and language processors, such as
FORTRAN 77, which Flexible has extended with the ISA real-time exten-
sions (S61.1), RATFOR, SNOBOL, and Assembly Language. It provides
_evelopment and debugging tools and file management capabilities
within the most portable operating system presently available. In
addition, concurrent execution of processes can be simulated using the
"shared memory" software capability of UNIX System V, or truly exe- '-
cuted simultaneously.
THE CONCURRENT C PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
The C Programming Language has proven to be an excellent tool for
,; programming in a sequential processing environr_ent. The ConCurrent C
Language (ref. i) is designed to further increase the capabilities of •
the C language by facilitating direct concurrent and real-time pro-
cessing for advanced parallel multiprocessor systems, while main-
taining the original C style and philosophy. The C is upward compatible
to ConCurrent C which preserves all of C's definitions and features.
The design objectives of the ConCurrent C Programming Language
were
- to extend C Language capabilities to support, directly and as
language constructs, real-time event supervision and concurrent
processing on parallel multiprocessor systems, as well as in
the usual sequential environments
- to provide simple, structured, and C-like syntax with a minimal
number of new key words. Additional features are obtained by
combining explicitly provided features with programming tech-
niques and styles
-to supply generic capabilities that can be used to implement
. varioJs programming concepts. This makes the language more
adaptable to different hardware structures and applications;
ConCurrent C provides mechanisms without dictat'_ng techniques
- ,)
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- to provide constructs to allow procedural and non-procedural
event supervision. Consequently, machine-level operations
(interrupts, timers, traps, etc.) can be specified and L
controlled by a high-level language
- to avoid redefining, extending, or modifying any C Language
features or definitions. This objective was included to make
the ConCurrent C and C languages compatible
- to directly support multiprocessor configurations reflected in
new statement types
These objectives were realized by including in ConCurrent C capa-
bilities to directly support
- protected shared data access, to prevent a process from using
data that is still being operated on by another process
- interprocess communications and synchronization, regardless of
the process physical location
- creation and concurrent execution of processes
- event definition and event supervision at a level that allows
events to be used as efficient inter- and intraprocess synchro-
' nization tools, as well as response to real-time incidents
(universally required in real-time applications)
e
%
, |
ConCurrent C copstructs are categorized in two classes: new t
variable definitions (event variables and shared variables) and new
control-flow statements (process interaction, process control, con-
current execution, and event supervision). The following discussion
is an informal description of some of the constructs supported by
ConCurrent C. Note that a variety of techniques can be implemenued
using ConCurrent C capabilities, and that only some of those are shown
in the examples of figure 2.
ConCurrent C introduces a new type, event variables, to support
- real-time event handling. All real-time events are either timers or
exceptions. The key words timer and exception are used to declare and
defit:e event variables. An exception :an cause incidents that affect
either its defining process (internal exceptions or traps), or a
separate process (external exceptions or interrupts).
The WHeN statement is used to suspend its enclosing process until
a specified event is satisfied, at which time its associated statement
list is executed. The WHEN-ELSE, however, evaluates the condition; if
the condition is satisfied, it also execuLes the statement(s) imme-
diately following the when; otherwise the else statement list is exe-
s cuted. The syntax of the WHEN-ELSE is similar to IF-ELSE statement.
I
I
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The WHENEVER statement is provided to support non-procedural
event supervision. This statement, for a specific scope of the
program, specifies an event to be observed as a parallel task while
the program is being executed. It alsu defines an event handler to be
J_ executed whenever the event occurs. If the specified event occurs,
normal execution will be interrupted and the event handler executed.
Upon completion of the event handler, control will return to the point
at which the program was interrupted.
The WHEN statement is also used, in addition to procedural event
response, to synchronize access to shared data between processes. The
WHEN statement synchronizes shared access based on conditions that are
evaluated at the time the access is to be made. A condition is an
expression that always evaluates to true or false; it is this result
that controls whether the statement block associated with the WHEN is
executed. The WHEN statement can thus be used to directly implement
the Conditional Critical Region technique of sharing data. Note that
any combination of condition testing and synchronization by event is
allowed.
The process concept is the basis of true concurrent execution. A
process in ConCurrent C is defined and started by a process statement.
Each process statement includes
- a unique identifier for subsequent control of process
- instantiations
- the code that it uses for execution
- the processor that executes it (optional)
-- and the system dependent attributes that define its environment,
such as priority, stack size, and so forth (optional)
, System dependent attributes, if required, are placed in a predefined
structure and passed to the system support environment. This struc-
ture can be customized for different implementations, or totally
omitted.
Proper combinations of these statements and other existing C
" Language statements can define and cause to be executed every known
multiple process intercommunication technique, including semaphores,
monitors and messages.
/ Each of the capabilities of ConCurrent C listed here are also
available in ConCurrent FORTRAN 77.
1985002069-016
MULTICOMPUTING MULTITASKING SUPPORT UTILITIES
The FLEX/32's MultiComputing Multitasking Support (MMS) Utilities
provide support for real-time, run-time embedded applications.
The MMS Utilities are resident in the System Library and are
included by the loader to resolve all external calls generated by the
ConCurrent C preprocessor. The capabilities of the MMS Utilities
include the following:
a. Priority-Oriented Task Management and Multiprogramming
b. MultiComputing, by providing interprocessor communication, synchro-
nization, and data protection for concurrent or sequential pro-
cessing
c. Interprocess Communication and Signaling
d. Event Management to supervise conventional interrupts, interpro-
cessor messages, user-defined exceptions, system-defined excep-
tions, and timers
e. Memory Pool Management
' A METHODOLOGY FOR CONCURRENT PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
Of major importance in producing commercial quality (that is,
useful) concl':rent programs is the availability of a development
methodology fully supported by software tools.
Figure 3 provides a block diagram of the flo, of program com-
pilation, loading, and execution within the FLEX/32 MultiComputing
Environment. The steps from sequential code developmen _ through final
concurrent program integration constitute the FLEX/ development
methodology.
At the to_2 of figure 3, a ConCurrent C program source file is
shown. It is first processed via the ConCurrent C Preprocessor,
resulting _l the output of a C Language Source File containing unre-
solved MMS system calls. The Preprocessed ConCurrent C Source is next
compiled under UNIX System V by the C compiler, resulting in an object
code fzle. The object code file can then run through the system
loader having all system calls resolved by the MMS Utilities contained
in .he _ystem Library, resulting in an executable image file.
The right side of figure 3 depicts the several execution options
provided by the FLEX/32 MultiComputing Environment. Three different
. environren_s are provided with the FLEX/32 MultiComputer. The first
allows execution under a Concurrent Executive and provides for a true
4
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pa_allel computer, concurrent operating environment. The second is
execution in a simulation of a concurrent environment under the UNIX
i System V environment. This program is called the FLEX/32 Concurrency
Simulator. The third environment is UNIX System V which allows either
non-concurrent (sequential) operation, or distributed operation.
The FLEX/32 methodology for concurrent program development is a
phased migration of processes from one environment to another.
Separate compilation and test of sequential programs under UNIX and
its tools alluw a number of programmers to contribute to the develop-
ment of large software systems. As these programs are developed and
known to be functionally correct, they can be collected under a
ConCurrent C program as processes. This concurrent program can be
fully debugged using the Concurrency Simulator, still under UNIZ and
its many support tools. If appropriate, this program can be forever
executed in multiple processors under UNIX. If, however, the program
was intended to execute directly on the MultiComputer, processes can
be moved one at a time, or all at once, into the intended processors
under MMS. This allows incremental use of true concurrency from the
shelter of apparent concurrency and UNIX support afforded by the
Concurrency Simulator.
The diagram also depicts a number of source processes written in
some of the languages that can be compiled via their individual
language compilers and combined by the system loader. Again, their
system calls are resolved and images are produced that allow them to exe-
cute together in different computers under any of the concurrent,
simulated concurrent, and non-concurrent environments provided.
CONCLUSION
Concurrent processing utilizing multiple processors is an
advanced technique for achieving more processing power, faster com-
putation and flexible application of computing hardware to changing
requirements.
ConCurrent C and FORTRAN were developed to provide high-level
software development tools for the concurrent programming of true
Multiple Instruction Stream/Multiple Data Stream (MIMD) computing
environments such as the FLEX/32 MultiComputer.
11
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Figure i.- Generic FLEX architecture.
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5ynchronlzstton Usin(/ "EzceptLons", "Nhen"
And "whenever" :
l exceptionmsq dy ser_er --, receiver ; I....
except£on isq_rcved receiver --) |en4er ;
exception ssq_end sender --) rece/ver J
sender process ; receiver proc#ss i
......
... _henQYer (isqend) rgcv@wJtll ;
do'c for (;s) c
put_lSq() ; wttefl (isq_read7) qet_nsq() ;
&ctlvste (asgreldy) &ctlvate ensqrcved) ;
when (nsqrcved) ; }
) _ile (aore_lsq) ; ...
activate (nsq_end) ; ...
"'' L''"
Conditional Crltlcal-Reqlon Iipleientetlon
Usinq "k_en" :
In process p1 :
when (buffer status .- _I"YI {
vxite buffer( ) ;
and in process p2 , t'i. _ "'_
when (buffer status -= ._L) ( /_F ;" ( \_ ( c
read_buffer() ; -
_ buffer_stetus - _ :)
"Process" Statements :
r/. st.rt processes pl _n4 p2 , */ |
|process (p1, funcl(;, processorl) ; IiProcess (p2. funcZ(arql), procenor2) ;- /1. Ilul_tpco%rmlrx; : *1• |process (p3, ftmc3(), processor2) ;|/_ default processor, vhen not epecLfled */| process (F4, fuse1()) ;
Figure 2.- ConCurrent C examples.
CONCURR_qT C SOURCE! _-_' _CONCURRENT_ wITH SYSTEM _-_ COMCILER
• " ' _ _ PHASE I/
• _ I_ I
• / /_ UNIX r
_ COMpelLER _ / / ;
" ee _ _ / PHASE III
_;O_T_AN FORTRAN LOAD ' 'ICONCURRENCY I
: - / T " °i'x
. \P , J
ILANGU_E _ LANGUAGE L-'-'_OB'JI:'C;'] /, ..... _
" Figure 3.- Software development methodology.
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FINITE ELEMENT COMPUTATION ON NEAREST NEIGHBOR CONNECTED MACHINES
Alastair D. McAulay
Texas Instruments, Central Research Laboratories
Dallas, Texas
SUMMARY
We de _cr ibe research aimed at faster, more cost effective
parallel machines and algorithms for improving designer productivity
with finite element computations. A set of 8 boards, containing 4
nearest neighbor connected arrays of commercially available floatinq
point chips and substantial memory, are inserted into a commercially
available machine. One-tenth Mflop (64 bit operation) processors provide
an 89% efficiency when solving the equations arising in a finite element
problem for a single-variable regular grid of size 40 by 40 by 40.
This is approximately 15 to 20 times faster than a much more expensive
machine such as a VAX 11/780 used in double precision. The
efficiency falls off as faster or more processors are envisaged
because communication times become dominant. Consequen_ ly, we
propose, for the first time, a novel SOR algorithm which uses cyclic
reduction in order to permit data t_:ansfer and computation to overlap
in time. For a future 0.63 Mflop single chip processor, this new
algorithm raises the efficiency from 56% to 98% for a 40 by 40 by 40
3-D mesh, and from 92% to 99% for a 285 by 285 2-D mesh.
INTRODUCT _ON
We discuss research aimed at cost effective finite e] _m_nt
machines which are expandable to utilize high levels of parallelism.
Our approach is to hypothesize a group of arrays of nearest neighbor _
connected parallel processors with substantial distributed memory
operating in a commercially available machine, the NuMachine, as shown
in Figure i. The distributed memory overcomes the memory bandwidth
problem of most machines and the NuMachine provides us with economic
computing amenities, such as a parallel Unix operating system, a high
speed bus, high quality graphics, an interactive mouse, ethernet
interconnections., a diagnostic processor, a multibus for peripheral
interconnections and a symbolic processor.
We plan to reduce the overall des_.gn time and cost for finite
ele,.ent computations by three means. First, we make extensive and
efficient use of parallelism to reduce computation time and cost. We
plan to determine the efficiency of many alternative finite element
alqor ithms and will modify the algorithms and processor board
configuration so as to be most efficient for the mcst widely used
algorithms. We show in this paper, for the first time_ the use of
cyclic reduction with an SOR algorithm in order to overlap data
transfers and computations. This provides impressive gains in
efficiency for our machine. Second, an expert slstem is used to
provide an improved probability of achieving the desired results i_
order to substantially reduce the number of repeat runs. The symbolic
processor may also be useful for computing der ivatJves used in
15
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reanalysis (ref. 1,2) and nonlinear computations. Thirdly, we are
engaged in parameter optimization research which will reduce the
guesswork and hence the number of repeat runs involved in design
optimization (ref. 3).
Finite element computations have been performed on many existing
and prototype parallel machines (ref. 4). The research finite
element machine at NASA Langley Research Center (ref. 5), is unique
in that it was configured specifically with this type of computation
in mind. Results of parallel computations on this machine have been
published (ref. 6,7). A general discussion of finite element
algorithms on parallel machines is contained in reference 8. A
parallel microprocessor system used for finite element experiments is
discussed in ref. 9 and an idea for optical implementation in ref.
i0. Other researchers at NASA and in academia are addressing the
more difficult task of determining an optimum overall software and
hardware design for finite element machines from the ground up (ref.
ii).
ARCHITECTURE
Details of the NuMachine are available (ref. 12,13), and will
not be discussed here, except to mention that the bus speed of 37.5
Mbytes/sec is unusually high for a machine in its price range. The
NuMachine rack unit version has 21 slots and we plan to have
approximately 8 multiprocessor boards. Each board has 4 or more
processing units connected in a nearest neighbor manner, figure 2.
- We plan to use commercial arithmetic units such as the National
Semiconductor 32081 or the Motorola 68881 Coprocessor. We expect such
devices to multiply a 64 bit word in double precision in approximately
I0 microseconds '^ _
_u._ Mflop rate). Higher _erformance pipelined
multiple chip processors from Weitek, AMD and TR_ are at least an
order of magnitude faster, but are not desirable because of complexity
and because they require more board space and thus limit the number of
processors on a board. Single chip higher performance processors are
planned; for example, the AMD 29325 wil_ be approximately 30 times
faster than the NS 32801 but dissipates several times more power and
is several times more costly. The power dissipation will require
special attention if several processors like this are used on a board.
The arithmetic un..t does not require all the capability of a general
purpose microprocessor and we expect to eventually place many more
than 4 processors on a single board, as well as having much faster
. processors. We anticipate the eventual use of special VLSI designs to
take advantage of small size, high speed, low cost and minimal power.
The repetitive nature of the arrays considered simplifies the VLSI
design process. Consequently, in evaluating performance we restrict
ourselves to processors between the 0.1 Mf]op and 10 Mflop range for a
64 bit multiply. The lower end of the performance range is
available in convenienu form today.
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i E:_,,':hprocessing unit is assumed to " _ e 32,000 words of 64 bit
memory, mhe nearest neighbor connec':: q on the board utilises the
least i-_ of pin connections, thu_; ; :ximising reliability and
minimizing power and space requirem,'..n: . An arithmetic 1.nit w'th
asscciate_ _ control and miscell_neous clL _ is estimated to occupy
approxi_na'elj three times the _rr__.- the 32,000 words of memory.
Later stu_e3 will optimize the trade :. between more processors,
speed of _ec_ssors and more memory ..s while satisfying the real
estate const:-_int and the require.,_nt _.: achieve high performance with
commonly used a'_o_thms.
FINITE ELEMEN'_ COi_PUTATION STAGES
The problem formulation st;qe is assisted by an expect system in
the symbolic processor. This advises the user whether variational,
Galerkins, least square or ¢_her approaches are preferred. It
provides consulting regarding the input information he must supply and
the results he may exp-ct.
_ The modeling stage invol_es partitioning or mapping the selected
)- formulation on to the specific machine configuration. At this stage,
the u_er may direct the partitioning or allow the machine to handle
it. Substructuring is a commonly used technique for subdividing the
problem into reasonable parts, generally with minimum interconnections
or to maximize the number of similar sub-parts, (ref. 7,14). Much
computation and design time is saved by intelligent partitioning. For
_ example, we need to reduce the number of degrees of freedom only once
for a part which is used several times in a scaled form. If the
e
original problem had not been partitioned in this manner, this
- computation would have been repeated for each of those similar parts.
Subdivision into parts with few inLerconnections permits high
computation efficiency on a parallel machine because the computation
: associated with connecting the regions is small relative to that for
each region, which may be computed in parallel. The expert system f
contains a numerical model of the computation process similar to that
used in evaluating performance in order to predict the efficiency of
computation for alternative partitioning selections.
4 The mesh generation stage utilises the mouse and high resolution
•_ graphics, it must be possible to interactively add or remove points
and to specify regions in which grids must be more or less dense. The
user must be informed of the computational impact of selecting more or
less points. He must also be advised when denser or less dense points
would be desirable. For example, in field scattering problems, high
resolution is required at sharp co-nets. The numberlng of the nodes
is a critical factor affecting computation and is addressed
extensively in reference 15. It would appear chat existing schemes,
used with sequential machines, could be modified to provide good
partitioning for a parallel machine.
The element integrations for matrix element formulation can be a
computationallv demanding phase. However, considerable reduction in
computation for t_is stage results if, during problem modeling, we
17
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make use of similar or similar shaped elements. The ma2hlne must
allocate the element computations _o the processors in some balanced
manner. Tn some cases, scheduling the next element to the next
available processor may be adequate. The matrix must then be set up
for all elements. In other cases, where every plemen_ has a differei_t
value, the mes]_ might best be subdivided evenly among processors.
In this case, it may be preferable to compute fhc matrix eltments in
the processors where they will be required for equation solution.
Element formulation is expecte8 to run fairly efficiently on a
parallel machine (ref. 6), especially when the grid is regular or a
distortion of a regular grid.
the equation solution stage is normally the most computationally
demanding. This is addressed in more detail in the remainder of this
paper. Several basic algorithms are listed, together with some of
their principal differences.
i. Successive overrelaxation is a simple iterativ_ technique which
avoids explicitly forming matrices. Consequently, little and
distributed storage is used, which makes large regular o_
distorted from regular grids easy to partition. Fast
convergence requires good selection of the overrelaxation
parameter, which is accomplished readily only for matrices having
certain optimal properties such as property A and consistent
ordering. These properties apply to a 5 point finite difference
method but do not generally apply to finite elements. Iterative
techniques may be superior to direct methods when an approximate
initidl solution is known (ref. 16).
2. Gauss Elimination and LU Decomposition are widely used for finite
elements because _rregular grids are frequently used and solutions
are obtained in a fixed number of operations for well conditioned
matrices. Computation cf dlsplacement for mar_y loads is
fr_quent]y required in structures, and the LU decomposifion
enables the most computationally demanding part to be performed
" only once for many loads. The computation is speeded by
= renumbering for bandwidth reduction or to maintain sparsity in the
decomposition (ref. 15).
3. Preconditioned conjugate gradients is a popular iterative
technique involving systematic error reduction using the finite
elemept matrices. It is preferred to SOR because it avoids
determination of optimum convergence parameters and requires fewer
restrictions on the _..atrix A for qood behavior. For example, it
will handle ill conditioned matrices. _pproximate knowledge of%
- the solution erables even faster computatiom. _any people are
working on efficient parallel implementations (ref. 6).
4. Alternating Direction ImPlicit Method enhances speed by
• partitioning the finite _:lement matrix into a sum of matrices.
The method] lends itself to parallel computation because much of
th- computation is performed on these partitioned parts. However,
in our preliminary experiments it became clear that more theory
was required in order to maintain nice properties in the
18
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submatriceg while balancing load for a parallel machine.
5. Q-R algorithm is a popular method for seluing for eigenvalues. It
is used widely to determinp resonances in finite elements.
Parallel versions havc been investigated (ref. 17,1B)
After solving the equations, it is frequently necessary to
compute other parameters on each mesh point. The same computation is
performed independently _cross the grid so that high parallel
efficiency is readily achievable. Sophisticated graphics software is
required to di:_play sections th,ough mutiparameter 3-D displays and
for contour and interpolated image views of the structure and the
field.
• PERFOP_4AMCE PRS:DICTIONS FCR SOR EQUATION SOLVING
Thre_ color SOR algorithm
The successive overr elaxation algorithm, SO_, is selected for
evaluation first because of its simp__ icitv, having only one
computation step repeated many times. The SOF, algorithm applied to a
regular 2--D grid of triangular elements requires repeated solution at
each node or mesh point of
(i+l) (i+l) (i+l)
11( TM )
= _lalU(J °+ + a + _4u££,_ 9_i,m a2ug.-l,m 3u_.,m+l ,m-i
(i+i) (i+l) _i+l) ] (i) (!)
+ a5U£+l,m+! + _6u£_!,m_l + a0k£, m J - (_-l)uL, m
The mesh is subdivided evenly among the processors and the matrix
coefficients (_) and overrelaxation factors _, (_-I) are loaded '
into the apprepriate processor memories. Colors a_e assigned to the
nodes in the sequence Red, Black and Green from left to right.
Succesive rows are shifted one place to the right and wrapped around,
to uoLcespor, d with triangular elements arranged such that nodes are
, connected to the NE and SW (ref. 16). All processors compute their
: assigned color first and then cycle synchronously through the other
colors in the order Red, Black and Green. After a pr_determine_
number of iterations, checks are made to determine whether adequate
convergence has occur cal. This involves computing the sum of the
squares of the node values at a processor and the sum of the squares
of the no£e value changes sinco th9 ].act iteration. This information
- is assembled by the host in orde_ to comp_te whether convergence is
adequate and may be computed ,:chile the array boards cont_n_e with the
next iteration. A 3-D SOll algorithm may be developed similarly for an
c_ement shape selected.
bI
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SOR performance equations without o_fverlappin@ transfer and computation
We assume triangular e!__ments in the 2-D case and tetrahedral
elements in the 3-D case. An approximate performance e._timate (on the
worst case side) is derived usin_ the definitions:
Nb = 8 the number of boards
N = 4 the number of processors per board
P
Mp = 28,000 the nsmber of storage words/processor (_000 extra words
are reserved for cont[ol and buffers)
Sb=4.69x106 the bus speed in words/second (64 bit words)
Sc the time in seconds for the processor to perform a 64 bit
floating point multiply
Sn=0.4xl0 -6 the time in seconds for a 64 bit word to travel between
neighborin j processors
: A the number of multiplications (with additions_ per iteration
of equation (L), including 2 convergence related multiplications not
shown in equation (I); A = ii for the 2-D c_se and A = 17 for the
3-D case
Ma the number of words stored for each node, including 2
, convergence related check words which are not shown in equation (i).
Note that in the 2-D c-_se, Ma=ll, because 6 coefficients are shared
with their neiahbors and need be stored only once. In the 3-D case
there are 12 such coefficients ,ind M =14.
a
[
L
The number of nodes handled directl_ is the total memory divi_ed .
,: by the storage per node
Nn = Np._bMp/M a (2)
: One iteration of equation (I), for these nodes, may be computed in
parallel with the Np processors in time
i Tc = NnASc/(NpN b) (3)%
For a 2-D mesh, the amount of data that must be transferred from
one board to another for one of the 3 colors during computation of
one iteration of equation (i) is the perimeter of tho data stored on
the boasd for that color. Consequently, the tim£ taken for
. communicating from every board to every other for one iteration of !
"_ equatLon (i) and 3 colors is
Tt -- 12 Nb(MpNp/3)I/2/S b (4)
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Fox a 3-D mesh, the number of colors required also depends on the
element shape; 6 colors are required for tetrahedral elements because
6 lines pass through every point and 13 colors are required for cubic
elements. We will use 6 colors as this is more efficient for our
machine. However, we assume the mesh of elements is fitted inside a
cube for simplicity of calculations. The approximate time required
for bls communication between boards in a 3-D problem is
= 3t ]b(MpNp/6)2/3/Sb (5)Tt (3-D)
Fo: a 2-D triangular mesh and a 2-D configuration of processors
on a board, the only data transfer required on a board is between
neighbors and occurs concurrently for all processors. The time for on
board transfers fo_ 3 colors is
Tn = 3(Mp/3) 1/2 Sn
(_)
For a 3-D mesh and a 2-D configuration of processors we consider
a simple though not necessarily efficient arrangement in which the
board handles a part of one horizontal plane of the 3-D mesh. In this
case, informatio, involving the upper and lower faces of a cube is
transferred to the board edge from every processor via others during
one iteration. A third cube face is included for the nearest neighbor
horizontal path. The average number of processor outputs is
(ND-I)I/2/2 , as data accumulates on the path to the board ._ge. The
d fstance from the array center to the board edge is (ND-I) I/_. The
resulting time for 6 colors is approximately
= (_)
Tn(3_D) IS(Mp/6)I/2(Np-I)/2 Sn
The efficiency of computation relative to a sequential machine,
assuming no overlap between data transfer and computation, is then
n = Tc/(T c + Tt + Tn) (8)
The overall computation time includes the time to check for
convergence (the last term in the brackets) and the loading and
; unloading time (last term)
j T_ = NI(T c + T t + T + 2N (NpNb)) + (9)
_ . n 2NbNpMp/SbnSc /
where, based on a colored SOR algQrithm, the number of iterations to
reduce the error to ]/(N I/2 + 1) 2 is
_ _/2 NI/2
NT = 0.72 N,_ l°g!0 n (i0)
.e 21
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SO__RRperformance equations with data transfer and computation overlap
we propose a new algorithm which improves performance by
permitting overlap between data transfer and computation. This can be
used to reduce the effect of bus and nearest neighbor communications.
We describe the method in terms of a 2-D mesh and in terms of reducing
bus effects because these are more significant in our configuration.
Six color labeling is introduced by odd-even cyclic reduction of
the three color grid. The red nodes are renumbered sequentially; odd
nodes are called R0 and even nodes RI. Black and green nodes are
similarly labeled (figure 5). At each of the 6 time steps shown in the
figure, the boxed nodes are updated according to equation (i).
Updating a node requires the use of values from North, South, East,
West, NE and SW for a triangular finite element grid. Six steps are
required to update all nodes in a six color system.
The line shown at each step in figure 5 marks the interface
separating those mesh values in one processor from those stored in a
processor on another board. Only nodes immediately adjacent to this
interface are shown in figure 5. At each time step, in addition to
updating node values, the values updated on the previous step are
transmitted across the bus to be available at the new processor when
desired. The transfers are marked with arrows in figure 5.
Examination of nodes below the line in figure 5 show that when they
, are updated, the North and NE values required from the upper board
will have been transmitted on the immediate two previous steps.
Similarly, for nodes above the line, the South and SW values required
will have been transmitted on two previous stages. This arrangement
permits all data transfers across the interface between boards, that
take less time than the time spent in computation for that step, to
occur overlapped in time with the computations.
!
In the 2-D case, the data transfer time between boards T t
modified for the 6 color algorithm in place of the 3 color one
become s
$
Tt = 24 Nb(MPNp/6)I/2/S b (ii)
A similar cyclic reduction for a 3-D mesh increases the 6 colors to 12
colors, producing
' 2/3/S bTt(3_D) = 72 Nb(MpNp/12) (12)
The data transfer time on a board is also modified for the new
approacn for the 2-D and 3-D cases,
!
1/2
Tn = 6 (Mp/6) Sn (13)
and
" ' (Mp/12)1/2 (Np-I) (14)" Tn(3_D) = 36 /2 Sn
I
Consequently, for T t < Tc, the efficiency in equation (_) is modified
Q
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to
!
q0 = Tc/(Tc + Tn ) (15)
and the total computation time, equation (9) is modified to
!
TT = NI(T c + Tn + 2NnSc/(NpNb)) + 2NbNpMp/Sb (it)
!
For T t > Tc, the efficiency is
T'
= + + (Tt - Tc)) (17)ni Tc/(Tc n
and the computation time
! !
TT = NI_Tc + (Tt - Tc) + Tn t 2NnSc/(NpNb)) + 2NbNpMp/S b (18)
We observe that the above approach is equally applicable to a
finite difference algorithm. In this case the red-black algorithm
would be extended to a four color algorithm in order to overlap data
transfer and computation.
SOR performance results
Figure 3 shows the performance for solving the equations for a
• 285 bv 285 2-D mesh problem as a function of log processor speed. The
slowest processor, 0.i Mflops, is available today. The fastest is
slightly faster than single chip prccessors anticipated by 1986. The
efficiency is shown in figure 3(a) for the conventional 3 color
algorithm (equation (8)) and the new 6 color algorithm (equation (17)).
The dashed curve (equation 15) shows the efficiency if the bus is
assumed perfect, requiring zero delay to communicate data. For the 3
color algorithm, the efficiency for a 0.i Mflop processor is 98% and
falls off for hypothesized future processors because the bus
communication time increases relative to the computation time. The
introduction of the new algorithm permits overlap of bus communication
and computation. Processors of speed less than 5 Mflops now no longer
have to wait for the bus. We observe that for a 0.63 Mflop processor,
the efficiency is improved from 92% to 99% by the new algorithm.
, Figure 3(b) shows the estimated time to solve the equationu for
the 2-D mesh for the conventional algorithm (equation (9)) and the new
algorithm (equatior_ (18)). The time decreases even when the
i efficiency is falling off. For a 5 Mflop processor the new algorithm
is approximatley 40% faster.
Figure 4(a) shows the estimated performance for solving the
equations for a 40 by 40 by 40 3-D mesh as a function of processor
speed for a conventional 6 color algorithm and a new 12 color
'_ algorithm. The efficiency of 89% for the conventional algorithm and a
. 0.1 Mflop processor is lower than for the 2-D mesh because more data
has to be transferred on the bus relative to computation. The
i efficiency droDs off rapidly. The use of the new algorithm provides
._ an impressive improvement up to 0.63 Mflops. Above this, the bus is
23
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essentially saturated for the algorithm chosen.
The dashed curve shows the situation with no bus delays. This
shows that with the small number of processors per board, the
communication delays on the board, although worse than for the 2-D
case_ are not significant until closer to I0 Mflops. This suggests
that the balance between bus and board communication delay could be
improved by having more processors on a board and fewer boards. This
is entirely feasible with future VLSI. The impact on board
communication may be further reduced by applying cyclic reduction in a
similar manner as was used to permit computation and bus transfer.
The interfaces in figure 5 are now considered to be between processors
on a board rather than between boards.
Figure 4(b) shows the computation time for the conventional 3-D 6
color algorithm and the new 12 color algorithm. There is a 40%
reduction in computation time for a 0.63 Mflop processor. At this
point bus transfer equals computation time. Consequently, the use of
faster processors will not improve speed with the algorithm selected.
Significantly faster performance may also be achieved by using
the more complex multigrid method, which on a serial machine can
reduce the number of operations from O(Nn N I) to O(Nn), (ref.
19,20). Multigrid loses some of its efficlency on a parallel machine
(ref. 21), hut for the m_chine discussed, there are many nodes
_ relative to the number of processors and multigrid techniques should
still be efficient. Multigrid is not inc'uded in the evaluation here
as it ,tar also be used with a sequential machine.
CONCLUSION
We discussed improvements to the design time involving finite
element computations by using parallelism, expert systems and
optimization techniques. We considered a commercially available
computer into which we inserted 8 identical processor boards. Each
board has 4 processing units and each unit consists of 4 commercially
available processors and 32000 words of memory. We showed that this
configuration is highly efficient for solving the equations for
single-variable regular grids up to 285 by 285 for 2-D and up to 40 by
40 by 40 for 3-D. Efficiency with a 0.i Mflop processor is estimated
• to be 89%, providing an improvement of 15 to 20 times relative to a more
costly VAX 11/780 used in double precision. The next most demanding
part of the computaticn, setting up the equations, is also expected to
be similarly efficient for regular grids. At: least an order of
magnitude faster prccessors are anticipated within a couple of years.
For these processors the efficiency would fall off dramatically. We
proposed a new SOR algorithm which enables overlapping in time for
data transfer and computation. For a 0.63 Mflop processor, this
algorithm improves efficiency from 56% to 98% for a 40 by 40 by 40 3-D
mesh and from 92% to 99% for a 285 by 285 2-D mesh. Non-regular grids
-. are common in structural finite element computations. Consequently,
we plan to investigate the efficiency of our machine for direct
decompesition methods such as Gauss Elimination and Nested Dissection.
24
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APPLICATION OF _ONCURRENT PROCESSING TO STRUCTURAL DYNAMIC RESPONSE COMPUTATIONS
Jonathan Ransom, Olaf Storaasli and Robert Fulton
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton VA 23665
SUMMARY
Equations of large order structural problems are often difficult to solve on current
sequential computers due to memory and time constraints. The introduction of a new
generation of computers based on concurrent processing offers an alternative that
promises to alleviate these constraints. The trend of future computers (based on new
products under developement) is toward new generation computers referred to as
multiple instruction multiple data (MIMD) computers. These MIMD computers provide an
opportunity for significant gains in computing speed which makes the solution of
large-scale structural problems tractable. This paper describes the experiences
gained from solving for the dynamlc response of two simple structures on an
experimental MIMD computer called the Finite Element Machi_le.The paper introduces
MIMD computing concepts, describes how the concurreat algorithmic techniques were
implemented and gives results for the two example problems. The results show
computational speedups of up to 7.83 using eight of the Finite Element Machine
processors and indicate that significant computational speedups are possible for
l_rge order structural computations.
I_;TRODUCTION
A typical method of solving st;'ucturaldynamic response problems is to discretize the
structure using finite element or finite difference techniques and to solve the
resulting system of equations (often a large number of equations) on a sequet_tial
computer. The solution of the resulting equations on sequential computers for
large-(rder problems is often very demandim_ on both memory and time. The
iatroduction of a new generation of computers ba_ea _n c_ncurrent processing offers
an alternative that promises tc alleviate thes_ c,.nstraints.A concurrent processing
computer contains many processors which may operate simultaneously to share the
computational load, thereby reducing the co:nputationtime for applications where
concurrent algorithms can be developed
A crude mode] used to analyze the crash dynamics of a typical transport aircraft is
shown in figure I. The model contains a relatively small number of elements and
equations, but, even so, it takes more th_n an hour of computer time to calculate
displacements for only a fraction of o second of real (crash) time. Analysts would
prefer using a more complex (more accurate! mode] in order to predict the failure
modes of the structure. However, the analysis of such a complex model would be so
demanding on a sequential computer that it is currently not done.
" L'I' :C:I':I)iN(] l>h(.;l,: BLANK NOT FII,MED"
=' ,
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VThe chronological growth in speed of sclentJfic computers as measured in MFLOPS
(millions of floating point operations per secend) is shown in figure 2. Current
estimates are that the peak performance ach;evable for a single-processorcomputer is
approximately 1000 MFLOPS (shPwn by the horizontal hatched marks) in the figure. Also
shown in the figure is the estimated speed of up to a million MFLOPS requireQ for
routine large-order nonlinedr dynamic response calculations. The figure show_ that
the n_ar-term introduction of a new series of' multiprocessor computers (termed
multiple instruction multiple data or MIMD) promises to provide a significant advance
in high-speed scientific cumputing capability. The development of suitable algoriLhms
on concurrent computers in the future may lead to bre]kthroughs in the solution of
large-order nonlinear dynamic response problems. The key to utilizing Lhis
opportunity is the effective selection and implementationof appropriate algorithms
which exploit :(,ncurrentprocessing concepts.
This paper describes results for several applications on a research concurrent
processor machine (Finite Element Machine, FEM) at NASA Langley Research Center and
updates results shown in previous work of the authors (ref. I).
DESCRIPTION OF A?PLICATIONS
Tilisstudy describes the aolution of two dynamic responsp problems: (1) the finite
difference analysis of a simply supported arch under a uniform step load; a_,d(2) the
finite element analysis of a two-dimensionalbeam grillage under a uniform step load
• at its nodal points• The objective in both problems _s to solve for the displacements
as functions of the time and the loading.
The simply supported arch shown in figure 3 contains both displacemenL,w, and time,
t, as variables. Finite difference approximations were used to discretize the
structure. The response of the center point for 5 milliseccnds after application of
the uniform step load is also shown.
The beam grillage shown in figure 4 is also simply supported and discretized using a
finite element method. The respunse at nodes I, 2, and 3 in te:_,isof transverse
disp]acement as a function of time is also shown in the figure•
: CONCURRENT SOLUTION ALGORITHM
In general, for a lumped mass formulation, the acceleration for each degree of
freedom for each node of a structural model is a function of a11 the displacements,
the velocities, and time. In this concurrent approach, m equations of motion can be
distributed over n processors. A typical distribution of m equations of motion is as
follows
f,(.,,w,,
f,(wl,w2,'",Wm,W,,W_,'",_m,t)...... Processor Iw2= (I)
_: f3(wt'w2'''" " 'W2.' ,Wm,t)f,(w,,w,....,Wm,_1,wa,_i,wm,t) Processor 2
q
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w" f (w],w2 ,w ,wl,w2 ,Wm,t)
Wm= fm(Wl,W2,...,w ,_1,_2,...,@m,t) Processor n
where wi is the displacement of the ith degree of freedom and a dot denotes
differentiation with respect to time. If m is a r,lultipleof n, there is an equal
dlstribution of the computational load. Otherwise, the work load should be
judiciouslybalanced to minimize processor idle time and increased overhead.
A common procedure for integratingdynamic equations is the Newmark-Betamethod (ref.
2). The original form ulatio_ does not use matrix inversion but calculates new
accelerations iteratively. This _ormulation was chosen for this study to maximize
_ralie!ism ef the algorithm. The m equations of motion are distributed a',d solved on
n processors (i.e., m=n) as indicated in figure 5. All processors perform identical
functions (same soltware) and act as "integration engines". Moving from t to t+At,
each processor begins ,,ith an assumed acceleration for each assigned degree of
freedom. T.e corresponding first derivaL1ves ana displacements are calculated using
the following equations
= ""'_'G_L)+_(t+At)) t/2 (2)_i(t+At) _ _j._,_,
wi(t+_t_ : _(t)+at_(t)+At2(_(t+at)b+E(t)(O'5"b))1 (3)
wher_ b=]/A (trapezoidalintegration).
Tne computationis then interruptedso that each processor can communicate results
for its assigned degrees of treedom to its neighboring processors. The accelerations
"- are then computed and compared with the assumed accelerations. If a given convergence
criterionfor the a&sig,_ed egrees of freedom is met, then "local convergence" is
achieved. The computations are interrupted again to ch_ck for convergence of all
"_ processors (i.e., global convergence) by using a flag network that sets a flag on
each converged processor and sends its statds to other processors. If either the
_ocal or the global convergence test fails, each processor uses the current
calculdted value as the assumed acceleration and repeats the computations. When
global convergence is met, all processors simultaneously proceed to the next time
step.
CONCURRENTPROCESSINGSOLUTIONMETHOD
On conventional sequential computers, a sequential time-consuming process of
repeatedly iterating over both time steps and spacial variables is required to
determine the response. However, on a parallel computer (refs. 3-5), one may
distribute specific geometric locations (nodes) or masses to be solved ,vet different
processors. Iteration then occurs simultaneouslyover all p_'ocessors.Communicdtion
between the processors is accomplished by the interprocessor communications
capability of Lhe parallel computer. The user can invoke either direct
nearest-neighbor communications or (for distant processors) global bus
communications.
, In _dJition, on concurrent processors (refs. 3-6), one must take into account such
Lnings _s which computationscan be performed concurrently, how many processors can
be u_ed, how to distribute the computations, and the amount of communication required
between processors. At some point communication between processors may become too
33
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time consuming, Then a trade-off must be made between sequential a_d concurrcnL
pFocessing.
Software
The user interface to the Finile Element Machine is accomplished by using a typical
minicomputer referred to as the "controller".The sofeware on the controller for the
Finite Element Machine is an extended version of the menu-driven minicomputer
- operating system. In addition, software (termed PASLIB) was written to support a set
of companion co,r_nds residing on ea.n processor in the array. Thus, a user
constructs a concurrent algorithm using the text editor and other features of the
controller. When the algorithm and data have been prepared, a command is given to
transfer the program and associated data from the controller to each element in the
array. Next, the processor connectivity is transferred to each processor to store the
location of its neighbors. This neighbor assignment process is currently automated,
requiring no user input for most cases. However, the use," must include in the
concurrent algorithm the appropriate code (SENDs and RECEIVEs) to communicate with
neighboring processors. For concurrent processing, _.'_r_-,ou,....... connectivity permits
greater flexibility in the creation of algorithms to solve structures problems than
is possible by conventional sequential computing.
i
Concurrent Processing Hardware
, The co_current processing research hardware used in this study is the NASA Langley
Finite Element Machine shown schematically in figure 6. It consists of an array of
processors (figure 7a) wi&h three boards per processor, such as the typical board
shown in figure 7b: The processors can communicate with each other over twa paths
(local or global) and with the controller using one path (global bus) as indicated in
figure 6. For a broad class of structures problems the finite element matrix is
sparse. Consequently, the design of the hardware took this sparcity into account by
providing UD to twelve nearest-neighborlinks of which eight are shown iF figure 6.
l_ global communications bus allows comnunicationsfrom one processor to any or all
other processors. The hardware contains a global flag network that can be used to
.. signal when a processor has completed its computations.
SPEEDUP AND EFFICIENCY OF METHOD
The concurrent solution algorithm described in the previous section was applied to
two example dynamic response problems The typical responses are shown on the
L
lower right of figures 3 and 4. The primary computational results of interest are the
times to calculate the structural response on a varied number of processors. The
computational speedup derived from the concurrent processing approach compared to the
, sequential approach can then be computed. The computational speedup is defined as the
computation time to calculate results on one processor divided by the computation
time to calculate the same results on n processors.
The computational speedups versus the number of processors for the shallow arch
problem and the beam grillage problem are shown in figures 8 and 9, respectively.The
theoretic-I maximum speedups would be the speedups if there were no overhead for
concurrent processing. Thus, the theoretical computational speedups are equal to the
number of processors used. The computational speedups for solving the arch problem
using 64"and 128 equations are shown in figure 8. There is a speedup of up to 7.83
34
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for 128 equations using eight processors. The computational speedups for sol,ing the
beam grillage problem using 24 a_d 48 equations are shown in figure 9. For this
exa_nple,there is a speedup of up to 7.36 using eight processors. The computational
speedups using eight processors approaches the theoretical maximum with fewer *
equations because the matrix multiplication used in the finite element method
requiresmore computational effort.
L
The efficiency of concurrent computations for an iacreasing number of processors for
the beam grillage problem using 48 equations is shown in figure 10. The efficiency is
defined as the compulational speedup divided by the number of processors. The figure
shows a typical comp,,sition of the overhead using eight processors. Since the
transferral and re(eipt of data are not instantaneous, communication is one of the
factors that contri:Jutesto the overhead. For iterative methods, it is necessary to
synchronize the prJcessors before making convergence checks, which creates another
source of overheaJ. In addition, there is overhead from establishing looping
parameters and incices identifyingprocessors uniquely and from nonparallel coding.
ESTIMATION OF COMPUTATIONAL SPEEDUP
The computation or execution time of an algorithm for a concurrent processing
computer is measured from the first processor initiation to the last processor
= completion. For predicting the computational speedup, the execution time E can be
thought of as a composition of arithmetic time A , communication time C,
synchronizationtime S and idle time or wait time D as given by the equation
E = A + C + S + D (4)
|
Tilevalue for A is the time taken for all floating point operations. The integer
arithmetic, loop overhead and array indexing have been neglected for simplicity. The •
value for C is the time to communicate values from one processor to another. For
the Finite Element Machine, the processors communicate directly with each other over
the communication links instead of shared mem_ory.Therefore, this time is the time to
send and receive information to and from processors. The value for S is the time
the processor spends synchronizingwith other processors and participating in global
decision making. The value for D is the idle time the processor spends waiting on
_ other processors to finish computations (ref. 7).
Equation (4) can be used to estimate the potential computational speedup by using a
concurrent processing technique for the shallow arch problem. Because the solution
procedure for this problem makes use of an terative method and the equations are
evenly distributed over the processors, the same amourt of floating point operations,
communication, and synchronizationoccurs during each iteration. Because there is no
wait time (D = 0), equation (4)can be written as
E = (a + c + s)l (5)
. where a, c, and s represent the arithmetic, communication, and synchronization time
per iteration and I is the number of iterations. For this example problem, tile
computational speedup for p processors may be expressed as
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SPEEDUP(p) = E(1)/E(p) = (a(1)+c(1)+s(1))/(a(p)+c{p)+s(p)) (6)
This equation is independentof the number of iterations.
For the shallow arch problem, the solution algorithm required the following number of
floating point operations per iteration: (7)
multiply : 24n/p
divide : 9n/p
add,subtracL : 18n/p
where n is the number of degrees of freedom and p is the number of processors.
Since the standard central difference approximation for the Fc_rth d_rivative is used
in the solution procedure, the ith degree of freedom computation mu_t use the i-2,
i-I, i+1, i+2 values of the displacement. The maxinlumnumber of communications,c, to
compute the fo_Jrthderivative for all the degrees of freedom assigned to a processor
is either four, two, or one for the assumed even distribution. If the number of the
' degrees of freedom is equal to the number of processors, data is communicated to the
ith processor from four neighboring processors (i.e., the i-2, i-1, i+I, and i+2
processors). If the number of degrees of freedom is greater than the number of
- processors,data is communicated to the ith processor twice, once from each of its
immediate neighborin_ processors. With two processors, data is communicated once to
the ith processor from its neighbor.
The processors must be synchronized and a global convergence test must be made once
for each iteration.
The estimatlon parameters used for the Finite Element Machine speedup calculations
are listed in Table I. The times in the table were obtained by one of two techniques:
either by adding the instruction times required for the operation, or by performing
timin_ experiments on the actual hardware. Because equation (4) for the execution
time neglects some operations (e.g., decision time, indexing, etc), the resulting
estimates are not absolute. However, the estimation does predict the execution time
ratio (speedup) very accurately because the neglected execution time factor cancels
in the ratio. The observed and predicted computational speedups as the number of
processors increases for 128 equations are shown in figure 11. The figure shows that
the computational speedup continues to increase as the number of processors is
• increased because the maximum amount of communication remains constant for this
problem. The maximum communication time is for the case of one equation per
processor (128 processors). However, the prediction shows that the speedup of 92.8
(72.6% efficiency) is still near the theoretical limit.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Two transient response problems (a one-dimensional problem and a two-dimensional
_ problem) have been solved on both single and multiprocessor computer systems and the
- performance compared. A description of the method to achieve concurrent solutions of
these structural problems is discussed, and results for computation time are given.
The results sho_ computational speedups of up to 7.83 using eight processors (98%
36
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efficiency). These results are encouraging and they hold the promise for signiTicant
reductions in computation time for both linear and nonlinear statics and dynamics
problems. An equation that estimates the computational speedup has been formulated
and tested on the research hardware for a varied number of processors. Results from
this computational speedup estimation are encouraging and indicate that speedups for
large order dynamic analysis can be dchieved by continuously increasing the number of
processors. It is expected that computers for future large-scale engineering
computationswill be multiple instruction multiple data (MIMD) systems. It is evident
from the algorithm used in this study that much algorithm research is required by
engineers to make such computers function efficiently in the solution of structural
problems. The significant performance gains possible will make such algorithm
research worthwhile.
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TABLE 1 - ESTIMATION PARAMETERS
Cost Parameters Time(mi|liseconds)
Multiplication 0.518
Division 0.533
Addition, Subtraction 0.475
Send 1.870
Receive 1.870
Synchronize 0.129
Global F|ag Check 0.278
m_
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INITIAL EXPERIENCES WITH DISTRIBUTING STRUCTURAL CALCULATIONS
AMONG COMPUTERS OPERATING IN PARALLEL
James L. Rogers, Jr. and Jaroslaw Sobleszczanski-Sobieskl
NASA Langley Re,earth Center
Hampton, Virglnla
INTRODUCTT::"
As the speed of a single-processor computer approaches a physical limit, com-
puter technology is beginning to advance toward parallel processing to provide even
faster speeds. Network computing and multlprccessor computers are two discernible
trends in this advancement. Given the two extremes, a few powerful prccessors or
many relatively simple processors, it is not yet clear how engineering applications
can best take advantage of parallel arch.tecture. Neither is it clear at this time
the extent to which engineering analysis programs will have to be recoded to take
advantage of these new hard.are opportunities. It is clear, however, that the_e
questions can be examined immediately by exploiting the physical parallelism of
selected problems and the modular organization of existing programs to solve these
problems.
To gain experience in exploiting parallel comp.tcr _rchitecture, an existirLg
program is currently being adapted to perfo=m finlte-element analysis by distrlbu-
tlng substructures over a r_twork of four Apple lie microcomputers aonnected co a
shared disk, This network of mlcroc__puters is regarded merely as a simulator of a
parallel computer because it should be obvious that substructure analysis _f a
practical problem of significant size should be performed on a computer with much
more power than this particular microcomputer. In this network, one microcomputer
co,,trols the entire process while the others perform the analysis on each substruc-
ture in parallel. This substructure analysis is used in an iterative,
fully stressed, _cructural resizing pzocedure. Thia pzocedure allows exper_menta -
eton with resizlug in which all analyses are not completed during a single
it_ ation. Mechcds to handle the resulting mixture of old and new analys_s data,
re[erred to as _synchronous parallelism, need to be developed for paral)el comput-
ing applications. Although the present work involves only structural analysis, it
is hoped _hat this research will give some insight on how to configure multidis-
ciplinary analysis and optimization procedures for decomposable engineering systems
using either high-performance engineer!us workstations or a parallel processor
• supercomputer. In addition, the operational experience gainea will facilitate the
implementation of analysis programs on these new computers when they become avail-
_, able in an engineering environment.
BACKGROUND
In 1975 a feasibility study (ref. I) was pecformed to determ:_._ the effort
required to convert NASTRAN (ref. 2) to execute on the ILLIAC IV computer, and to
assess the advantages that would be gained from such a conversion. The projected
# _ advantages in speed :mprovement were significant,, For example, the decomposition
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of a 10,O00 degree-of-freedom matrix on the ILLIAC IV was estimated to be 40-I00%
faster than on a CDC 6600 computer when the matrix could not be contained in cen-
tral memory. The problem that the study pointed out was that the code conversion
effort would require 110-140 man months over a period of 36-50 months, If funds
had been supplied and the project be_zn in 1976, it would probably not have been
completed until 1980. About 2 years later, in 1982, the ILLIAC IV was taken
off llne. Thls historical example illustrates the difficulties that could be
encountered in future wholesale conversions of engineering analysis codes to paral-
lel processor computers which appear to be the wove of the future (refs. 3, 4).
While such wholesale conversion efforts will eventu_ily be pursued, it is
obviously important to find ways to benefit from the speed improvements offered by
parallel computing without the cost, manpower, and time involved in the conversioe
of _,_or analysis codes. One purpose of this research is to demonstrate this for
structural analysis and _o show that the eurreuL investment in sequential, modular
structural analysis programs can be salvaged in the process.
APPROACH
The approach taken for thls project was to establish reference results using
: the Engineering Analysis Language (EAL, ref. 5) to analyze a flnlte-element model
- that was not substructured. An existing small finlte-element analysis code was
then modified to handle substructures and applied to the same model on a CYBER
mainframe computer. Next, this program was implemented on a microcomputer to test
the substruct_tce method sequentially. The program was then distributed over a net-
work of these microcomputers with little change to the analysis code to test the
substructure method in parallel. A Fully Stressed Design (FSD) capability was
_dded to test the behavior of substr_,cture analysis In an iterative process in
which some of the analyses were ccmpleted before others. |
r
The Model
The finite-element model used for testing i_ ShOWn in figure I. This model
contains Io joints, 21 beam elements, and 42 degrees of freedom (the size of the
model was limited by the memory of the microcomputer). The framework has three
substcuctures with each substructure composed of seven beams. The cross sections
and material properties are identical for all beams. A load is applied at one of
the boundary nodes as shown in figure I.
The Small Finite-Element Program
Input for the mo_e! was written for a small, undocumented flnlte-element
program developed in the past for a CYBER computer without any intent to ever use
j 1c for parallel processing. It did not even have an explicit substructuring
capability. In thls study, this program represented an "investment in existing
software" that was to be salwged. The results from the unchanged program were
verified agalns_ the reference run. New code for substructuring based on equations
i[ from reference 6 w_s then added to the program. The mod>l was divided Into _hreesubstructures wlth the new code used to compute the boundary stiffness matrix for
each substructure using equation I:
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Each of the three 18 x 18 substructure stlffness matrices was reduced to 6 x 6
: equivalent beam stiffness matrices (figure 2). l_ese three stiffness matrices were
input to the program, assembled to represent a stlffness-equlvalent framework
composed of three beams, each beam representing one substructure. The forces and
displacements at the boundary nodes were computed for each such beam. Modifications
were made to the program for reading these forces from a file and applying them to
the corresponding substructures. By applying support conditions to the substruc-
tures, solutions were obtained for the interior ncde displacements, internal forces,
and elemental stresses. These resJlts were also verified against the reference
run. It should be noted that the substructure analysis was simplified because the
external loads were applied only to the boundary nodes. Should any loads be applied
to the interior substructure nodes, it would have been necessary to add code to
transfer these loads to the boundary nodes.
Conversion to the Microcomputer
At this point, the program for sequentially performing substructure analysis
existed oila CYBER mainframe computer. The next step was to convert the program to
:_ the microcomputer. Since the entire program was written in FORTRAN-77, the move
was quite simple and the program was contained in the microcomputer's 64K-byte
J memory without overlay. Although the program itself was entirely core resident,
= the test case shown in figure I was too )arge for analysis without substructuring.
• Therefore, the first step on the microcomputer was to run the substructuring
sequentially. The problem took 57 minutes to execute. The results checked out
against the reference run with little loss in precision (less than I%).
Distributing the System
The approach selected for distributing the system was to use one microcomputer
to execute a controller program and three microcomputers to analyze each of the
substructures. All of the microcomputers were connected to a 20-MB Corvus hard disk
which was used for data communication between the computers. The operations
assigned to each computer are shown in figure 3. The controller program started
the system (operation 0), assembled the substructure stiffness matrices and solved
for the forces on each substructure at the boundary nodes (operation 2), and output
the data (operation 4). The substructure programs computed the substructure
stiffness matrices (operation I), and used the forces from the controller program
to solve for internal forces, node displacements, and elemental stresses for each
substructure (operation 3). Note that parallelism only exists in operatlon_ L and
3. The output of the data (o_eration 4) also could have been distributed, but it
was found to be easier to keep it centrally located.
When distributing the system to four microcomputers, the purpose was to
minimize changing the original analyuJs _cde. Only procedures involved in
. operations 0, 2, and 4 were retainpd in the controller program while only those
procedures involved in operations I and 3 were retained in the substructure
program.
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A subroutine was added to both the controller program and the substructure
program to schedule their e_ecution. This scheduling was accomplished by using
three files on the shared disk, one file for each substructure program, When it
was time for the controller program to execute, each of the three files contained a
zerO, and when It was time for a substructure progra_ to execute, its respective
file contained a nonzero number. Each program queried its file and if it was not
Its turn for execution it was put in a "holding pattern" by performing a simple
multiplication loop before querying again. The system could have been implemented t
on only three processors with one processor doubling for executing _he controller
and substructure programs.
The ideal is to reduce the time required to solve the same problem sequen-
tially on a single processor to (tlme/o) where n is the number of processors used
to solve the problem. However, it Is seen in figure 3 that not all of the calcula-
tions can be executed I_ parallel. In addition, some time was lost In an inevit-
able overhead such as checking and looping while waiting for a substructure or con-
troller program to flnisL executing. Thus, the parallel system with substructures
took about 27 minutes to complete execution, which is short of the ideal but still
more than twice as fast as the sequentlal system.
The particular division of the structure from figure I Into substructures is,
of course, not the only one possible. If a larger number of smaller substructures
were used, larger number's of parallel computers could have been employed. However,
the larger the number of substructures the larger the dimensionality of the assem-
bled structure stiffness matrix (ultimately, if each substructure represents a
single-beam component, the assembled stiffness matrix would return to the size It
would have had if no substructuring was used). Consequently, to minimize the over-
all computer time, an attempt should be made to balance the size _f the assembled
structure stiffness mat,ix against the size and number of the substructure stiff-
ness matrices. The ; ..teeof the time reduction depeeds also on the number of sub-
structuring levels (ref. 7). Thus, tailoring th_ analysis process for a particular
• application to take advantage of multiprocessor efficiency is an important issue
that faces an analyst using a mulriprocessor system.
: Resizlng
An FSD algorithm wa_ added to examine the behavior of parallel substructure
analysis tn an lterative process. A loop counter was added to the controller and
substructure programs to make sure certain actions, such as Initializations, were
• only do_e on the first pass through the system.
The FSD was performed by resizing all the beams in a given substructure
according to the ratio of the maximum absolute _ormal stress occurring in the
substructure to a specified allowable stress. The stress ratio was used as a scale
factor to modify the beam cross-sectional moment of inertia. Consistently, the
cross-sectional area was multiplied by the square root of the scale factor, and the
cross-sectlon linear dimensions were all multiplied by the scale factor to power
I/4. An iteration history of the changes in the design variable (plotted as the
factor on cross-section linear dimension) for each substructure is showll in
" figure 4. -
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Asynchronous Resizing
?
!I_ Since most of the engineering calculations performed in support of design areiteratlve in nature, th computational behavior of an iteratlve dis ributed process
in which some subtasks are completed later than others because of unequal computa-
tional requirements for various subtasks is of significant interest (refs. 8, 9).
If such an imbalance of computational requirements occurs, a choice can be made to
let the iteratlve process continue, temporarily using old data for those processes
which are late. The process then becomes asynchronous as it mixes new and old data
(a synchronous process, in contrast, would always walt for new data before
proceeding). The effect of this mixing on the convergence and efficiency can easi-
ly be tested in a parallel system such as described above. The tests are conducted
by bypassing analysis of selected substructures in some iterations. Obviously dur-
ing the first loop through the system, all of the substructures will be analyzed to
provide a starting point.
There are a large n,'.mberof different ways in which an agy_Lchronous Iteratlve
process can proceed. Using the framework structure from figure I as an example, it
is conceivable to have at least these varlaets.
I. Referring to figure 3: consider being at the outset of iteration "i."
Operations I.!, _.2, and 1.3 are expected to yield the boundary stiffness matrices
for substructures I, 2, and 3, all of which having been resized as a result of an
FSD operation at the end of the previous iteration "i-l." Assume that operation
I.L is late but the process moves on anyway using the old boundary stiffness matrix
from iteration "i-l," that does not reflect the "i-I" reslzlng. That means that
operation 2 combines the updated matrices for substructures 2 and 3 with an out-
dated matrix for substructure I. In operations 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, consistently, an
old stiffness matrix that does not reflect the "i-l" resizlng is used, while the
updated stiffness matrices are used in operations 3.2 and 3.3.
After this analysis based on the partially incorrect data, all substructures, |
including substructure I, are subject to the FSD resizlng.
v
2. Proceed as above, but do not reslze that particular substructure for which
the old stiffness matrix was used in the analysis (substructure I in this
example).
3. Complicate variants I and 2 by changing: the number of substructures that
are assumed to be "late," the number of iterations over which the old data are
being used for each substructure, etc. Obviously, a very large number of possibil-
ities can be considered.
To make _ beginning, variants 1 and 2 have been tested. The results shown in
figures 5 and 6, respectively, i_dicate that the asynchronous operation, shown as
connected lines, had only a slight influence on the convergence as manifested in
small discrep_-cies that can be seen between the lines and symbols from the
synchronous sizing. For instance, asynchronous results for substructures 2 and 3
(figure 6) are above the synchronous ones but both results converge after about w
eight iterations. This behavior is to be expected because the FSD process is known
P
to converge to the same result (for a nonpathological structure) regardless of the
starting pol_t, and, in fact, the asynchronous operation in this case may be
regardeO as a continuation of the FSD process from an artificially injected new
starting point. One may speculate that a different behavior wi)l be observed in
cases where nonlinear programming is used instead of FSD for nonconvex cases. Then,
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there will be a potential for such an asynchronous operation to trigger a switch to
another path through the design space that could end up at a different local
minimum.
PLANS
Following initial experiments with the FSD synchronous and asynchronous
iteration, it is planned to make the iterative computation _re complex by repla_-
ing the FSD method with aonllnear mathematical programming including applications to
nonconvex cases. One possibility includes reducing CONMIN (ref. IO) to a size that
will fit on a microcomputer. CONMIN contains nine subroutines and a driver
program. Some of the subroutines would be deleted and the code may have to be
overlayed to fit onto the microcomputer. With this capability, distributed analy-
sis with centralized optimization can be performed. Another possibility includes
adding an optimization feature to each of the substructure programs. Although this
feature probably will not be as general purpose as CONMIN, it will allow the inves-
tigation of distributed analysis and distributed optimlzaton.
At this point, research on the _icrocomputers for this experiment will
conclude. Plans call for having several large engineering workstations installed7
by that time. When a network of these computers is available, this investigation
: will continue on a much greater scale using large, general-purpose, state-of-the-
art analysis and optimization programs and building on tileexperience gained from4
the microcomputer network. The plan is to use these workstations to investigate
analysis and optimization in a multidisciplinary environment where three worksta-
tions would be used for the analysis of different disciplines and a fourth worksta-
tion for the optimization. The process could be controlled by a network-wide
operating system - a novel feature which is interesting from a computer science
viewpoint. Compared to the currently prevailing mode of operation in which most
analysis and optimization operations are being done in a sequential mode, a work-
statiotl environment will allow each discipline to process in parallel, feed all of
the constraints to the optimizer at one time, and then iterate through the
process. This should result in a more optimum design in less time.
f
CONCLUDING REMARKS
An experiment is currently underway to see if advantage can be taken of
parallel processing without making major changes to an analysis code. This
i _perlment uses a network of four microcomputers to simulate a parallel processingI
computer. A small finite-element analysis c_,mputer program with a substructuring
• capability is applied to a framework of beams. One microcomputer controls the
' system while the other three analyze the substructures. The _esults verified that
the computer time when compared to a single computer was indeed reduced, as
expected, by a factor proportional to the number of computers minus corrections for
data communication and incomplete parallelism of the problem. The reduction was
achieved with almost no change to the analysis portion of the code, The experiment
] also includes resizing of the design variables using a Fully Stressed Design
! algorithm to simulate an iterative optimization to obtain an indication of the]
effect of asynchronous parallel computing on the convergence of an iterative
i process. The preliminary result showed only a very minor effect. Further testing
I
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will be done with asynchronous reslzing procedures, subsequently implementing them
using large state-of-the-art analysis and optimization programs on engineering
workstations.
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TEQUEL : THE QUERY LANGUAGE OF SADDLE
S. D. Ra.ian
Departmen_ of Clvll Engineering
Arizona S_at_ University
Tempe, Arizona 85287
SUMMARY
An relational database management system is presented that is tailored for
engineering applicatio_is. A wide variety of engineering data types is supported and
the data definition language (DDL) and data manipulation languaFe (DML) are extended
to handle matrices. The system can be used either f.nthe standalone mode or through
a FORTRAN or PASCAL application program. The query language ks of the relational
calculus type and allows the user to store, retrieve, update and delete tuples from
relations. The relational operations including union, intersect and differ
facilitate creation of temporary relations that can be used for manipulating
information in a powerful manner. Sample applications are shown to illustrate the
creation of data through a FORTRAN program and data manipulation using the TEQUEL
DML.
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
The use of database management techniques for engineerin_ applications is quite
widespread (refs. I-3). Design of structural, mechanical ana other systems through
the use of computer graph"cs, finite element and optimlzations techniques requires a
sophisticated software system whose needs tax both _h_ computer system and the
software developer. The design system must be user-oriented, catering io the needs of
users of different proficiencies. It also must be effic'ent, providing reasonable !
throughput; must be amenable to controlled future gro;vth, able to incorporate changes
in all multi-disciplines that constitute the design sysl,em: _d must be intelligent
enough to detect some forms of syntax and semantic errors, ]'he system should give
the deslgne- freedom to specify the requirements pecul:'ar to current needs and in
essence control the flow of computations toward the flnal design.
While data base management systems (DBMS) have provided techniques to satisfy
most of the needs of such general--purpose software development, the user perception
of da_ bases is still an area of intense research. The user is expected to specify
the requirements and carry out the data manipulations within the scope and in the
language of the DBMS. TEQUEL is the first step in enhancing the capabilities of the
SADDLE system (ref. 4) that has been u_ed for the optima._ design of various
structures.
The topic of relational databases is discussed in this paper. The relative
merits and demerits of this data model versus the other well-Known data models ar_,
• not presented and it is assumed that the relational model is appropriate for the ta_k
at hand. The first part of the paper reviews two relational, enF,tr,eerlng DBMS. _nis
r_vlew is followed by an outline of the procedural steps required to use a DBMS. The
_:" first step is the formulation of the database scheme which is discussed _n some
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detail. The second ?_rt of th, paper presents the subsequent steps involving the
implementation cf th_ datab_s ,_scnerqe through the dat_ definition language and the
use of the database through the data manlpulation language. Details of TEQUEL DDL
and D_ are presented. Lattera few applications of the query language are shown with _"
emphasis nn th_ ,_,_:_ ........_, :_ _'_--_'_,-__..... _.,._, design. (CAD) envlronment. The paper
concludes with some thought on future developments.
ENGINEERING DBMG
Comme_'cta] (business-oriented] DBMS cannot be used for engineering applications
for a variety of reasons. First, they do not support engineering data types, which
precludes their interaction with a3most all technical programs. Second, engineering
data exist in several forms and a_e used by technical and non-technical personnel for
both administrative and technlcal purposes. Such a situation implies integration
problems, access and control conflicts 9nd multiple views of the database that would
tax most business-oriented DBMS. Last, most _ngineering application programs work on
local databases that are small in comparison to business databases but an enormous
amount of computations take place involving the entire database.
= Some Engineering DBMS
One of the most widely used engineering DDM_g is the RIM subsystem of the IPAD
design software system (ref. 5). The University of Washington Relational Information
M_nagement System (UWRIM) (ref. 6) is the result of substantial enhancemen'ss and
±mprovements to the RIM program. It is based upon the re]atlonal algebra model for
data management and has been used for a wide variety of applications ranging from
engineering _o accounting. The UWRIM user can use the system one of several ways -
through the mem_ r_ode, thorough +_ e,'m_and mode or through a high-leve] language pro-
_r_ that c_. ,_!!FnRTRAN subroutines contained in the UWRIM library. The st_ndalone •
mode makes it possible for a user with little or no programming experience to deflne [
the database, enter data and manipulate the information with a set of relational
'_. commands. The database can also be protected using passwords and access lists. In
: defining the database, ronstraints on relations between attributes may be specified
using boolean operators. The relational operations that are supported include
intersect, union, project, subtract and join operators, and database modifications
can be carried out using rename, remove, change, delete and reload commands. These
same features are available through a high-level language program. While the
standalone mode is suitable for a technical information system, the interaction
through an application _rogram makes possible the development of a wide variety of
technical and non-tec.hnical programs. Using the standalone mode, relevant data can
be extracted from the t_chn_eal dstab_se and reformatte_ for use by administra't_ve/
non-technical personnel, allowing for data dissemination.
T!_eSPIRE (Space Payload Integration and Rocket Experiment) DBM (ref. 7) is also
based on a relational model of database. It provides a query language called Query-
by-Example (QBE) to the user through which the user Is able to define the model,
retrieve and m_nlpulate data. Through the QBE language, the user interacts with the
SPIRE '_qMS as though examining and manipulating a set of tables. QBE a11ows each and
every user to have a different view of a eommcn _et of data. This facility makes it
possible for users of different proflciencies to Interact with the same global
database. The next section dlscuss_s in some generality the procedural steps for
* using any DBMS.
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Procedural ,qteps in the Use of a DBMS
T'
.f_ereare essentially two steps in the use of a relational DBMS. During the
first step, entity sets and their attributes are identified and the
Interrelationships between these attributes are established. Formally, the
relationships arc expressed in terms of data dependency: that is, a constraint on the
possible relations that can be the current value for a relation scneme (ref. 8). In
fig. I, several lines are shown. The entity set, LINES, can be described by the
attributes (llne_identifier (LID), llne_type (LTYP), number of internal_polnts (NIP),
list of point identifiers (LIP)). The entity set, POINTS, can be described by the
attributes (poi-ntidentifier (PID), x-coordlnate (X), y-coordinate (Y), z-coordlnate
(Z)). In the se_ POINTS, the attribute PID uniquely determines X. Ir other words,
there is a functional dependency of X on PID and is denoted PID ->X (in fact, PID ->
i XYZ). Similarly, in LINES, LID -> LTYP, LTYP -> NIP, (LID, NIP) -> LIP. While these
dependencies cannot be proved mathematically, the user must ensure _t these
functional Oepcndencies (FDs) represent the real world.
The study of functional dependencies leads to identification of relation
schemes. The number of relation schemes and the key for each scheme, given a set of
FDs, are determined by following a set of guidelines that _ry to achieve some
desirable properties which ensure that update, insertion and deletion anoram!ies do
not arise and that redundancy of data is as minimal as possible. The relation
schemes that have these properties are in the normal form. With FD3, the obj tive
is to cast the -elation scheme in the third normal form (3NF). T_e concept of 3 is
restricted by the fact that X -7 Y implies that X determines Y uniquely. There are
.....__nces where, given a v_]ue of _ttributes of X, there is a set of zero or more
associated values for the attributes of Y. This situation is denoted by X ->-> Y, m
that is, there is a multivalued dependency (MVD) of Ycn X. With MVDs, the objective
is to cast the relation scheme into the four,_!:,_orma] form (4NF). The database
theory that is used to decompose a scheme Into better rela'cion schemes is by no means
complete. Perhaps the biggest problem's _o represent the real world through FDs and
MVDs, _nd hence caution shoulJ be excercised not only in specifying the dependencies _
but also in interpreting th_ rcsults derived fr("_decomposition algorithms.
As a part of the next step, the relation schemes forming the databaee can now be
specif__ed to the DBMS as a data model using the D",L. Using the DDL, the user
specifies the relation schemes, the attributes and their data types, the keys for the
relation and the constraints between the attributes, the DBMS prepares for its book-
keeping chores based on the supplied information. The DBMS is now ready to accept
DM'. commands that would allow transactions such a.o creation, insertion, deletion or
updating of information.
1he query language forms the most important subset of the DML (nonquery aspects
deal with the transactions mentioned before). Query languages for the relational
model break dowD into two broad classes (ref. 9):
(a) Algebraic languages, where queries are eYpressed by applying specialized
operators to relations
(b) Predicate calculus languages, _here queries describe a desired set of
tuples by specifying a predicate th_ tuPleS must satisfy
These relational operation_ provide an elegant approac,l _o manipulation of
information. Using a non-_rocedural language, it is possible for the user to express
queries without knowing anything about the physical database. In a relational
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calcu]us language, the result of a query is a relation cbtalned by the general
formuia
New relation = {tcple deflnltlon I conditions}
This formula is quite simple and complicated queries involving several relations can
be easlly foz_nulated. The followlng sectlors show how the TEQUEL system can be used
in an engineering database environment.
TEQUEL DATA DEFINITION LANGUAGE
The data model is created using three terminologies - domaln, attribute and
relation. A TEQUCL domain is the set of values that an attrlbut3 may assume. The
domain Is defined in terms of a variable and its data type. There are 9 data types
that are supported- character, fixed pcint (integer), floating point (real)
involving single and double precision, logical, packed logical, and floating and
fixed point submatrices. An attrlbute is defined in terms of an already defined
domain. Finally, relation schemes are defined in terms of attributes (domains), one
or more of which is identified as keys of the relation. The keys ensure that each
: tuple is unique.
An example of a relation describing mat£rlal propertiE3 is ;zivenbelow.
L
DOMAIN : name*t5 char;
Y modulus double;
.. density real;
ATTRIBUTE : R modulus, B modulus Y modulus;
Polssonratlo, cost. density;
RELATION : Mat Table (name*, Y modulus, R modulus, B_mouulus, density,
- Polssonra{io, cost); -%
Note that the elastic modulus attributes are of double precisi-_n type, and the
• .h. attribute name (character"density, Polsson ratio #:,dcost are single precision _
of length 15) is the key to the relation scheme implying that r'otwo material ty0es
have the same name To the user, the relation scheme will appe.r a._ a table, Mat
Table (Table I). In addition the user can open the data base directory containing
, one or more relation schemes with the command
OPEN databasename password;
The user automatically becomes the database administrator (DBA) when this command is
issued for a particular database the first time. The DBA can a_sign user
|dentiflcatlon, password and level uf access to olfferent users _,fthe dataoase.
G
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TEQUEL DATA MANIPULATION '_^ .,_'r"_'_'_,_,_
" Once the data model is created using the DDL. the user can use the DML commands
to store, retrieve, update and delete data. The commands operate on one or more
relations and create a set of tup!es inv,.-ivingthe specified attributes that satisfy
the given c_nditlon.
DML in a Standalone Mode L
in this r,ode, the user is able to camry out tl:edatabase transactions without
having to write an application program.
Store: Information is loaded into the database by using the STORE command.
Example: The relation MAT TABLE is stored as -
STORE MAT-TABLE :
.A!_minum 7.1 2.5 7.7 2.7 0.343 0.45;
Copper 11.7 4.5 13.5 8.96 0.35 0.63;
Lead 1.8 0.76 4.3 11.34 0.45 0.50;
Zinc 8.0 3.5 6.0 7.14 0.33 0.80;
The rest of the trs_nsactions are carried out using the Select-From-Where (SFVV)command -
> SELECT attribute name(s)
FROM relation name(s)
WHERE condltion(s);
A temporary 'relation' is created as a result of this command. This relaclon may
then be used to carry out other database operations.
"_i Retrieve: Information i_ retrieved for viewing, deletion or _,odification of [
information using tP SFW command. The attribute names in the SELECT
clause can be differentiated from one another if more than one relation is
used in the FROM clause. This is done by qualifying the attributes with
G their relation name - relation name.attribute name, In the WHERE clause,
_. one or several -.onditlons can b(_specified involving attributes, arithmetic
operations and boolean operations.2
Example: If from the relation MAT TABLE it is necessary to identify all
materials whose square roo{of the sum of Young's modulus and Rigidity
modulus is greater than 3.0 and the cost is less than or equal to
0.70, the following query can be used -
SELECT ?
FROM mat table
WIIERE (sq_t (y_modulus+r modulus) > 3.0) & (cost <- 0.70);
The ? in the SELECT cla,-s__Declfies that all attribute values are to
be selected.
;" Delete: To delete certain tuples, the SFW clause may be used to identify the tuples
and then the DELETE oonlnsnd can be issued.
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Example: Delete all material having Poisscn ratio less that 0.34.
SELECT ?
_ROM mat table
WHERE Poi_son ratio < 0.34;
DELETE ;
Update: To update specific attributes, the SFW command may be used to identify the
tuples and then the UPDATE command can be issued wlth new values.
V
Example: Inflation has caused the cost of all materials to increase by 19
percept.
, SELECT cost
FROM mat_table;
UPDATE 1.1*cost;
L_
DML Through an Application Program
- These same functions can be carried out from either a FORTRAN or a PASCAL
program. The application program calls routlnes/p_ocedt_es in the TEQUEL library
t.hrough the TQL interface much the same as co, eds are issued in the standalone mode.
Appendix A illustrates a graphics pre-prc,_.essor program developed using the TEQUEL
: DB_,_$.Routines in the TQL interface are recognized by the prefix TQL that precedes ,
all routine names.
The program generates a hexahedron as specified by the user who inputs the
minimum amount of information to specify the solid and the program automatlca]ly
_enerates the rest of the nodal and solid information. The key to the information
: transfer between the application program and the TQL interface is the CO_@_ON blocks ,
(TRNODE, TRBCK, and TRSLD8). They contain the attributes in the relation ordered by
decreasing lengths (as determined by their data types). In order to store, update or |
retrieve information, the applica*ion program specifies the values of the keys and
then falls are made to TOL PUT&AT (to store) and TQL GETDAT (to retrieve). The TQL
Interface determines the loc_t:on of the specified tup_e by converting the values of
the keys to a unique address. This task is handled by the File Management System
(FMS) of the TEQUEL DBMS.
The program looks somewhat different from conventional programs that are often
bogged down by the tasks that the DBMS performs. The programmer is freed from such
mundane tasks and is allowed to concentrate on the intricacies of application t,
; development.
J
DDL/DML EXTENSIONS TO OPEEATE ON MATRICES
_ Studies of dynamic behavior of programs operating in paged memories have
indicated clearly the poor performance exhibited by programs designed originally for
conventional systems (ref. 10). Two important results were obtained from the study.
(i) Order of magn ,tude improvement can be made in the number of page faults
and page residence times for several common matrix operations by suitably
sequencing the individual computations.
6O
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(ii) Storage by submatrices is superior to storage by rows with the possible
exception of forward elimination involved in equation solving in which
partial pivoting is required. However the difference becomes significant
only for large matrices, and therefore whether the savings obtained by
submatrix storaRe are worth the price paid in increase in addressing
complexity is a question that is best answered for specific cases.
There are two questions that are unanswered in ref. 10. First, how easy is it
to develop general purpose programs with general size matrices if external stor___ is
not used? Second, if external storage is used, should 'eomplpx' dooresslng be
carried out by the application program or is it _Ible for a DBMS to handle the
data transfer efficiently and easl]y? Experience has shown that the use of
submatric_q (rcfs. iI,_2) is most efficient for general-purpose program development
whenever such use is possible under a DBMS. The matrix support under TEQUEL is
intended for applications where submatrix storage is likely to be superior to
convertlonal storage.
TEQUDL DDL allows the user to define matrices of three data types -
DOMAIN: X(5) realarray (10);
Y(20, 20) doublearr_y (5,15);
CODE (8,2) intlarray (10,9);
where X is a vector of single precision numbers partioned into 10 subvectors each
having 5 elements; Y is a matrix of double precision numbers partioned into 75
submatrices of 5 superrows and 15 supercolumns with each submatrix having 20 rows and
20 columns. Similarly, CODE is a matrix of integer numbers. Typical relations
involving submatrices are defined as-
RELATION: XVECTOR (XROW*, X);
YARRAY (YROW*, YCOL*, Y); i
' CODE MAT {CROW*, CCOL*, CODE);
where XROW, YROW, YCOL, CROW and CCOL denote the superrow and supercolumn numbers and .
- hence act as the keys for the relations. It is also poesible to store sparse
'- matrices under this scheme by indicating that the number of superrows and
sapercolumns is zero. The TEQVEL DBMS automatically creates a sparse matrix direc_-
cry for the relation in question.
EXAMPLES IN A CAD ENVIRONMENT
J
L
Appendix A shows a program that generates nodal and solid information for a
J hexahedron with parallel and identical front and back sides (fig. 2). The user
_ specifies the dimensions of the hexahedron and the number of subdivisions that the
il hexahedron must be divided into. The rest of the information is automatically
calculated by the program.
The relation schemes are defined using the TEQUEL DDL as follows -P
\
4
DOMAIN: NODENO, POINT (8) intl;
,. X, LENGIH real;
BRICK NAME*I0 char;
NAME* 15 char;
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ATTRIBUTE : SOLIDNO NODENO:
Y,Z X;
WIDTH, HET_{T LENGTH;
RELATIOh_ NODES (NODENO_, X, Y, Z);
SLD8 (SOLIDNO*, POINT);
BRICKS (BRICK NAME", FIRSTNODE, LASTNODE, FIRSTSLD, LASTSLD, NAME,
LENGTH, W_DTH, HEIST);
Each hexahedron is created in a local coordinate system and Is identified in the
relation BRICKS by BRICK NAME. The nodes and the 8-node bricks are created wlth
consecutive node numbers (NODENO) and solid number_- (gOLIDNO) and of material NAME.
The solids are identified by the key, SOLIDNO, _nd described by the 8 nodes contained
in the vector, POINT• The nodes In turn are Identified by the key, NODENO, and
described by their location in space, X,Y and Z coordinates.
Example I: Creation of the solid model in FIE. 3.
The FLANGE and RIB are created using the program with dimensions 100 x 20 x 10. The
local coordinate system (LCS) of FLANGE coincides with the global coordinate system
(GCS). In order to position RIB In the GCS, the TE_IEL DML is used as follows -
(a) Translation of the orlgin from (0,0,0) to (60,20,0).
- SELECT nodes.x nodes.y
FROM nodes bricks
WHERE (brleks.brlekname = 'RIB') & (nodes.nodeno >=
bricks.flrstnode) & (nodes.nodeno <= brJcks.lastnode);
UPDATE (x+60); (y+20);
(b) Rotation about z-axis by 90 degrees (counterclockwise).
UPDATE (x"cos(90) + y"sln(90));
(-x_sln(90) + y"cos(90));
t
Example P: Statistics on the solid model.
(a) Model limits in the X, Y, Z directions.
Two macros could be created as MINIMUM.TOL -
MIN { SELECT :(I
FROM NODES; };
and MAXIMUM.TQL -
MAX { S,LECT _1%
FROM NODES; };
These macros can be invoked as -
MINIMUM x;
L. MAXIMUM x;
to find the minimum and maximum coordlnate_ in the x-dlrectlon (and
similarly for y and z directions).
_
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(b) Cost of aluminum used in the model.
The query can be posed as follows to generate a temporary relation
SELECT ?
FROM brloks
WHERE name = 'Aluminum':
and the cost evaluated as volume times the unit cost -
SUM { EVALUATE length*width*helght*0.45 };
(c) Nodal coordinates of nodes that belong to both FLANGE and RIB.
A set operation is involved in formulating the query. First two sets must
be created that contain the nodal coordinates of the nodes that form FLANGE
and RIB. Then the intersection of the two sets would yield the required
information.
Define a macro COMMON.TQL -
SELECT nodes.x nodes.y nodes.z
FROM nodes bricks
WHERE (bricks.brick name = %1%) & (nodes.nodeno >=
brioks.flrstnode) _ {,nodes.nodeno <= brlcks.lastnode);
The Query can be then posed as -
INTER { COMMO[' FLANGE; COMMON RIB };
These examples illustrate some of the different types of queries that can be used in
order to accompllsh a wide variety of engineering tasks. There are three clear
advantages to this approach.
(i) The user need not write an application program for small and new queries.
(ii) The application program does not contain any elaborate bookkeeping logic
pertaining to information manipulation. The DBMS handles these chores in
a transparent manner.
(ill) The relational operations again are handled by the DBMS in a manner that
is transparent to the application program.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
An engineering DBMS is presented that has been used for a limited number of
applications. However, its usage is likely to increase in the future. The DMBS
supports several data types that have widespread engineering use including special
storage and retrieval schemes for matrices stored as submatrices. The DML is easy
yet powerful to use either In t_',estandalone mode or through an application program.
Currently research is being conducted in the following areas to improve the
efficiency and enhance the features of the system.
(i) Key-to-Address (KAT)Transformations: The efficiency of a DBMS depends
largely on the FMS. In order to locate a tuple, the FMS must use a
scheme to convert the information contained in the keys to an address.
In the example discussed in the appendix, the keys for NODES and SLD8 are
integers, perhaps the simplest form of a relation key. With character
keys or multl-attribute keys, in general, it is not possible to locate
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the tuple with one access. Several 'hashing' algorithms are available
each having its merits and demerits. In addition, the FMS must also be
capable of memory management since the information is likely to exist on
primary and secondary storages. The Memory Management Scheme (MMS)
should be able to achieve maximum efflei_ncy on a particular computer
system, s tall order.
(it) Automated Database Design: Quite often, the database administrator is
face with a dilemma - How many relation schemes are required to describe
the database scheme and what attributes should be the keys for the
relations? The study of automated database design is necessary in order
to preserve the relations in the normal forms especially as the
interrelationships become complex between attributes. It will be
desirable to have the user specify the FDs and MVDs and have the DBMS
formulate the relation schemes and other required information.
(Ill) Multiple-User Environment: Engineering DBMS are inherently complex since
any project is manned by several groups and multl-disclpllnes. In
addition, the information in the database is required at several
locations in several forms. This form of dlstrlbutea database in a
multl-user environment will make the DBk_S more complex and consequently
less responsive.
+ It is hoped that the issues will be resolved without sacrificing integrity of
the database, t,_rnaround time, security and other similar requirements.
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Table I. - A Sample Material Table
MAT TABLE
m
Name Y modulus R modulus B modulus Density Poisson ratio Cost
Aluminum 7_I 2.5 7.7 2.7 O.343 O.45
Copper 11.7 4.5 13.5 8.96 0.35 0.63
Lead 1.8 0.76 4.3 11.34 0.45 0.50
Zinc 8.0 3.5 6.0 7.14 0.33 0.80
r
i
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APPENDIXA
C unu PROGRAM TO GENERATE A SOLID MODEL USING 'TEQUEL' DBMS
C
C THE PROGRAM DEVELOPES A HEXAHEDRON AS DEFINED BY THE USER.
C PROGRAM RESTRICTIONS -
C (1) THE HEX IS A BRICK
C (2) ALL NODAL INFORMATION IS GENERATED IN A LOCAL
C COORDINATE SYSTEM
C
C sum TYPE DECLARATION BL_CK
INTEGER NODENO, SOLIDNO. POINT, ERRCODE, PANEL
INTEGER XDIV, YDIV. ZDIV, PANEL, BOTLEFT, BOTRIGHT, DASENO
REAL LENGTH, WIDTH, HEIGHT, X, Y, Z
CHARACTERW15 DBNAME, DBPASS, USE.'".'NE.USERPASS
CHARACTERm15 NODES, SLDS, BRICK5 _CESS
C
INTEGER FIRSTNODE, LASTNODE, FIRSTSLO. LASTSLD
CHARACTER'/5 NAME, BRICK_NAME. BLANK
C
C mum ARRAY DEFINITION BLOCK
DIMENSION POINT(8)
C
C wml GLOBAL VARIABLES BLOCK
COMMON /UNITS / LUIN, LUOUT
COMMON/TRNODEI X. Y. Z. NODENO
COMMON/TRPANL/ SOLIDNO, POINT
COMMON/TRBCK / BRICK NAME, NAME, LENGTH, WIDTH. HEIGHT,
$ FIRST'ODE. LASTNODE. FIRSTSLD. LASTSLD
C
C uww DATA INITIALIZATION BLOCK
DATA X. Y. Z /3wO.Ol
DATA DBNAME /°HEX '/, DBPASS /°GRAPHMAN '/,
$ USERNAME/'SYSTEM '/, USERPASS/OTEQUEL '/,
$ NODES /'NODES '/, SLD8 /'SLD8 '/,
$ BRICKS /'BRICKS 'I, ACCESS /'RS '/,
$ BLANK /' '/
C
C --- INITIALIZE EXECUTION
CALL TQL_INIT
C
C --- SET USER IDENTIFICATION
CALL TQL USERID (USERNAME, USERPASS. ERRCODE)
IF (ERRC_DE .HE. O) CALL TQL MESSAGE (ERRCODE)
C
C --- OPEN THE DATABASE
CALL TQL DBOPEN (DBNAME, DBPASS, ERRCODE)
IF (ERRC_DE oNE, O) CALL TQL_MESSA_ (ERRCODE)
C.
C --- SET SCOPE FOR RELATIONS 'NODES', 'BRICKS' & 'SLD8'
CALL TQL SETSCOPE (NODES, ACCESS, ERRCODE)
IF (ERRC_DE .ME. O) CALL TQL MESSAGE (ERRCODE)
CALL TQL SETSCOPE (BRICKS, AECESS, ERRCODE)
," IF (ERRC_DE .ME. O) CALL TQL MESSAGE (ERRCODE)
: CALL TQL SF" _COPE (SLD8, ACCESS, ERRCODE)
IF (ERRCUDE .NE, O) CALL TQL MESSAGE (ERRCODE)
4 .b
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OF PO0_ Q_I'7/
C
C --- INITIALIZE VARIABLES
LASTNODE=O
LASTSLD=O
C
C === GET INFORMATION OH USER-DESCrIBED BRICK
I WRITE (LUOUTt 2)
2 FORMAT (IX,'Name o£ aolld : '.8)
R_AD (LUIN, e) BRTJK NAME
IE (BRICK NAME .EQ. _LANK) GO TO 999
WR_TE (LU_UT. 20)
20 FORMAT (IX.'Materlml name : ',8)
READ (LUIN, m) NAME
WRITE (LUOUT, 21)
21 FORMAT (lX,'Lengt_, wldth and helght ? ',8)
REAP (LUIN. n) LENGTH, WIDTH. HEIGHT
C
C =-= GET NUMBER OF SUBDIVISIONS IN THE X, ¥ & Z DIRECTIONS
101 WRITE (LUOUT. 100)
100 FORMAT (1Xt'Subdlvlslons along the z-dlreotlon : ',8)
READ (LUIN. • ERR-IOl) XDIV
102 WRITE (LUOUT, 103)
103 FORMAT (1X,'Subd|vlsions along the y-dlreetion : ',8)
!. READ (LUIN, • ERR'lO2) YDIV
104 WRITE (LUOUT, 105)
105 FORMAT (1X,'Subdlvislons along the z-dlreotlon : _,8)
REA_ (LUIN, m, ERR-104) ZDIV
C
C --- CALCULATE INCREMENTS IN X, Y, Z-DIRECTIONS
XINC=LENGTH/FLOAT(XDIV)
IINCIWlDTH/FLOAT(YDIV)
ZINC-NEIGHT/FLOAT(ZDIV)
C
C --- GENERATE NODES IN PLANES PARALLEL TO X-Z PLANE
NODENO=LASTNODE FIRSTNODE, NO
, DO 106 I=I,YDIV+I
YwFLOAT(I-1)IYINC
DO 107 J-1,XDIV xX.FLOAT( - )I INC
DO 108 K=I,ZDIV ¤!" ZuFLOAT( _ )_ZINC
NODENOaNODENO "CALL TQL PUTDAT (NODES. X, ERRCODE)
IF (ERRC_DE oNE. O) CALL TQL MELSAGE (ERRCODE)
108 CONTINUE
107 CONTINUE
106 CONTINUE
LASTNODEmNODENO
C
C "-" STORE THE SOLID INFORMATION
SOLIDNO,LASTSLD (FIRSTSLDaSOLIDNO
DO _00 I=I,_DIV
DO _01 J=I,XDIV
DO _02 KaltZDIV
68
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OF pOOR QU_, _
C
C >>> FRONT AND BACK PANEL INFORMATION
DO 403 PANEL=I,2
INCu(PANEL-1)I_
POINT(I TLEFT
POINT(2 OTRIGHT
PIINT(3+INC)zBOTRIONT+I
POINT(_ OTLEFTÀq03 C NTINUE
C
C --- OUTPUT THE INFORMATION
SOLIDNOsSOLIDNO CA L TQL PUTDAT (SLD8o SOLIDNO, ERRCODE)
IF (ERR_DE .NEo O) CALL TQL_MESSAGE (ERRCODE)
_OE CONTINUE
401 CONTINUE
400 CONTINUE
C
C --- UPDATE RELATION 'BRICKS'
LASTSLD-SOLIDNO
CALL TQL PUTDAT (BRICKS, BRICK NAME, ERRCODE)
IF (ERRC_DE °NE° O) CALL TQL_P_SSAGE (ERRCODE),_
GOTO I
L' C
.: C --- CANCEL THE SCOPES IN EFFECT
999 CALL TQL CANCELSCOPE (NODES, ERRCODE)
IF (ERRC_DE .NE. O) CALL TQL MESSAGE (ERRCODE)
CALL ?QL CANCELSCOPE (SLD8, ERRCODE)
IF (ERRC_DE ,NE, O) CALL TQL_MESSAGE (ERRCODE)
C
C --- CLOSE THE DATABASE
CALL TQL DBCLOSE (DBNAME, DBPASS, ERRCODE)
IF (ERRC_DE .NE. O) CALL TQL MESSAGE (ERRCODE)
C
C --- TERMINATE EXECUTION
CALL EXIT
END
!
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(a) Straight line. (b) Circular arc. _c) Parabolic arc.
Figure I. Components offentity set LI_JES.
z |
J
. /YI
v
Figure 2. 'Brick' in the local coordinate s_stem.
i
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, Figure 3. Solid model in examples 1 and 2.
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PERFORMANCE OF THE h, p and h-p VERSIONS
OF THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
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Colleg_ Park, MD
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W:shin_ton University
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1. [NTRODUC'FION
There are three basic versions of the finite element method_ called the h, p
and h-p versions. They are essentir_ly cn2ractcrized by the wa, in which the finite
element meshes and polynomial degree of elementa are chosen. They differ in computer
implementation (program architecture) and mathematlcel analysis. This paper _
concerned mainly with the queqtion of how the meshes a_$ polynomial degree of thei
_ elements affect the accuracy of finite element solutions. Our approach is to f_x
certain parameters o" their relatlcn and increase the number )f degrees of freedom so
that the finite element solutions converge to the exact solution. Such a systematic
increase of the number of degrees of freedom is called extension becaus_ it can be
interpreted as a systematic extension of finite element spaces.
When emphasis is on analysis of accuracy and not aspects of implementation, then
-. we speak about the h, p and h-p extensions rather than versions. Understanding
t the various extension processes and their numerical performance is essential for
e resolving certain bas'- questions _f implementation.
The h-extenslon _ the most commonly used appcoacb to error reduction. The
polynomir' leg ze (p) of the elements Is fixed and the errors of approximation are
reduced , ugh m_sh refinement. The size of the elements is usually denoted by
h, hence _ e name: h-extenslon. Typically, the polynomial degree of elements is
lnw, usually p = I or p = 2.
: I_ their-extension the mesh is fixed and convergence is achieved by increasing
the polynom_l degree of elements either tmiformly or selectively.
The h-Tp extension combines thL h- and p-versions, i.e., reduction of error is
achieved by mesh refinement and concurrent choices in the polynomial degree of
elements.
%
The parameters that characterize extension processes can be chosen either a
Ipartially supported by ONR Contract No. 0014-77-C-9623. :,
•- 2pa'tl_lly supported by N._F Grant UMS-8315216.
" 3?a'tia'iy supported by ONR Contract No. N0014-81-K0625.
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_riori, on the basis of certain characteristics of the exact solution, known a
priori, or a posLeriori, through utilization of some feedback pcocedure, in which case
the parameters of the extension process depend on previously computed data.
£
the analysis and especially optimization or extension processes (selectioh of
optimal meshes, polynomial degree distcIbutlons, et_.) presented herein indicate the
potential of alternative approaches and provide a basis for decisions concerning
implementation.
In order to keep the essential points in focus, we consider only two _Imple
model problems based on the displacement formulation and two measures of error, the
error measured in one gy norm and the error of stress components computed at specific
points.
Specifically, we denote the exact and finite element solutions reupectlvely by
u0 and _. The error i_ then e = u0 - Q. The energy norm of e is denoted by
iie_E and is defil_ed as the square root of the energy of the error:
Bef E = (W(e_)l_
The relative error in energy norm is denoted by me_ER and is defined as:
lle_E
_eB -
ER BUoa E
The error in stress components at some point x0 is defined as
0 _ (Xo)l,i° eij(x O) = !oij(x 01 " oij
|
• 0
_ where oij.× O) and _li(×O) respectively denote the exact and computed components
of the stress tensor at point x0. The relative error in st esses is defined by:
" leij(XO) I
-. eR (Xo) =ii
Iooj%) I
: The one "imensional problem ca,, be analyzed theoretically and experimentally in great
detail. One dimensional probl_ms can also serve as models for higher dimensional
problems which arc vastly more complicated and less well understood. Presentation of
details and derivation of formulas quoted herein is beyond the scope of this p_[ ,.
For application in two dimensions we refer to refe£ences I to 4.
2 MODEL PROBLEMS
2.1. Model Problems
L.
We consider the following simple model problems:
K
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-u"(x) = f(x), x E I = (0,I) (2.1)
OF P':., ;'i
u(O) = u(1) = O (2.2)
and exact solutions of the form:
Uo(X) = (x+_)_ - _ - x[(l+_)a _ _a] (2.3)
with _ > I/2 and _ > O. T-he solutions minimize" the potential energy defined as:
[
_ (I.I) W(u)
- 2 J fu dx
0
1
where W(u) = f (u') 2 dx.
0
The finite element soIutions are characterized by the mesh and p-
distributions. Specifically we denote the mesh by the partition:
A = l
A =: 0 = Xo < xt < "'" < XM(A)
A A A are the mesh (or nodal) points. The jth finite element is
where xO,x I,''',XM(A)
A A
denoted by Ij+ 1 = (xj,xj+l). The size of the jth element is defined by hjA A
•_ xj - x. The size of the largest element is denoted h(A). The set of allfunct ionJs- 1"w defined on I that satisfy the following conditions:
(a) W(w) < ®,
(b) the boundary conditions (2.2),
L
A A P
(c) on lj w is a polynomial of degree p_,j
p(A) A A
is denoted by S-- (A) whe:e _(A) = (pl,P2,...,PM(A)) is the vector of p-£(A)
distribution. Here, S (A) is q_lled the finite e]ement space. The number of
degrees of freedom is denoted by N(Aj.
_p(A) M(A) A
N(A) -_ dim S (A) = _. pj - I
J=l
: _(_)
The finite element method consists of finding _ E S which minimizes _(u) over
._(A)
S (A). The extensior _ocesses are characterized by the selection of sequences :,
of A and p(A).
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2.2. The Two-Dimensional Model Problem
kre shall consider the model problem of Fig. 1 assuming plane straln conditions
and using the elastic parameters E = I, v = 0.3. The tractions on the boundary are
chosen so that the exact solution is known and the singularity at the crack tip is
characterized by the stress intensity factors KI = KII = I.
The solution of Model Problem ! has certain similarities with the solution of
Model Problem 2 from the _oint of view of numerical performance when _ = 0 and 0.5
<a< I.
3. THE PERFORMANCE OF THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD IN ONE
DIMENSION WITH RESPECT TO THE ENERGY NORM MEASURE
We now de,_onstrate how the performance of the various extension processes
depends on the mesh and the polynomial degree of elements. The principal mathematical
tool is asymptotic analysis which provides information on how the error depend_ on
the number of degress of freedom when only one parameter is being varied, and on
certain essential characteristlcs of the exact solution provided that the number of
degrees of freedom is large. We shall consider Model Problem ! and choose the
parameters _ ard a so as to represent problems with solutions of various
e smoothness (_ = O, a > I_) and _ > O.
k
3.1. H-Extensions Based on Uniform Mesh Refinement (_ = O)
I
In this case M(_) = h-_' p is fixed. The number of elements fully charac-
terizes the mesh and the error in energy norm for _ = 0 is estimated as follows:
C(u) (3.'_
IIeUER M_p-'--'P "
where the symbol m means "asymptotlcally equal", C(a) is a constlnt independent
of the mesh and the polynomial degree of elemen;'s:
= m111(a-I_ ,p) (3.2_
p = 2a - I (3.3)
and the number of degrees of freedom is given by:
N = Mp-I (3.4)
Although (3.1) is an asymptotic estimate, it holds even for reasonably low values
of N. In order to demonstrate this, we have computed the value
D = IIeI_ERM_p p (3.5)
Here D is called the numerical value of C(a). The results for a = 0,7 (and
therefore _ = 0.2, P = 0.4) are shown in Table I. Here ItellER is shown as
"percent relative error". It is seem that (3.1) holds well al_o when M(A) is small
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and the error is large. In view of the fact that 0 is twice the value of _, for
- the same number of degzees of freedom the higher orde_ elements perform better.
3.2. h-Extensions Based on Nearly Optimal Mesh Refinement (6 = 0_
We once again consider the case _ = O. In this case the optimal mesh (for
fixed p) is asymptotically:
x. = (3.6) '
; 3
where
P +I/2
80 - (3.7)
- I/2
•_ The estimate of error measured in energy nom._ is given by:
c8 )P = C N-p (3.8a)lelER -_ (2a-l)8-2p
• p
4 provided that
' B > 8 = --P---- (J.8b)
a - 1/2
: When 8 < B then the rate of convergence with respect to M decreases. The
: reliability of estimate (3.8) for B = 80 is shown in Tables 2a and 2b.
:', With reference to Tables 2a and 2b, we note the following observations:
(a) The asymptotic estimate (3.8) is of good quality when M ) 2p. For M < |
2p the formula is pessimistic. The reason for this is that (3.8) is based on the
assumption that M + ®. Therefore it cannot be expected to give close estimates for L
low values of M. In the case M < 2p, analysis based on p-extension rather than
= h-extension should be used.
Table 3 shows the error for optimal distribution of the nodal points for M --
2 and a = l.l. It is seen that for small values of p (p = 1,2) the
asymptotically optimal mesh performs very nearly as well as the optimal mesh.
tb) When a is small (strong stress singularity occurs) the optimal refinement
is so strong that roundoff limitations are encountered even when the computations are
performed in double precision. Table 4 shows the values of 80, 8, the
_ coordinate of the first nodal point for the optimal mesh, XlA (opt), and for the mesh
: at which the rate of convergence begins to decrease, x A (min) for a = 0.7, M =3Z.I
(c) Overrefinement is more advantageous than underrefinement. If a is not
, kno_m precisely, then the refinement should be designed for lower bound estimates of _.
a. Overrefinement increases the value of _ in (3.8a) but does not alter the rate
of convergence (N-P). The penalty, in terms of increased values of C and
". increased values of N for achieving comparable levels of accuracy, is shown in
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Table 5. The mesh refinement is optimal for a = 0.7, and the penalty values are
shown for a = I.I, 1.6, 2.1.
It is seen that the penalty for overrefinement is not small. Underrefinement
also reduces the rate of convergence. Therefore the pe.alty for underreflnement is
still larger. This shows the importance of correct selection of mesh refinement.
3.3. P-Extenslons Based on Uniform Meshes (_ = O)
In th_s case M(A) << p and the estimate (3.1) holds. The results of
computational experiments are shown in Table 6.
On comparing the results on the basis of the number of degrees of freedom (N =
Mp-l), it is seen that the best choice is M = I. Comparing Tables 6 and 2a it
is evident that h-extensions based on optimal meshes vleld better results than p-
extensions based on uniform meshes. The performance of p-extensions cannot be
improved substantially through optimizing the p-distribution. Table ) shows the
effect of optimal p-distributions for M = 2 and a = 0.7 and 1.1.
3.4. _I-pExtensions (_ = 0)
In this case the meshes and p distributions are optimized concurrently. The
asymptotically optimal mesh is characterized by the following geometric progression
of nodal points:
m(&)-j
x.j = <0 J = 1,2,...,M(_) (3.9)
where
-F
K0 = (/2 - I)2. (3.10)
The i_lynomlal degrees of elements are assigned as follows:
= pj = [s(_)j] (3.11)
where
: s(a) = 2(a -1_) (3.12)
and [.] means the integral part.
The error estimate is:
,euER= + 1 2] )N
-XO,/(a- 1/2 )N
p_
= C(a)e ' YO = 1.574 (3.13)
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The numerical performance of h-p extensions is illustrated in Table 8. On
comparing the results with those in Table 2a, it is seen that the rate of
convergence of the h-p extension is much greater than the rate of convergence of
the h-extenslon based on asymptotically optimal meshes.
3.5. The h-p Extension with Uniform p and Optimal Mesh (_ = O)
The mesh is the same as in Section 3.4, i.e., w_th the nodal points defined by
(3.9), (3.10),land we assume that the p-dlstrlbutiop i_ uniform. In this case the
estimate for _ < a < I is
-YO '
/(=- I/2)N
UemER = C(_) 2a-I e (3.14)
P
where, as in (3.13), YO = 1.574 and L)_i_..,.,:_. '..._,
OF POOi:t t'_ ........
p -- Is(a)]M(A) (3.15)
i
s(=) = 2(e - I/2) (3.16)
The numerical performance of the h-p extension with uniform p is shown in Table
9. On comparing Table 9 with Table 8, it is seen that the performance of the
h-p extension with uniform p is not substantially different from that of the h-p
extension with optimal p-dlstribution. Fhe performance can be analyzed a]so for p-
distributions other than that given in (3.15). When p increases more rapidly than
(3.15), then the rate of convergence diminishes until it reaches the algebraic rate
characteristic of p-extensions. When p increases less than (3.15), then the rate
of convergence diminishes because h(A) does not change.
3.6. H-Extensions that Utilize Feedba:k (_ = O)
in Srction 3.2 it was pointed out that the quality of performance of h-
extensions depends on the mesh design. Proper mesh desig depends on the exact
solution which generally is not known. It is possible to devise feedback procedures,
however, that construct meshes which asymptotically perform as well as th_ optimal
meshes. Such feedback procedures are called adaptive (refs. 5 to 8).
Tables 10a and lOb show the results of numerical e_eriments. The numerical
value D is based on a formula for optimal meshes that utilize only nodal points
which can be constructed by successiv blsection of elements, not all meshes, as
considered before, because the feedback procedure u_e_, only such meshes.
3.7. H-p Extensions that Ut!ilze Feedback :,
It is possible to devise f_edback proceduces that perform nearly as well as the
optimal h-p extension. Results obtained with such a procedure are shown in Table
79
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ii (_ = 0.7). The meshes were generated by bisection; therefore, D is based on
an estimate developed for such meshes only.
3.8. p-E;,tenslon Based on Properly Designed Meshes and Feedback (6 = O)
In thls case the mesh is strongly graded toward singular points, on the basis of
(3.9), with K_ = (_ - I)2 = 0.1715 or slightly smaller (say, KCI= 0.15) and M(A)
is fixed. TheUpolynomlal degree of elements is uniformly inc_eas@d. The error
decreases first exponentially and then, if p is too large, algebraically, as
explained in Section 3.5. Feedback is utilized to ensure (through proper selection
of M(A)) that the desired accuracy Is reached in the range where the convergence is
exponential.
3.9. Smooth _]ur!Jns (6 > O)
We have considered various e_tenslon processes when the soldt. - has singular
character. When the solutlen ts _ooth, then p-extensions perform especially _ii
for small M. The errGf estimates for _ ) 0 in (2.3) are as follows:
(a) for ¢ = 0
geH _ C(_)
ER 2a-I (3.17)
P
(b) for _ > 0
lq-2qP
UellE = C(a)I-_ --) a (3.18) _
P
where
q = (3.19) •
l,'T+ 4'
In Table 12 results are presented for a = 0.7 and _ = O, _ = 0.01, and _ =
0.I. These results demonstrate that the performance of p-extenslons very rapidly
improves with increasing smoothness of the solution.
_. ACCURACY OF STRESS APPROXIMATIONS IN ONE DIMENSION
In one dimension the stress is simply u'(xo). In contrast to the two
dimensional case, the behavior of the fln_te element solution in our example is
entirely h_cal; therefore, we need to consider only the case wlth one element. The
results ,f numerical experiments for a = 0.7 and various _ values are shown In
Table 13. It is seen that the element that contains the singularity (_ = O) yields
very poor stress approximations. i,
When quantltle= ether than the energy are of interest (for example, stresses),
. then the mesh and p-uistribution should be optimal or nearly ,_ptlmal wlth respect to
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the purpose of computation. Optimal meshes and p-distributions depend not only on
tee purpose of computation but also on the method used for computing the quantities
of interest. See, for example, references 6 and 9.
5. PERFORMANCE OF THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD IN TWO
DIMENSIONS WITH RESPECT TO THE ENERGY NORM
The theory of two dimensional problems presents more difficulties and is
therefore less well understood than the theory of one dimensional problems.
Nevertheless there are important similarities which _ake it possible to gain valuable
insight from the analysis of one dimensional pLQblems. There are important
differences also; for example, error_ in stresses in two dimensions behave quite
differently from the errors in stresses in one dimension. Stress computations are
discussed ia the next section. Here we discuss the properties of various versions
and present numerical results for our two dimensional model problem. The results
were obtained by means of the h-version program FEARS with feedback capabilities
(ref. I0) and the p-version program FIESTA-2D (ref. II). FEARS has elements of
polynomial degree 1 only. The polynomial degree of elements in FIESTA-2D ranges
from 1 to 8.
!
: 5.1. H-Extension Based on Uniform Meshes '
The estimate for our model oroblem, defined in Section 2.2, is:
neHER = C(p)N- I/4 (_ I)
Detailed theoretical analysis, comparable to the one dimensional case, is not i
, available. The results of computations are shown in Table 14, where D represents
the numerical value of C(p). The results indicate that the asymptotic estimate L
(5.1) is of good quality,
5.2. H-Extenslon with Feedback
I
As in the one dimensional case, the sequence of optimally desigu_J meshes leads
to a rate of convergence _ndependent of the singularity. The estimaL'e for optimally
:- designed meshes is:
IIe IIER = C(p)N-p/2 (5.2)
j Note that the exponent of N is p/2, not p as in the one dimensional case.
_.," H-extension with properly utilized feedback (adaptive approach) should lead to
the same asymptotic rate of convergence as the optimally designed sequence of
meshes. Table 15 shows the results obtained with FEARS. _
5.3, P-Extension on Uniform Mesh
" In this case the estimate is (refs. I and 2):
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Hell = C(e)N-lqJ+e (5.3)
ER
where g > 0 arbitrarily. It is not known whether the term e can De renov_d. _
Table 16 snows the results obtained with FIESTA-2D using four square elements.
5.4 H-p Extension
The estimate for h-p extensions based optimal mesh and on either optimally or
uniformly distributed p is
3
IlenER _ C e-¥/N , y > 0 k5.4)
In the two dimensional case the optimal value of y is not known no- is it known
3
whether the term ¢r_ can be improved. The value of y depends on the distribution
of p.
5.5. p-Extension Based on Properly Designed Mesh and Feedback lnformatlon
As in the one dimensional case, the p-extension performs in much the same
way as the h-p extension when p in not too large and the mesh is properly designed.
For large p the p-version performs as if the mesh were uniform. An example is
presented in Table 17. The fact that the rate of convergence slows for high p
is an indication that the mesh should be refined. Slowing of the rate of convergence
can be detected. This is the feedback information needed for increasing the number
of finite elements.
L
5.6. Smooth Solutions
When the solution is smooth, the p-version is very effective and, as in the one
dimensional case, the convergence is exponentlal,
6. STRESS COMPUTATIONS IN TWO DIMENSIONS
Stress approxi_natio_s behave quite differently in two dimensions than in one
dimenqion, ,_ one dimension in our example the error depended only on the behavior
_. of the so!ut[on in the particular element in question, i.e., the error was completely
]oc,_![zed. in two dimensions 3n the other hand, the error is comprised of two
iarts: the local error and th( error associated with all other elements. This
._ec_nd part is called pollution error.
7,. The error in stresses depends to a large extent on how the stresses are :,
com_,uted, Indirect tech,,!qaes are available which substantially reduce both the
]ocal ;rod pollution error, as compared wi_h the conventional (direct) methods of
_tress computations (refs. 6, 9, and 12).
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6.1. Performance of h-Extensions Based on Nearly Optimal Meshes
Let us exalnlne the stresses at point xI = x2 = 0.25 in the model problem.
: Soluticns were obtalned by means of the computer p_ogram FEARS. The point under
consideration is the vertex of four elements. Therefore, four different values can
be computed, using thc derivatives of the four elements and the appropriate stress-
strain low. The relative errors are shown in Table 18 for the three stress
components Oli , 022 , o12 for the four adjacent ele_ its. The error of the
average value (A) is also shown. It is seen that the error of the average value is
smaller than the error in most elements. This is a well known fact which is
generally utillzed in st-o_s computations.
The relatiw_ error in the same stress components computed by meana of an in-
direct (postprocessing) technique (ref. 9) is shown in Table 19.
The improvement is very substantial. The postprocessing technique yields stress
values which are not sepsitive to the meshes and the error is of the magnitude
I[e il2
ER"
0.2. Ferformance of the p-Verslon
When the solution is smooth, the p-version performs well. When the solution is
not smooth and the elements are large, then tb,_ pollution error is generally large.
: Satisfactory theoretical analysis is not available. It is known, however, that the
pollution e_ror can be reduced very substantially by surrounding points of stress
singularity with one or more layers of elements.
The relative errors at point Xl = 0.1, x2 = 0.2 (which is located at element
boundaries) are shown in Tables 20a and 20b. The results presented in Table 2Oa
are strongly affected by pollution because the vertex of the neighboring element was
on the singular point. The results presented ia Table 20b are much less affected by
pollution because an extra la>er of _]ements was added so that tl,e neighboring
element no longer had a vertex on the slpgular point. The local error is, of course,
the same in both cases. Tables 20a and 2Ob illustrate the importance of proper mesh
design when the stresses are computed from the finite element solution directly. The
postprocessing method removes sensitiv;ty to mesh design.
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TABLE I.- H-EXTENSION WITH UNIFORM MESH REFINEMENT, a = .7
p= 1 p=2 p= 3 p= 4
M
NegER% D ielER% D fleUER% D fielIER% D
2 87.31 1.00 66.57 1.01 56.70 1.01 50.58 1.01
4 76.11 1.00 57.96 1.01 49.37 1.01 44.03 1.01
8 66.26 1.00 50.44 1.01 42.98 1.01 38.33 1.01
16 ?7.70 1.00 43.91 1.01 37.40 1.01 33,36 1.01
32 50.23 1.00 38.24 1.0i 32._=7 1.00 29.05 1.01
64 43.72 1.00 33.29 1.01 28.35 1.00 25.29 1.01
128 38.08 1.00 28.98 1.00 24.68 1.01 22.01 1.01
256 33.13 1.01 25.22 1.01 21.48 1.00 19.16 1.01
'fABLE 2a,- H-EXTENSION WITH ASYMPTOTICALLY OPTIMAL MESH, a = 0.7
p = I (B= 7.50) p = 2 (B = 12.50)
M • , , ,
fle!ER% D fleIIER% D
, .. ,,,,, ,, ,, ,
2 80.71 .314 70.65 .133
4 ' .59 .402 39.94 .300
8 29.14 .454 14.77 .445
16 15.46 .482 4.365 .526
32 7.966 .496 1. 168 .502
TABLE 2b.- H-EXTENSION WITH ASYMPTOTICALLY OPTIMAL MESH, a = 1.1
ip = I (B _2.50) p = 2 (B=3.17) p = 3 (B=5.83) p = 4 (B=7.50)
M ,
I
HelER% D IelER% D IIelIER% D flellER% D
2 58.91 1.19 21.99 .851 15.10 .540 12.66 .27_
4 31.88 1.29 7.128 1.20 3.162 .905 1.982 .68_
8 16.55 1.34 2.042 1.23 .4953 1.13 .1812 1.01
16 8,434 1.37 .5387 1.33 ._88(-I) 1.26 .134(-I) i I.L9
32 4.257 1.41 .1361 1.34 .904(-I) 1.32 .90S(-_) I 1.29
64 2.138 L.39 .345(-1) 1.36 .115(-2) 1.35 .586(-4) I i.33128 1.071 1.38 .868(-2) 1.38 !! ,146(-3) 1.3g .3?6(-5) 1.37
250 .5_6A 1.38 .217(-2) 1.36 !} .184(-4) I Rg .240(-6) ! 1.38
i
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TABLE 3.- PERFORMANCE OF AN OPTIMAL MESH (M = 2, a = I,])
p= I p = 2 Pffi _ i p _ 4,. ..w .. . ..,
IeIER)I !eIER% !eIER% !eIER,O
. , ,.= ..
57.42 17.31 8.213 4.762
.......... L ,
TABLE 4.- _SH PARAMETERS (a = 0.7)
p BO B x_(opt_ xl(mtn)
I 7.5 5 5.14(-12_ 2.99(-8)
2 12.50 I0 1.53(-19) 8.88(-_6)
3 17.50 15 4.56(-27) 2.64(-23)
4 22.50 20 1.3o(-36) 7.8'(-31)
5 27.50 25 4,05(-42) 2.35(-q8)
• !
TABLE 5.- PENALTv FOR USING OVERREFINED MESH IN TERMS OF INCREASED VALUES
OF C (FIRST ROW) AND N (SECOND ROW)
)
I ,.6_
| 1.0o 1.97 3.40 4.81
1.00 1.97 3.40 _.31
2 1.00 4.69 ' i4.73 2o._7
1.00 2.17 3._4 b,/,,7
l. .l i .,,
3 1.00 12.08 69.09 2q2.90
t.00 2.2b 4.1f, 5.88
.l . . ,
4 l_qf, I 32.[9 337.15 1430.90
_.,_0 j 2.30 4.29 6.15
P
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iTABLE 6.- P-EXTENSIONS ON UNIFORM MESHES (a = .7)
i M = I M = 2 M = 3 M = 4
'i .....
P D IelER% D IelER% D Ie|ER% D_eIER%
I 87.31 1.00 80.59 1.00 76.11 1.00
2 76.47 1.01 66.57 1.01 61.39 I.O1 57.96 1.01
3 65.14 1.01 56.70 1.01 52.29 I 1.01 49.37 I.O1
4 I 58.10 1.01 50.58 1.01 46.64 1 1.01 _4.03 1.015 I 53.15 1.01 46.27 ' Ol 42.67 1.01 40.27 1.01
6 49.42 1.01 43.02 1.01 39.66 1.01 37.45 1.01
7 46.48 _ 1.01 40.46 i 1.01 37.31 1.01 35.21 1.01
8 44.05 1.01 38.36 [ 1.01 35.37 1.01 33.39 1.01
9 42.02 ! 1,01 _6.58 1.01 33.74 1.01 31.85 1.01
I0 40.2_ 1.01 : 25.09 1.01 32,34 1.01 30.54 1.01
II 38.80 I 1.01 [ 33.76 1.01 31,15 1.01 29.40 1.01
]i
|
TABLE 7.- PERFORMANCE OF p-EXTENSION BASED ON
OPTIMAL p-DISTRIBUTION AND UNIFORM MESH
(M= 2)
a Pl P2 _eIER%
.7 41 1 5.05 •
I.I 3 1 23.79
1.1 26 2 1.834
TABLE 8,- PERFORMANCE OF h-p EXTENSION (_= 0.7, s = 0.4),
ASYMPTOTICALLY OPTIMAL MESH AND p-DISTRIBUTION
M N |e_ER% D M N IeIER% D
i , J ,i, J
2 3 54.18 2.62 8 21 7.031 2.82
3 5 3C,68 2.66 9 25 4.998 2.77
4 7 28.02 2.61 I0 30 3.523 2.82
5 I0 19.82 2.70 II 35 2.492 2.80
6 13 14.10 2.69 12 4_ 1.754 2.89
7 17 9.942 2.82 20 I00 .1071 2.94
..... j , . ,
®
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TABLE 9.- PERFORMANCE OF THE h-p EXTENSION, ASYMPTOTICALLY
OPTIMAL MESH AND UNIFORM p (a= .7)
M N p |e!ER% D
2 I 1 74.36 1.50
3 5 2 38.68 1.70
4 7 2 28.02 1.50
5 14 3 16.17 1.57
8 31 1 4 5.037 1.46
I0 49 1 5 2.262 1.43
15 104 1 7 .3376 1.25
i
TABLE 10a.- H-EXTENSION UTILIZING FEEDBACK, a = 0.7
,- p= I p= 2
: N leIER% D N IelER% D
4 58.54 °570 9 43.93 .516
" 9 31.66 .617 19 22.01 1.03
20 14.48 ! .592 29 11.09 1.17
39 7.326 .571 39 5.719 1.07
85 3.327 .557 81 1.121 .886
I01 2.788 .553 I01 .3689 .802
........ | .....
b
i
TABLE lOb.- H-EXTENSION UTILIZING FEEDBACK, a ffiI.I
ii ....p- I p=2 p=3
N M•_ER% D N _eIER% D N _•lER% D
•- H,
• 4 28.21 1,44 9 8.295 2.01 14 4.979 2.78
II 12,06 1,46 21 1.567 1.83 29 .6506 2.91
19 7.255 1.46 41 .4123 1.76 44 .1736 2.62
28 5.011 1,47 51 .2710 1.77 62 .05706 2.36
37 3.83; 1.47 79 .!Ill 1.72 77 ,02979 2.34
,. 63 2.266 1.45 99 .07155 1.73 9_ .01617 2.37
" 137 1.052 1.46 125 .04411 1.69 137 .005006 2.17
255 .5673 1.46 251 .01093 1.68 227 .001095 2.15
t,
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TABLE Ii.- N-p EXTENSION UTILIZING
FEEDBACK, o = O.7
N lelER% D
4 58.54 2.795
9 31.66 2.88
25 10.47 3.69
39 4.235 3.52
60 1•548 3.64
120 .2933 3.51
TABLE 12.- PERFORMANCE OF THE p-EXTENSION WITH M = I, _ = 0.7 and
: _ = O, 0.1, 0.1
i ........
- _ = 0 _ = .01 _ - .1
J .| m
r
P lelER% D lelER% D lelER% D
2 76.47 1.01 57.75 .391 36.61 .443
3 65.14 1.01 37.90 .416 15.42 .462
4 58.10 1.01 26.37 .432 6.922 .473
5 53.15 1.01 18.57 .443 3.224 .481
6 49.42 1.01 13.91 .451 1.541 .486
7 46.47 1.01 10.38 .458 .7578 .490
8 44.05 1.01 7.831 .463 .3677 .494
9 42.01 1.01 5.961 .468 .1825 .495 _
I0 40.29 1.01 4.571 .471 .09136 .496
II 38.80 1.01 3.525 .475 .04603 .498
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TABLE 14.- H-EXTENSION BASED ON
UNIFORM MESHES (p = I)
N IelER% D
51 36.02 .96
167 27.07 .97
591 19.81 .97
TABLE 15.- H-EXTENSION WITH
FEEDBACK (p = ])
.=
N IelER% D
b
67 32.91 2.03
= 101 26.38 2.66
143 21.35 2.56
221 16.79 2.50
301 13.61 2.36
617 9.63 2.40
TABLE 16.- PERFORMANCE OF THE p-EXTENSION
(UNIFORM MESH, 4 ELEMENTS)
p lelER% D
1 32.61 2.01
2 18.35 1.82
3 15.89 1.99
4 13.24 2.06
5 11.06 2.06
6 9.47 2.07
7 8.27 2.08
8 7.37 2.08
,Q
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TABLE 17.- P-EXTENSION BASED ON PROPERLY
DESIGNED MESH
P gelER%
...... .= Jm
I 31.96
2 12.36
3 6.197
4 3.277
5 2.131
6 1.436
7 1.128
8 .8839
• TABLE 18.- RELATIVE ERROR IN STRESS COMPONENTS AT POINT (0.25, 0.25)
DIRECT COMPUTATION
N e1_1% e_2% eI_2z
A 10.99 7.57 11.16
1 4.79 2.32 35.86
221 2 12.21 2.01 .093 "
3 17.27 17.42 106.43
4 9.71 13.01 71.49
i |, •
A 4.09 5.47 13.42
I 1.46 2.68 22.96
617 2 4.41 .099 55.69
3 4.41 13.43 3.88
4 6.07 11.74 28.85
TABLE 19.- RELATIVE ERROR IN THE STRESS COMPONENTS AT POINT
(0.25, 0,25) INDIRECT COMPUTATION
I • i • i n , ,
42z 42z
I 221 1.69 2.63 1.94
617 .56 ,866 .81
, . ...
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TABLE 20a.- RELATIVE ERROR IN STRESSES. A VERT£X OF TIIEADJACENT
ELEMENT LIES ON THE CRACK TIP
I 7.903 34.17 18.18
2 6.222 14.09 11.20
3 1.014 10.53 3.254
4 5.249 9.652 4.844
5 2.864 5.411 .1114
6 .6259 3.848 .8387
7 .6893 3.119 .9926
8 1.438 2.233 1.316
TABLE 20b.- RELATIV£ ERROR IN STRESSES. THE ADJACENT ELEMENT IS
SEPARATED FROM TIIECRACK TIP BY ONE LAYER OF ELEMENTS
P eRl % e_2Z e_'2_
I 13.57 33.108 17.39
2 2.124 6.976 .6688
3 1.091 3.843 3.620
.9997 1.923 1.852
5 .2653 .7836 .7166
• 6 .1702 .3928 .3503
7 .0784 .2123 .1529
8 .04005 .1256 .07431
X2
I I
xI
i
Figure I. Scheme of the cracked panel.
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Arthur Muller
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Thomas J. R. Hughes
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SUMMARY
This paper presents a weak formulation in structural analysis
that provides well-conditioned matrices suitable for iterative solu-
tions. A mixed formulation ensures the proper representation of the
problem and. for th_ sake of good conditioning, the constitutive rela-
tions are added in a penalized form. ThA problem is then solved by
means of a double conjugate gradient algoriLhm combined with an ele-
ment-by-element approximate factorization procedure.
F
The double conjugate gradient strategy resembles Uzawa's vart-
! able-length type algorithms (ref. 1). the main difference being the
presence of quadratic terms in the mixed variables. In the case off
shear-deformable beams these terms ensure that %h_ proper finite thick-
ness solution is obtained.
I INTRODUCTION
Element-by-element approximate factorizattons have been suc-
cessfully employed as a precondltloner for various problems (ref. 2
and 3). In the structural field, however, little progress has been
made heretofore, mainly due to the highly ill-conditioned ma_rices
resulting from finite element dtscretizations. The presence of defor-
nation modes whose stiffnesses are orders of magnitude apart -- bend-
ing and shear are a good example -- requires an excessive number of
., iterations. The need to present the preconditioned conjugate gradient
driver with a mbetterm problem was evident. For the thin limits. Uzawa's
algorithm (ref. 1) appears to be an excellent approach. However. when
t Work supported by NASA Lewis Ruearch Center under Grsnt No. NAG 3-
_' 319
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dealing with Ttmoshenko beams where the solution accounts for shear
deformation as well as bending, Uzawa's algorithm is no longer ap-
plicable.
Just as in Uzawa'e algorithm, a 'mixed m formulation is presented,
and the problem Is then solved for the mixed variables. At the sam_
time. the displacements are updated and convergence in the mixed vari-
ables can be checked as the algorithm progresses. A conjug&te gradient
accelerated version of Uzawa's algorithm te used.
CONJ'UGATEGRADIF.NT(CG)METHODS
The CG method ls an tter&ttve procedure used to solve the sys-
tem of linear equations Ax _ b resulting frca the finite element
dtscretizatton of the problem under consideration. In its precondi-
tioned version, the method can be best summarized by the flowchart
that follows.
Step 1. Initialization:
m=O (1)
(_); Xo -'0
re -- b (3)
" Po "- So "--B-Ire (4)
[
Step 2. Update of Solution and Residual:
rm. Jim
p_ •Ap=
xm+1 "- xm + ampm (6)
_m+l -----rm - amAp_ (7}
Step S. Convergence check:
"o
" If IIr,,,+LII< 6llroli. return. (8) "'
., Step 4. Update conjugate direction:
96
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......... ..,.. :C.'-.+..]_':._
OF POOr7 Q:.,,-...,('_
IIm,,i.l "-- B-llm+l (0)
/_= = r._+l "lm+l (10) c
rm "|m !
Pm+l --- Z_+I + _mP,n (11)
m= m+ 1 (12)
Go to Step 2 (13)
In the above, t dot between two vectors indicates the dot product.Jl.iiis the usual Euclidean norm. and 6 is a pre-speclficed tolerance.
In the basic CG algorithm. B is replaced by the identity and conse-
quently zm--rm.
As will be seen below, we will simultaneously employ two con-
jugate gradient drivers. While the outer loop is concerned with the
mixed variables, the inner loop lnvolres & standard finite element
solution. Precondi_oning will only be applied to the inner loop. where
an element-by-element preconditioner will be used.
^ Crout approximate factorizatiou is preferred for the precon-
ditioner; its expression is specified below and a more thorough dis-
cession can be found in reference 2. |e have
!
" [1 [1 ' []B=Wi/2x II LI_X' x ]'[ DIDA' X ]'l Up_ e XW l/_ (14)ea I emI era=N.I
where
X' --- I + W-l/2[Ae - We]W -l/_ (15)
W -- diag(A), (16)
W e = diag(A'), (17)
and A e is the e th element matrix. I is the identity matrix and Lv[.].
Dp[.] and Up[.] are the lower, diagonal and upper factors in the Crout
factorizatlon.
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AUGMENTED_AK FORMS
Weak formulations of boundary valu_ problems h&ve been used as
the main tool in deriving finite element methods for quite a long time.
Rost formulations used so far in structural analysis _y be derived
from the Hu-Washizu principl_ (ref. 4), either in its most general
form or, as is more common, in a displacement variational form. In
its general form, the weak formulations are widely known as mixed for-
mulations, since stresses and/or strains are primary variables along
with displacenents. However, in these cases, the resulting nstrix is
indefinite and iterative drivers such an conjug&te gradients cannot
be directly applied.
The di,placement formulation, on the other hand, results in a
positive-definite m_trix. However, for thin beams and plates the con-
dition nunber is very large and even with sophisticated precondition-
ing the number of iterations for convergence i_ excessive.
Uzawa's algorithn for constrained minimization presents the itera-
tire driver with a series of well conditioned problems, the solution
. of each being done in a relatively small number of iterations. The
basic idea behind the algorithm is the introduction of Lagrange mul-
tipliers a_d penalization terms. Satisfaction of the constraints is
then guaranteed even with a small penalty p&rsaeter due to the presence
of the Lsgrange multipliers. An iterative scheme is then devised to
update the multipliers. Given the multipliers, the solution is also
" updated and the process i8 repeated until convergence.
We consider the 8trorg form of a boundary value problem for the
Timoshenko beam: Given the vertical force /:[_,L]-._, and the dis-
tributed moment c'[O,L]-_, find the vertical displacement w, the
rotation _, the moment _/ and the shear force q satisfying
M'-q + c =O0}(q,/ equilibriun ) (18)
-(Et_/12)_,=l ( constitution ) (I_)
M
where E, G sad t 8_and for the Young'8 modulus, shear nodulu8 and thick-
ness, respectively, subject to the following bou_d&ry condition8
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',,'_,_ I A _ r'_, - "-_
OF PC':,;:;:,. ,"/
M(o)= Mo (20)
w(O)-- Wo (21)
OIL) = OL (22)
q(L) -- qL (23)
although particularized, the boundary conditions for the above
problem possesi the Iain ingredients that ISke then easily extend-
able to Iore general situations.
For the construction of the &ugIented weak forI, we introduce
the spaces
Sw ={ weH'[0,L]Iw(0}=wo } (24)
$, --{o eH_[O,L!IO(L)--eL } (25) '
_w ={ _ _H_I0,L]I_(0)ffi o } (_)
_, --{ 0 _H_[O,L]iO(L)=0 } (27)
_q = H°I0,Li (_8)
where H°[O,L] Is the set of squnre integrable _unctions defined over
10,L]_ H'I0,LI= I___'_,-__o}.
the Ioment constitutive equation holds. Then, the following _.,eak forI
Is equivalent to the equilibriI_qustiona, Iht_r con3titutivw equa-
tion, and IoIent and Ihear boundary condttlonI:
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ORIGINAL _ ,.,.3Z _
L 8,= l OF POOR QUALI'i'Yf d,+0 Jo L 12 ,= J
+ J(O)[M(O)- Mo] + _(L)[q(L)- qL] (2o)
The second line follow_ after an integration-by-parts and use
of ,he moment constitutive relation. The non-dimensional scalar _e is
Introduced i_ order to ensure that a certain sub-matrix resulting from
_he partition of the discrete system into displacement and transverse
shear variables is positive definite. Thle is described lore fully
below. It should be emphasized that the moment constitutive equation
is exactly satisfied whereas the mixed treatment is only applied to
the shear.
The finite element discretlzatton of the above weak form is stan-
dal_ and leads to a matrix system of the form
where A--Ab +A,, in whlch A6 is a bending contribution. A, ls a
shear contribution, the vector u contains nodal valueu of displace-
ments and d contains transverse sbear forces.
In our calculations, we employ ptecewtse linear Interpolations
r for w. 0, _ and _, and pteceelse constant interpolations for q and
_. Shear locking is avoided by using a one-point reduced integration
! rule for the she,r contribution I_,,Gt(w,f-OJ(_,f-_)dz.
i The element counterparts of the above arrays are given as fol-lows:
1 ._0
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ORIGINAL P:':',_Z_g
OF POOR QUALITY
'O g Q O
Et s 0 1 0 -I
(31)
A_-- 12h 0 0 0 0
.0 -1 0 1
i h/2 -1 hi2
A_ ¢,Gt hi2 h2/4 -hi2 h2/4
--T -1 -h/2 1 -h/2 {32)
hi2 b2/4 hi2 h2/4
C' = (l-c,)[-I -h/2 1 -h/2] (33)
_, _ _(l- _.)
at (34)
b"--[fhl2 -ch/2 fh/2 -ch/2] T
+ boundary condition terms (35)
_e= boundary condition terms (38)
where h stands for the element length and all functions (e.g.E.G.
t etc.) are evaluated at the element center.
In the above expression the matrices A and A are positive definite,
the former due to the n_-vanishin_ positive scalar _,. We can then
solve the above system for u and substitute the result in the equa-
tion for do getting
(cA-lc T + i)_ = cA-l]) - b (37)
|e propose to solve (37) by a basic (i.e. unpreconditioned) con-
jugate gradient scheme We shall refer to the iterations for the above
system as the outer iterations while those associated with UinvertingU
the matrix A will be denoted as _ iterations.
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3_ I::00;_ q ........ '
We now particularize the basic conjugate gradient &lgoritha to
the above problem, getting
Step 1. Initialization:
rn=0 (_)
6o- o (_o)
bo- b (4o)
Uo -- A-Sbo (41)
]_o = CUo - b (42)
po-- _o (43)
Step 2. Update of solution and residual
b,.+t = Crb,,, (45)
xm -- A-lbm+l (46)
im "- im + Cxm (47)
,_,,,_ .i''. _,,, (4s)
lm • Pm
_,,,+_ = _,,, + a,,,_,,, (40)
i
u,.+_ = u,. - &,,,x,,, (50)
fm+l = fm - &mira (51)
Step 3. Convergence check:
,. xzlli,,,+,ll< 611iolI, return. (52)
Step 4. Update conJull&te direction
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ORIGI;"',AL P".,;"".. ,- _'_-.,
OF POOR Q=JALI'V'f
/_m = Frn+l " rm+l (53)
p,.+,= + (54)
= + 1
Go to Step 2 (56)
The variation of the scalar parameter _e from 0 to 1 gives us
a family of weak forms that range between the classical mixed for-
mulation and the displacement formulation. As will be seen later, the
optimal choice for _e minimizes the condition number of the precon-
ditioned matrix B-IA.
In the present paper, the inner loop solution. A-Ibm. is ob-
tained with a preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm. Since the
matrix A is constructed from a standard finite element assemblage,
the element-by-element precovditioner described is used.
In order to distinguish the values of _ associated with the in-
ner and outer loops, we will use the notation _i and _o respectively.
L
Accounting for axial effects is straightforward. For this pur-
pose. one needs to add the equations
T,z +s -- 0 (57)
T -- Etu,=, (58)
where s:[O,L] -. £ is the prescribed axial body force and T is the
axial stress resultant. 3uitable boundary conditions need also to be
added in the usual way.
We now append to the weak form above the additional terms
103
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OF POC,_ C."c.,
L TT z,
- fo (1- _a)-_dx + L ,aEtK=u,.d.
+ boundary condition tern
=....
n T T
+/o
+ boundarycondition tez_s (,50)
.
The introduction of axial stresse_ has a eu_h wider implica-
tion: other structural elements with entirely different stiffnessss
can also be combined. We do so by inputting their stiffnesses In &ug-
merited mixed form and choosing Appropriate _-paraaeters. I"_, although
their stiffnesses my vary substa_ttallyo the _-parameters can present
" the lnner conjugate gradient driver with a reasonably conditioned sys-
tem.
RESULTS
Beam with Bending and Shear
The results to be presented &ll reter to an end-loaded cantilever
beam dlscretized with 64 elements, with geometric and material p&raeters
given by
, E = _ (_)
c =o.6 (8_)
L = 1 (82)
D
The bending contribution to the stiffness utrix is O{EtS/12L)
while the shear an_ axial contributions are O(GtL) and O(EtL). respec-
". tlvsly. The pa,'ameters
• g 104
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GtL ( _( _GL 2 (83)
EtL [ _L2
(64)
are the ratios of shear to bending and axial to bending, respectively.
The larger of these parameters is a measure of the condition number
of AI__ l, which is but the stiffness matrix resulting from the die-
placement formulation. We now see that when the _'s are close to one
the condition number of A depends upon the ratio {L/t)2o usually a large
number. The _ntroduction of smaller values of _ brings the condition
number of ?_ so reasonable values, independent of _his ratio.
Table l presents the total number of inner loop iterations(hi)
required for convergence. This number is taken to be a measure of the
total amount of work eIpended in obtaining the solution, The quan-
tity %_/b iS also presented. The tolerances 6 i and 6° varied from problem
to problem such that the tip displacement was correct to l_. As may
be seen, the total number of outer iterations (i.e., no) is two in
all cases•
The most striking observation is that the number of iterations
for convergence does not depend on the beam thickness. Rather, it is
the parameter _6_a/b that ueems to determine the number of iterations, rt
is interesting to note that the associated (,'s are indeed very small,
showing that the augmented stiffness tends more towards a mixed than
a displacement formulation.
For the sake of comparison, the same problems were run with the
displacement formulation and solved by an element-by-element precon-
ditioned conjugate gradient driver. Table 2 presents the number of
iterations for the various thicknesses analyzed. The number of itera-
tions required for thin beams reveals the great advantage one can take
of the formulation presented in this paper.
From Tables 1 and 2 we note that, for thin beams, the present
formulation shows a great improvement as compared to the element-by-
element solution with the displacement formulation. It should be pointed
out that for the thick beam (t -- 0.1) the number of iterations for
the present formulation involves two solutions(i.e. A-lbo and A-lbl),
the minimum required.
Beam vith Bending, Shear and axial Effects
The same cantilever beam was used for the introduction of axial
8tresses. It should be pointed out that for a straight beam, the axial
problem 18 uncoupled from the bending and 8hear problem. Despite the
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fact that the problems are uncoupled, the present strategy cannot take
advantage of this fact because the scalars a and _ combine informa-
tion from the entire solution vector.
The same geometric and material properties were used. A unit
axial load was applied at the free end. Tables 3 and 4 show the to-
tal number of inner iterations for convergence as well as the num-
ber of iterations required in the displacement formulation. The dif-
ferences are seen to be considerable.
Due to the enormous difference In the magnitude of displace-
ments resulting from axial and bending solutions, a convergence criterion
as specified in the conjugate gradient algorithm would not ensure con-
vergence of the former unless &i was set to a very small value. In or-
der to avoid this, the residual vector was divided into three indepen-
dent vectors: one associated with the vertical displacements, one with
the axial displacements and one with the rotations. The smallest non-
zero of these initial residual norms was then used as to; _i was then
set to 0.01.
The outer convergence criterion is more subtle. It should be
observed that the initial residual is proportional to the displace-
ment solution of the =soft = problem(i.e. _< 1). As can be seen in
equation (30) the soft problem stiffness becomes singular as the o's
go to zero. This creates the problem that the initial residual grows
indefinitely and the proper solution of the problem requires a large
reduction in the residual. That is, the outer convergence tolerance
6° is highly dependent on the _'s chosen. This still seems to be a problematic
area since no explicit expression is available that allows us to precisely
delineate the outer convergence tolerance. A possible solution be-
in S investigated is the utilization of a preconditioner for the outer
loop. Since the number of outer loop iterations is already very small
(< 7 in all cases) it seems that a preconditioner would allow us to
establish convergence by limiting the number of outer Iterations, ir-
respective of the initial residual.
Another important fact is that the proper evaluation of the _'s
is still not precise. However, it seems that & precondttioner as men-
tioned above would ensure that a low condition number in the inner/
loop stiffness would be a good way of obtaining the o's. |ith the num-
ber of outer loops reduced to an almost constant small number, the
solution cost would depend solely on the inner loop cost.
CONCLUSIONS
The iteratlve solution of thin structural finite element models
is not yet a viable alternative to direct solution. The combination
of augmented mixed weak forms and lteratlve strategies such as ele-
=writ-by-element preconditioned conjugate gradients enables a desen-
• sttizf.ng of the matrix equations, A significant reduction of Itera-
tions is achieved thereby when the structure is very thin, Further
develcpment of this concept should enhance the performance of ttera-
tire strategies for thin structur&l elements. The one-dimensional models
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i used in this to demonstrate ideas can of course be solved more
paper
effectively with direct s lution methods. However, in the future it
may be possible to solve large-scale three dimensional shell models
more efficiently by employing lterattve techniques. An indication of
possibilities has been shown herelu. Much research clearly remains
to be done.
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Table I. Bending and shear effects: present formulation
t _J_/s/b _s hi. no
0.I 1.0 1.67 X 10-3 80 2
0.I I0.0 1.67 X I0 -= 69 2
0.I I00.0 1.67 X I0 -j 87 2
0.01 1.0 1.67 X 10-6 80 2
0.01 10.0 1.67 X iO-_ 69 2
,=
0.01 100.0 1.67 X 10-3 87 2
0.001 1.0 1.67-X 10-7 80 2
0.001 I0.0 1.67 X I0 -° 71 2
0.001 I_.0 1.67 X 10-5 87 2
0.000! 1.0 1.67 X 10-_ 80 2
0.0001 I0.0 i.67 X I0 -s 71 2
0.0001 100.0 1.67 X 10-7 '88 2
t
_,e_..-r= r "
ORIGINAL _-_"-" _
OF POOR QUAL_'i'_
Table _. Bending and shear effects: displacement formulation
Thickness ne
0.1 47
0.01 146
0.001 473
0.0001 830
*This number should be com Pared with nl in Table 1
tl
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Table 3. Bending. shear and axial effects: present formulation
t _%l b _e _a'Talb Ea fll no
0.1 1.0 1.67 X 10-3 4.0 3.33 X 10-3 191 3
0.1 10.0 1.67 X 10-2 40.0 3.33 X 10-2 176 3
0.1 100.0 1.67 X 10-l 400.0 3.33 × 10-1 204 3
0.01 1.0 1.67 × 10-5 4.0 3.33 × 10-5 233 4
0.01 10.0 1.67 X 10-4 40.0 3.33 × 10-4 176 3
0.01 100.0 1.67 X 10-3 400.0 3.33 X 10-3 204 3
0.001 100.0 1.67 × 10-5 400.0 3.33 × 10-5 301 5
0.001 1000.0 1.67 × 10-4 4000.0 3.33 X 10-4 216 3
0.001 IOOCO.O 1.67 X 10-3 40000.0 3.33 X 10-3 481 3
0.0601 100.0 1.67 X 10-_ 400.0 3.33 × 10-_ 406 6
0.0001 1000.0 1.67 × 10-8 4000.0 3.33 × 10-° 279 4
0.0001 10000.0 1.67 X 10-5 40000.0 3.33 × 10-5 387 4
L
Table 4. Bending. shear and axial effects: displacement formulation
k
Thickness ne
0.1 69
"0.01 179
0.001 863
0.0001 2431
*This number should be compared with n_ iL Table 3
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STRESS=DERIVATIVE CONTROL OF
KEYSTONING DEFORMATION IN FINITE ELEMENT CODES
J. C. Schulz and O. E. R. Heimdahl
Naval Weapons Center
China Lake, California 93555
SUMMARY
The stress=derivative technique for controi of keystoning deformation in under-
integrated finite elements is based on expan._ion of the stress in a Taylor series
about the element center and retention of additional terms beyond the constant
stress term. It has the advantage over other control techniques that keystening
resistance is provided by actu21 rather" than artificial material properties.
Application of this technique to the quadrilateral ring elements used for modelling
solids of revolution subjected to axisynnetric loads is described. In a cylindrical
coordinate system additional terms appear in the formulation which must be dealt
with in arriving at a workable keystoning control scheme.
L
i
[ INTRODUCTION
J
Isoparametric quadrilateral or hexahedral elements employed in finite element
codes for an8Iysis of nonlinear, dynamic structural response are usually under-
integrated. One-point Gaussian quadrature (which is essentially the same as the
assumption of constant stress throughout the element_ is used for evaluation of
element area )r volume integrals. Compared to full integration (which can be
obtained using four- or eight-point quadrature for quadrilateral or hexahedral
elements, respectively), one-point quadrature significantly reduces the amount of
time required for element calculations.
There is, however, a price associated with the use of underintegrated elements.
Due to the assumption of constant stress within an element, some modes of deformation
are not sensed and, hence, are not resisted in the underintegr_'_d formulation.
These are the well-known keystoning modes (also referred to as hourglassing, zero-
energy or kinematic modes in the literature). Under certain conditions these modes
can grow without limit, thus obscuring the actual solution. A method for adequvte
control of keystoning deformation is essential if meaningful solutions are to be
obtained.
} Early attempts at key=tening control involved the use of artificial viscosity
(Raferences 1 and 2). In this approach nodal forces proportional to and opposing
a measure of the keystoning deformation rate are introduced. No additional storage
, and only a relatively small increase in computational effort are required. However,
because the keystoning rate rather than the keystoning itself is opposed, there is)
no attempt to remove any keystoning deformation that might creep in. Consequently,
artificial viscosity control is often ineffective unless a large viscous constantP
_s used, which can result in reduction of the stable time step and distortion o #
the solutioa.
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More recunt]y, a procedure utilizing artificial : _ness for keystoninp
control has bee" celoped (References 3 and 4). In t;,, case forces proportional
to and opposlq _ keystoning deformation are introau', Some additional storage
and about the s:_J_eincrease in computational effort az (,r artificial viscosity
are required, ge_ause *he keystonii:g itself is oppc,s-_ artificial stiffness is
much more effec?ize than artificial viscosity. Wi" .i:_increased effectiveness,
however, comes a_ increased risk of solution d_stc, t:, _,
A different technique for keystoning con',_,' ",'uKed "stress-derivative"
control, is described zn Re£crence 5. '[_is " ,'._- _ is based on expansion of the
stress in a Taylor series aho,_L ti_eelen_ent ,c,_ ,", Additional terms beyond the
constant stress term al_ retained to provide ,,.._:toningcontrol. In its complete
form stress-derivative control Js intermediJt3 between higher-order quadrature
and artificial viscosity and stiffness in t,_rmsof stoI'age and computatiop require-
ments. Through the introduction of additionat approximations simplified stress-
derivative procedures are obtained which are competitive with artificial stiffness
procedures.
Derivation of stress-derivative control procedures for quadrilateral and
hexahedral elements is given in Reference 5. In the present paper the application
of this technique to quadrilateral ring elements used for modelling solids of
revolution subjected to axisymmetric loads is considered. This is a situation of
considerable practical interest. In the cylindrical coordinate system employed,
additional terms appear in the governing equations which are not present for
, cartesian systems. Both a complete control procedure and a simplified procedure
with reduced storage and computation requirements are described. These procedures
are applied to a test problem.
COMP LETE CONTROL
Cylindrical coordinates r, O, z are used. A ring element i_ generated by
inscribing a quadrilateral in a radial plane and rotating this plane about the
; axis. This ring element is specified by the nodal coordinates rl, zI of the
quadrilateral in the generating plane. £1ement geometry is shown in Figure I.
Local material coordinates _I, _2 are defined by the transformation
r _ rI NI (_I' _2) ; z --zI NI (_i' _2) (la,b)
where NI are the usual bilinear isoparametric shape functions.
NOTE: Indicial notation with :mplied summation of repe_ted indices is
used. Lower case subscripts refer to the material coordlnates and
range _rom 1 to 2. Upper case subscripts refer to the nodes and range
from I to 4. Subscripts r, e, z are exempt from the above conventions.
Although a more co_)act notation could have been adopted, it is hoped
the one used will make the derivations clearer.
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Displacements u, v in the r, z directions, respectively, are approximated as
u = al NI ; v = vI NI (2a,b)
where ui, vI are the displacements at the nodes.
Application of the principle of virtual displacements yields
frI : . °rr _'- + °rz %T- rdA + oOO NI dA
(3a ,b)
fzI = °rz 8T + °zz 3z rdA
where frI, fzI are the nodal forces per radian in the r, z directions, respectively,
and A is the grea o£ the generating quadrilateral.
The stress can be expanded in a Taylo_ series as
8o
-- rr
= o + _k_k +°rr rr
m
Do
"_ ZZ "
: + 8-_-L_k + • • •OZZ O'ZZ
(4a,b,c,d)
Do
-- rz
= Orz +T_k-_k + 'Crrz • ,
i
aOe = o00 + . . .
where the bars denote evaluation at the element center. It would appear that the
contribution of the circumferential component o08 to keystoning control in this
axisymmetric situation is secondary to that o ¢ the other components. Consequently,
this component was not expanded beyond the constant tezm.
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Substitution of Equation 4 into Equation 3 yields
frI = 7 Bri  _+ o +rI BrkI rz zI BzkI
r r r
_00 /. A_rArI + AAZAzI _Er _rkBrl + A_rDrk'I
+
4r + 6 ' + _ rkl + 12r
I
J°rz ( ArkBzI + AArBzk'I/+ _ Bzkl + 12;
{5a,b)
( , ) - ,, )fzI -- Br I + ___Brk I + +- - °rz °zz zI --_-BzkIr r r
ArkBri + A_rBrk, i 3_zz +
3°r----_z Brk I + - -- + -- zkI
+ 3_k 12_ _k 12; i
where k' = k(mod 2) v 1 and expressions for the geometric qu_tities r, Ark, AAr,
AAz, Bri, BzI , Brki, 8zki, A, Ari, AzI are given as functions of the nodal coordinates
in the appendix.
Equation S contains a n_ber of additional terms compared to the corresponding
equations for planar quadrilaterals given in Reference S. Howe_er, for elements
very far from the axis {where the radius at the element center r is large and plane
strain conditions are approached) the ring equations simpli_ to the planar
equations.
Hypoelastic material behavior will be assumed {although other material
representations are possible). The hypoelastic stress rate can be written as
_rr = Xdv + 2Udrr + 2w orz rz
'_zz= _dv + 2Udzz - 2w orz rz
ORIGINAL PAGE Ig {6a,b,c,d)
_rz = 2udrz + Wrz {°zz - °rr) OF POOR QUALITY
I)
_00 = Xdv + 2_deo
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where drr , dzz , drz , d03 , Wrz are the deformation rate components and spin,
and _ are the Lame parameters and dv = drr + dzz + d00.
The Lame parameters are taken as constant within an element (but not necessarily
throughout the entire body). The derivatives of the stress rate with respect to
the local coordinates then become
a_ ad v ad aw ao
rr 2B rr r______z rz
a_ k = X_-_k+ a_ k + 2Orz a_k + 2Wrz a¢ k
a(I
a_zz adV adzz aWrz 2w rz (7a,b,c)
G = _a-_k + 2_G 2°rz _}_k rz a_ k
- a_ ad aw /aOzz aOrr _rz = 2B rz + rz w
Expressions for the deformation rate components, spin and derivatives of these
quantities all evaluated at the element center are given as functions of the nodal
coordinates and velocities in the appendix.
A complete finite element procedure including stress-derivative keystoning
control has thus been formulated. At any given time the geometric quantities in
Equation 5 and the deformation rate and spin quantities in Equations 6 and 7 can
be determined. The stress and its derivatives can then be updated and used to
calculate the nodal forces. The nodal velocities and displacements can then be
updated by means of an appropriate explicit integration scheme, and the whole
process repeated.
Compared to the usual constant stress procedure, this complete stress-
derivative procedure requires six additional storage locations per element (for
the stress derivatives) and a sizeable increase in computation time. Additional
approximations can be made to obtain a simplified procedure competitive with
artifical viscosity and stiffness procedares.
PARALLE LOGRAMMATIC CONTROL
In many p_actical finite element meshes the generating quadrilaterals for
ring elements are very close to being parallelograms. Moreover, mesh refinement
usually makes these quadrilaterals more parallelogrammatic. For a parallelogram
Aar = 0 ; Aaz = 0 (8a,b)
O[{ZG_: '• "I# "._.. • ',', ...... t
OF POC);i ,¢.,,,-,_.,, /
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As shown in Reference 3 the vector quantities ArkBrl and ArkBzi in Equation 5
are orthogonal to the keystoning modes for parallelogrammatic elements. Hence,
the stress-derivative terms associated with these quantities do not oppose the
keystoning deformation. It is reasonable, therefore, to neglect them. The nodal
forces then become
= o + rI + °rz 4r QrrIrr rI - zI + -- £I + -- +r r r
(9a ,b)
fzI -- (B 6rkDrk ) -- /B ArkDzk )-_- °rz rI + _ FI + + r += _zz zI - I QzrIr r r
where r I = (1, -1, 1, -1) and the generalized forces are given by
u m m
o: 3o 3o 3o
r.____r rz _ rz zz (lOa,b)
Qr --_k Drk + 3"_V Dzk ' Qz _k Drk + _ Dzk
(Expressions for the geometric quantities Drk , Dzk are given in the appendix.)
If the deformation rate is assumed to be small compared to the spin, the
generalized force rates are
/
= + + 2u rz
Qr _-_k 2_-_-k / Drk _-_k Dzk  Qzwrz
(11a,b)
_d [ _dv _dzz \
= + _+ 2_-_k ) Dzk - QrWrz
Qz 2_ rz
_k Drk _k
A simplified stress-derivative procedure has thus been obtained. ]'he general-
ized forces are updated using Equation 11 and substituted into Equation 9 to
determine the nodal forces. Only two additional storage locations are required
(for the generalized forces) and the computation time is considerably less than
for the complete procedure.
It should be noted that the additional assumptions introduced for parallelo-
grammatic control apply primarily to the stress-derivative terms in Equation 5.
These terms are in the nature of relatively small modifications to the constant
"- stress terms for keystoning control. Hence, some inaccuracy in these terms due to
violation of the assumptions can be tolerated without deterioration of the physical
solution.
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TEST PROBLEM
The stress-derivative keystoning control techniques presented here were applied
to the problem of a simply supported circular plate subjected to a uniform step
pressure loading. This test problem is analogous to the beam problem suggested in
Reference 3 and provides a severe test of element behavior since no deflection is
possible without excitation of keystoning modes. Geometry of the circular plate
is shown in Figure 2. Dimensions and property values are:
Radius, 0.4
Thickness, 0.1
Young's modulus, 1 x 109
Poisson's ratio, 0.3
Density, 1,000
Pressure, 2.5 x 106
Deformed shapes of the beam with increasing time for no control and complete
stress-derivative control are compared in Figure 3. It is obvious that with no
control the solution deteriorates rapidly, while with complete stress-derivative
control keystoning is eliminated entirely. Parallelogrammatic control likewise
eliminates keystoning and leads to deformed shapes almost indistinguishable from
those for ccmplete control. The peak deflections of the plate are 0.0719 and 0.0711
for complete and parallelogrammatic control, respectively.
CONCLUSION
Application of the stress-derivative keystoning control technique to quadri-
lateral ring elements has been described. Both a complete procedure and a simplified
procedure for elements that are nearly parallelograms in the generating plane were
presented. The simplified procedure has roughly the same storage and computation
requirements as artificial viscosity or stiffness methods and has the advantage that
keystoain£ resistance is provided by actual rather than artificial properties.
A second form of simplified stress-derivative control, termed "pressure"
control, is described in Reference 5. Pressure control can also be applied to ring
eleme;,ts. In this technique the stress is separated into hydrostatic and deviatoric
parts and only the hydr tatic part is expanded in a Taylez series. Pressure control
is not limited to parallelogrammatic elements. Because only a portion of the anti-
keystoning term is applied, pressure control cannot be expected to provide adequate
resistance in a_l cases. However, it appears to do a satisfactory job in most
situations.
As shown in Reference 4, elements with parallelogrammatic control do not
satisfy the patch test unlesn they are exactly parallelograms. However, as long as
the departure from "parallelogramness" is not gr_at, these elements will come close
to satisfying the patch test and should not exhibit convergence difficulties.
Elements with either c_mplete or pressure control will always meet the patch test.
117
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APPENDIY
2
In this appendix expressions for the various geometric quantiLies and aIso the
deformation rate components, spin and their derivatives are given as functions of
" the nodal positions and velocities.
m
r = (r 1 + r2 + r 3 + r4)/4
Ar 1 = (-r 1 + r 2 + r 3 - r4)/2
Ar2 = (-r 1 - r 2 + r 3 + r4)/2
Az1 = (-z 1 + z2 + z 3 - z4)/2
• Az2 = (-z 1 - z2 + z3 + z4)/2
A_r = r 1 - r 2 + r 3 - r 4
A_z -- z 1 - z2 + z3 - z4
• OF POCR C..,-:,-,,-:,'
'Ip, _'_
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Bri _ (z 2 - z4), (z 3 Zl) , (z 4 - z2) ' (z 1 _ z3) OF PO0_ QUAL4Yy
1
Bzi = _ I('4 - r2) , (q - r3), % - =4) , (% - q)J
1 r (z4 - z3), (z3 - z4), (Zl = z2), (z2 - Zl) ]
BrkI - 12 [ ](z 3 - z2) , (z 1 - z4) , (z 4 - zl) , (z 2 z3)
1 r (r3 - r4)' (r4 - r3)' (r2 - rl)' (rl r2) ]
BzkI - 12 [ J(r 2 - r3) , (r 4 - rl) , (r I r4), (r 3 - r2)
A = ArlAz 2 - Ar2Azl
A1 = _rlAAZ - AZlAAr
A2 = _z2AAr - Ar2A_z
A_I=[C_2-z4_,(_-z_, _U-_, _- :_]
[ J 'Azl = (r4 - r2), (r3 - rl), (r2 - r4), frI - r3) /
l "
Drk = _ (-Z_zI, Az2)
Dzk = _- (Z_rI, -Ar2)
_IBrid -
rr A
_IBzId -
ZZ A
-- 1 (_iBzl IBrI=-- +_ )drz 2A
-- (_1 + _2 _3+ _4)
dee = 4r
-- l BzI _ _iSri)Wrz = 2-_ (_I
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--drr 12 uiBrki Akd-_r
_k A A
_zz 12 _IBzkI Ak_zz
_k A A
m m
_drz 6 Akdrz
_¢k = X (UIBzkl + VIBrkI) A
--
3Wr____z= 6 (_iBzk I _ _ z
_k A IBrkI) A
_d-_0 (-Ul + _2 + aS - u4) Arl_0O
_1 2r r
_d"_O (-_I _2 + _3 + U4) Ar2_o0
a_2 2r r
ORIGi,r,:AL _,-,..,...__
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Figure I. Ring element geometry.
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Figure 3. Deformed shapes of circular plate.
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A TRIANGULAR FINITE
ELEMENT FOR THIN PLATES AND SHELLS
S. W. Lee* and C. C. Dai**
Department of Aerospace Engineering
University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland
SUMMARY
A finite-element modeling technique wi_ichutilizes a triangular element called
TSHEL with 45 degrees of freedom and seven-point integration h_s been tested for
analysis of thin-plate and shell structures. The element formulation is based on
the degenerate solid-shell concept and the mixed formulation with assumed indepen-
dent inplane and transverse shear strains. Numerical results indicate effectiveness
: of the present modeling technique which features combined use of elements with kine-
matic modes and those without kinematic modes in order to eliminate both locking and
i spurious kinematic modes at the global structural level.
INTRODUCTION
The concept of the degenerate solid shell is very attractive because it can
easily describe curved geometry and kinematics of deformation of arbitrary shell
structures without invoking complicated shell theories [I]. However, the unde-
sirable locking effect associate_ with zero inplane strain and zero transve,'se
shear strain has been the major obstacle to a successful application of the dege-
nerate solid-shell concept for finite-elementmodeling of thin-shell structures.
The most popular scheme to alleviate locking effect has been either reduced or
selective integration. However, an alternative and perhaps more general approach is
to use mixed formulation based on either the Hellinger-Reissnerprinciple or a modi-
fied Hellinger-Reissnerprinciple [2]. Following this approach, studies have been
made on various plate-bending elements [3,4]. In particular, in reference 4, Lee
and Zhang studied a six-node mixed formulation plate-bending element in which ele-
ments with spurious kinematic modes were used to eliminate locking and then these
modes were suppressed by adjacent elements without kinematic modes, thus resulting
in a finite-elementmodel which is less sensitive to locking and also kinematically
stable at the global structural level.
_ The work presented in this paper represents a logical extension of the concept|
. in reference 4 to finite-elementmodeling of thin-shell structures. A ten-node
shell element, designated as TSHEL, is developed by following the degenerate solid-
_. shell concept and the mixed formulation based on a modified Hellinger-Reissner prin-
_ ciple wil;hindependent Inplane strain and transverse shear strain.
A description of formulation for the triangular-shellelement is given in the
next section. In the subsequent section, effectiveness of the present modeling
:: technique is demonstrated by solving several simple example problems.
b
%
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The ten-node tr'iangularshell element, designated as TSHEL, follows the concept
of degenerate solid shell for the description of shell geometry and the kinematics
of deformation, and finite-elementformulation is based on a modified
Hellinger-Reissnerprinciple with independent inplane and transverse shear strains
in addition to inplane displacement variables and rotational angles.
The concept of degenerate solid shell was introduced by Ahmad et al [I], and a
good description if also found in references 5 and 6. Here we will describe this
concept in a very concise manner for the sake of completeness and also to help facil-
itate subsequent discussion.
(a) Degenerate Solid Shell
Figure 1 shows the midsurface of a ten-node degenerate solid-shell element
which is capable of modeling curved geometry. A degenerate solid-shell element
requires both global a;;dlocal coordinate systems for the description of shell
geometry and the kinematics of deformation. A global coordinate system has
Cartesian coordinates X,Y,Z while local orthogonal coordinate systems are given at
each node and !ntegration point on the shell midsurface. At a node, a triad of unit
vectors, al, a_ and a_ in x,y.z coordinate directions, respectively, is supplied as
an input _6 tfi_elem_Ht subroutine such that al, a_ are tangent to tLe shell midsur-
face. On the other hand, aR is normal to the'mid_rface. At integration _oints,
_ local orthogonal coordinate{ are defined and tho unit vecto- _i (er x) is parallel
to local coordinate { and a_ (or z) is normal to the shell mid_urface. The a_ (or
- y) as well as a_ vectors _ tangent to the shell midsurface. Using global _hd
local coordinaE_ systems, the global coordinate of a material point in shell element
can be expressed as
I0 i I0
Ni (_,n) ti a_2 (I)Y = x Ni ({,n) Y¢ +
j i=1 i
i:I
Z Zo a13
where
{,nN4._ ten-node shape function= pare t coordinetes (_=0 on the midsurface)
vi vi _i
_o,.o,_o = global coordinates of node i on the shell midsurface
ti - shell thickness at node i
aI
3j = j-th component of the unit vector )3 at node i
• The displacement component in th( global coordinate system can be assumed in terms of
nodal inplane displacements and rotational angles as following
124
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" ' ,V
, OEi'_u,,, ... /
p q q
i i i
U ali a21 a31 ui all a_l
- *i}
I0 i i i I0 i i
( V _= _ N. I: Ni ti al2 a22 (2)
i=l i a12 a22 a32 i vi _* _ i=l _i
L i i i i iw a13 a23 a33 wi a13 a23
- where
U,V,W = displacement components in X, Y and Z directions respectively
ui, vi, wi = inplane displacement components with rE.pect to local
coordinate system at node i
¢ , _ = rotational angles arounda 2 anda I vectors respectively at
i i node i
a_j = j-th component of a I at :ode i
i
a2j = j-th component of a 2 at node i
Symbolically Eq. (2) can be written in matrix form as
.U = _ qe (3)
where lJ is the displacementvector in global coordinate, and qe is the element
nodal displacement vector.
With the d_scription of geometry and assumed displacement given above, the
strain vector Eb In the global coordinate system can be expressed in terms of nodal
degrees of freedom as r
-EG = BI qe + _ B2 qe (4)
neglecting higher order terms in {. The B l and B2 matrices are Indeperidel_tof ¢.
For a degenerate_ solid she11, it is _ece%)ary t"oexpress strain vector E_ with
respect to 1oc_l coordinate system in terms of qe through strain transformation.
Symbolically E can be written as
EL= _+ _I (5)
J
where
Cxx
Cxy
is the Inplane strain vector and
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is the transverse shear strain vector an4
XX
: : y :BEq-e (8)
xyj
is a vector proportio,_l to curvature strain vector. For want of a name, _lewill
will call _"curvature strain':vector.
(b) Mixed Formulation
The present TSHEL 'ement is based on the modified Hellinger-Reissnerprinciple
with the functional ex_ ._ssedas
-T T -
. IA (_T.Cy.Y-. ½ .YTCy..Y)dA - W (9)
In Eq. (9), all vector and matrix quanti_t_es_are d_efinedwith respect to the local
coordinate system. The strain vectors _e' ( and y are functions of it+planedispla-
ceme-ts and rotations. And also " "
{XX}_e = Cyy = independent inplane strain vector¢xy
I,x,ly = = independent transverse s,_earstrain vector
L_yzJ
W = applted load term
A = ar_a of the shell midsurface
The elastic constant matrices Ce, C_, Cy are defined as
Ce_: Cld _ (I0)
'." C =._.: ¢2 C1 d_: '11)
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where CI and C2 are elastic constant matrices relati:,gfive components of stress to
strain'_s follows
:xxl{xxland
¢ For finite-elementapproximation K and _ are assumed in terms of nodal
! degrees of freedom as in Eqs. (6)-(8)_ "_n _dditi6n, the independent strains _e and
' _ are assumed in terms of unknown coefficients such that
'- _ = P a (15)
-; ..e ~Q .
Y = PB B (16)o_" _
where P. and P_ _re shape function matrices of assumed strains and a and _ are
column'_ectorg_efunknown parameters which are eliminated at elemenITlevel. In
TSHEL, the assumed str(:ins¢_ and y have either linear or quadratic distribution.
Further discussion on assume_ strafns will be given it,the next section.
-: SubstitutingEqs. (6)-(8), (i0), and (16) into Eq. (9), ]ImRcar,be written
; symbolicallyas
-|
1 T ½ T BTiimR= ]1IT~ Ga q-e" _"a. Ha _+ qe KB qe + ~ GB qe
i BT T
. - _ . HflB - qe Qe] (17)
where the summation notation implies assembly of elements and
fA pT Ce Be dAG(l -- .(_ ~
=JA pT
H _ _ P.,dA
KBf 8T_C_B_dA (1_J)i A " "
: %:fA P'TBC"B"dA
.,. H,:fA.4 ,',0A
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Qe = element load vector
Taking 8 RmR = 0 with respect to _,
- a- o (zg)
Ga qe Ha
and similarly taking 8 nmR = 0 with respect to B,
q.e HBB o (20)
From Eqs. (19) and (20)
= = H Ga qe (21)and - -
6.= H"I.BGB qe (22)
Now substituting Eqs. (21) and (22) into Eq. (17)
II_ = Z (½qT.eke qe- qeT Qe). (23)
; where
Ke = GT H"I G + GT H-I G + KB (24).- .__a ~a ~B .B ~B .
; is the element stiffness matrix. For TSHEL, uniform 7 point rule is used for
numerical integration of element stiffness matrix. In addition, the five degrees of
freedom associated with the interior node are statically condensed out, resulting in
an element with 45 degrees of freedom. After assembly of all elements, IImRcan be
written as
i!mR= __qT K q - qT Q (25)
where
9 = global nodal displacement vector
K = global stiffness matrix
= global load vector
_. Taking 8nmR = 0 with respect to q leads to
K q = Q (26)
; which can be solved for With g and thus g° determined, inplane forces and
moments-per-unit length Qor isotropic shells _re determined as follows
'" { NXX
N = =_Ce _e t (27). "yy . .%pat
- Nxy
and
i
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= t2 t2 B -qe (28)| M= _ c,_,_=_ c .
- " Myyl " " "
I xyjwhere t is the shellthickness.
{ ASSUMEDSTRAINS
!
The choiceof assumedstrainsis of paramountimportancein mixed formulation.
<'.- After all, properchoiceof assumedstraindistributionsmakes the mixed formulation
i elementdifferentfromthe usual assumeddisplacementformulationbasedon the prin-
ciple of virtualwork. Especiallyfor the purposeof alleviatinglocking,it is
._ desirableto chooseassumedstraindistributionas simpleas possible[2]. However,
[ an excessivelysimpleformof assumedstrainwilltriggerkinematicmodes or
i spuriouszerostrainenergymodes otherthan rigid-bodymodes. These modes are also
i foundin otherfinite-elementmodelssuchas hybridstressformulationreduced
: and selectiveintegrationschemes. Of coursereducedand selectiveintegra-
tion Is equivalentto mixed formulationin certaincases. Existenceof spurious
kinematicmodesat the elementlevelis not a seriousproblemas longas they are
suppressedat the globalstructurallevel. On the contrary,ith-as--beenobserved
thatan elementwith kinematicmode is less sensitiveto the lockingeffecteven for
- verythin platesunderclampedboundaryconditions[3]. In fact, reference4 de-
) scribesa modelingtechniquefor platebendingwhere slx-nodemixed formulationele-
mentswith kinematicmodesare combinedwith the other six-nodeelementswithout
"_" kinematicmodes. Theseelementswith kinematicmodes are introducedto alleviate
_-' lockingwhilethosewithoutkinematicmodes are used to suppresskinematicmodes.
'_ In the presentpaper,we applythe sameconceptto the TSHELelement. Depending )
uponthe typeof assumedstrains,the TSHEL elementmay be dividedinto typeA and
typeB. In typeA, the independentstrainsare assumedto be linearwithineach
elementwith unknowncoefficientsas follows:
a) InplaneStrains(linear9a)
: _xx = al + a2 _ + 03 n
'-, Cyy = a4 + a5 F,+ a6 n
Cxy o7 + _ (+ _ n
)
_' b) TransverseShearStrains(linear66)
ii Vxz" B1+ B2_ + s3 nXyz = S4 5 ( S6
" The assumedstrainsfor type B are' a) InplaneStrains(quadratic18a)
-', Cxx" al + o2 _+ % n+ a4 _n+ % _2+ % n2
. _yy = a7 + a8 { + 09 n + alO _ n+ all (2 + _12 n2
;' = _2 + n2
_ Cxy a13 + a14 { + a15 n + a16 _;n + a17 a18
• - !29
'm
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b) Transverse Shear Strains (quadratic 12B)
7xz = BI + B2 { + B3 n + B4 _ n + B5 {2 + B6 n2
= _2 2
_yz B7 + B8 _ + B9 n + BIO _ n+ B11 + P12 n
Note that one element subroutine is d_signed to handle both types of assumed
strains. The linear strains in type A trigger spurious kinematic modes in the TSHEL
element. If we consider, for simplicity, an element with flat geometry, in which
shell behavior is decoupled into plane stress and plate bending, then for the plane
stress case, linearly assumed inplane strains will result in eight spurious kinematic
modes associated with inplane deformation. In addition, for the plate-bending case,
linearl) assumed transverse shear strains will result in four kinematic modes asso-
ciated with normal deflection. These modes are compatible, hence an assembly of
type A elements will exhibit unstable spurious kinematic modes. On the other hand,
the type B element with quadratic inplane and transverse shear strains is free of
kinematic modes and thus stable. As in reference 4, type A and B elemen;:scan be
combined as shown in Fig. 2 in an attempt to eliminate both locking and kinematic
modes simultaneously. Note that the kinematic modes in type A elements are
suppressed by type B elements.
NUMERICAL TEST
In order to test the effectiveness of the present TSHEL element, simple example
problems involving thin plates and shells were solved. Of particular interest was
the performance of the finite-elementmodel with type A and type B elements combined
as explained in the previous section. An example of finite-ele_nt mesh patterns
employed is shown in Fig. 3a. In this figure, each rectangle consists of four
triangular elements. Note that, for the model with combination of type A and type
B elements, finite-element mesh is arranged such that a type A element does not
share a common side with another type A element. A11 computations were carried out in
double precision on the UNIVAC 1100/82 machine at the University of Maryland.
(a) Square Plate Supported at Four Corners
A square plate supported at four corners is under uniformly distributed load p
psi. This problem was chosen to illustrate the detrimental effect of spurious kine-
matic modes. Due to symmetry in geometry and loading, only a quarter of the plate
- was modeled by 2 x 2 regular mesh as shown in Fig. 3a. In the figure, symbol c
represents the plate centroid. Elastic properties of the plate are E = 107 psi and
v = 1/6, and side lengths are a = b = 2 inches.
Table 1 lists nondimensional deflection_ = 10 DW/PLW along y = 0 line for a/t
- 100. Symbols D and t represent bending rigidity and thickness respectively. The
finite-elementmodel with type A elements only shows excessively large values of w,
I
clearly indicating existence of unstable kinematic modes. On the other hand, as
expected, the finite-elementmodel with a combination of type A and type B elements
is free of kinematic modes and gives reliable solutions. In fact computedmaximum
w = 0.2633 at the plate centroid is very close to the analytical solution w = 0.263
for the K_rchhoff thin-plate theory.
(b) Simpl_ Supported and Clamped Plates
A quarter of the square (a/b = I) and rectangular plates (a/b = 2) under uni-
- formly distributed load were modeled by I x I regular mesh, 2 x 2 regular mesh and
2 x 2 irregular mesh. Figures 3a and 3b show 2 x 2 regular mesh and 2 x 2 irregular
mesh respectively. E'astic property and geometry are as follows:
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E = 107 psi
v=0.3
a = 2 inches
Table 2 lists maximumnondtmensional deflection for simply supported boundary.
These values were normalized with respect to analytical thin-plate theory solution.
The numbers in parentheses under 2 x 2 mesh are those for 2 x 2 irregular mesh.
Others are solutions obtained with 1 x 1 and 2 x 2 regular meshes. It is observed
thatthe finite-elementmodel with combinationsof type A and typeB elementsdoes not
exhibitlockingeffectfor a wide rangeof a/t ratiosconsideredhere. In addition,
eventhe modelwith typeB elementsonly is surprislnglyfreeof lockingand gives
, very accuratesolutions. Table 3 showsmaximummomentMvv computedat the integration
pointnearestto the centroidof the simplysupportedp18te. These valuesare nor-
malizedwith respectto analyticalthin-platetheorysolution. Again,for both regu-
lar and irregularmeshes,the modelwith combinationsof typeA and type B elements
givesnumerialresultsalmostinsensitiveto a/t ratios. The model with type B ele-
ments only alsogives,reliablesolutionsexceptfor a/b = I modeledwith irregular
mesh. Here,quite surprisingly,solutionsfor a/t = 100 and 1000are not as accurate
as thosefor thinnerplates.At the momentthere is no goodexplanationto this beha-
vior.
Table4 listsnondinc,sionalmaximumdeflectionfor the clampedboundarycon-
dition. Again,computedsolutionswere normalizedwith respectto analyticalsolu-
: tion_for thin-platetheory. Here the modelwith combinationsof typeA and typeB
elementsgivesreliablesolutionfor both regularand irregularmeshes. The model
with typeB elementsonly alsogives good solutionsfor 2 x 2 mesh. However,in
general,the modelwith type A and typeB elementscombinedis slightlybetterthan
the model with type B elementsonly, especiallyfor I x 1 regularmesh. i
(c) PinchedCylindericalShell
A cylindricalshellis loadedat two symmetricpointsas shown in Fig. 4.
Elasticpropertyand geometryare given as follows[7]:
E = 1.05x 107 psi
v=0.3
R = 4.953"
L=2R
R/t = 100
Circularboundariesare eitherdiaphragmedor fixed. Due to symmetryin geometryand
loading,onlythe octantof the shellwas modeledby 2 x 2 and3 x 3 mesh shown in Fig.5.
Table 5 listsnondimensionalmaximumdeflectlonw_= -w_E_/pat the load point
for both diaphragmedand fixedends. Symbolw representsno)maldeflectionand the
• subscriptc standsfor load pointc. Here numericalresultsfor the model with com-
binationsof typeA and type B elementsare much betterthan thosefor the model
with type B elements only. For dtaphragmedends, 3 x 3 mesh solutton w_ = 163.88
for the model with combination of type A and type B elements is close tb_. = 164.24
reported in ref. 7. For fixed ends, 3 x 3 meshsolution_ r = 136.85 for t_e model
with type A and type B combined is close tO_c = 136.81 obtained in ref. 8. On the
otherhand, solutionsfor the model with typeB elementsonly are verypoor compared
with the model with typeA and typeB elementscombined. This resultis quite
_. contraryto the plate-bendingcasewheredifferencesbetweentwo model typeswere
quitesmall. As a check,an additionalmodel calledtype E was also tested. In the
-i
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type E model, all elements employ assumed transverse shear strain with quadratic
distribution while for inplane strain, elements with linear _nd quadratic distribu-
tions are combined as the model with type A and type B elemev_tscombined. As ex-
pected, numerical res,,Itsfor type E model are better than the model with type B
elements only. However they are still far worse than the results from the model
with type A and type B elements combined. This test shows taat, although quadratic
assumed transverse shear strain gives good solution for the flat plate, it is no
longer true for curved shells.
Figures 6 and 7 show nondimensionalnormal deflection w = Etw/p along lines BC
and DC respectively for both diaphragmed and fixed ends. Again these results agree
with those given in refs. 7 and 8. More results obtained with the present TSHEL
elements are reported in ref. g.
(d) Pinched Spherical Shell
Figure 8 shows a spherical shell under concentrated force p at two opposite
points. Elastic property and geometry of the shell [I0] are:
E : I. x 104 psi
v = 0.3
t = I"
R/t = 50, 500 and 1000
Two finite-element models were considered: model I with eight segments and model 2
with ten segments. Model I is shown in Fig. 8 with segment numbers as indicated.
Here segment I consists of a single TSHEL element with type B assumed strains. On
the other hand, other individual segments consist of four triangular elements. The
segment angles in model I are 2°, 6°, 8°, 12°, 17°, 22.5°, and 22.5° starting from tl
first segment. Model 2 is obtained by equally dividing segments I and 2 of model 1.
Table 6 lists nondimensionalmaximum deflection w =_Etw/p at the load point.
Numerical solutions are compared with Koiter's solution [10]. For R/t = 500 and
lO00, agreement is very good. For R/t = 50, the difference is slightly larger. The
difference between the present solution and Koiter's solution might be due to dif-
ferences in shell modeling. Especially for R/t = 50, the shell is relatively thick.
Note that Koiter's solution is based on thin-shell theory which neglects the effect
of transverse shear deformation.
Figures 9, 10, and 11 show nondimensional normal deflection, bending-moment, an(
inplane force distributions along ¢ obtained with mesh 2. For R/t = 50, they are in
good agreement with those reported in ref. 10. The R/t = 500 and 1000 cases were
not considered in ref. 10.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Results of the numerical test show that for plate-bending problems, performance
of finite-elementmodels with type B elements only seems as good as that of the mode
with type A and type B combined. However, for shells, only the model with type A
and type B combined performs well.
P
In order to facilitate the use of the present modeling technique, it will be
much more convenient to design a preprocessorwhich can identify type A and type B
elements in the finite-elementmodel.
o
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Table 1 -- Nondimensionaldeflection along y = O line for a square plate supported at
four corners (2 x 2 regular mesh)
2x/a A + B B only A only
O. 0.2633 0.2624 0.3262 x I0II
0.125 0.2615 0.2606 0.6243 x lOI0
0.25 0.2561 0.2552 -0.2890 x lOlO
0.375 0.2474 0.2465 0.1043 x I0II
0.5 0.2359 0.2349 0.2843 x I0II
0.625 0.2220 0.22!0 0.1048 x I0II
0.75 0.2065 0.2054 -0.3017 x lOlO
0.875 0.1901 0.1890 0.6070 x I0lO
I. 0.1738 0.1726 0.3322 x IOII
Table 2 -- Maximum nondimensionaldeflection for simply supported plate
alb 1 2
Type A + B B A + B B
Mesh 1 x l 2 x 2 1 x l 2 x 2 , 1 2 x 2 l x l 2 x 2
i
a = 102 0.9985 1.0000 0.9995 0.9999 0.9974 0.9999 1.0084 l.O000
t (0.9993) (0.9970) (0.9999) (0.9979)
a = 103 0.9983 0.9999 0.9992 0.9998 0.9970 0.9998 1.0089 1.0001
t (0.9992) (0.9966) (0.9999) (0.9976)
_a= 104 0.9983 0.9999 0.9992 0.9998 0.9970 0.9998 1.0089 l.O001
t (0.9992) (0.9967) (0.9999) (0.9978)
. a = 105 0.9983 0.9998 0.9992 0.9998 0.9970 0.9998 1.0n89 !.O001
t CO.9992) (0.9967) (0.9999) (0.9978)
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ible 3 -- Maximum nondimensionalmoment Mxx for simply supported plate (2 x 2 mesh)
a/b l 2
Type A + B B A + B B
= lO2 0.9994 0.9923 0.9999 l,O000
t (I.0077) (0.9/41) (0.9999) (0.9979)
= lO3 1.0031 0.9935 0.9998 l,O001
t (I.0090) (0.9885) (,0.9999) (0.9976)
! = lO4 l.O031 0.9937 0.9998 l.O001
t (I.0090) (0.9923) (0.9999) (0.9978)
= 105 l.O031 0.9937 0.9998 l.O001
t (I.0090) (0.9923) (0.9999) (0.9978)
"able4 -- Maximum nondimensional deflection for clamped plate
a/b l 2 "
L
Type A + B B A + B B
Mesh l x I 2 x 2 l x l 2 x 2 l x l 2 x 2 l x l 2 x 2
a ffi 102 0.9968 0.9995 1.0328 0.9968 0.9763 0.996] 1.1118 0.9961
(0.9992) (C.9909) (0.9960) (I.0004)
a_ lO3 0.9966 0.9990 1,0351 0.9974 0.9764 0.9957 II157 l,O001t :
(O.9986) (0.9898) (0,9961) (I.0063)
a_. lO4 0.9966 0.9990 1.0351 0.9974 0.9764 0,9957 l I157 l.O001t
(0.9986) (0,9898) (0,9961) (1,0065)
a_ffilO5 0,9966 0.9990 1.0351 0,9974 0,9764 0.9957 l,llS_ l,O001
t (O,9986) (0,9892) (0,9961) (I.0062)
>
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R lOO)Table 5 -- Maximum deflection wc for cylindrical shell (_ =
Mesh Diaphragmed Ends Fixed Ends
A+B B E A+B B E
2 x 2 154.14 89.04 102.15 130,86 33.57 59.54
3 x 3 163.88 120.46 149.44 136.85 98.46 117.69
Table 6 -- Maximum deflection G at the pole for pinched sphere
_R 1 2 Koiter [10]t
50 23.39 23.72 21.20
500 211.98 210.32 207.32
1000 419.B9 419.76 413.92
t 136
¥
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A A
B
Figure2. A stablec_bination of typeA and type B.
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Figure 8. Pinched spherical shell.
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SUMMARY
An interactive computer graphics environment is used to perform
non linear constrained optimization analysis, It is found that by
combining the power of a digital computer with the subtlety of
Engineering judgment during prog,'a_ execution, final results can be
substantially better than the ones achieved by the numerical
algorithm by itself.
INTRODUCTION
During Its early development stage, great expectation was placed
on structural optimization techniques. However, after almost twenty
years of development [I], most engineers would agree that only
limited success has been achieved. This can only be partly explained
by the inherent complexity of the optimization formulation arising
in practical structural design. Another important reason has been
our approach to the problem and the working environment in which
our numerical algorithms have been put to work. As such, one could
hardly expect any substantial or quantum improvement in our
optimization techniques, unless a radically new approach is
followed.
A very promising new "discipline" is Artiflcial Intelligence
(All [2]. It is anticipated that ultimately AI could produce robust
and reliable expert systems which would blend mathematical
formulation with E:,glneerlng Judgment and Experience in a single
numerical code. Unfortunately, and despite some initial success,
much work is yet to be performed before AI and structural
optimization can be i-tegrated into a comprehensive program for the
analysls/deslgn of engineering structures.
This research has Jeen supported by NSF Grant No: CEE-8405621 to the
University of Colorado, Boulder.
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Short of using AI, and as an alternative to the "black box"
environment in which most, if not all, numerical alogorithms have
been confined (during execution), it is proposed to take advantage of
the rapidly developing techniques and hardware of computer graphics
to enable the user to interact with the program. In this working
environment, powerful optimization techniques can be "guided" by and
combined with engineering judgment which shal) always remain an
integral part of structural design.
w.,__S OF INTERACTIVE OPTIMIZATION
The interior penalty function, or SUMT (Sequential Unconstrained
Minimization Technique) is based on the transformation of an
objective function U(x) into an "augmented" objective function
F({x}) such that:
m
F({x},r) = U({x}) + r S G(g({x}))
j--1 j
where g({x}) are the inequality constraints. The function G is
selected such that, if minimization is performed for a sequence of
values of r, the solution will be forced to converge to that of the
constrained problem. The factor r performs the weighting between the
i (real) objective function and the penalty term; it is called the
response factor [3]. From this brief description of SUMT, it is
apparent that Its success would greatly depend on the judicious
choice of: I) the penalty function; 2) the initial response factor
value; 3) the subsequent reduction of the response factor; and 4) the
initial design point. Despite numerous attempts, there has not yet
been any conclusive and general recommendation for the selectlon of
these four parameters. As such the SUMT would greatly benefit from a
working environment In which parametric studies could easily be
performed, tested and evaluated and the best combination of parameters
for a given problem easl|y identified.
Typically an optimization algorithm would scan a very large
design space. It Is expected that a good part of this search is
spent in that portion of the design space which is mathematically
feasible but practica|ly unrea|istlc. By providing the design
engineer with the capability to continuously monitor the program
execution (through real tlme graphical displays of variables,
con_ ralnt equations, and cost versus iterations), we would enable
hlm to instantaneously use his Engineering Judgment, Experience, and
why not intuition, to interrupt execution, "pull back" the design
varlables to a feasible and reallstlc reglon, and flnally resume
executlon. As such computational tlme and efflclency might very wel)
be enhanced.
%
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PROGRAM ALGORITHM
IGNOP -Interactive Graphics Nonlinear Optimization Program- has
been written wlth the above considerations in mind. In using the well
known and proven interior penalty method [3,4,5] it certainly does
not pretend to be an innovative optimization code per se. However It
differs drastically from most, if not a11, previous codes because It
"liberates" the penalty method from the "black box" In which it has
been confined, and enables It to communicate directly with the
user.
The algorithm and execution mode of IGNOP are best described in
conjunction with Its detailed flow chart, Figure 1.
1. The program initially reads data from a disk flle which includes
the design varlables and complete problem definition. Default values
wlll be assigned If needed, and subsequently the user could
overwrite any of these varlables.
2, Initialize the graphical device and set default values to the
attributes of the graphlcal displays (segments). The initial ranges
of the x and y variables in the graphs are also defined here. There
will be one arithmetic plot for each variable and one
seml-logarlthmlc plot for each constraint inequallty. Those plots are
a11 with respect to number of iterations within a given
unconstrained minimization process.
3. Set the upper and lower limlts for each of the constraints In
terms of user defined input data, and in accordance with the
appropriate design code.
4, Check the initlal design to make sure that it Is a feasible one
(as required by the interior penalty method).
5. If Inltlal design Is unfeaslble, enable the user to modify It.
6, Through subroutine UREAL, evaluate the real objective function.
7 Through subroutine CONST, evaluate the inequality constraints.
8. Compute the initial ,alue of the response factor by forcing the
augmented objective function to be twice the initial real objective
one.
9. Display the tnttlal control page, Figure 2. It consists of 26
menus, 19 of them being detectable with a light pen. Thts control
page ts the one displayed durlng the numerical optimization. It
would not only lndlcate the various graphs (discussed tn 2), but also
the Iteration number, the unconstrained minimization number, the
objective function values (both real and augmented), thetr variation
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with respect to the previous iteration, the initial and current
reduction factor, and the penalty functlon used. Also displayed are
menu entries which would enable the user to interrupt, resume, or
scan previous analyses.
10. At this stage IGNOP waits fcr a menu ttem to be picked up. When
this is done, execution wtl1 then be transferred to any one of steps
11 to 23 and return subsequently to this one.
11. Problem definition, Figure 3. The "global" structure (as opposed
to the structural element whose design ts to be optimized) to be
analysed Is plotted, in this case a partially prestressed concrete
beam. Also displayed are the matertal properties, costs, and design
requirements. Any one of these values can be altered at any time,
12, Constraint inequalities llmtts, Figure 4. The upper and lower
limits of each one of the behavior Inequality constraints are
displayed. These limits have been computed In step 3. By giving the
user the possibility to overwrite those values, we are providing him
with the capability to artificially "release" some of the constraints
for a particular parametric study. Thts could easily be achieved by
setting very ]arge upper limits for a constraint, thus making sure
that it will not be active or will not be the controlling one in the
final design.
" 13. Design Geometry, Figure 5. The structure, the design of which Is
to be optimized, Is graphically dlsplayed along with all Its
dimensions (which constitute the variables) and some cross sectional
properties. This would enable the user to inspect at any time the
• current design attempted by IGNOP, and If need be, dlrectly alter It.
Subsequent analysis resumption would then use the altered design.
This is certainly one of the most interesting features of the
program.
14. Design Evaluation, Figure 6. For each of the constraints, this
would indicate their current value (such as stress, deflection, or
others), their upper or lower allowable llmlt (as set by 12), and
their PHI(x) ratio. This Is an indication of the extend to which
this constraint controls the design. A very sma|! positive ratio
indicates that the design Is very close to this partlcular
constraint, and a negative one implies that the constraint Is being
violateo.
15. The user can select any of the three available penalty functions
G(g({x})). These functions are :
I I
a) b) c) -log [g({x})]
g({x 2
g({x})
16. INTERRUPT. Th_s menu item provides the capablllty to interrupt
_i the prografn during the unconstralned mlnlmlzatlon portion of IGNOP
I 146
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and modify or simply inspect some of the optimization parameters and
the design variables.
17. REVIEW. Any of the previous designs can be reviewed since all
the intermediary data are saved In a disk file, This makes it
possible to retrieve, examine and restart from any previous design,
18. RESET would reset the charts to their initial range.
19. A hard copy of the screen's contents may be obtained, if
appropriate hardware is available,
20. We can zoom in a particular part of the display if more detailed
information is needed.
21, Help can be obtained at any stage of the execution,
22, Again using the light pen we can modify the penalty function
variables; i.e., maximum number of iterations, maximum number of
penalty function evaluations, reduction factor, response factor, and
others,
23. RESUME. Resume will start the optimization procedure or restart
It should it have been previously interrupted,
24, Subroutin_ ZXMIN is a routine of the IMSL library [6] which
performs the unconstrained minimization of the augmented objective
function, It internally calls FUNCT which defines the augmented
objective function in terms of the nine design variables,
25, Subroutine FUNCT evaluates the augmented objective in terms of
the m constraint functions and controls the display of the data and
the charts. This subroutine provides the critical link between
IGNOP and a specific application, Thus the program is not
written specifically for one particular problem, but rather to any
one which can be mathematically formulated as a nonlinear constrained
optimization design,
26. Subroutines UREAL and EQUAL evaluate the objective funct_,on and
the equality constraints.
27. The augmented objective function is then evaluated,
28. The next step Is to update some of the values displayed on the
screen, such as current cost, current penalty term, number of
iterations performed so far, current value of the augmented objective
function, and their percentage change from the previous iteration,
29, The program makes a call to subroutine CHARTS which will update
the graphs already on display using the data obtained from the last
r optimization iteration,
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30. At this point the program wlll transfer the execution back to
step 24 (ZXMIN) or if Interrupt has been previously specified it will
go on to the next step.
31. This step is the same as step i0 where the user is prompted to
decide about the direction of the execution.
32. Any of the functlons II-23 that were mentioned previously can be
accessed at this point. RESUME will restart the optimization
procedure; otherwise, the program will wait for further instructions.
EXAMPLE PROBLEM
The general program that Is described above has been applied to
a particular problem, the optimization of partially prestressed,
simply supported, uniformly loaded concrete beams, Figure 7. The
problem has been formulated in terms of nine design variables and
nineteen constraints, The cross section of the beam can have a
general I shape with six geometrical variables and three areas of
reinforcement, prestressed and non prestressed (top and bottom). It
is assumed that for maximum efficiency the tendon eccentricity takes
its largest allowable value at mid-span and that the initial
. prestressing force (after prestress transfer) is also at its maximum
allowable value of 0,70 fpu (ACI 318-77 [7]).
The nineteen constraints are divided into two categories, ten
behavior constraints and nine practical or geometrical constraints.
The behavior constraints are the maximum compressive and tensile
" stresses in concrete at the initial and service stage (a total of 4
constraints, the initial camber, the dead and live load deflection,
the ultimate and cracking moment capacity and the shear stress). The
other nine constraints impose a lowar limit on t'e values of the nine
design variables. The objective function to b_ minimized is the
total cost of the beam, which includes cost of concrete, cost of
prestressed and non prestressed reinforcement and cost of forming.
Both the objective function and the constraints are highly nonlinear
functions. A detailed discussion and a derivation of the constraint
equations can be found In reference [8] which was a batch
implementation of this particular problem.
To assess the advantages of interactive optimization, an example
design problem [g] was analysed through both batch and interactive
method. Table I gives a complete description of the beam shown in
Figure 7. Table 2 has the original design taken from reference [9],
and shows the results obtained by the two approaches. It should be
noted that the indicated batch solution was selected among numerous
trials In which various combinations of parameters were tried, and
thiS particular one gave the lowest cost. In thls case, the Initial
response factor was such that the objective function was twice the
penalty term, the reduction factor was 0.05, and the penalty functlon
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used was I/g(x), The interactive optimization was performed by
primarily:
a) Moving desl)ns from what appeared to be "unpractical" portions
of the design space.
b) Accelerating the convergence by ncttng trends in the
optimization solution. In many Instances It was clear that through
numerous succeslve Iterations, one particular vat!able was
monollthlcally converging by very small Increments. This prompted
the user to accelerate thts trend by direcly assigning a
larger/smaller value f-r this variable.
?.) Trylng and modlfytng various SUMT parameters, Two penalty
functions were used along wtth a variety of response factors.
It should be noted that through numerous analyses, the user !ended
up havtng a "feeling" or Intuition for the optimization process and
trends. Though tt seldom had any phystcal or englneerl ng
justification, It played a non-negligible role in the final design
process.
By inspecting table 2 and the accompanying final designs in Figure
8, one can conclude that:
1) Interactive optimization yielded better results than batch
($4,034 versus $4,509) in designing a beam which would have cost
$5,10g according to [93
2) The design obtained tnteractively Is "superior" to the one
obtained by batch optimization (note the unpractical and
tnneftctent bottom flange size in Figure 8.b)
PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION
IGNOP is a highly modular program written in 18 subroutines and
approximately 6,000 FORTRAN 77 executable statements, Through
subroutine FUNCT and UREAL It can be linked to virtually any design
problem whlch can be formulated mathematlcally as a nonlinear
optlmlzdtlon minimization. (However, _inor adjustments to some of the
graphical displays would have to be made.) The graphics is supported
by a device independent, Core based, graphical package (DI 3000)
[10], Thus IGNOP could be transportable to virtually any graphlcal
device and system, Currently thls program is running on an Apollo DN
300 workstation.
FUTURE EXTENSION
This research program shall be extended to include other
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applications and to further take advantage of interactive graphics
optlmlzatlon.
Programs like IGNOP shou!d have great potential in automotive and
aerospace structural deslgns. The authors would great]y appreciate
If, through this conference, such practical appllcatlons are brought
to thelr attention.
Another feature of IGNOP and of most optimizaLion programs is that
literally hundreds of analyses are performed, and tnelr results are
only temporarily used and never saved. In practice, we know that
numerous attempts are made before a flnal design Is flnally selected.
Thls should prompt us to take further advantage of those analyses by
keeping thelr results In an extensive data base whlch should be
contlnuously updated. At the very end, and only as a complement to
our prevlous analyses, one could attempt to use Interactlve graphics
to selectlvely and Intel]Igently plot those data and attempt to flnd
a better design.
CONCLUSION
An interactive graphics program for the constrained optimization
of nonlinear structural problems has been developed. It is found that
such an approach will yield not only more economical designs, but
also better ones.
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SPANLFNGTH...........................24.4• (80.0ft)
SUPERIMPOSED_EAD LOAD................ 595.3Kg/m (0.4 K/ft)
SUPERIMPOSEDLIVE LOAD................1785.8Kg/m (1.2 K/ft)
DENSITYOF CONCRETE...................2322.7Kg/m3 (145 PCF)
CONCRETESTRENGTH(Fc')............... 34.5MPa (5000PSl)
TRANSFERCONCRETESTRENGTH(Fci)...... 27.6MPa (4UO0PSI)
CREEP COEFFICIENT..................... 2.32
PRESTRESSLOSS........................15.0 %
ALLOW.COMP. INITIALSTRESS........... 0.0041Fci (0.6 Fci)
ALLOW.TENS. INITIALSTRESS........... 0.25 sqrt(Fci) (3.0sqrt(Fci))
ALLOW.COMP. SERVICESTRESS........... 0.0031Fci (0.45F_i)
ALLOW.TENS. SERVICESTRESS........... 1.0 sqrt(Fc') (12.0sqrt(Fc'))
YIELDSTR.OF NON-PRES.REINF......... 413,7 MPa (60 KSl)
TYPE OF PRESTRESSINGSTEEL............_723.7MPa STRAND (250KSl)
PRES.TENDONCONFIGURATION........... PARABOLIC
MIN. CONC.COVER OF PRES. STEEL....... 20.3 cm (8.0IN)
MIN. CONC.COVER OF NON-PRES.STL..... 7.6 cm (3.0IN)
MAXIMUMALLOWABLECAMBER.............. -12.7cm (-5.0IN)
MAXIMUMD.L DEFLECTION................ 15.2cm (6.0IN)
MAXIMUML.L DEFLECTION................ 7.6 cm (3.0IN)
COSTOF CONCRETE......................I04.6$/_ (80.0$/CU.YD)
COSTOF FORMING....................... 21.5$/m2 (2.0 $/FTSQ)
COST OF PRESTRESSST'EL............... 2.8 $/Kg (1.28$/LB)
COST OF NON-PRESST.STEEL............. 0.8 $/Kg (0.37$/LB)
T,hie I. Characteristicsof ExampleProblem
DESIGN INITIAL OPTIMIZED
VAR!ABLES BATCH INTERACTIVE
ITopfl width177.8 cm (I0.0In)l185.6cm (73.09in) 101.6cm (40.0in)
Top fl: depth 15.2cm (6.0in) I 10.3cm (4.07in) 12.7cm (5.0in)
Bot fl width I 29.5cm (11.63in) ...........
Bot fl depth .......... 10.1cm (7.52in) ..........
Web width 5.6 cm (14.0in) 5 9 0 18 _5.4cm (10.0in)
Totaldepth 121.9cm (48.0in)I146.1cm (57.52in) 134.6cm (53.0in)
Pres stl area 31.6cm2 (4.9in2) 22.9ca2 (3.55In2) 20.8cm2 (3.23in2)
• Tens stl area 12.9 cm2 (2.0 tn2) 4.1 cm2 (0.64 tn2) ll,3 cm2 (1.75 In2)
Compstl area 3.2 cm2 (0.5 tn2) 6.0 cm2 (0.93 tn2) 3.2 cm2 (0.5 tn2)
,i _i iiiii i'IiiiIIIIII IIIII _mii''mmmmmim.mmm._I_l_mII'ImIOlII II_i ._i_III_
Ac_l;e " Col._ressive" Ultimate I UTtlmat;
Constraint stress, lntttal Moment _ Moment
Total cost $ 5109 4509 | 4034
+
Table 2. Comparisonnf Oestgn Results
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SENSITIVITYANALYSISOF LIMIT STATEFUNCTIONSFOR PROBABILITY-BASEDPLASTICDESIGN
Dan M. Frangopol
Departmentof CivilEngineering
Universityof Colorado,Boulder,Colorado 80309
SUMMARY
The evaluationof the total probabilityof a plasticcollapsefailurePf
for a highlyredundantstructureof randominterdependentplasticmomentsactedon
by randominterdependentloadsis a difficultand computationallyverycostlypro-
cess. The evaluationof reasonableboundsto this probabilityrequiresthe use of
secondmomentalgebrainvolvingmany statisticalparameters.A computerprogram
which selectsthe best _trategyfor minimizingthe intervalbetweenupper and low-
er boundsof Pf is now in its finalstageof developmentat the Universityof
Colorado. For the purposeof investigatingthe relativeimportanceof variou_un-
certaintiesinvolvedin the computationalprocesson the resultingboundsof Pf,
sensitivityanalysisis used. Numericalexamplesare providedto illustrate
responsesensitivitiesfor bothmode ard systemreliabilityof an ideal-plastic
portalframe.
BACKGROUND
As statedrecentlyby Elllngwoodand Galambos(ref.1) "Thedevelopmentof
probability-basedlimit statesdesignhas been motivatedby a desireto qu-'tify
performanceof structuresand to treatuncertaintiesin loads,resistancesand
analysisin a more rationalway". In probability-basedlimitstatesdesign
probabilisticmethodsare used to guidethe selectionof statisticalparameters
which accountfor the differenttmcertaintle_underlyingthe variousloadsand
strengthsand givethe desiredlevelof risk againstoccurrenceof each limit
stateof interest. The probabilityof failure(unfavorableperformance)is used
as _ consistentmeasureof the levelof risk. This probabilityhas an absolute
meaning(ref.2) - "the likelihoodof occurrenceof somepredefinedlimitstate";
it may be a serviceabilitylimit state(e.g.,excessivedeflectionor rotation,
initialyielding)or an ultimatelimitstate (e.g.,partialor totalcollapse,
: instability).Since thereis less dangerof lossof life,a higherprobabilityof
occu)rencemay be toleratedfor serviceabilitylimit statesthanin the case of
ultimatelimit states(ref.3).
The conceptualframeworkfor probability-basedlimit statesdesignis
providedby the classicaltheoryof structuralreliabilitywhich is based on
full-dlstributlonprocedures(refs.4-7). In this context,the loadsand
resistancesare assumedto be randomvariablesand the probabilityof failurefor
the limitstateof interestcan be computedon the basisof assumeddistribution
functions.
Considerfirsta limltstatewhich containsonly two randomvariablesR and
. Q. If R is the resistanceof a structuralmember in thlsllmlt state,Q is the
loadeffect(dimensionallyconsistentwith R), and if R and Q are statistically
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independent, then the probability that the ltmtt state wtll be re_cned
(probability of failure) Pf ts computedas
Pf = P(R <_Q)= J FR(q)fQ(q)d q (1)o
tn which P (R <_Q) - probability of the failure event (R <__Q), FR(.) = the
cumulative probability distribution function of the resistance, and fQ(.) = the
probability denst_;y function of the load effect.
If both the resistance and the load effect are assumedto be normally
(Gausstan) or lognormally dtstrtbqted, Pf can be readtly determined from
standard tables. For other dtstrtbutlo,s a numerical integration is requtred to
determine Pf.
In general, a ltmtt state expression contains more than two random
variables. As examples, consider the superposttton of stresses tn the beamsor
columnsof a butldtng due to gravity and wtnd loads, the total yteld force of bars
tn a section of a concrete beam, and the ulttmate capacity of a high-strength
bolted connection. Therefore, R and Q are usually functions of other basic random
variables
R = R(R1, R2, ..., Rm) (2.a)
: Q = Q(QI,Q2, "", Qn) (2.b)
.
Then, the limitstateequation,which representsthe boundarybetweenthe safeand
. failureregions,can be describedin termsof a finiteset of basic variables
g(X) = g(Rz, R2, ...,Rm, Q1, Q2, °'"Qn) = 0 (3)
where RI and Oj indicate a basicresistanceand loadvariable,respectively,and
the vectorX relatesall thesevariables. The expression(3) Is calledthe limlt
state surface, function or equation. By convention failure ts said to occur when
g(X) < 0 (4)
The probability of failure Pf is the probability content of the failure
domainO - [g(X) <_0],
• fx(rz, r2, "", rm, ql, q2, "' qn)dx (5)Pf Io
tn whtch ix(.) ts the _10tnt density function of Rz, R2, ..., Rm, QI, Q2, "", On
: and dx - drI dr 2 ...dr m dqldq2 ... dqn.
;- If the m+nbasic variables are statistically independent, the probability of
fatlure (5) can be wrttten as the product of all the Individual density functions
fRt (r i) and foj(q_l). Thus, the failure probability (equation 5), becomes
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- • fRm (qz)fQ2(q2) ... fQ (qn)dX (6): Pf /D fR1(rz)fR2(r2)"" (rm)fQl
Notice that the assumption of independence is not restrictive since any set
of dependent variables can be transformed into a vector wtth independent
components(ref. 8).
As ts well known (refs. 9 an_ 10), because of scarcity of statistical data tt
ts usually Impossible to construct the Joint density function fx(.) associated
with equation (5) and/or to determine each of the Individual density functions as-
sociated wtth equation (6). Even in the case where statistical information may be
sufficient to determine these functions, it is ;ften impractical tf not Impossible
to perform numerically the multidimensional integration over the fatlure domain0
tn order to evaluate Pf (refs. 3 and 11).
The difficulties outlined above have motivated the development of various
approximate reliability methods. The present approaches take their origin tn
three papers published In 1969 by Cornel1 (refs. 12 to 14). The two central ideas
underlying the theoretical basis of the method proposed by Cornell are: (a) the
use of only first and second momentsto characterize the entire set of random
variables (Rz, R2, ..., P_n,Qz, Q2, "'" Qn), and (b) the ltneartzatton by
meansof a Taylor series expansion (truncated at the linear terms only) of the
• limitstatefunctiong(X)at someappropriatecheckingpoint (alsocalleddesign
point)x° = (r , r , ...,rm, qz, q2, "'" qn) yieldinga linearfunctiongo(X)
= go to be used in placeof g(X) for purposesof performingthe reliability
analysis. The measureof reliabilityassociatedwith a particularlimit statrI
is givenby the reliability(safety)index61, which is the reciprocalof tl
coefficientof variationof the linearfunctiongo:
BI = _o/a(go) = I/V(go) (7)
In whlch_o = mean valueof go(X),o(go) = standarddeviationof go(X),V(go) =
coefficientof variationof go(X).
By llnearlzlngthe functiong(X)at the mean valuesof the variables,as
suggestedin earlierfirst-ordersecond-moment(FOSH)methods,in truncatingthe
Taylorseriesexpansionof the limit stateexpression(3) at the first-order
(linear)terms,go and o(go) thenare obtainedas:
m 2 n 2
°(g°)= [I=I_ (ag/aRl)°°2(Ri)+ k_l-(ag/BQk)°°2(Qic)]I/2= a(g) (9)
In which (lg/aRl)0 and ()g/)Qk)oindicatethat the der_vatlvesare evaluated
. at the checking point x° of coordinates (_;, l_2, ..., Rm l_Z, l_2 ., l_n) NoteIp , , OO •
,- thatequation(g) is validfor statisticallyuncorrelatedRi and Qk. More
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generally, correlation amongrest stances variables Rt and load-effect
variables Ok, and independenceamongresistances and load-effect variables wt11
1ead to:
Ill 2 II1 I!!
°(g°) " [t=1_ (_g/_Rt)° °2(Rt) + 2_t=1j=_+I(_g/_Rt) o (_g/_Rj)o coy (Rt, Rj)
n 2 n n Q_).jl/2+ 7 (ag/aQk)o o2(Qk) + 2 7 7. (ag/aOk)o (3g/aQ_) 0 cov (Qk' = o(g)
k-l k=l L=k+l (10)
tn which COV(Ri , RI) = ]_- 'R-I'R",,i = o(RI ) o(Rj) p(RI , R,I) (11.a)
cov(qk, QL) = _"_- _k_ = o(qk) o(q,_.. o(qk, q_) (11.b)
are the covartances amongresistances variables and an_ng load-effect variables,
respectively, and p(X1, Xj) is the correlation ceefftct_n_ between Xt and Xj.
This approximate technique sometimesytelds excellen_ agreement with the
exact solutton Bt -g/o(g). Notice that if g(X) is linear, equation (8) is
exact, _ = go, and equations (9) and (10) are also exact, o(g) = o(go), for
tndependent and correlated variables, respectively.
A serious drawbackof the earlier FOSHmethods ts that the checking point
represented by the mean values of the variables may not be informative for
reliabilityevaluationof nonlinearlimitstatefunctionssincesignificanterrors
may be introducedin approximating(X)by the llnearlzedformg0(X) (refs.3, 8,
II and IS). Furthermore,the use of mean-valuepoint as llnearlzatlonpoint fails
to be Invarlantwith respectto the reliabilityindex for equivalentfo-mulatlons
of the same limitstatefailureevent (i.e.,R - Q < O, Ln (R/Q)< O, R/Q < I),
(ref.16). Thesetwo inconveniencesflackof accuracyfor nonlinearlimitstate
functionsand lackof Invarlance)may be circumventedby selectingan appropriate
checkingpointx° and by obtaininga betterapproximationto the limitstate
surface at the design point. The selection procedure, which is one of the key
considerations for improving the FOSHresults, can be madeby using one of the
so-called advancedfirst-order second-moment(AFOSH)methods (e.g., Rackwttz
tterattve procedure (ref. 17)). Improved estimates of the probabilities of
failure have been suggested for highly nonlinear limit states by approximating the
limit state surface by a quadratic (instead of linear) surface at the design point
(refs. 18 and 19). The approximation is such that the two surfaces have the same
tangent hyperplane and secondorder derivatives at the design point. Hore
accurate approximations are available if higher order terms are retained (ref.
20). However, these approximations are not computat_onally simple.
A review of the AFOSHmethoo>was recently presented by Shtnozuka (ref. 9),
who also proposed a Lagrange multiplier formulation for evaluating the reliability
index 6 and locating the checking point on the limit state surface. According to
". this formulation, the point on the limit state surface defined tn the space of
reduced (standardized) variables
• qM
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x} = (xI - Ii)lo(X i) (zz)
wtth the minimumdistance to the origin ts the most probable failure point (point
of maximumlikelihood) if Gausstan variabilities are assumed. As a practical
alternative to other methods, Shtnozuka rer.omme..ndedthe use of the most probable
fatlure polnt as checking point even tn the case of non-Gausstanvariabilities.
The FOSHand AFOSHmethodsmentioned above give values rjf the reliability
index _ which sometimesmaybe dtrectly related to the probability of fatlure
Pf. For example, if R and 0 are nomal and statistically independent
vartates, then the probability c_ failure ts
pf. ®[. R- _ 3 = o E-B0] (z3)
¢o2(R)+ 02(0)
In which _[,] = the standardlzeJ normal distribution function, Similarly, If R
and q are lognormal varlates, then Pf Is
[l+VZ(0) lf/2
":' ; "' ["] c.)
In such cases, the reltaMilty index 13(denoted above by 130for nomal variates,
_- and Bz for lognomal vartates) is related to Pf through
' B= -t-z [pf] (z5)
In which t-z[.] = the inverse standardized normal distribution function.
In the absence of information as to the type of probabllt_y distribution of R
and Q, the reliability index 13is a useful measureof safety; the larger the 13the
smaller the probability of unsatisfactory perfomance Pf. In such cases, the
failure probability tn the t-th failure modets usually approximated by
Pft = t['Bt] (16)
tn which Bt Is the shortest distance between _he origin and the 11mtt state
surface defined in the standard space of the reduced variables (12). In thts
manner, someguidance from equation (16) ts available to relate the probability of
fatlure to f3 when the probebtltty laws of R and 0 cannot be determined exactly.
LIHIT STATEPROBABILITIESOF STRUCTURALSYSTEHS
Few structural problems of practical interest can be reduced to one failure
modeproblems. The individual failure modesare almost always possible failure
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paths of a structural s_stem so that additional probability analysts ts required
for an overall system reliability assessment. The general formulation of the
overall system reliability of an m mode-of-failure structure ts well known (refs.
S to 7, 21 and 22) for both sertes and parallel systems.
A structure which belongs to the class of series (or 'weakest-link') systems
will fatl tf an? fatlure modeoccurs. Then, the probability of fatlure of the
system, Pf, can be written as
Pf = P(gsystem < 0) = P[ U (gt < 0)] (17)
- t=1 -
where gsystem is the system failure expression (or system safety margin) for an
ideal sertes system, gt ts the t-th fatlure modeexpression (modesafety
margtn), the event gsystem_ 0 represents the failure of the s,stem, the event
gt _ 0 meansthat the t-th fatlure modehas been realized, and U ts the symbol
of unton of fatlure modeevents. The equatton gsystem = 0 is denoted by the
ltmtt state function (or failure surface) of the system, and gt " 0 is denoted
by the ltmtt state function of the t-th failure mode.
In contrast, an Ideal ducttle parallel (or 'fail-safe') system fatls tf all
. of tts atlure modesoccur. Consequently, the probability of fatlure of the
system, Pf, ts
m
Pf = P(gsystem < 0) = P[ n (gt < 0)] (1B)
- t=1 -
where Nls the symbol of intersection of failure modeevents (gt _ 0).
MaRystructures exhtbtt charactertst|cs that are a combination of the series
and parallel systems (refs. 23, 24, 25). For example, consider the steel ductile
frame with tts seven critical sections (1, 2, o.o, 7) and ten posstble collapse
modes(a, b, ..., J) showntn Ftgure 1 (ref. 26). By considering rtRtd-plasttc
1 theory, assumingunltm|ted ductility for the rrtttcal secttons of the structure
and neglecting the influence of the axtal load on the value of the plastic moment,
the general linear expression for the safety margln of a collapse mode (fatlure
modeexpression) ts
"t" !  lj"j-{"t.L. (19)
tn which Atj and BI& are constant coefficients, dependingon frame geometry, Hj =
randomplasttc momentat section J, end L& = randomload that ts acttve in
producing fatlure modet. Assumingthat the plastic momentstn postttve and
negative bendtng are the sameat an? of the seven critical secttons (one plastic
" momentis associated with one critical section), then the safety margin
expressions for the collapse modesof the frame showntn Ftg. 1 are:
kt
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ga = M2 + 2M. + Ms - 5P
gb = M3 + 2M_,+ Ms - 5P beammodes (2O.a)
gc = Ms + 2M_+ M6 - 5P (3 hinges)
gd = )42+ 2M__ H5 - 5P
ge = HI + H3 + H5 + M7 " 4H
gf = Hl + H2 + H6 + H 7 - 4H panel modes (20.b)
gg = H1 + I(2 + H5 + H7 - 4H (4 ntnges)
gh = H1 + H3 + H6 H7 - 4H
gt = H1 + 2H_ + 2H6 + H7 - 5P - 4H _ combinedmodes (20.c)
gj = H_ + 2H, + 2Hs + H? - 5P - 4H _ (4 hinges)
Each beammodeinvolves four active randomvariables at collapse (3 plastic
momentsand the gravity load), each panel model involves five active random
variables (4 plastic momentsand the lateral load), and each co_btned mode
involves six active randomvariable. ¢ (4 plastic momentsand both the gravity and
the lateral loads).
A failure modecan be modelled as a parallel system of plastic hinges, since
failure via an tndtvid_Jal mode is conditioned by the occurrence of all plastic
hinges related to this mode. Therefore, if the event gtJ -< 0 meansthat the
J-th plastic hinge has been formed tn the t-th failure ,;'_de, then the probability
of plastic collapse of the frame shownin Figure 1 may be obtained hy considering
the probability that at 1.=ast one of the ten possible collapse modeswill occur:
Pf = P(gsystem<--O) = P [iUl= (gt < 0)] (2I.a}
or, equivalently, the probability that enoughplastic hinges wtll occur to turn
the structure or part of it t nto a collapse mode:
10 7
Pf = P [ U 11 (§t < 0)] (21.b)1=1 J=l J-
The equation (21.b) ts the probability of failure of a system of parallel
subsystems(plastic hinges) tn series (failure modes).
For ductile systems the probability of failure in a given mode is independent
of _he sequenceof plastic hinges occurrence (ref. 23, 25, and 27). In the case
of brittle systems the failure sequencesare path-dependent. Consequently, the
;_ probability that a brittle modeoccurs is
:,
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II s
} Pfi = P(gt < O) = P [ n (gtk < 0)] (22)j - k=l -
t
!
) where glk is the safetymarginexpressionfor the k-th componentin the
failuresequencecomprisingmode i, and s is the totalnumberof possiblefailure
eventsassociatedwith thisfailuresequence.
For example,If the firstmode in equation(17)involvesbrittlecomponent
failures, this equation should be modified to aJcount for the presence of the
brittle failure sequenceassociated with thts mode, as follows
S
Pf = P(gsystem < O) = P [ n (glk < O) U (g2 < O) U ... U(gm < 0)] (Z3)
- k=l - - -
Considerthe generalcaseof a structuralsystemconsistingof structural
subsystemsmodeledas a networkof interconnectedcomponents. Employingthe
conceptsof systemreliabilityintroducedabove,it is possiblenow to write the
generalexpressionof the probabilityof failureof sucha system.
The probabilityof failureof a systemcomposedof m parallelsubsystems
connectedin seriesis the probabilityof a union of intersections
m mi
Pf = _(gsystem<-0) = P { U [ fl (giJ<-00} (24)1:I j-l
where giJ _s the safetymarginexpression(or 'performancefunction')of link
iJ,_.hichis the J-th componentIn the i-thparallelconnection.
For m seriessubsystemsconnectedin parallelPf can be writtenas the
probabilityof an intersectionof unions
m mI
= n [ u ( <o)]} (25)
Pf = P(gsyste,,-<O) P {I=I J=1 glJ-
where giJ is the safetymarginexpres;lonof the j-thcomponentin the i-th
series connection.
APPROXIMATERELIABILITY ANALYSISOF SERIESSYSTEMS
The exacte-aluatlonof llmltstateprobabilitiesof variousstructural
systems presented above (equations 17, 18, 23-25) is a very difficult process for
" non-trivial cases because the experimental data are often too poor to establish a
Joint probability distribution of the failure modes. The presence of statistical
correlation between failure modesthrough loading _nd resistances complicates this
process. Even if the Joint probability distribution is available an exact
calculation of Pf requtres evaluation of multtple integrals which tmpltes an
" enormouscomputational effort. For this reason methods for approximate
reliability analysis have been developed. Someof these methodsare briefly
mentionedbelow for the particular class of series systems with dependent failure
' mod_s. This type of system ma_"be used to compute the overall probability of
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collapse of a plasttc structure, as well as the overall probability of fatlure of
structures in which system f_ilure is deemedto occur if any one e_ement reaches
its critical capacity (e.g., statically determinate structures).
As an alternative to the exact evaluation of the total limit state
probability of a series system, Pf (see equation 17), several approximate
methodsare available.
A first estimate of Pf in tems of lower and upper boundswas proposedby
3ornell (ref. 6):
m
Pf > max (Z6.a)
- i=I Pfi
m m
Pf <__i - T'T (I - ) = (26.b)I--I Pfl i=Z1Pfl
In whichPfl = Pfgl_<0).
The lowerboun_ (26.a)is obtainedby assuming_he mode failureexpressions
perfectlydependent:
L Plj = P(gl' gj) = I for all i and j (27.a)
I
in whichPij is the correlationcoefficientbetweenthe 1-thand the j-th
failuremode,whilethe upperbour,d (26.b)is derlvedby assumingstar..stical
independencebetwer:)mode failureexpressions
Pij "-P(g'"q() = 0 for all I _ J (27.b) :
The Cornellbounds_:._._':.,,_26) can be imprr,:edby takingintoaccountthe
correlationbetweena pairoi "_ilure,_K)Ces.In thiscontext,Kounias(ret.28)
and Ditlevsen(refs.29-31)prop,_sedbetterboundsinvolvingthe intersections
of any two failuremode events. Thesenarrowboundsare as follows:
m i-I
_ + - O) (28.a)
Pf > Pfl i!2 max(Pfi J--ZIPfij'
m m
Pf < ! Pfl" Z max Pfl (28,b)
- i 1 i=2 Jci J
in wllichPfl = P(gl < 0), and Pf is the joint probability
- iJ
Pfij = P(gi<--O,gj <__O) (29)
that bothfailuremodes I and j w(il simultaneouslyoccur.
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Note that the boundsgiven by equations (28) dependon the ordering of
f_tlure modes. The closest boundsare obtained by ordering the failure modes
according to decreasing values of their probabilities of occurrence (i.e., Pf >
Pf2' _ "'" _ Pfm)" Therefore, in equation (28.a) it is convenient to define -
m
Pit = maxPit" t=)
The bounds(28) involve the evaluation of the probability of occurrence of
intersection of events Pftj for each pair of failure modes. This probability
is difficult to obtain, since in general the joint distribution function of a pair
of failure modesis not available. The basis of the evaluation of Pfit is an
advancedfirst-order second-momentsystem reliability analysis (ref. 31). This is
accomplishedby transforming the initial formulation space of the basic variables
tnto a sp=ce of reduced normal vartates. In this last space, the m ]tmtt state
equations (or "the failure set") represent m intersecting hypersurfaces which are
boundedby the respective tangent hyperplanes at the design points for the
individual modes. The distance from the or+gin of the reduced variat_s to the
t-th design point represe_ts the i-th modereliability index Bt. The joint
_ fatlure probability PftJ is then calculated as follows:
Pf = # (-B,, -B_; pij) (30) :Ij ' +
, where# (-Bl, -Bj;Pij) is the distributionfunctionfor a bivariatenormalvector
with zero mean values,unitvariancesand correlationcoefficientp.j. The
numbersSt and Bj are the reliability indices of the t-th and j-th failure +
_. modes; therefor@, the limit state probabilities for these modesare determined
using equation (16). The correlation coefficient between the t-th and j-th
f:tlure mode, PtJ' iS the c" 'ne of the anqle _tj between the normal ,,
vectors to the hyperplanes _ :ch represent the approximations of the limit state
equations of the t-_h a;J j-_n fatlure mode
= PiJ = cos =lj (31)
• Therefore, using the btvartate normal integral (30) the exact second-order bounds(28) are _s follows:
r
m t-1
Pf > +('Bl)+ Z max [+(-BI) - ! +(-Bi, -Bj; plj),O] (32.a)
- i=z jl
m
m m
• Pf < i_I $(-Bi) - Z max L#(-BI,-Bj; Plj)] (32.b)
- i=2 J<l
F.- An efficientmcthodfor computingthe blvarlatenormalintegral(30) has been
presentedby Owen (ref.32). However,,if needed,,-urtherapproximationof this
: integralma) be obtalne4when BI, Bj, and PlJ are given,by bnlngthe conditional
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bounding methodof the btvartate nomal probability (ref. 30). For example, the
following boundsmay be derived for positively correlated fatlure modes(Pt,1 >_
0):
t(-131, -B,1; pt,1) >_max [_(-13t) ¢(-13,1/4), ¢(-13j) 1(-6t/,1)] 133.a)
¢(-_t' -8,1; Pt,1) <-° 1-6 t) _(-13j/t) + #(-13,1) t(-6t/_) (33.b)
where
61/,1= (6i " _ Pi,1)/(I - p2i,I)1/2 (34.a)
B,1/i= (6,1- 61 pl,1)/(l- p21,1)I/2 (34.b)
The bounds(33)on the bivariatenormalprobability(30) are thenused in
equations(32)as follows:for the lowerboundof Pf (32.a)it is necessaryto
use the approximationof I(-Bi,-6,1;pi,1)givenby the upperbound (33.b),and for
the upper boundof Pf (32.b)it is necessaryto approximateI(-Bi,-B,1;pi,1)
by its lowerbound (33.a). The advantageof usingboundson the bivariateproba-
bility (30)is theirconvenientcomputationsolelyby use of secondmomentalgebra.
A differentmethodfor approximatingthe total failureprobabillty(equation
17) of a seriessystemwith dependentfailuremodeswas introducedby Vanmarcke
(ref.21). ThlsmethodIs based on the earlierwork of Moses and Kinser (ref.
33), which has shownthat equation(17)can be expressedas follows:
m
Pf- Pfz + i=27ai Pfi (35)
where
aI = P[(gz > O)ll(g2> °)n"" n(gi.1 > o) l(gi<o)] (36)
is the conditionalprobabilitythat the firsti-1 modes survivegiven thatmode I
occurs. Rote that the failuremodes are arrangedso thatPf >_Pf >_...>__Pfm
becausethe valueof the conditionalprobability(36)dependsI on t_e orderingof
failuremodes.
The methodintroducedby Vanmarcke(ref.2!) by (upper)boundingthe
condltlor,alprobabilityaI reducesin equation(36)the numberof !-i survival
events,for which a Joint probabilitydistributionand a lengthymultiple
integrationare necessary,to onlyone:
I-I ,
< mln P[(g_j> O)l(gi, < 0)] = ai for all ,1= 1,2,...,I-i (37)ai
- ,1=I
* I and *
where az - a2 = a2. Therefore,an upper boundof the systemfailure
probabilityPf is
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m m
Pf_Pfl + [ aT = Pfz a2 + (38)i=2 Pfi + Pf2 i_3 a; Pit
Further, using a first-order approach, VanmarckeIntroduced a useful approxima-
tion of the conditional probability P[(gj > o)l(gi o)] in terms of the coeffi-
cient of correlation between the failure modest and J, and of the safety indices
Bi and Sj associated wtth these modes, as follows (ref. 21):
Sj
Pz(gj>o>l(g,3o)]= - GCMax ( , Bi)]/G(BI) (39)
IPijl
in which it is assumedthat the probabilityof occcrrenceof the l-thmode,Pfi
= G(B(),dependson Bi only.
A differentmethodwhichavoidscalculatingconditionalprobabilities
resultingfromconditionsleadingto failurevia pairof failuremodes is the
probabillsticnetworkevaluationtechnique(PNET)of Ang and Ma (ref.34). This
methodis based on the notionof demarcatingcorrelationcoefficientPo'i
• assumingthosefailuremodeswlth high correlation(PiJ_ Po) to be perfectly
correlated,and thosewith low correlation(Pij< Po) to be statistically
independent.As might be expected,one of the key considerationsIs the selection
of an appropriatevalue for Po" The failuremodes must be arrangedin
decreasingorderof theirprobabilitiesof occurrence,and in each groupthe mode
with the highestprobabilityof occurrenceis chosenas the "representative"
failuremode. That is, the failureprobabilityof the entiregrour is assumedto
be the probabilityof the "representative"eventof the group. Since the
differentgroupsare consideredstatisticallyindependent,the overallprobability
of failureof the systemis approximatedby _
all all
Pf _ I - TT (I - Pf,group)= Z Pf,group (40)groups groups
References35 and 36 discussthe PNETmethodin detail. Other methodsfor
- approximatingPf are reviewedin a _ecentbenchmarckstudy (ref.37). Although
thisstudywas inten#edonlyto assess_d comparethe computatlo_lalccuracyand
efficiencyof differentmethodsto determlnecollapsefailureprobabilitiesof
simpl-plasticframes,it did demonstratethe need for a criterionfor discerning
the importanceof approximationsused in the evaluationof the limit state
p_obabilitiesof seriessystems.
• Coupledwlth the problemsrelatedto appropriateapproximationsused in the
" _ethodsfor reliabilityevaluatlonof seriessystemsare problemsrelatedto the
acc_r'acyneededin describingthe statisticalinformationrequiredfor computa-
tlolz,Thls informationIs associatedwlth (I) basic designvariables(i.e.,
:_ loads,strengths)such as mean values,dispersions,coefficientsof correlation,
and (2) otherparameterssucha_ the overallreliabilitylevel (givenby the value
of the globalprobabllltyof f_;are). The main reasonfo, needingthis informa-
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tionis to establisha measureof the way the limitstate functionassociatedwlth
a prescribedreliabilitylevel varieswith changesin the statisticalparameters
that defineeach problem. To obtainthis informationsensitivityanalysisis
required.
COMPUTER-AUTOMATEDPLASTICSENSITIVITYANALYSIS
A reliability-basedcomputerhrogrambasedon the secondmomentreliability
conceptand usinga matrixformulatlnnof reliabilityanalysisdue to Vanm_rcke
(ref.21) was preparedfor evaluatingthe globalprobabilityof collapseof
plasticframes. Failureof a frame structureis definedas a formatlcnof at
leastone collapsemode due to transformationof a certainnumberof critical
sectionsin plastichinges. The programhas the followingessentialfeatures:
(a) the engineeringmodelingwhichmeans identification,descriptionand
enumerationof the m possiblecollapsemodes of a structureis generatedby the
computer; (b) probabilisticalculationsto determinecorrelationcoefficients
betweenany two failuremodes PlJ and individualcollapsemode probabilities
Pi = ¢(-Bi) are thenautom)ticallycomputed; (c) upper and lowerboundson
the true probabilityof systemfailurePf are evaluatedand, if necessary,
improvedin an iterativemanneruntilthe boundsare sufficientlynarrowfor
practicalpurposes(e.g.,± I% error);and (d) sensitivityof the response
quantitiesto changein problemparametersis evaluated.
The detaileddescriptionof thisprogramis beyondthe scopeof thispaper.
Itsconceptionwas stronglyinfluencedby the programfor interactive
reliabillty-basedstructuraloptimizationof plasticstructuresdescribedin ref.
(38). The presentprogramextendsthe reliability-basedevaluationphaseof the
programpresentedin ref. (38)to otherprobabilisticmethods,includingCornell's
bounds(equations26),Ditlevsen'sbounds(equations32 using the approximations
33 for the bivariatenormalintegral),exact second-orderbounds (equation32),
Vanmarcke'supper bound (equation38 using the approximationgiven In equation
39),and Ang and Ma's upperbound (equation40). The basic ideaof the evaluation
techniqueis to computelower and upperboundson P_ sufficientlynarrowfor
practicalpurposes. In reachingtheseboundsthe evaluationtechniquebeginswith !
Cornell'sboundsand proceedsfromone boundto a betterbound. It is notedthat
for some particularexampleseven the Cornellboundsare sufficientlynarrowif
the level of the admissibleerror is sufflc(entlyhigh (e.g.,±5%).
Sensitivityevaluationis valuablefur estimatingthe effectthatchangesin
the inputparameterswillhave on the safetyindexof an individualfailuremode,
and on the probability-basedlimitstatefunctionof the overallstructure. The
limitstate functionfor a plasticstructurewith uncertaininterdependentplastic
momentsand actedon by randominterdependentloadsis definedhere as an iso-
safetysurfacein the sgaceof the mean valuesof the loads. Two differentpoints
on the limitstate surfacerepresenttwo differentcombinationsof the mean values
of the loaasleadingto the same valueof the overallprobabilityof plastic
collapsePf.
The informationp_'ovIdedby sensitivityanalysisof the limit statefunction
• is of vital importancefor specifyingthe requiredexactnessof statisticaldata
used as input in the computat!_n,so thata reasonablelevel of confidencein the
resultingrella,.._]'itylevel agaln_tplasticcollapsecan be achieved.
i
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NUMERICALEXA/_LE
Many sensitivityexamplesof limit statefunctionsfor probability-based
plasticdesignof variousframedstructureshave be_m studied. One of themis
consideredhere. The exampledealswith the rectangularportalframeshown in
Fig. I. All randomvariables,includingthe loadsP, H and the seven plastlc
momentsMl, M2, ...,M7 of the criticalsections,are assumedto be modelledby
secondmomentalgebra{mean values,coeficientsof variation,coefficientsof cor-
relation). The statisticaldependencebetweenloadsand betweenplasticmoments
is accountedfor throughthe coefficientsof correlationp(P,H)and p(Mi, Mj),
respectively.All plasticmomentsare assumedto have the samemean value
= 178.SkNmand coefficientof variationV(M),and to be equicorrelatedp(M:,
Mj) = p(M). The safetymarginexpressionsfor the ten failuremodes (a, b, _..,
j) shown in Fig. 1 are definedin equations(20).
Some sensitivityresultsconcerningthe individualcollapsemode reliability,
the correlationcoefficientbetweenpairof collapsemodes and the llmit state
isosafetycurvescorrespondingto plasticcollapseof the frameshown In Figure1
are plottedin Figures2 to 11.
Figures? to 5 111ustratethe influenceof differentstatlsticalparameters
that define_,,erandomstructureand the random1oadlngon the safetyindexB
(equation7) associatedwith each of the ten F sslblecollapsemodes shownin
Figure1. It is interestingto notethat: (I) the combinedfailuremodes i and j
are the onlyones influencedby the correlationcoefficientbetweenloads p(P,H),
since bothP and H are activeonly for these modes; (_) the paneland the
beam failuremodes are insensitiveto the coefficientof variationof the vertlcal
and horizontalload, respectively(seeFigs. 4 and 5); (3) the assumptionof
perfectpositivecorrelationof plasticmoments,p(Mi,Mj) = I, leads to
smallermode reliabilitiesas comparedto non-correlation;(4) the assumptionof
perfectnegativecorrelationof the loads,p(P,H)= -I, leadsto largermode rell-
abilitiesas comparedto non-correlationp(P,H)= O, and/orto perfectpositive
loadingcorrelation,p(P,H)= 1; (5) the reductionin the safetyindexof Indlvi- r
dualcollapsemodeswith increasingplasticmomentcoefficientof variation
. V(M) (seeFig.3) is more sensitiveto the correlationbetweenplasticmoments
in the highrangeof V(M);and (6) in somecases,the influenceof the coefficient
" of correlationbetweenloadsp(P,H)on the safetyindex B can be much more signi-
ficantthanthe influenceof the coefficientof variationof an Indlvldualload.
(Thisis the case in FigureS where the assumptionof a perfectnegativeloading
correlationleads to an increasein the safetyindexof the combinedfailuremodes
_ with increasingcoefficientof variationof the lateralload.)
Figures6 to 8 show the influenceof the coefficientof correlationamong
plasticmo,nentsp(Mi, Mj) on the coefficientof correlationamong a pair of
failuremodesP(gi, gj), underthe assumptionthat the loadsare independent:
p(P,H)= O. The followingremarksmay be made regardingthe sensitivityof P(gl,
gj) tap(Mi, Mj) and to the typeof failuremodes: (I) even if all loads
and placticmomentsare statisticallyindependent,collapsemodesmay be hlghly
correlatedthroughcommonloadsand/orplasticmoments; (2) the correlatlon
coefficientbetweenany pairof collapsemodes increaseswith increasingvaluesof
- p(Mi, Mj); (3) the correlationcoefficientbetweenany two collapsemodes of
the sametype (i.e.,beam-beam,panel-panel,comblned-comblned)is alwayslarger,
for the same valueof p(M_,Mj), than the coefficientof correlatlonbetween
J
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different types of failure modes (i.e., beam-panel, panel-combined,
beam-combined),and (4) the influence of p(Mi, Mj) on P(gi, CJ) decreases
with the increasing values of p(Mi, Mj).
The influence of different parameters on the plastic limit state isosafety
curves (Pf = 10-s) evaluated according to three different methods including
Cornell's upper bound method, Ditlevsen's upper bound method and Vanmarcke's meth-
od is presented in Figures g, 10, _nd 11, respectively. Figure g gives plots of
the limit state curve for four combinations of cases of correlation among plastic
moments and among loads. It is important to observe that the safe loading space
increases as the statistical dependence between plastic moments and/or between
loads decreases. For a given correlation among plastic moments the sensitivity of
the limit state curve to the correlation among loads is present only when the
combined failure modes, i and/or J, are dominant. This sensitivity increases with
decreasing values of the correlation coefficient between plastic moments. Figure
10 shows the influence of the coefficients of variation of loads on the plastic
limit state isosafety curves corresponding to statistical independence among
all variables. As expected, the safe loading space increases with decreasing
values of the load coefficients of variation. The limit state curves become less
sensitive to V(P) (or V(H)) for largerR (or P-). The reason for this is that
increasing H (or F) leads to a higher probability of occurrence of the panel (or
beam) failure modes, for which the random load P (or H) is inactive. Limit state
curves corresponding to three reliability levels against plastic collapse of the i
portal frame example with statistically independent loads and plastic moments are
plotted in Figure 11. As expected, the safe loading space decreases with
increasing values of the reliability level (or, equivalently, with decreasing
values of Pf).
CONCLUSION
A sensitivity analysis capability for probability-basedlimit states design
of plastic structures has been presented. It combires a probabilistic representa- •
tion of the strengths and the loading acting on the structure, an approximate
(first-order second-moment)reliability analysis formulation including the corre-
lation between mode failure events, and a rigorous sensitivity analysis formula-
tion. Sensitivity studies of the type shown in the numerical example are useful
in assessing the parameter perturbation effects on the resulting limit state
reliability. This sensitivity information is of co_)slderableimportance, since it
can illustrate the accuracy needed In describing the statistical data required in
probabilistic computations, which is a major goal in limit states design.
L
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COMPOSITE LAMINATEOPTIMIZATION PROGRAM
SUITABLE FOR MICROCOMPUTERS
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Grun_,,anAerospace Corporation
Bethpage, New York m
t.
and
Anthony N. Palazotto, Professor
Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Air Force Institute of Technology
Wright-Pat*_rson AFB, OH
SUMMARY
The design of a composite panel require_ _o,aeway of fihding the thin(mum
thickne,_slaminate which will withstand the load requirementswithout failure. The
ma'_hematicalcomplexity of this problem dictates the use of nonli_;earoptimizetion
techniques. Although there are sophisticated optimization programs availa.1_-
capable of solving for the ply ratic_, these p_ograms are not often used in p,'eli-
minary _eslgn because they renuire a large computer _nd some knowledge of the
program's operation. As an alternative, specialized laminate optimization programs
were devc_oped which are compact and efficient enough to _Jn on microcompqters.
Only stresses at a point and inplane loads and deflections are considered. The
programs are simple to use a_d require nc knowledge of optimization. Techniques
are developed in this paper that find minimum thicknes_ laminates with either ply
ratios or ply angles as design variables. In addition, a _mthod is presented for
finding the ootimimum orientation for the.axis of symmetry of an orthotropic lami-
nate. The orthotropic laminate program use_ an approxlmaLe failure theory, as Li:_
suggested by Tsai and Hahn (refo i), which h,_sbeer,found to speed computations '_
dramatically.
INTRODUCTION
Optimization techniques are needed for even the simplest design problems when
a minimum weight composite structure is desired. The designer needs to know
desirable fiber oFientations and "_nepercentage of the total fiber volume to be
aligned along each orientation (referred to as the "ply ratio"). For a single
required loading condition, the prope,'piy ratios can be tabulated for com_Jn com-
blnations of ply orientations, but therj a-e no available guiaelines when th_
design n,:,stmeet multiple independent load requirements. To encourage the us_.of
composites in situations In_:-,lv_ng(,_mplexand chargi'_gloaJ conditions, easy
access to an optimization pr99,am by designers was felt to be desirable. The
program presented in this p_per is made accessible by being written in an easy to
use fob-matand by being available on microcon,puters. Since the program requires
_nly _bout 15 kilo-bytes of memory, it can run on some of the least expensive oor- F_
table and hand-held computers. Furthermore, the ,_igorithmhas been made efficier,t
enough that run times are reasonable (I-10 minutes) even when using interpretive
BASIC.
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DISCU.cSION
The program developed herein is used to design a laminate subject to strength
constraints under multiple independent loading conditions at a point. Only i_-
plane loads and deflectlons are considered. A first-ply failure criterion Is used,
specifically the Tsai and Wu (ref. 2) quadratic interaction criterion. Design
variables are the ply ratios and orientations that result in a minimum thickness
design. The two design variables are handled separately. The user has ,I_ option
of choosing which variable is to be optimized, or both can be optimized sequentially.
The user only needs tc select a material system from the material library and enter
loaGs and initial ply angles.
Ply ratio optlmlzat;on is by a modification of the n_thod of feasible
directions. The total aickness of a laminate with constant ply ratios can be
calculated analytically so that one constraint is exactly satisfied as an equality.
The modification of the method of feasible directions uses this analytic result to
sp_eJ the al_)rithm, making operation on a microcomputer more practical. The
p, >,;ram also ]lows for a percentage of fibers at some particular angle to reach
ze'o. When _n;._happens, the constraints assoclate_ with that orientation are
dr_,;ed so that the failure of a zero thickness ply group cannot control the final
_aw,,natethickness.
-. Selectlon of angles by optimization methods is a more difficult problem
because the objective function (total thickness) is not a direct function of the
design variables. Also, the trigonometric functions form many local minima. The
approach presented in this paper ts to form an unconstrained function which when
minimized as a function of the ply angles wlll also decrease the total laminate
thickness (while holding ply ratios constant). The best function was found to be
the variance of all the failure constraints. As the variance approaches Its mint-
mue of zern, :he laminate approaches a stmu!taneous faq!ure condition. The assump-
- tlc_ Is made that laminate thickness will approach a minimum at the simultaneous
failure condition. The approach has been found that after the angle optimization
process, the ply ratio optimization often cannot make any further changes.
Simila,_ly,after pl.vratio optimization, the angle routine wlll often not make any
changes. Thus, the designer has a choice of design variables which for many
biaxial loading conditions will glve equally efficient laminates.
CONCLUSIONS
A series of effective laminate optimization programs have been developed and
thero,_ghlytested. The programs have been designed to be compact and efficient
enough to operate on some of the smallest microcomputers. Although not as _neral
or sophisticated as some of the optimization code currently available, these
programs offer good performance and are very easy to use even for those unversed in
optimization. No program tn the literature has been found that can perform angle
, optimization or the orthotroptc axis optimization. Thus, much greater flexibility
is now available tu the designer.
The gains due to optimization have been found to be substantial, wtth _pt-
• cally a 30% weight savings as compared to quast-tsotroptc laminates. Surprisingly,
- these large gains can be made wtth either of a couple of design parameters. The
" designer can either optimize the ply ratios, or the angles and usually efficient
laminates; or, he may choose to constrain the lamlnate to be orthotr_plc after
o,
q
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optimization. If the orthotroplc axis is free to change, efficient laminates can
be deslgned.
By trying many example cases, it has been found that _/4 laminate is a good
starting laminate. By starting with quasl-lsotroplc laminates, no knowledge of
desired starting orientations for the particular loads is needed. Increasing _he
number of initial orientations does not seem to improve +Be final laminates.
An approximate failure criteria has been found to give good rPsults while
substantially decreasing the computation times needed. The approximate criteria
could be particularly important when the optimization procedure is tied into a
finite-elementcode on an Iteratlve basis, where the repeated optimlzatlons could
become excessively time consuming.
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FRACTURE, FAILURE, AND FRAGHENTATION
John K, Dienes
Theoretical Division, Group T-3
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alanos, ,_ew Mexico 87545
SUMPIARY
Though continuum deszriptions of material behavior are useful for fanny kinds of
problems, particularly those involving plastic flow, a more general approach is re-
quired when the failure is likely to involve growth and coalescence of a large number
of fractures, as in fragmentation. Faitures of this kind appear frequently in rapid
dynamic processes such as those resulting from impacts and explosions, particularly in
the formation of spall fragments. In the first part of this paper an approach to for-
mulating constitutive relations that accounts for the opening, shear and growth of an
ensemble of cracks is discussed. The approach also accounts for plastic flow accompa-
nying fragmentation. The resulting constitutive relations have been incorporated Into
a Lagrangian coraputer program.
In the second part of this paper a theoretical approach to coalescence is de-
scribed. The simplest fortaulation makes use of a linear Liouville equation, with
crack growth limited by the mean free path of cracks, assumed constant. This approach
L- allows for an anisotroptc distribution of cracks. An altern'tive approach is also de-
_ scribed in which the decrease of the mean free , ath with increasing crack size is ac-4
+' counted for, but the crack distribution is assumed isotropic. A reduction of the gov-
erning Liouville equation to an ordinary differential equation of third order is pos-
: sible, and the result can be used to determine how mean free path decreases with in-
I creasing crack slze.
t:
I NTRODUCT[ ON
As used here, fracture refers to the mechanical instability of a single flaw,
failure describes the last stages of plastic flow before ductile rupturo, and fragmen-
tation involves breakage into sraall pieces following an impact or explosion. In this
paper an approach to characterizing raaterial response that incorporates all of these
processes is outlined. The underlying idea Is to generalize the elastic-plastic re- t
latiors described by Reuss in reference 1 by considering the stretching (the symmetric
part of the velocity gradient) as the sum not only of elastic and plastic parts, but
also of contributions resulting from crack opening, shear, and growth. The crack
sizes are as._umed to be randomly distributed with a straple distribution function, so
that a sample can have random behaviour with a theoretically predictable mean and var-
iance.
CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS
• The velocity gradient ui,j can always be represented as the sum of a sytametric
part, the stretching dij , and an antisymmetrtc mart, the vorticity wij, so that
185
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i"_ ui,J " diJ + wtj OREG!NAL [". _ _ ',_ (l)
or: in matrix notation,
C ..D + W (2)
wh_ce we employ Truesdel!'_ notation in reference 2. Contributions to the stretching
can arise from small changes in the lattice structure of a solid, De; from motion of
slip planes and dislocations whose aacroseropic contribuclon can be considered as the
plastic stretching DP; from shearing of closed cracks denoted as DS; from opening of
cracks, denoted as DO; from the unstable growth of either open or closed cracks, Dg;
and from nonlinear interatomic and therraal effects reoresented by Dn. These aechan-
isms can be considered approximately independent, and each one has to be represented
by an appropriate constitutuve law. In particular, we can consider the average
.. stretching ¢'e to changes in the crystalline lattice to be unaffected by plastic
flow. Thus we tmy write
D - De + Dp + D° + Ds + Dg + Dn (3)
It is shown by Dtenes in reference 3 that the stretching D in spatial coordinates is
related to the stretching in material coordinates D by
- RTDR (4)
where R is the matrix characterizing material rotation, and that the strain rate in
material coordinates E is related to the stretching by
v - VDV (5)
where V is the stretching in material axes (Truesdell's U), The strain is related to
the Cauchy-Green tensor B (Truesdell's C) by
E-½(i- z) (6)I
,,
! These relations are appropriate for a coordinate system rotating with the material.
f Care must be taken to use suitable rates when the matrices refer to tensors specified
l
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.,, o_.=. a^=_, d_ _._u_LLateo oy utenes in reterences 3 and 4. Throughout this
paper material and spatial representations will be related by the transformation indi-
cated tn eq.atton (4).
The energy of deformation e can be separated into a sum of terms since
;.- tr (oD) -;e+eP +;°+;s+;g+;n C;. (7)
where o represents the stress in material axes and each term represents the rate of
work associated with a particular deformation mechanism. For each crack the stress
is the approximate far-field stress. It is not implied that the stresses in the
neighborhood of a crack are constant. Since the strain rate E and D are related by
(5), we can also separate E into a sum of terms
. ge+ p+  o+gs (8)
e
The condition that e represents an elastic strain energy is that
.e
e = tr ode/0 = tr oDe/O (9)
be an exact differential, where o denotes material density. In view of equation 5 it
is straightforward to show that for an elastic process the constitutive relation must
have the form
where
_ = (_ij) = 3/3-_ij) (11)
is an exact differential. This relation ia equivalent to that discussed by Rivlin in
reference 5. In that paper advantage is taken of material isotropy, and the deriva-
tives are taken with respect to strain invariants. In this more general formulation,
materials do not remain is.tropic, and nothing is g,,ined by choosing the strain in-
variants as independent variables. Because of possible anlsotropy, the formulation is
best left in terms of material axes for simplicity. It is possible to carry out the
analysis in spatial axes, but care must be taken about material rotatlcn. Discussion
of that subject, primarily of a mathematical character, is eschewed in this brief
paper.
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In previous work on statistical crack mechanics (SCM) it was tacitly assumed that
deformation is associated only with elastic and fracture mechanisms, essentially a
brittle behaviour. In many calculations this appears to make the material stiffer
than is observed In experiments, and It now appears probable that thls Is because duc-
tile aspects of deformation are ignored. In principle a mlcromechanical treatment of
slip planes analogous to that for shear cracks could be developed, but It As not en-
tlrely clear how the details of sllp plane behaviour should be characterized_ An ex-
cellent review of the current status of this approach is provided by Asaro ta
reference 6. An alternative is to represent'plastic flow with a suitable pheno_ono-
logical law. The simplest such law, ideally plastic flow, requires a constant va:_te
of the second stress tnvariant, a constraint incompatible with the assumptions made _n
connection with the general SCH fracture model, which assumes arbitrary stress lev-
els. Thus, a hardening plasticity rule is required. The simplest such theory is iso-
tropic hardening, but an alternative, kinematt= hardening, appears to be more realis-
tic. It permits the yield surface to translate in stress space, while constrained to
remain cylindrical in shape. I have outlined a theory in which the yield surface de-
pends on mean stress in reference 7, but it seems premature to incorporate those com-
plications into the fracture process, so only a simple version of that theory is sum-
marized here.
The stress is considered to lle on a cyllndrical yield surface whose generator Is
Q
given by the back stress a. Its history is governed by
= bDp (12)
with b a (constant) hardening modulus. As in equation (4), bars denote variables in
material axes. The deviator stress S Is then the sum of the back stress a and a rela-
tive deviator _, so that
The totaZ stress is the sum of the deviator and a mean whose negative is usually teken
as a pressure, that Is
o = s - pZ (14)
where I denotes the unlt matrix. If the reletive deviator lles within the yleld sur-
face,
tr _2 < y2 (15)
the flow is treated as elastic, the plastic strain rate is set to zero, and the back
. stress remains constant. Otherwise, the plastic flow is governed by the above oqua-
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tion, with DP obtained by subtracting _e _s, _o _g and _n from the total strain
rate, as indicated by equation (3). In addition to the kine;_tic hardening postulates
outlined above, we have the usual kinematic hardening relation
Bp = X_/2Y (16_
By combining these relations it is possible to show that
x- tr _(5e+5 p) OR;C',." _...
"'Y(l + b/2u) OF PO_I__,_,;_ (17)
It is shevn tn references 8 and 9 that the average strain rate due to opening of
an ensemble of cracks, assuming no change in material density, is
where
8° = 8(1 - v)/3U (19)
here v represents Po_sson's ratio, g Is the shear modulus, and the open-crack
compliance is
f_ fo= _N° 3zi-o.jkl = - d_ni=_jnkn 1 dc _ c (20)
The integral over g represents intasrat:Lon over all crack orientations here n i is the
crack normal, and N°(O,c) represents the number of open cracks with radius larger than
c as a function of orientatJon. Cracks are considered open ahen the normal component
of traction is tensile. _Jailarly, the sir=in rate due to crack shear is
-s . s-s _ (21)
diJ 8 ZiJkl kl
where
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/oZ_jkl = - dfl S(I - _,)bijkl dc _ c (22)
Bs=8 1-_3. 2 - v (23)
OF ,". .."
and
a = UlBI/A_-_- B2 (24)
In reference 8 it is shown that the quantity a appears when the effect of crack
friction is accounted for. S(x) is x for x positive and zero otherwise. The function
.- A B2 _ )2
- = ofjniokjn k (oijntn j (25)
represents the square of the tangential traction on a _hear crack, 1 - a is the factor
by which shear deformation is reduced when the frlctional stress is accounted
for, and _ denotes the coefficient of friction. The crack orientation is accounted
for by
bljkl = ninkgjl + njnkgil - 2ninjnkn I (26)
FLAW STATISTICS
Though a few cracks in a highly stressed solid can grow independently, if the
number density is large, intersections will develop and the statistics and crack ef-
fects will be strongly modified as a result. A detailed theory would present enormous
complications since materials are neither homogeneous nor isotroptc on a small scale,
and cracks tend to bend and bifurcate as they grow. Still, it is possible to formu-
late a limited theory by making simplifying assumptions about growth and intersec-
tion. In the current approach we consider two kinds of flaws, those that are isolated
and can grow unstably, and those that have intersected a number of others and are no
J
longer capable of unstable growth. The density of the former is denoted by L(c,N,t),
the latter by _i(c,flpt),and the sum by N(c,fl,t), with c the radius of an equivalent
penny-shaped crack, fla symbolic representation of crack orientation, and t the dura-
tion of crack growth.
The number L of isolated (active) cracks at time t + 8t whose radii exceed c + Ac
-" is equal to the number at time t whose radii exceed c, less the number that have been
converted from active to inactive (stable) status, i.e.
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PORIGIF!;'.!- ;.
OF PO0_ _ ...._i'_'
'i: L(c + ac, t + At) = L(c,t) - ;_(c,t)at
|
I The dependence on fl is dropped here since crack orientation Is considered fixed in t_=
course of crack growth. In the limit of small At this becomes
f
'_ Lt + _Lc = - t!t (27)
where the subscripts denote differentiation and _ the speed of crack growth. For high
i stresses _ is typically about a third of sound speed, but for lower stresses _ depends
! °on stress level. In propellant calculations _ is nade to vary _ '_/-o) , with n=lO,
following data provided In reference I0. By maklng the change of variable
T Y =Jo _ dt (28)
ii the governing equation is simplified to
t + = - _1 (29)
a c Ly ¥
We have been able to proceed in two ways. In the first, the cracks in each ori-
entation are allowed to behave independently, while the mean free path is assumed con-
stant. The cracks intersect at a rate _N/I, where X is the mean free path, assumed
constant at Its Initial value. Then
_ kL /_ , k = 2 -2"_ c (30)
where _ is the number of intersections required to make a crack inactive, a number
generally taken as 4. This representation is important where antsotroptc effects are
sought. For example, in cavity formation in oil shale by explosives, an initially
spherical cavity becomes ptlJ-shaped at later times because of the weakness (i.e.
large cracks) 1_, the bedding planes, as discussed in reference 11. Even in the
absence of any initial antsotropy, however, cracks tend to develop radially near
an explosive charge and circumferentially far from the charge, inducing a strong
local anisotropy.
In the first method the governing equation is linear and has a particularly
simple integral vhen the initial distribution is assumeJ exponential:
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-clcL(c,o) = L e (3O
an assumption that has been fairly well justified in reference 12 by observation.
Then
.-cl_+SyL(c,t,_) = L _ (.0
where OF P_I-._,, _. -,,"..... /
= 1/_- k/_a (3
_le anisotropy due to crack growth arises because its extent, y, depends strongly on
orientation. The parameters may also depend on fl if the _aterlal is anisotropic.
In the second approach in which crack isotropy is assuned L and t! are independe
of fl, but the rate _f formation of inactive cracks is not assumed linear in L. Apr
limlnary description of the theory is given in refere:ace 8. In this approach the
rate of innactive crack formation is given by
where ¢(c,t) is the edge length of all active cracks with radius exceeding c per uni
volume and _(t) is the number of cracks per unit area. Then, if we put
= = 2wL , j - w/2a (3C
the governing equation, (29), reduces to
=_ + =c + 4Jcn(y)z = 0 (3
i
This equation can be integrated with the following result:
• L - • "4j(J'¥J') f du h(u)e 4juJ'('¢) (3
C'7
Q
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where J is rela_ed to n bt
.,t i-,
J = - n , J(O) = J'(O) = C (38)¥Y
An additional relation is required to complete the solution. This can be obtain-
ed by geometrical con_iderations in the following way. Let ni denote the number of
isolated crack intercepts per unit area and nc the number of connected crack Inter-
cepts per unit area. Then, following the approach of reference 13,
"/o"ni = dc L(c) , nc = _ dc M(c) (39)
With these results, it follows after a lengthy calculation that n " nt + nc is given
by
n =_ dc L(o,c) + dc L(c,c) - yL(¥,¥) (40)
Differentiating this result with respect to ¥ and combining with equations (37) and
(38) results in the crdinary differential equation
+ ¥ - 4J_yJ' e-4J(J-yJ') (41)jilt = wJ_LoJtt
(l - z
assuming the initially exponential distribution of equation (_1).
RESULTS
Thd theory described herein has been incorporated into SCRAM, a computer program
developed for analysts of fragmentation. Results o, a propellant impact calculatlon
wltnout plastic flo_ are illustrated in figure I and with plastic flow are illustrated
in figure 2. Incorporating a plastic flow component into the strain rate uakes the
deformation appear significantly sore llke that observed in erperiments such as those
illustrated in reference 14.
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Fig. 1. Impact of a propellant cylinder onto a rigid target accounting for crack
opening, shear, growth and intersection.
%
2
L
:i
_fj-
_ Fig. 2. Impact of the same propellant cylinder as in Fig. I onto a rigid target, al-
,_ lowing for plastic deformation in addition to the crack mechanisms described
_: above.
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1. INTRODUCTION
t
k
iS The last decade has witnessed a dramatic increase in the research activities
dealing with the possibility of utilizius specs for various commerces1 and
scientific needs. Large lattice-type structures are analysed as candidates to meet
such applications. In order to assess the utility of such structures, complete
understanding of their mechanical and thermal behavior i8 needed. Continuum
approximations provide practical means for achieving this understandlng.
In three recent papers (ref. 1-3) we derived the stiffness coefficients of
' equivalent continue by using 8 building block approsth conslstlnq_ of obtaining the
t effective properties of the smallest unit cell of the repeating structure and then
using orthogonal transformation teachniques to obtain the overall properties. In
i (ref. I-2) .'e constructed the equ,valent continuum for discrete pinJointed
repetitive structures using the rod's unidirectional property as our building block
unit In s more recent paper (ref. 3) we derived the effective roperti s of rigid
,_ Jointed (frame type) repetitive structures. This differed substantially frum the
i truss-llke structures in that the influence of In-plane bending rigidities to the
structure are included. The fact that the individual rod in a rigid-Jolnted array
¢_n resist In-plane bending dictated that the smallest sub-cell of the structure
which was used as the building block unit was no longer unidirectional and thus had
to be L_o-dimensional substructure. The most degenerate basic two dimensional
frame struG_'ures were found to be the (0 °, 90 °) end the (0 °, _+60°) leyupe.
Effective properties for these sub-cells were constructed using simple strength of
matnrlals approaches such is the matrix structural analysis methods (ref. G-6).
This resulted in t_o-dimecsional generalization of the one-dimensional area
weighted properties needed in the analysis of pinned-Jointed structures (ref. 1-2).
1he analysis of (ref. t-3) save exact results for the constitutive relations of
on,_-_imenxionf41 (un_directiomal) layup8, "strictly" two-dimensional (in the forms
of 0", 90 ", 0", +_60_) layups and the "strictly" three-dimensional tsyups as we
defined in (ref. 2).
By invoking the classical plate theory assumptions the results of the strictly
• three-dimensional structures were successfully reduced to those of the
quasi-three-dimensional problem (ref. 2) only for the case of pin-Jointed
* This work was supported by _ASA grant NSOII8$.
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structures, litre, a quasi-three-dimensional mod_i consists of two surface sheets
separated by a thickness h and are connected by diagonals to form a plate. In
attemptin 8 to obtain the equlvalent plate continuum for discrete frame-llke
structure, expressions for its general bending rigidities were not possible t*o
obtain by the techniques described Ln (ref. I-3). Therefore, we need to use
another approach to develop these requirements. The energy equivalence technique
presents a way of developing such properties. As a by-product of using the energy
equivalence approach, we obtain, besides the bending rigidities, the information
for the stiffness coefficients. The results obtained by the energy method will
also hel_ in assessing the accuracy of the building block approach described in
(ref. 3).
In this paper we use the energy equivalence to construct equivalent continua
for the actual lattice structure. An energy equivalent continuum is defined as
that which has the sam_ amount of strain and kinetic energies stored in it as
the orlglnal lattice st_,cture when both are subjected to the same loading
conditions. The equivalent continuum is characterized by its strain and kinetic
energies from which the constitutive relations and the equations of motion can be
derived.
The basic concept in the energy approach is the existence of kinematic
variables which are functions of continuous spatial coordinates as opposed to those
in the lattice theory which are defined at discrete points or members. To relate
I both the discrete and continuum models, Taylor series expansion has been conmonly
used in constructing the equivalent continuum.
Frevlous studies which utilize the energy equivalence approach, such an those
carried out by Sun and Yang in (ref. 7); _.oor, Greene and Anderson in (ref. 8-9);
Bsz_nt and Christensen in (ref. 10, II); and Nemeth in (ref. I2) are availabIe in
the lit_rature. Bazant and Chrlstensen derived an equlvatent mlcro-polar continuum
• for large _r_d frameworks in order to solve the extensional buckling of a
mu_ti-story, multl-bsy rectangular frame. Sun and Yang in (ref. 7) established a
two-dimensional in-plane continuum modeI with couple-stress for a (0 °, 90 ) layup.
Noor et al. constructed Ln (ref. G) the equivalent continuum of a double layer grid
assuming all Joints to be pinned. Also, in (ref. 13) Noor developed micropolar
L. models for large repetitive beam-like planar lattices with rigid Joints. Nemeth in
(ref. 12) derived the strain energy of the single layer grids with rigid Joints in
terms of its beam member strains and curvatures. These are then expressed in
terms of the strains and curvatures of the continuum.
The present study takes a somewhat different energy approach and presents a
sLapte method to model large rlgid-Jolnted lattices as continuous media with
couple-stresses. In our analysis the transition from the discrete system to the
continuous medium is achieved by expanding the displacements and the rotations of
the nodal points in a Taylor series about a suitable chosen origin. Here basic
kinematic assumptions are introduced to insure that the assumptions used in
derivlng the governing eqoat/ons of the modeled continuum are satisfied.
Accordingly, the nL,mber of terms re_Ine_ _n the TayLor series expansion will
depend upon the properties to be evaluated. Thls implies that one has first to
determine what kind of con_In_;T_m is needed to model from the dlscrete
, lattice, before the actual properties are derived.
f
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In Section 2 we present our analysis followed in Section 3 by a comparison
between our approach and those reported in the literature. Finally, in Section 4
we present a variety of applications.
2. ANALi'SIS
2.1 Linearized Constitutive Equations for Elastic Haterlals with Couple-Stresses
The internal energy of an elastic material without couple-stresses may be
: expressed as a function of the material strain ten=or. Toupin, in (ref. 14), has
shown that when couple-stresses are t_ken into consideration, the energy function
will be a homogeneous quadratic function of the material strain tensor _j and the
curvature twist tensor Kij which are defined as
_u i au
I ( + _--_) (1)
oAi
- l (z)
where u i are the compor.ents of the displacement vector and ej_ k i8 the permutation
_ symbo I.
Tl.e strain energy function describing the general constitutive equations for a
linear elastic material with couple-stresses can be obtained, as per (ref. 15), as"
: z (3)W = _ Cijk£_j _£ + BiJk£ _j Kk£ _Ei]k£ Kij Kk£
r
_- where W is the strain energy function. This strain energy expression would
i descrx_e an elastic material without couple-stresses when all the BlJk£ and EiJk£! coefficient' vanish.
!
I 2,2 Determination of the Characteristics of the E_ulvalent Continuum Hodels ,The steps used in the construction of the equivalent continuum are as fol_ws"
t. Isolate the smallest repeating element from the lattice.
ii. Write tie stiffness matrix of this repeating element and calculate its strain
energy in _erm8 of its nodal displacements and rotations.
/it. The _'splacement8 and the rotations of the nodal points are then expanded in a
- Ta:,_or Jerles about a suitable chosen origin. Basic klnemstlc assumptions are
_hen introduced to insure the L the essumptlon8 used in deriving the governing
equations of the modeled continuum are satisfied.
I,,. The displacement expansions obtained in (iii) are substituted in the energy
expression of the repeating element to obtain the energy expresalon of the
equivalent r.ontlnuum, [tom which we can determine the characteristics of the
equlva/er, t continuum model.
i
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The strain energy of the repeating element of a lattice with rigid Joints is
given by (ref. 16 ):
l T 1T
u - I i{A} E r(m)j [K(m_ [ _ (_} (4)r(m)
merebe rs
_r_ {_} is the vector of nodal displacements and rotations of a typical member.
r(m) is the elemental stiffness matrix of the typical beam in local coordinates, ,.is the m ber trans ormation matrix in local coordinates, the superscripts
m and T denote the ruthmember in the repeating element and transposition,
respectively. As ment'oned earlier, the transition from the discrete lattice to
the equivalent continuous medium is done by expanding the nodal displacements and
rotations about the origin of the repeating element by Taylor series. The number
of the terms retained in the Taylor series expansion and the kinematic assumptions
used on the continuous displacement and rotation variables will depend upon the
properties to be evaluated.
This implies that we have first to determine what kind of continuum we need to
model from the discrete lattice: a linear elastic material without couple-stresses
where the motion is treated _s a three-dimensional problem of stress analysis or an
equivalent plate continuum where the fundamental equations of plate are used.
2.3 Kinematic Assumptions Used to Hodel a Linear Elastic Hater/el Nithout
: Couple-Stresses
Here we evaluate the stiffness coefficients, Cijkt, for the equivalen; elasticlinear continuum whose strain energy is
N = { Cij £ ELj _t t,J,k,£ = 1,2,3 (5)
This will be constructed from a str.gle layer grid or multi layer grids. For this
case, the nodal displacements of the repeating element are expanded up to the
second order T_ylor series expansion, whereas the nodal rotations follow a
one-tern expansion. This implies that the rotations are consider*d to be constant
for all the nodal points of the repeating element. Hence for a typical node (xi,
Yi' zi) these expansions are affected as follows:
_u _u _u
ui- u + xi_x + YiTy +zIT_z (6a)
_v _v _v
v i = v + x i _+ Yi "_ + zi _ (6b)
_w _w _w
wi = w + x i _+ Yi _y + zi _ (6c)
O =0 0 ,,0 0 = 0
x i x , Yi y , z i z (7)
" where u, v, w 0 , 0 and 0 are the displacement and the rota,_ion continuous
' X Z
functions which assu_e the values of the displacements and the :orations at the
origin of the repeatin8 element. Furthermore, the rotation functions 0x, ey and es
are the component rotations definin_ the rotation of the rigid equivalent
2O0
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continuum; therefore, they are expressed in terms of the displacement functions u,
V, W aS:
i (;)w ;)v) l _)u ;)w) I _*v ;)u
e , ' o (8)
The strain energy o£ the equivalent continuum is obtained bI substituting the
expressions for the displacement and rotation given by equations (6-8) into the
p._ression for the streln energy of the repeating eleme'-Itgiven in equation (4).
By differentiating according to equation (5), we obtain the three-dlmenslonal
stiffness coefficients of the continuum.
2.4 Kinematic Assumptions Used to Model a Shear Deformation Plate Continuum
The strakn energy function for a repeating element governed by the shear
deformation r,late theoxy is given in appendix A, equation (A.I) (ref. 9). Notice
that the plate curvat_are, .__, are components of the general curvature-twist
tensor, zij , defined in equation (2); specifically, we have:
Kli, K -_ 2( - KII) * K12 (9)KI2 Zi K22' K22
Therefore, and by examining the governing equations of the shear deformation
plate continuum, we establish the following procedure, using the superposltion
- principle, to evaluate the different characteristic coefficients for that
con tinu urn.
i) Evaluate all the Ailk_ stiffness coefficients as if the equivalent continuum
ware a three-dlmenslonal linear elastlc media with couple-stresses; the
stiffness coefficients A _ of the reduced model are determined in terms of
A44_0as per equation (A._Y_n Appendix A. The stiffness coefficients A44k_
ar_aefined to be: "J"-
AijkE = h Cijk_ (10)
where h i_ the plate thickness.
[Notice that i,J,k,_ = 1,2,3 and a,B,y,p= 1,2]
ii) Evaluate the bending stiffness coefficients Dilk_ and the coupling
coefficients FaR_^ of the equivalent continuum_as if it were governed by the
classical plate_l_eory contitutive equations. The stiffness coefficients
Aa3B3 and 2Aa3 _ which represent the shear deformation contribution to the
governing equations of the plate continuum are determined from the first step.
The coupling and bending coefficients o£ the reduced model are then evaluated
•, using equations (A.5) and (A.6) in Appendix A.
: Specifically, we determine the strain energy expression for the equivalent
continuum as if it is a linear elastic material with couple-stresses, as required
by Toupin*s constitutive equations. This is followed by specializing this strain
energy expression to obtain the corresponding one for an equivalent plate continuum
using the same assumptions used to obtain the governing equations for the plate
continuum from the governing equations for the linear elastic continuum with
!. couple-stresses. This is done by retaining the following expansion forms:
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1 2 +2u 2 2u
ui - u + xi -_+ Yi -_ + zi "-_ + _ + (Yi --8y2 + zi --_z2 + 2xiYi_xSy
2 2
_ u + 2xlz i _z)
+ 2YiZl _y_z (lla)
_v _v _v 1 2 ___2v + 2 ___2v+ _2v
v I = v + x i _+ Yl -_ + zl _ + 2- (xl 8x2 zl 8z 2 2xlYl 8x_y
_2v _2v )
+ 2YiZ i _ + 2xiz i _--__ (llb)
_2 w
_w _w _w I (x_ _2w 2 _2___w
wi = w + x i _xx + Yl _yy + zi _ + 2- _x 2. + Yi _y2
+
2xiY I
-Et-_y
82w
+ 2xlz i _w ) (llc)+ 2YiZl 8y8"---_ _x_z"
8 = 8 + xi 8e-_ 88x _Sx
xi x _ + Yl _ + zi _ (12a)
8 = 8 -I- x i _-t- Yl -I- z i _ ORIGINAL P,-,,++-L._ +Yi Y OF POOR QUALITY, (12b)
Be.z 80 z 80z
8 = 8 + x i + + z i (12c)
zi z _ Yl _-- z3T-
where u, v, w, 8x, O and 8 are the displacement and rotation continuous
functions which assu_e the vZlues of the displacements and the rotations at the
origin of the repeating element. The rotation functions 8 , 8 , and 8 are
y z
expressed in terms of the displacement variables u, v and x as per equation (8).
_ The strain energy of the equivalent linear elastic continuum with
:_ couple-stresses is obtained by substituting the above expressions for the
displacements and rotation expansions into the expression of the strain energy of
the repeating element given in equation (4). In order to obtain the equivalent
classical continuum plate from the linear elastic media with couple-stresses, one
has to impose the following two assumptions on the expression of the strain energy
• of that media. Firstly, by assuming bending to occur in the x-y plane only, some
terms in the curvature-twist tensor of the elastic media do not contribute in the
strain energy of that model and will be nonexistant. These terms are:
• _2u _2u _2v _v _w _2w
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And secondly, following the classical plate theory assumption, the transverse shear
strains _3 and _3 are negligible. These lead to the following constraints:
= " ' " (13)
The expressions for the rotation functions thus become
_w _w
ox = Oy= - (14)
The plate curvatures are expressed as (ref. 16):
. _2___w, o w
Kll = _x2, K22 = " --'_y2 KI2 = - 2 (15)
Using the relations (13) and (14) in the expression of the strain energy of the
linear elastic media with couple-stresses we end with the strain energy of the
classical plate continuum.
,2 3. COMPARISON WITH OTHER ENERGY METHODS
A- At this point, we would llke to compare our energy equivalence approach for
__ continuum modellng of the large discrete structures with those reported in the
4.
_, literature.
-_. I. Nemeth in (ref. 12) derived the strain energy of the single layer grid in
"_- terms of its beam member's strains and curvatures, and consequently expressed
in terms of the strains and curvatures of the continuum.
i 2. Noor et al. in (t'ef. 9) derived the equivalent continuum for double layer
. grids with pinned Joints. The strain energy of the plate continuum was
obtained by replacing the axial strain in each member of the repeating element
by its expression in terms of the strain components in the coordinate
directions evaluated at the center of each member, and then expanding these
strain components in Taylor series about a suitably chosen origin.
3. Noor et al. in (ref. 8) derived the equivalent continuum for double layer
grids with pinned Joints using an approach similar to the one proposed here.
In their theory, a linear variation in the normal coordinate s was assumed for
the displacement components; the nodal displacements were then expanded in a
two term Taylor series expansion. Therefore, at a typical node (x., Yi' zi)
of the repeating element they obtained, as an example, the followiZng
expression for the nodal displacement wi in the s direction:
:: _w) + xi _w _2w _ _w _2w )
wi = (w + zi _-_ (_x + zi Bx-'_z"  Yi(_ i _ (16a)
and rearranging terms they obtained
m
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_w _w _w) + (xlz _2w _2w ) (16b)wi - w + (x i _ _+ zl _z i'_ + ?Izl _y_z-
The difference between both approaches can be seen by comparing equation (16;) with
equation (llc).
Here we would like to add that it is easier to write the strain energy of the
repeating element in terms of its nodal displacements than to write it in terms of
its beam members strains and curvatures; furthermore, the modeling of linear
elastic media with couple-stresses for large lattice s_.ructures with rigid Joints
has not been presented before.
4. APPLICATIONS
4.1 Single Layer Grids
In this section an application of the energy method to determine the
characteristics of the equivalent plate continuum of single layer grids is
pre_ented. The grids are considered to be rigidly connected and to have both
bending and torsional rigidities. We notice here that the terms containing (_) f2
and (-_---22) in the expansion of the nodal displacements and rotations do not appear
since all the grid Joints lie in the same plane.
The repeating element for the (0 °, 90 ° ) grid, the triangular mesh grid, the
diagonally braced mesh grid and the hexagonal mesh grid (Figure 1) at any
arbitrary point are shown in Figure 2. The areas £f the repeating element for
these mesh grids are L2, (_L2)/2, 2L2 and (3/3 LZ)/2, respectively.
The stiffness coefficients and the bendin_ rigiditie_ of the equivalent plate
continuum for the (0 °, 90°), (0 °, P) and (0 , 90 v,  œ )lattices are given in
Table I. The stiffness coefficients and the bending rigidities characterizing the
equivalent plate continuum for the hex!gonal^planar lattice are found to be one
third of those corresponding to the (0 v, 4_0 ") layup. This result, obtained using
the energy equivalence, confirms the results obtained in (ref. 17) using the
"buil_£ng block _ approach.
4.2 Three Dimensional Structures and Double Layered Structures
In our analysis we shall differentiate between the three dimensional
structures and the double layered structures. The repraaent_tive candidate in our
study is the octetruss structure (ref. 18_. We shall first obtain the properties of
its equivalent linear elastic continuum _i_hout couple-stresses. After that, we
shall model the plate continuum of the double layered tetrahedral _rid (which is
. the quasi-three-d_ensional model of the octetruss structure).
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(1) Three Dimensional Octetruss Structure
This structure is shown in Fig. 3. We shall assume that el! the beams have
the same geometric properties. In vlew of the periodic nature of the structuring,
we shall ;ocus attention on Joint (x i, Yi' zi)" A typlcal beam assembly element at
this point is displayed in Fig. 4.
In order to derive the effective stiffness properties of this repeating
element, we have to determine the directions of the principal axes of the cross
section of its beam elements, oy and oz, with respect to the fixed directions X.,
X2 and X_. The member transformation matrix in local coordinates, [F] , (of order
I] x 12)-Is given in ref. 16) as[ ,[rl - T (17)T T
where [T] represents the matrix of direction eosine_ of the ox, oy and oz
directions, respectively. It is measured in the global system Xl, X2, and X3, and
is given by
[T ] = _.OX mox ox (18)
oy o= jL OZ m z nO l
For the repeating element of Figure 3, the octetruss is considered to be
constructed from three singZe 3quared layers having different orientations in space.
the local oz principal axis of each beam is defined to be the one which is
perpendicular to the slngle layer grid containing that particular beam. Therefore,
and with reference to Figure 3, the coordinates of the seven nodes of the repeating
element are given by:
Joint Xl Xz X3
1 0 0 0
2 L 0 0 ;
3 L/2 L vr3"/2 0
4 L/2 -L_'/2 0
5 0 -L/3
6 L/Z L/6
7 -L/2 L/3"/6 LJ2"/¢3"
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The mtrlces of the direction cosines, ETJ, for the dlfferent beam members In this
element are give by:
I
I o o I llz _12 o
[T]I-2 " 0 -Zl/3 /21/3 [T]I-3" -llZ /316 /_I/_
. _ ],sm
1/2 -v_/2 0 0 -l/v_ 21_r31
1., [TJ].-4 " -i12 -_16 "_I'_ [":']1-s" - l 0 0Zl_ zlR -zl_ 0 -_I_ -II_
t
ITll.6 - llZ. -,_/2 0 [T]l-f -ZlZ -_12 0
m
i
The analysis described in section 2 is carried out. The strain energy of the
repeating element is evaluated; the no&l displacements and rotations are expanded
according to the two-term and to the one-term expansion, respectively, with respect
to the nodal Joint (xi, y , x ) as the suitable chosen origin; the continuousi i
rotation functions ere expressed according to equation (8); and flnally the
effective p_operties of the equivalent elestic linear contlnuun without
ceuple-stresses are evaluated. These are found identical to those reported in
(ref. 3 and 17).
Ve have confirmed in (ref. _7) that for the repeating element of Figure 4, the
structu_-e can be considered to _ constructed from four (0 °, +60°) layups with the
restricticn of using circular cross-aectlonel beams. This was actually done end
the resu]ts _re found to be identical to those reported in (ref. 17).
(ii) Double-is)feted Grids
The double-layered grids are _lso known to be the quasi-three-dimensional
structures (ref. 2). Here, the double-layered tetrehedral grid i_ studied. It
consists of two parallel layers of (0 °, +60 °) bums connected by diagone) mmbers
• which form three-sided pyramids el ,_hQwn in Pigure 5. In this double-l_ered grid,
all the members have the same length L. In o_der to differentlat_ between the role
of the upper end lower chords end the diagonals, we shal;, assume that the two
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laye_ and the d_agonals have different geo_'_._,_c'c and _terl_l properties from each
othe_. If the ,,pper and lower layers and t_._ .'., _gonals are designated by the
sub_cr' I, 2 and d, respectively, their" g_,o.::-_ 'clc properties will be designated
by (/,. yt, I- I, J-), (A 2, I- 2, Iz2, J2) as;,l.._, lyu., I Jd ), respe_.tively
whileed.heir ma_eria_ properties are designa_:-" _ (El, GI_d'(E2 , G2) and (Ed, Gd),
respectivel_.
Since we intend to derive the charac__..! _i,:s of the equivalent plate
contlnuu_ ..... ._ tals quasl-three-dlmenr_" _r_ _ucture, we must have the origin of
its repeatlng element at the middle _'r '_ J:_cance separating its upper and lower
la/ers.
In what follows, we shall der._:'e cbe cqulvalent plate continuum for this
strw. ture as if it were constructed (ro:nthree different (00,90°) single layers.
The area of the repeating _le:re_t of the double-layered tetrahedral grid shown
in Figure 6 is (_-L2)/2.
The strain energy of the repeating element is evaluated. The nodal
dlsplacements and rotations are expanded according to the three-term and to the
two-term expansions, respectively; the continuous rotation functions are expressed
according to equation (8); the assumptions of the classical plate theory are
introduced; and finally, the effective properties of the equivalent plate continuum
are evaluated.
The characteristics describing the equivalent plate continuum for the
double-layered tetrahedral grids are listed in Table II. Notice that Table II '
constitutes a modification of our previously reported results in (ref. 2) which are
reflected in the appearance of the bending and torsional rigidities of the members.
Examinatlonn of the results _n Table II indicates that C1212 = (Cllll - CI122)/2
F = (F F )/2 and D = (D D )/2 and hence the1212 IIII " 1122 1212 Itll " 1122 octetruss
is transversely isotropic, as is expected.
The algebraic expressions in thls analysis were obtained using the algebraic
programming system Reduce 2 written by Hearn (ref. 19).
207
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Appendl. A OF POOR QUP.LI'iY
The strain energy for a repeating etement governed by the shear deformaton
plate theory is:
u =_a A_Byo _ 2A_3 _ _3 c,_yp_B yp
+ 2A 13y3 ca3 (2 _y3) + 2F B33 f33 K_B + D_Byp KctB Xyp (A.1)
2
+ A 3133(2 Eo3) (2 c63) + A3333 _J3]
where a is the plaCform area of the r_oeatang element. If the transverse noT m81
stress resultant is neglected, then the transverse normal strain f33 is given by:
A33Y P _3Y P
v (A.2)
_3 = A3333 _YP A3333 yp
The strain energy for the repeating element of the reduced model becomes
1 F E.-*,e_:toe._lstrain energyL
+ _]_Byp K_B Kyp _nding strain energy (A.3)
+ A 363 (2 _3 ) (2.-:B3) Transverse shear strain energy
+ 2 A 3By(2 _3 ) CBy Transverse shear-extenslonal coupIing
+ 2 _'_6yp _6 Kyp[ Bending extenslonal coupIing
,l
(the underlined terms represent the shear deformation contribution in the
governing equations) where
(A33ctB)(A 33 Y'P),] (A.4)A'ctByp = [ActByp "
(A333_) 2
(A33c_B)(F 33Y_
- - l (A,5)
[FctByp (A3333)2
_]_Byp = [D_Byp" (F33_IB)(F 33YP)] (A.6)(A )2
3333
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" (b) Triangular mesh grid.
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Ftsure 2. Repeattn8 elements for (0°,90 °), (0°,+60°), (0°,90°,+45 °) and
hexagonal grids.
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Figure 3. Three-dlmenslonal octetruss structure.
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INTERACTIVE BUCKLING OF THIN-WALLED STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS
i
UNDER STATIC AND DYNAMIC LOADS _
: Srinivasan Sridharan
Washington Unlversi_y, St. Louis, }40
Rafael Benito
Nutech International, Madrid, Spain
• SUMMARY
The paper summarizes the recent advances in the study of interactive buckling
of thin-walled structural components achieved with the aid of finite-strip tech-
I nique used in conjunction with the Lheory of mode interaction. The interaction of
the primary local mode with Euler buckling (in columns) and flexural-torsional buck-
ling (in columns and beams) is of primary interest in the present study. The inter-
i action of two companion local modes with the overall mode is also considered briefly
• for the columns with doubly symmetric cross-sections. The effect of dynamic loads
in the form of suddenly applied end compression is also investigated.
,t
INTRODUCTION
In recent years the subject of interactive buckling of thin-walled structures
has received consideraole attention. While some valuable insight has been gained
(ref. i-6), only limited progress has been achieved towarde a unified treatment of
r the variety of both the interactive buckling phenomena that can occur and the
cross-sectional shapes that are currently employed in various forms of engineering
construction. Further, in the context of interactive buckling, thin-walled members
are imperfection-sensitive so that the sudden application of axial load cannot but
reduce their load carrying capacity. This aspect has not received much attention so
far. In this paper a summary of the progress achieved in Washington University in
the last two years towards filling these voids in the literature is presented.
The objectives of this research effort have been:
i. To develop an analytical approach that will b_ applicable to prismatic
thin-walled members of arbitrary cross-sectlonal configurations for an investigation
of nonlinear interaction of local and overall buckling
2. To investigate the imperfection sensitivity, especially under coincident
buckling of members with typical cross-sections
3. To study the effect of dynamic application of axial loads
Only a summary of the salient features of this study is presented here and the
interested reader is referred to publications listed under ref. 7-12.
* The work reported in the paper was supported by a grant from NSF (Grant No.
CEE-8204673).
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THEORY
The basic strategy of the present study has been to employ the finite-stxip to
determine the participating modes of buckling as well as the relevant higher ozder
fields and then generate a single potential energy expression in terms of the scaling
factors of the participating modes of buckling and the load parameter, Thus the
number of degrees of freedom are condensed to only as many as there are modes of
buckling.
In the course of the study, several versions of this basic approach were devel-
oped and these will be described briefly in the sequel.
Version I
This verE'ion is designed for a study of local and Euler buckling interactions
in columns which fall in either of the following categories.
I. The column is simply supported at its ends and has a doubly symmetric cross-
section and is compressed by prescribing the axla) displacement of the centrold of
the end section of the column.
2. The column has at least one axis of symmetry and is compressed uniformly at
its ends.
The descriptlun of the first order terms is taken in the form (ref. Fig. i):
ui = ui(Y) cos(mi_x/_)
vi = _i(y) sin(mi_x/_)
= wi(y) sin(mi_x/_) (no sum on 'i') (i = 1 or 3) l(_..c)W i
in which 'i' takes on values of i and 3 and thus identifies a buckling mode (the
subscript 'I' refers to the primary local mode and '3' refers to the overall mode),
mi gives the number of half-waves of the buckling mode, _!-.., etc. are appropriate
functions of 'y'. The overall buckling of a clamped column is modelled by taking
m3=2 and a suitable shift of the origin - a valid procedure when the cross-section
s_ffers little or no distortions.
The second order displacement field for each mode can be extracted from the
governing differential equations in the form (ref. 13):
uii = uit(Y) sin(2mi_x/_)
vii = Vll,O(y) + _II,2(Y) cos(2ml_x/_)
vii - wil,0(y) + _ll,2(y) cos(2ml_x/_) (no sum on 'I', I=i or 3) 2(a-c)
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Slm_larly the mixed second order displacement field may be obtained in the form:
= * sln{(ml_m3)_x/£} + Ul3(Y) sin{(ml+m3)_x/£}u13 Ul3(Y)
• cos{(ml_m3)_x/£} + Vl3(Y) cos{(mlq_3)_x/£}v13 = Vl3(Y)
w13 = Wl3(Y ) cos{(ml-m3)_x/£} + wi3(Y) cos{(ml+m3)_x/£} 3(a-c)
in which the barred and starred functions of 'y' are determined from a finite strip
analysis (ret. 13).
The displacement functions in eqn. 2(b-c) and 3(b-c) do not satisfy the kinemat-
ic boundary conditions for 'v' and 'w' but can be shown to be justifiable approxima-
tions. Note that ml>>l, and m3 is either 1 or 2. Thus, for the second order, local
and mixed second order fields are made up of so many half waves that the influence
of kinematic boundary conditions is localized near the ends. Again, for th_ case of
overall buckling, the cross-sections remain sufficiently undistorted so that v33=0
and w33=0. It is now posslble to set up a potential energy function in the form:
2 4 2 2 4
_I = al_21{l-k/kI} + a3_3{l-k/k 3} + bll_ I + b13_l_ 3 + b33_ 3
- 2a1(_/11)C_0)C1 - 2a3(_/_3)_0)_ 3 4
where _i and _3 are scaling factors, aI.....b33 are constants which can be evaluated
once the displacement fields are available, and I is the load parameter, which in
this case is the end shortening. Note that the eqn. 4 contains linear terms which
contain the lowest order effpct of initial imperfections. Equilibrium equations are
produced invoking the principle of stationary potential energy and solving the re-
sulting equations by prescribing any one of (_i,_3,1) and computing the other two by
a standard numerical procedure such as the Newton-Raphson method.
.n the case of columns of category I, it can be shown (ref. 12) tLat the mixed
second order field takes the character of a local mode (henceforth called 'second-
ary') whose wavelength tends t¢ be the same as the primary local mode for sufficient-
ly large values of mI. In other words, the overall bending of the column triggers
the secondary mode by its interaction with the primary mode. The secondary mode is
ant_symmetric (symmetric) with respect to the axis of overall buckling if the primary
mode is symmetric (antlsymmetrlc). Thus it a_gravates the displacements on the com-
presslon side of the axis of bending and alleviates the same on the tensinn side.
Examples of the two companion modes are _hown for an I- and square box cross-sections
in Fig. 2(a-b). The existence of a secondary local mode poses a singularity problem
in the evaluation of the mixed second order field if it elgenvalue is close to that
of the primary one. In this version of our approach, this problem is simply bypassed
by seeking an upperbound solution (for the stiffness of the structure) by deleting
the geometric stiffness terms associated with I in the evaluation of the mixed
second order field.
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i While this version haq the advantage of simplicity, the procedure wo_±_ lead in
i general to an overestimate of the _tiffness of the structure for values of _ in the
i vicinity of 12 , the critical value of _ _orresponding to the secondary lob:a!mode.
i
Version II
I This is an extension of Versions I for columns of category i to account pre-
cisely for the destabilizing influence of the secondary local mode. The singularity
problem arises in Version I because the secondary local mode appears as a higher
order field. This problem is eliminated in this version by treating the secondary
mode as an additional participating mode with ti_efull romplement of higher order
terms taken into account. (The _caling factor of the secondary mode (_2) is
assumed to b of the same order of magnitude as that of _he primary.) In the
analysis, it is not ,_cessary to compute the mixed se . order field arising from
an interaction of each local mode with overall buckling, as this is given by the
other local mode. However the mixed second order field arising from the interaction
of the two local modes is taken inLo account and in this respect this version of the
analysis is m e accurate than any available in the literature so far. The potential
energy for th_ perfect structure takes the form:
2 .2 2 4
E = al(l-E/% I) _i + a2(i-_/%2) _'2+ a3(l-A/E3) _3 + c_iE2_3 + bll_l
4 22 4 22 22
+ b2252 + bl2Cl_ 2 + (b33E, 3 + b32C3C 2 + b31_:3_ l) 5
The most significant feature of this function is the presence of a non-vanishing
cubic (or trillnear) term underlined in eqn. 5 which usurps the role of the b13 term
of eqn. 4. The last three terms enclosed inside the parentheses in eqn. 5, though
retained in the analysts, are only of minor significance.
Version III
This veasion is designed to be ap?licable to prismatic members of arbitrary
cross-section simply supported at their ends in a study of interaction of a local
mode with an overall mode which may either be purely flexural (Euler) or flexural-
_orsional. The mode of loading is one of prescribed stress which can be uniform or
linearly varying across the section.
The displacement functions for the eigenvalue problem are taken in the _ome
form as in eqn. l(a-c).
The second order local field is represented in the form:
Ull " Ull(Y) sln(2mlWXl_) + Ull,o(y)(_-x)
VlI . _ll,0(y ) + _]],2(y ) cos (2mi_x/£) + v*x(£-x)
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OF POOR QUALfI-Y
The underlined terms are familiar expressions in the post-local-buckling analysis
under prescribed end compression [eqn. 2(a-b)]. The addltlonal terms have now been
included to a!low for:
1. The additional longitudinal compression for a given level of compressive
stress which occurs due to local buckling
, 2. The inplane rotation of each constituent plate and thus of the entire
cro_s-section which would occur in members whose cross-sections are no_ doubly sym-
metric, as a result of the shift of the "effective eentroid" which is a consequence
of local buckling, he degrees of freedom v'number as many as there are constituent
plates in the structure. The second order contribution to normal displacements have
. been neglected for simplicity because of the smallness of flexural rigidity in com-
parison to their extensional rigidity.
The second order overall field is represented by Fourier series supp]emente_ by
corrective functions so as not to violate the natural boundary condition of the pre-
scribed axial stresses at the ends:
(p) *
u33 = u33 (y) cos(p_x/_) + u33(_-x)
(P)(y) sin(p_x/£)
v33 = v33
_(p)
w33 = w33 (y) sin(p_x/_) (p = ...,m3-2,m3,m3+2,...) 7
where u33 is a known function given by
, 1 2 2 -2 -
u33 = _(Cm3_ /t2)[v 3 + q] + _,y}
Similarly the mixed second order field is given by:
-(q) * /2-x)
u13 = u13 (y) cos(q_x/_) + u13(_
" (q)(y) sin(qax/_)
v13 = v13
. (q)
w13 = w13 (y) sin(q_x/g)
q = ...,(ml-m3-2), " • " " " " " "tml-m3),kml-m3+2),tml+m3-2),£ml+m3),_ml+m3+2),...
8(a-c)
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* is a known function given by:Again u13
* mlm3_21_2 y)w2u13 = ( )Wl( (Y)
(mI and m3 are assumed to be both even or both odd)
A simplifying factor in the analysis is the uncoupling of harmonics which occurt
in the determination of the second order overall and mixed second order fields. The
orthogonality conditions between each of the second order fields with both of the
eigenmodes are enforced by the use of a Lagrangian mu£tiplier technique in the com-
putations. In the evaluation of the second order fields, the value of the load par_
meter was set equal to Ao, a constant equal to smaller of the two values, viz.
(i) Amax (the maximum valae of A, attainable in the presence of imperfections) and
(ii) Min 1_1,_3]. The energy function in this versica includes a full complement of
cubic and quartic terms in the two degrees of freedom.
Dynamic Interaction
_p_llcbehaviorundersuddenly applied load8 is investigated neglecting the axial
modes of vibratlou. A kinetic energy expression i_ written in the form of a hoso_neou_
quadratic of the scaling factoru (T---mi_ #. Langrangian equations of motion are
set up in terms of _i for any given level of axial load. These equations are then
solved using an implicit method (Newmark's 'B' method) in conjunction with Newton-
Raphson iteration to obtain the dyna_tc response. Dynamic buckling is signaled when
the deflections grow indefinitely with time.
EXAMPLES
In what follows, examples are presented to illustrate the type of results that
can be produced using the different versions of the method and some salient features
of Interactive buckling of thin-walled structural components.
Interaction in Clamped Stiffened Panels
A wide plate carrying equlspaced narrow rectangular stiffeners is considered.
Because of the s)nmmetry with respect to the longitudinal center lines of each panel,
only the action of a typical panel included between any two successive center llnec
is considered. Table 1 summarizes the details of the panels under study. Of these
Panel A has a considerably slender stiffener (ds/t=25) which therefore initiates the
buckling process. Panel B has a more realistic stiffener with ds/t=15 , typically
used in offs..ore construction. The panels exemplify the case of near coincident
buckling. Twenty-four strips are employea in the finite strip analysis to represent
the panel and these appear to be certainly adequate as judged from earlier conver-
gence studies (ref. 7).
Fig. 3(a-b) shows the tmperfectlon-sensitivlty surfaces of the panels. These
surfaces give the maximum load carried by the structure as a fraction of Oc., the
local critical stress of the structure. A common feature of the behav£or o_ the
f
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pa,els is that there exists a limit on the end shortening on the natural loading path
in the presence of imperfec_ions. Very often this limit is reached before the struc-
ture begins to shed the load and there follows a catastrophic form of failure under
controlled end _hortening.
The more acute imperfection-sensitivity of Panel A in comparison to Panel B is
in conformity with the general view (ref. I) that the greater the sle_lernmssof thev eb
the greater the imperfection sensitivity. The other factor which controls the imper-
fection sensitivity is of course Oc]/OCl the ratio of overall to the local crltlcal
stress. Panel C has the same cross_sectlon as A but with its length reduced so that
Jc3/Oc1=1.52. The imperfection sensitivity continues to be severe, but there occurs
an increase in the maximum load of 11% over the local critical load for the perfect
panel (not shown).
Interaction in I-Section and Box Section Columns: Version II
Fig. 4 shows the cross-sectional dimensions of the I-section columns investi-
gated. Fig. 2(a) ilIustrates the primary local mode. The interaction of overall
bending about the xx-axis aggravates the deflections on the compression side and al-
leviates the same on the tension side leading to the triggering of the secondary
!_cal mode also illustrated in Fi_. 2(a). Columns having two different lengths are
considered:
(a) Z = 200Ot, Oc3/Oci = 1.06, Oc2/_c1 = 1.21
(b) _ = 1200t, Oc3/OCl = 2.90, Oc2/_Cl = 1.21
Fig. 5(a) shows the variation of the maximum load that can be carried by the column
(a) expressed in the form Ou/Ocl with overall imperfection amplitudes. The effect of
introducing a given imperfection in tile local mode equal to 0.2t is also illustrated
_n the same figure. These results are compared with the upperbound solution produced
by Version I. The latter vaiues are consistently higher because of the destabilizing
influence of the secondary local mode duly considered in Version ii. In Fig. 5(b)
/ the same results are plotted for the column (b). Here the differences between the
two sets of results are more pronounced. Because of the considerably higher value of
the overall critical stress, _ ten now approach closer to _2 than in case (a) and so
the secondary local mode causes an increased destabilization.
Comparison _ith Koiter's Results on Square Box Columns
Square box columns with various values of Oc3/OCl and different levels of ini-
tial imperfections have been studied using Version II. Fig. 6a shows th_ variation
of Ou/Oc ft/_Oc3/Oc I for two different levels of local imperfection (g/O)t), viz.t/80 and 1,,._ as obtained by the present theory and as obtained by Koiter (ref. 14).
In Fig. 6b similar results are presented for columns having a fixed value of local
imperfection equal to t/40 and two different values of overall imperfections, viz. lg
and 8_ _. the radius of gyration (r) of the cross-section. In the range of Oc3/OCl
considered, Koiter's theory gives results which exceed those of the present theory by
a maximum of 7_. Koiter used a mpchanical model to which he built in the degrees of
freedom corresponding to local buckling and postbuckling aeformation in an approxi-
mate manner. A major approximation in his approach is the complete neglect of the
mixed second order field arising out of interaction of the two local modes - an
225
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approximation which overestimates the coefficient b12 in the energy function (ref.
eqn. 5) which in t,'rn overe3ti_ates the stiffne-s of the structure. This field, if
taken into account, gives additional freedom to the plate elements to 'pull in' (in
the compression zone) or tn 'relax' (in the tension zone) in their own plane. The
results of the present theory must be deemed more accurate.
Interaction of Local and Lateral-Torsional Buckling
In order to illustrate the scope of the analysis in Version III, we consider
a problem not so far studied in a rational manner: the interaction of local and
lateral-torsional buckling in a beam subjected to end moments. We consider a set
of three T-section beams having near coincident critical stresses. The details are
shown in Fig. 7(a). The load-displacement characteristics are shown in Fig. 7(b) for
the imperfection magnitudes given by _0)=0.1, _O)=l/2000-g/t. For shorter d/b
(-1.0) the interaction does not produce any catastrophic effects; the local buckling
displacements decrease after having increased initially and there occurs a
gradual increase in the overall buckling amplitudes as we approach the combined crit-
ical load. The behavior of the section with d/h=2.0 is, on the other hand, quite the
opposite. There occurs a rapid increase in both the local and overall buckling am-
plitudes around 80% of the critical load, followed closely by a limit point type of
failure. It is evident that the structure is now imperfection sensitive. As d/b
increases, the torsional component in the overall buckling deformation diminishes and
the flexural component increases. It appears that the torsional buckling and local
buckling modes merely 'interfere' with each other (as would do two local modes) lead-
ing to imperfection insensitivity. When flexural component is dominant in tile over-
all buckling deformation, then there results an _mperfection-sensitive behavior. !
This finding is of considerable practical importance as some proposed design
approaches have assumed that the interactions of both types of overall buckling, viz.
lateral torsional and purely flexural buckling, with local buckling are equally seri-
ous problems (15).
Interaction Under Dvnamlc Loading
._ An I-section column with B/t=80 and D/t=80, g/t=2000 (Fig. 4) was chosen to
study the effect of suddenly applied end compression. Table 2 gives the static and
dynamic buckling values of k (vlz. kS and kD) as a fraction of kl for various imper-
fectlon amplitudes. Figure 8(a) shows the varlatlon of local and overall (spatial)
amDlltudes wlth nondlmenslonal time r(=_ITxl03) for a value of k<kD" It is found that
the columavtbrates essentially about the static equilibrium position in both the modes.
The local amplitude varies in the form of a slowly varying function which itself is
periodic, its maxima synchronizing with the maxima of vibration in the overall mode.
I Figure 8(b) shows the variation of _I and _3 with respect to tlme, again for a value '
I of _ greater than %D by 1%. In this case, the amplitudes continue to increase with
i time signalling dynamic instability. It is evident from a study of Table 2 that the
: additional loss of capacity to carry loads resulting from their sudden application is
-! pylmarily influenced by overall imp_rfectlons, which makes their consideration in
design and fabrication especially important. For an o_erall imperfection of magnl-
I rude of L/IO00, the drop in the limit end compression is about 8% from the sta_zc
! case. In many practical cases, plastic yielding would be triggered due to huge
oscillations that build up for end compressLons significantly s_aller than )'D"
f
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CONCLUSI ON
Significant progress ha:_ been made in the prt, d!ction of behavior under interac-
tive buckling of prismatic thin-walled column "_.nd beams using the finite-strip tec)
nique and the theory of mode interaction, ihe approaches developed can deal with a
variety of problems of practical in,: rest. Tim effect of sudden application of the
axial load has been investigate:: and It is shown that the dynamic buckling load can
[ be significantly smaller than the static buckling load in the presence of imperfec-
t ions.
NOTATI ON
;
B width of flangL at I-section
D depth of web of l-stction
T kinetic energy; also time
b width of flange, of T-section: width of panel
:] d depth of web {.f T-section
d depth of stiffener
S
ml,m 3 the number of half waves of buckling in the local and overall modes _
t thickness of a c_.rtain plate element (t = thickness of stiftener)
.q
u,v,w the dxsplacemt.nt components in the x,y,z directions
x,y,z the ccn_rdinat,, axes in tht. l(mgitudinal, transverse and normal
directions of a plate strip
H potential energy
load parameter
value of ) _:orre._pouding to ..
max max
_1,).2,)3 critical wtlue ,,f _ correst,onding to buckling in the primary local,
secoudary local and over_ 11 modes respectively
_S,_.D maximum value. (,f • corresponding to buckling under static and dy-
namic application of load
_1,r.2,_3 scaling factors for the primary local, secondary local and overall
modes respectiw.lv
[
_0) ,_0)._0) init i_ll il_per fec_ 'OI]S _n the bu('kling modes
".. :c1'°c2'""3 critical ._tresse._; in axial compres:aion
•," aa7
j
- p
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dimensionless time (_IT×I03)
_i natural frequency in the primary local mode
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TABLE 1.-GEOHETRY AND INITIAL BUCKLING DATA OF STIFFENED PANELS
BUCKLING MODES AND
GEOMETRY
Identification CRITICAL STRESSES*
b t(=ts) ds £ mI xlO3 xl03
A 50 1 25 1320 22 1.157 1.190
B 50 1 15 600 12 1.526 1.513
C 50 1 25 1080 18 1.157 1.762
* The subscripts I and 3 refer to the local and Euler modes; m3=2 for all cases.
ORIG(N_L "_-:
OF POORQ_',-
TABLE 2.-DYNAMIC BUCKLING COMPRESSION VALUES OF THE I-SECTION COLUMN
Initial Imperfections
_i0) _0) XS/XI AD/AS XD/XI
0.0 0.1 0.92 1.0 0.92
0.2 0.85 1.0 0.85
0.5 0.75 1.0 0.75
1.0 0.1 0 30 0.96 0.77
0.2 O. 75 0.96 O. 72
2.0 0.1 0.74 0.92 C.68
0.2 0.70 0.92 0.64
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Figure 1.- Finite strip conflguration and the local
coordinate system.
i
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Figure 2.- The prlaary and secondary local sode_ of buekllng
_or an l-sectlon (a) and a square box (b) column.
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Fisure 4.- The dluensions of the 1-sectlon column
"' studied tB=D=8Ot, _=2000t and 120Or).
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ORIGINAL _,'.:. .,
OF POOR QUA,,-iP"Z.
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1.3
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---- REF. 8
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1.2 _ THEORY
1.1r_%'_ _ _ __. I
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O.S 1.0
Column B (_'(t/e) x I0'
Figure 5.- The variation oE maximum load supported by 1-section column vlrh
overall imperfections for a speuifted local imperfection for
columns A and B.
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ORIGINAL P::;_'_ .'_
OF POOR QUALITY
w
t .11
---- REF 14
PRESENT THEORY
0.$ _
0.9 _.0 1.5 , 11 1.3 1.4
_/0-o,
(a) Local laperfectlons only.
0. _'__
r/ REF. 14
THEORY
O. L . _ , ,I.II 1 | 1.4 I.II 1,8
(b) Combined Imperfections (_f O) = I/4G).
F18ure 6.- Variation of maximumsupport load vlth the ratio of
critical stresses for square box column.
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(a) The details of the T-section beam carrying end moments of M. _tO) - local
imperfection amplitude at the tip of the tip of th_ flange dtvided by
t = 0.I; _0)" = overall imperfection _mplltude st the Junction of r.he
flanse and web divided by t, - 1/2000( _/t_.
_otX/),,(OF AI
.... - -- o
I'.o ,to =to ' ' ' -O,ll|§O,OTllO0,0_78
(b) The load deflection characteristics of the T-section beams.
.. Figure 7.- Details and load displacement characteristics of T-section beam.
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" Figure 8.- _R_uslc response of I-section column (ref. Fig. 4) vlth _t O) - 0.2,
_"" - 2.0 under sudd_-nly applled 6nd co=pression.
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INITIAL POSTBUCKLING ANALYSIS OF
ELASTOPLASTIC THIN-SHELL STRUCTURES
E. G. CAi_OY and C. PANOSYAN
Novatome, Ls Boursidlere RN.I86
92357 Le Plessis Robinson Cedex
ABSTRACT
The design of thin-shell structures with respect to elastoplastic buckling
requires an extended analysis of the Influence of inltlal imperfections. For
conservative design, the most critlcal defect should be assumed with the maximum
• allowable magnitude, This defect is closely related to the initial postbuckling
behsqlor. The paper presents an algorlthm for the quasl-statlc analysls of the
postbuckilng behavior of structures that exhibit multiple buckllng points. The
". algorithm based upon an energy criterion allows the computation of the critlcal
perturbation which will be employed for the definition of the crltical defect.
! For computational efficiency, the algorithz uses the reduced basis technique with
_ automatic update of the modal basis. The method is applled to the axlsym_etrlc
: buckling of cyllndrical shells under axlai compression, and conclusions are given
for future research.
Y
INTRODUCTION
The design of U4FBR slender vessels involves complex and posslbly stiffened
sheU structures that are submitted to pressure loadP and large temperature
gradients. The design requires an extended buckling ana:ysls which takes into
account geometrlcal and material non-llnesrttles as well as the influence of Initial
[ imperfections.
In most cases, however, inltlal imperfections are not known except for their
global order of magnitude which can be obtained from fabrication tolerances. For
conservative design, the most critical imperfection should be assumed with the
maximua allowable magnitude. Then, the difficulty consists of defining the most
critical imperfection pattern.
For small imperfections, asymptotic theories (1 to 3) describe the critical
laperfection as parallel to the initial postbuckling behavior of the actual
structure. In the elastoplastic rouge, determination of the initial postbuckling
behavior is a quite difficult task since the buckling point is generally sultimodal;
naaely, a relatively large mmber of deforaation modes exhibit null or small stiff-
nesses, and depending upon the initial perturbation, several postbuckling paths can
be obtained.
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Moreover, the elastic criterion of the minimum of the total potential energy
should be extended to non-conservative systems, such as elastoplastlc materials.
Although a quasl-statlc approach is employed, the mass matrix is the only
physical norm that can be used for defining the perturbation amplitude (4). Then,
considering a small but finite perturbation, the crlcical postbuckling path is
defined by the perturbation that minimizes the work of internal forces.
The purpose of this paper Is the description of methods that alloy approxlma_e
solution of this complex mlnlmum problem. The first Issue consists of defining a
sultable reduced modal basis for the description of the structural behavior around
the buckllng point. The use of b reduced subspece, vhIJe not necessary for the
solutlon of the minimization problem t allows saving of computer time and improves
the understanding of the structural behavior.
Huch work has been done on the reduced basis technique, especlally foc conser-
vative systems (5 to 9). Some of these works concern the elastlc buckling and
l_perfection sensitivity of thin shell _tructures (6, 7). The mixed finite eleaenl
approach also improves the reduced basis technique for elasttc behaviors (10, 11).
The In_roductlon of plastlclty requires speclal care for the definition of a sult-
able subspace, since posslble tmloading in the early postbuckllng path any
: drastically change the structural behavior wlth respect to the initial modal bases.
The proposed approach th_c involves a continuous update of the reduced subspace Is
presented in the n_xt section.
The next issue consists of defining the crltlcal perturbation for a given
amplitude by applying the m_niaua criterion to the reduced subspace. Employing
Crlsfleld's method (12), we search for the equillbrtum path !n the reduced basis
that corlespcnds t,_ a given initial direction. The internal work is also evaluated
- along this post I gllng path. The third section presents the algorlthm for defining
the suitable initial direction in the reduced subspace.
Simple numerical examples corresponding to the axlsymmetric buckling of
cyllndrlcal shell under axial compresslon are glve_ in the fourth section and
concluslons for future research are presented In the 1_st section.
REDUCED BASIS TECHNIQUE
Fundamental path
before analysing the postbuckllng behavior, the fundamental path has to be
computed up to the buckllng point. An efficient procedure consists of employlng the
arc-length method of Rlks-Wcmpner (13) in conjunction with an incremental blfurca-
tion analysis (14). The stability matrix of the bifurcation problem is the sum of
the geo_trlcal stiffness aatrlx, the load stiffness matrlx and the _terlal stlff-
. mess matrix that accounts for the change of tangent modulus along the linear approx-
imation of the fundam!ntal path (15).
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By giving an estimate of the buckling load, the incremental bifurcation
analysis allows adaptive step-slze increments so that the buckllng point is attained
within a few steps. Indeed, in the prebuckllng range, large increments can be
employed wlth good accuracy with respect to the integration of the constitutive
equations, since the condition of radlal loadlng is usually locally satisfied.
Buckllng modes
When a state of equllibrlua has been obtained In the neighbourhood of the
buckllng point, the buckling modes are computed by solvlng the followlng eigenvalue
problem:
_9i 2" (l-)
with
._ tangent stiffness matrix at the reference state
mass matrix, possibly diagonalised
_i eigenmode
_i pulsation
An efficient algorithm for solving (1) Is given by the Lanczos method (16), or
even better, the block Lanczos method (17). The chotse of (1.) for defining the
buckling modes ta related to the choice of the mass matrix as a norm of the pertur-
bation amplitude. The lowest frequency etgemaode is also the solution of the
minimum criterion tor an inftnttesst=al amplitude.
The tnitiel modal basis corresponds to the lowest frequency etgenmodes along
with the deformation mode tangent to the fundamental path, _o
-qo" L° (2-)
where X denotes the load factor and G the unit external load. In the following,
the modal basis, denoted by r, is assumed to be orthonoraalised with respect to the
mass matrix:
r- {qo' ql'""qn} (3_)
, wlth
q_Mq4._...= JiJ for i,J = O,l,...,n (4_..)
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JiJ (Kronecker symbol)
so that a finite perturbation is defined by the relation
q - _ (5_)
and its amplitude Is given by the euclidian norm of tbe reduced vector a:
qTMq . aTa = 2 (6)
Crlsfieldts method in the reduced subspace
For a given perturbation, a, of the reference equilibrium, we seek convergence
in the reduced subspace, at first. The tterative _rocedure employs Crisfteld's
• method (12) and the correction of dlsplacements, _, is computed as follows:
- k#- r+ Xg (7)
(a + _a)T!a+ _).- a2 (9)
where the tangent stiffness matrix, k, the residual load vector, r, and the unit
external load, g, are restricted into the modal basis:
k- (l_O)
r- FR cz:..... (ll__)
OF POOR C...... ;
g- F_ (12_._)
This projection can be performed at the finite element level so that no triangular-
isation of the complete stiffness matrix is required. During the iterations, the
,. total inertia is kept constant by the relation (9), which allows computation of
-. the correction, _, to the load factor by solvinga second order algebraic equa-
tion (12._.). The relation (5._) with the corrected reduced displacement gives the
displacement vector in the complete system which is employed to compute the stress
correction by integration of the constitutive equations.
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Update of the r_duced basis
When convergence is attained in the reduced subspace, the convergence criterion
in the complete system may not be satisfied and modification to the modal basis has
to be performed.
Considering, for example, a simply supported plate under axial compression, the
lowest frequency eigenmodes correspond to bending deformations, but the initial
postbuckling behavior also involves membrane contribution that makes the structure
stiffer (1, 18). These membrane deformations are associated with much ht_her eigen-
frequencies than the allowable cut-off frequency employed for choosing the initial
modal basis with problem (1_). This membrane contribution could be recovered In the
elastic case by a perturbation process such as the one employed by Koiter (1) or
Noor (9). However, since the occurrence of plasticity and possible unloading may
drastically change this contribution, a more efficient procedure has to be employed.
A simple way for updattn_ the initial reduced basis consists of defining an
additional deformation mode associated with the residual vector of the complete
system by the relatlon
(13)_
The solution of (13) is orthonormalised to the previous modal basis following
' relation (4) with tncrementation of the reduced subspace.
n + n + i (14)
T
" It is worth noting that the solution of (13___)does not require the triangulari-
sation of a new tangent stiffness matrix, but only employs the triangularisation of
the reference tangent stiffness matrix used in (1). The incrementation of the modal
basis Is performed up to convergence in the complete system.
CRITICAL POSTBUCKLING PATH
._ Energy criterion
L
The critical perturbation is assumed to be the solution of the minimisation
problem
_q T
_tnt dq
-- 2 O
= mlqn ---_M_'-- (15_)
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under the constraint (6_). The integration of the work of the internal forces, _int,
is performed along an equilibrium path. The quotient in (1__5) has the dimension of a
pulsation and its minimum value can be positive or negattva. The criterion (15___)
does not allow verification of the stability of the postbuckling path but this check
can be deduced from the sign of the load factor increment. Assuglng that the
applied load remains constant at the buckling point, the perturbation defined by
(15) makes the kinematic energy maximum for an unstable postbuckling behavior. The
minimum value of (15) may be considered as a measure of the degree of instability of
the structure, which depends on the perturbation amplitude.
Within the framework of the reduced basis technique, the criterion is also
given by
a T
f lint _ da2 o
ffi sin (16)
d a
with
. {Int---Fint {17___>
and the current tangent direction to the postbuckling path
o
da
= _ (18)d da
Mgorithm initialization
t
r
When the cut-off frequency has been defined, the initial direction, _o, in thp
reduced subspace is chosen as the tangent to the fundamental path with the
equatiun (7--):
kdo."g (!°_,>
which yields with (9_) ORICIP!P,L 2- . ,
OF POOR QS,-,-! :'t
The load factor increment is taken positive since the reduced stiffness matrix
is positive definite by the choice of the reference equilibrium state on the funda-
- mental path. The initial amplitude, a, is chosen small enough in order to keep
good accuracy in the integration of the constitutive equations. Indeed, in this
integration, the strain rate is assumed to be constant during the increment so that
plastic loading followed by elastic unloading is precluded within the same increment
(19). Such a behavior may occur when a bifurcation appears within the increment.
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From the first gucss (20), iterations are performed up to convergence in the
complete system with possible updating of the modal basis. The smallness of the
increment size allows co_lputation of the work of internal forces in (1__66)by applying
the simple trapezoidal integration rule.
Check of the initial direction
Before proceeding to the next increment, we have to check If the energy
criterion is satisfied with the current perturbation. It is assumed that the
criterion is satisfied provided that the number of negative or null pivots in the
triangularisation of the reduced tangent stiffness matrix is less than or equal toone. Otherwise, the eigenmodes associa ed with negative or null eige values re
m computed in the reduced basis:
I = 2kdi _i_i for _i _ 0 (2__[I)
[
-I The new direction is chosen as the one that makes the maximum angle with the|
current initial direction. After normalisation with respect to the euclidian norm
d.: ]d_djl = minld_dl] (22)
r
the new direction is defined by the relation
i
•_ and the current increment Is reinitialised with
t
" a ffiY_o; _ = 0 (24)
_B2 + 8a2A - B
Y = A (2--!)
B = dTa; A ffi dTd (26)
_0 ~ _0_0
where 8_2 is the current Increment slze. This procedure is employed up to satis-
faction of the energy criterion. Then, we can proceed to the next increment, the
direction of which is given by the equation (19__.).The increment size Aa is
updated by taking into account the number of iterations required to get convergence.
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Remarks about the cut-off _requency
The choice of the cut-off frequency for the definition of the Inltlal modal
basis is the main issue for the convergence of the algorithm and its accuracy. This
frequency should not be too large in order to keep a sultable number of modes for
algorithm efficiency with respect to computer time. On the other hand, too small a
frequency could yield convergence difficulties in the complete system or give a bad
approximation of the lowest eigenvalues of the complete tangent stiffness matrix far
away from the reference state. Indeed, the algorithm is based on the solution of
the eigenvalue problem (21) and the reduced modal basis has to contain the current
eigenmodes of lowest eJgenvalues of the complete system, at best.
The cut-off freqcency depends on the proximity of the reference state with
respect to the buckling point and also on the total magnitude of the considered
perturbation. This amplitude is not very large since the definition of the critical
defect is only based on the Inltlal postbuckllng behavior. The cut-off frequency
should be defined with respect to the lowest elgenfrequency of the structure in its
unsLLessed configuration. Preliminary results indicate that these frequencies
should be of the same order of magnitude.
AXISYNNETRIC BUCKLING OF CYLINDRICAL SHELLS UNDER AXIAL COMPRESSION
The proposed method has been applled to the axlsymmetrlc buckllng of two
circular cyllndrlcal shells under axlal compression. The cyllnders are clamped at
both ends and the material is elastlc - perfectly plastic (table 1). Both shells
have the same value for the Euler buckling load and the linear limit load. The
structure is modeled by 50 2-node thin-shell elements with one integration point on
the lamina and 5 Gauss points over the thickness (20).
Both shells exhibit about the same postbuckling behavior; namely, an asymmetric
bifurcation Js nearly coincident with a symmetrt: limit point type of buckling. The
bifurcation path yields the largest energy releab_ while elastic unloading takes
place at one end of the cyltndar. The shell 2 is slightly more unstable than the
shell 1 since the instability occurs even with controlled displacement in this case.
The deformation patterns of both shells are represented in the figures 1 and 2.
The reference equilibrium state is chosen on the fundamental path slightly
below the buckling point. By taking the cut-off frequency of the same order as the
etgenfrequency of the unstressed configuration, we chooqe for the initial modal
basis the first 6 or 8 eigermodes, respectively, for the two shells in addition to
the tangent to the fundamental path (table 2). In the step 1, convergence is
attained on the symmetric postbuckling path at first, and the definition of a new
initial direction then yields convergence on _he asy_etric bifurcation path with a
decrease of the energy criterion. The results are summarized in tables 3 and 4.
The final number of modes in the reduced subspace !s also indicated for each step.
ORIE;,II_AL t'_
OF POOR Qr;.,_ ,,.
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CONCLUSIONS
In t_Is paper we have presented an algorltbJa for the definition of the crltleal
psrturbatlon in the postbucki'ng behavior of elastoplastlc thln-shell structures.
The algorltha is based upon an automatic reduced basis technique to improve Its
efficiency w/th respect to computer tlae. This approach also allows better under _
standing of the postbuckllng behavior. Slmple nuaerlcal examples illustrate the
method and the energy criterion gives some insight Into the degree of structural
instability.
Further rese_ ch is necessary to clarlfy some important issues; namely, a good
criterion for the ieflnltlon of the cut-off frequency In the selectlon of the
Inltlalaodal basis; and appllcatlon of the critical perturbation to the definition
of the critical defect, especlelly with respect to the relation between the pertur-
batlon saplitude to be considered and the maximum allowable magnitude of the Inltlal
defect. In this work, the usual J2 flow theory has been employed to model the
plastlc behavlorp but other theories are sore sultable for buckllng analysis (21__.).
Finally, the present approach should be applied to more complex postbuckllng
behaviors than the ones coneldered up to n-w.
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TABLE I : GEOMETRIC AND MATERIAL DATL
Shell 1 Shell 2
Young Modulus (MPa) 210 000 210 000
Poissun ratio 0.3 0.3
Yield stress (MPa) 210. 420.
Radius (mm) 150. !50.
Length (mm) 40. i00.
Thickness (mm) 0.25 0.50
Mass density (kg/m 3) 7 800. 7 800.
.
TABLE 2 : CHOICE OF THE INITIAL MODAL BASIS
A : antlsymmetric mode S • symmetric mode
I St ill 2 Shell i
Initial eigenfrequency (Hz) 146 158
Load level (daN) 16 690. 4 093.
EiEenfreguencies (Hz) I 8.3 A 6.7 S
2 38.4 S 62.3 A
3 67.3 S 89.5 A
4 81.3 A 123. S
5 89.1 A 152. S
6 106. S 169. A
7 121. S 210.
l 8 133. A
9 150 I
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TABLE 3 : RESULTS FOR SHELL 1
OF v,_. "
Reference state Step 1 Step 1
Load level (daN) 4093. 4006. 3994.
Axial end-shorteniDg (mm) 0.0335 0.0348 0.0346
Perturbation amplitude (kg) - 3.65 _0-6 3.65 10-6
Number of modes - _3 16
Number of negative pivots 0 2 1
Criterion - 2.2 I0 6 1.9 106
TABLE 4 : RESULTS FOR SHELL 2
Reference
Step i Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5
state
Load level (daN) 16690 16680 16)80 16440 162bv 15850 15320
Axia_ end-shortening (lO-2mm) 17.01 17.26 17.09 17.05 16.99 16.93 16.91
Perturbation amplitude (kg) - 1.15 10 -5 1.15 10 -5 2.43 I0 "'5 5.15 I0 -5 9.09 10 -4 2.31 10 -4
Number of modes - 11 13 14 15 17 _ 19
Number of negative pivots 0 2 i i i I { 1
Criterion - 5.8 106 1.8 106 4.A 105 -9.8 _04 -1.9 105 -i.i 105
::49
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_ Reference st©ce
i _Symletrlc bucklingI
ZO, j .... Asy,_.tr1: buckling
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Figure I. Radial displacement of shell I.
100 IZ (ram)
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.... Reference state
Step S
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i Figure 2. Radial displacement of shell 2.
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NONLINEAR DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF SANDWICH PANELS
Allen M. Lush
Kaman AviDyne, Burlington, MA
SUMMARY
This paper demonstrates two analytical techniques applicable to large
deflection dynamic response calculations for pressure-loaded composite sandwich
panels. One technique utilizes finite element modeling with a single equivalent
layer representlngthe face sheets and core. The other technique utilizes the
modal analysis computer code DEPROP (Reference I), _:Ich has recently been
modified to include transverse shear deformation in a core layer. The example
problem consists of a slmply-supported rectangular sandwich panel. Included in
the paper are comparisons of linear and nonlinear static response calculations,
- in addition to dynamic response calculations.
INTRODUCTION
Sandwich panels can be designed to withstand large dynamic pressure loads.
For example, the latest generation of Command, Control, and Communication
military shelters employs sandwich panel walls designed to survive severe blast
loading (References 2, 3, 4). An important step in the design process is to
predict accurately the response (stresses and deflections) for the expected
loads, thus ensurln_ design adequacy and efficiency. One approach is to test
either full size or scaled models, but this can be time consumlng and expensive,
especially if many configurations are being considered. Alternatively, an
analytical model of the sandwich panel can be constructed. This paper
demonstrates two different analytical techniques applicable to geometrically
nonlinear (large deflection) dynamic response calculations for composite
_ sandwich panels with honeycomb cores. Of primary concern are the In-plane face
stresses and the transverse shear stresses in the core. This information
permits a survivability determination to be made by the designer.
The firat analytical technique presented utilizes finite element modeling,
with an equivalent layer representing the stiffness properties of the sandwich
cross section. The eqt,i,,alent layer modeling theory has been developed recently
(Reference 5), and is summarized in the paper. It is considered to have wide
applicability and to offer optimal efficiency for many sandwich panel analyses.
For sandwich panels having thin face sheets and possessing a neutral surface
decoupllng bending and stretching, the equivalent layer representation is
essentially exact, except for the effects of rotary inertia. For this paper,
the equivalent layer calculations were done with computer code ADINA
(Reference 6). It was intended to uae the transverse shear deformable thick
shell element (type 7) for the dynamic response calculations, out this was not
possible due to difficulties with the 1981 version of the code. Consequently,
the 3D solid Isoparametrlc elements (type 3) were used. Geometrically nonlinear
dynamic analys$_ with tlleADINA code was done using a total Lagranglan motion
description and the Newmark-Beta implicit method of time integration.
rI' 251
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A second analytical technique presented for comparison uses a modified
version of the modal analysis computer code DEPROP (Reference I) (Dynamic
Elastic Pl_stlc R_esponse Of Panels). It is formulated to model multilayer
panels. This code uses orthogonal spatial functions with time-dependent
coefficients to describe the deformation of the panel. Governing equations of
motion are obtained from the principle of virtual work, with the volume and
surface integrations for energy terms performed numerically. In its documented
form, the DEPROP analysis is based on the Novozhtlov nonlinear
stratn-dlsplacement relations for large displacement response of thin panels,
based on the assumption of undeformable normals. Recently, this code was
modified to incorporate transverse shear deformation in the core layer. Time
integration .s done using the central difference explicit method.
The example problem was chosen to demonstrate the important features of
large deflection dynamic sandwich panel response. Figure 1 describes the panel,
which has orthotropic face sheets and a honeycomb core. The panel boundaries
are simply supported. With the chosen panel dimensions, transverse shear
deformation in the core is an important contributor to the dynamic response.
The first comparison is for linear static respense with uniform pressure
loading, for which an accurate analytical solutlon adapted from Chapter 7 of
Allen (Reference 7) is avat_able. Both modeling techniques are shown to
• approach the reference solution. The second comparison is for large deflection
static response. No accurate reference solution is available for this problem,
but the two analytical results are shown to be i_ good agreement. Finally,
dynamic response predictions are compared for the two techniques, and reasonable
agreement is again shown.
EQUIVALENT LAYER SANDWICH PANEl,MODEl.
Reference 5 presented an equivalent layer theory for sandwich panels with
thin laminated composite facings and honeycomb cores. The fundamental approach
to equivalence consists of three basic steps. First, a kinematic
correspondence is established between equivalent layer and sandwich panel such
that the work of the external forces is reproduced exactly. This dictates, for
example, that the transverse displacement be the same for bot! _dditlonally,
the face sheet mldsurface displacements should be matched, re_ _ng in matching
of the work done by !n-plane external forces applied to the fa. An added
advantage of matching the face sheet mldsurface displacements is cl_at it becomes
much easier to calculate the face sheet stresses and strains in the output. The
second step consists of equating the strain energies in the equivalent layer and
sandwich panel, which leads to equivalent layer elastic modull determination.
Exact equivalence of stiffnes_es is possible if the sandwich panel possesses a
neutral surface decoupllng bending and stretching. Finally, the density of the
equivalent layer is calculated to match the mass per unit area of the panel.
Thus, the primary contribution to the kinetic energy is represented.
Thin composite face sheet laminates can be modeled using laminated plate
theory (Reference 8), which neglects transverse shear strains and uses a plane
i stress model for each layer. As a result, the moments and membrane forces in
•! the face sheet are related to its mldsurface stretches and curvatures via t_.e
!
membrane, coupling, and bending stlffnesses _, _, and D, respectively. In :he=
following derivation only the membrane stlffnesses are incorporated foz the thin
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facings, introducing a small error that depends on the relative thicknesses of
the core and face sheets. For example, the error in ignoring face sheet bending
stiffnesses is less than I% if they are homogeneous and less than 21% of the
core thickness.
For the honeycomb core, the "anttplane" medel (Reference 7) is adopted
here. This means that the in-plane core stresses are neglected. Consequently,
the transverse shear stresses and strains can be modeled as constant through the
core thickness. It is also reasonable to ignore transverse normal strains in
the core (Reference 9), although this precludes modeling of face wrinkling
instability.
The equivalent layer is assumed to behave llke a Mindlin plate composed of
an orthotropic or monocllnic elastic material. Thus, a straight llne drawn
through the undeformed equivalent layer remains s=calght during the response,
i.e., the transverse shear stresses and strains do not vary through the
thickness. Three dimensional solid isoparametrle elements can meet this
requirement. Alternatively, "thick shell" elements such as the one in ADINA
(Reference I0) can be used.
Figure 2 illustrates that the equivalent layer matches displacements at the
face sheet midsurfaces and at an additional surface in the core, designated the
"reference surface". In the followlng derivation, superscripts I, 2, c, r, n,
and e refer to the inner face sheet, outer face sheet, core, reference surface,
neutral surface, and equivalent layer, respectively. The thickness of layer k
(k = 1,2,c,e) is denoted h (k)"". With respect to the reference sarface, the face
sheet midsurfaces are located at (see Figure 2):
z(2) h(C) (2) h(2)= 16 + --
ms h(1)+h(2) 2
_h(C)h (I) h (I)
z (j) =
ms h(1)+h(2) 2
This information allows the reference surface location to be calculated. Note
that the transverse shear strains in the equivalent layer are smaller than those
in tilecore by the factor:
{ h(]) + h(2) }R = 1/ I + 2h(C )
(r) _r) (r)) plus two coreThree reference surface displacements (u I , u , u 3
. (c) (c)
transverse shear strains (V31 ' Y23 ) are sufficient to describe the deformed
sandwich panel geometry completely. In terms of these quantities, the sum of
the strain energies in the two faces can be written:
= ½e(r)TA(r)e (r) , e(r)TB(r)K (r) + h_(r)Tv(r)K (r)
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(r)
u2,2
(r) u(r)
Ul_2 + 2,1
and z(r) I (c) _ u_r)= RY31,1 ,II
(c) (r)
RY23,2 u3,22
(c) (c) (r)
RY31,2 + R_23,1 - 2u3,12
The sandwich panel membrane, coupling, and bending stiffnesses are
A(r) = A(I) + A(2)
B(r) = z(1)A (1) + z(2)A (2)
- 9 (2)2AD(r) = z(1)-A (I) + z (2)
ms _ ms
A sufficient and necessary condition for a neutral surface decoupllng
bending and stretching to pxist iq that the ratios cij given by
= A(1)/A (2)
clj ij iJ
be equal for all iJ terms of impoctance. The neutral surface is then located at
Zns m (cljz(1)ms+ z(2))/(lms + cij)
If the ci_ v_luLs differ slightly, it is best to use a weighted average cij,
emphasizing the most important terms. If the cij values differ considerably, ,-
then an equivalent layer _epresentation is not advisable. With respect to the
special neutral surface, tim bending stlffncsses are
D(n) = D(r) - 2z B(r) + z2 A (r)
_ ns= ns_
The membrane stlffnesses A(n) are the same as A(r).
OF PC,,_,,' (,- .... ,.
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The transverse shear strains and stresses do not vary through the thickness
of the core. Consequently, the core s_rain energy can be written:
U = ½7(c)TF(c)_(c)
core _ _ --
where ,_(c)T [ (c) (c)]= 731 '23
and FJC) = h(C) I Qq45-(c)_) q45q44_(c)-(c)1
The strain energy in the equivalent layer can be written in exactly the
same form as the strain energy in the sandwich panel, with the following
stiffnesses:
(e) qtJ^(e)t(e) (t,j = 1,2,6)Aij = n
B(e) = z(e)A(e)
lj ms lJ (i,J = 1,2,6)
D(e) {h(e)2+ z(e)21 -(e)ij ffi _ ms AIj (l,J = 1,2,6)
F(e) _2. (e)^(e)
lJ = K n qlJ (l,J = 4,5)
(e)
where z is the location of the mldsurface. For exact equivalence, these
ms
twenty-one stlffnesses must all equal their counterparts for the sandwich panel,
which is possible provided a neutral surface exists in the sandwich panel.
The mldsurface (which is the neutral surface) of the equivalent layer is
always placed at the same x3 location as the neutral surface of the sandwich
panel, i.e.,
(e)
z = z
ms ns
The thickness h (e) is given by
h(e) = (h(C)IR)_l(l + _ij)
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_(e) _(e) _(e) n(e) ^(e) _(e)
In-plane c_uivalen_ layer modull ql] ' q22 ' q12 ' _66 ' ql6 ' and q26
are equal to
(e) (n)
QiJ ffiAij /h(e) (i,j = 1,2,6)
If only approximate equivalence is possible, the optimal choice for these
In-plane modull may depend on the problem being solved because it will not be
possible to match both the bending and stretching stiffnesses. Therefore,
weighting factors eli should be chosen to reflect the relative importance of
matching bending versus stretching stiffnesses, as follows:
Q(e) _;)/h(e) 3 (n) (e)- atj(12D ) + (1-alj)Aij /h (i,J = 1,2,6)iJ
_(e) _(e) and _(e)
Equivalent layer transverse shear modull q44 ' Q55 ' Q45 are equal to
Q(e) _(c),.2L(e)
tJ " _tJ /_ n (i,J= 4,5)
For dynamic analysis, the equivalent layer density is determined by
matching the mass per unit area of the sandwich panel. Consequently, the
rotational inertias of the sandwich panel can not be matched. It can be shown
that with a symmetrical cross section, the "otattonal inertia c, "ibutlons from
the face sheets are matched exactly, and the ro_ tional inertia zontrlbutton
from the core is off by a factor of three (too high in the equivalent layer).
With an unsymmetrical cross section, the results are not so simple. For most
sandwich panel problems, the rotatlonal inertia is very small, and the error in
the equivalent layer representation is negligible.
Care should be taken in modeling the edge conditions for an equivalent
layer because the outer and inner surfaces do not coincide with the sandwich
panel face sheets. For example, if the sandwich panel edge support consists of
restricted motion in one face only, then it is necessary to constrain the motion
of the equivalent layer outer and inner surfaces such that the correct point
within the equivalent layer remains fixed. The more conventional
simply supported boundary condition shown in Figure 9.3c of Reference 7 can be
implemented with the equivalent layer by restraining the neutral surface
(mldsurfece) displacements and leaving the rotations free. For the clamped
boundary condition shown in Figure 9.3d of Reference 7, the face sheet
mldsurface displacements are both restrained. The panel midsurface becomes
sloped when transverse shear strains occur in the core, causing the thin face
sheets to appear kinked at the edge. In reality, the face sheets experience a
localized region of bending and shearing strains, which are not modeled in the
equivalent layer analysis.
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For the example problem specified in Figuce I, the equivalent layer
properties are:
R = .941176 _
h(e) = 0.0934874 m (3.68061 in.)
E(e) ,(e) = 2.10742 x 109 N/m2 (3.05656 x 105 psi)I = _2
(e) (e) : 0.1
v12 = v21
(e) : 1.40495 x 108 N/m2 (2,03771 x 104 psi)GI2
G(e)
23 = 8.03602 x 1C7 N/m2 (1.16553 x 104 psi)
G(e) ffi 3.80653 x 107 N/m 2 (5.52091 × 103 psi)31
p(e) = 1.23322 x 102 kg/m 3 (1 _95 x 10-5 lb-sec2/in 4)
DEPROP SANDWICH PANEL MODEL
DEPROP was described in detail in Reference I. Some features of this code
have already been described in the introduction. Additional details are as
follows. For elastic analysis, DEPROP performs integration through the panel
=hickness in closed form for the volume integrals appearing in the principle of
virtual wozk. Therefore, the problem is reduced to a distribution of five
parameters over a re£erence surface fixed in the core. The five parameters are
the three reference surface displacements plas two core shear angles. The
distributions of these parameters are modeled in DEPROP using combinations of
two-dimensional spatial modes, chosen to meet the boundary conditions. Each •
mode is the product of two shape func_iolls: one for each direcLion. The choice
of modal contributions to be included in a calculation is parL of the DEPROP
input. DEPROP includes the bending stlffnesses of the faces. It does not model
rotary inertia effects associated with slw)e of the reference surface. Finally,
deformation dependent pressure loading (nonconservative) is accounted for in
this code.
EXAMPLE I: LINEAR STATIC RESPONSE
For simply supported sandwich panel,i, an accurate analytical solution
for linear static response to uniform prt,ssure loading was pr=sented in
Chapter 7 of Reference 7. This solution used assumed modes for the transverse
deflection and core she-- strains. The r_sultln 8 equations were programmed on
the VAX 11/750 computer at Kaman AviDyne. It was found that a tremendous number
of modal contributions could be incorporated in a reasonable amount of computer
time. This was fortunate because slow convergence was found for the transverse
shear strains. Approximately 0.1% accuracy was obtained for these strains by
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including all modes up to number 801 (only odd modes contribute) in each
direction, for a total of 160,000 modes for each quantity. The following maxima
were obtained for unit pressure loading (I.0 psi) on the panel specified in
Figure I:
.--3
Center Displ. = 1.36ei x iu m (0.053862 in.)
: Face Sheet Strains: eI = ±.0079490%
e2 = ±.020929%
YI2 = ±.035629%
Core Strains: Y23 " .057274%
Y31 = .076241%
The maximum strains e, and e2 occurred at the panel center, whereas the maximum
strain Y12 occurred i_ the corner. The maximum core shear strains occurred at
the panel mld-edges. It is worth noting that core shear flexibility contributed
-" 11.4% of the total deflection for this example.
Equivalent layer results for comparison were generated with ADINA using the
: isoparametric thick shell element (Refezence I0). This Isotroplc element was
," modified to accommodate an anlsotroplc material law for plate problems by
redefining matrix C in subroutine MATI. Two versions of the element were
investigated. Elements with 16 mldsurface nodes (cubic interpolation functions)
were studied first because they describe transverse shear well, without the need
for special integration schemes. Elements with 9 mldsurface nodes (quadratic
interpolation functions) were also studied because they require lesE computer
time for a given number of nodes in the model. It was necessary to use a
2 x 2 x 2 Gaussla_ quadratur_s integration scheme with these elements, which is
"underlntegratlon". Comparison of the cubic and quadratic elements was done to
determine which one gi<:es the best balance of accuracy and cost. Table I gives
the relevant data for the ADINA equivalent layer calculations. For all cases,
the element mesh was uniform. The specified number of DOF includes in-plane
displacements of the mldsurface, which were zero for this linear response
problem but became important for the subsequent nonlinear response calculations.
Referring to Table I, it is seen that both versions (cubic and quadratic)
of the shell element converge very closely to the analytical Allen solution for
center displacement and all strains. It is also seen that fop a given number of
DOF in the model, the quadratic shell element is cheaper and generally less
accurate. It is worth noting, though, that the core shear strains were
generally more accurate with the quadratic shell element. The element meshes
with 2832 DOF were included primarily to demonstrate convergence. For the
dynamic calculations, Lhe 6 x 6 mesh of 9 node shells was chosen as representing
a good balance of accuracy and cost. Of particular interest were the accurate
core shear strain results with this mesh.
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Case LUI6 in Table I had the same element mesh as Case LU6, except that
underintegrated 16 node 3D solid isopa_ametrlc elements were used instead of the
9 node shell elements. The 3D solid elements had 8 nodes each on the inner and
i outer surfaces. Constraint equations in ADINA were used to relate the inner and
outer surface displacements _t the edge such that a simply supported boundary
: condition was represe_Ited exactly. Case LUI6 was done after attempts at running
the ADINA shell element dynamically w_[_ ul_successful. It demonstrates that 3D
solid elements can give essentially the some results as the shell elements.
With the 3D solid e]ements, though, it is necessary for the two Poisson's ratios
governing thickness change for in-plane stresses to be zero. The elastic
modulus in the thickness direction was arbitrarily set equal to the in-plane
modulus because it has little effect on the results. All other elastic
constants were the same as for the shell element cases.
The DEPROP result in Table I was produced u_'ng 32 total spatial modes for
each of the 5 parameters (3 displacements and two sh_ ,rs). It is seen that this
calculation agrees quite well with the finite element and Allen solutions. The
observed sligh= inaccuracy _n the core shear strain results can be attributed to
:_ the same sort of slow convergence as was noted in the Allen solution.
EXAMPLE 2: NONLINEAR STATIC RESPONSE
i
The panel specified in Figure I was designed to withstand a step pressure
load of 1.2411 x 105 N/m 2 (18 psi). Therefore, in keeping with the appr_Kimate
concept of a dynamic overshoot doubling the deflection and strains, the panel
was analyzed for a static pressure load of 2.4821 x 105 N/m 2 (36 psi). The
response was found to contain appreciable geometrical nonlinearity. Every case
in Table I except for LU4 was rerun nonlinearly for the 36 psi pressure load.
Table II presents the results.
!
A total Lagrangian formulation was used for the ADINA results in Table Ii.
The pressure load was applied incrementally in 9 ste_s. ADINA handles
rotational increments additivelv, so the load step size hould be limited to
preserve accuracy in nonlinear analysis. With the 9 .teps used, the nmximum
angular increment was less than one degree, ensuring accuracy. For each load
: step, equilibrium iterations were performed using the BFGS method, and the
stiffness matrix was reformed to accoun_ for nonli'earities.
An accurate geometrically nonlinear analytical solution was not available
for evaluating the results in Table II. The ADINA equivalent layer solutions
appear to converge fairly rapidly, but they do not converge exactly to the
DEPROP result, although they are pretty close. The most severe disagreement is
for y_?," which differs by around I0% from the DEPROP solution. Much of the
discre_ancy_- between ADINA and DEPROP can be attributed to the pressure load not
adjusting to the surface deformation in the 1981 version of ADINA. An
additional factor is the relatively small number of modes in the DEPROP
" solution. This solution has not full- converged.
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Table II includes an accurate linear solution based on the Allen solution
in Example I. Comparing with case LUI4, it is seen that goemetrical
nonlinearity has reduced the center deflection by 28%, the maximum face sheet
compressive strain by 56%, and the core shear stresses by 24% and 15%,
respectively. It may be concluded that for this problem, the design would be
too conservative without the inclusion of nonlinearity in the analysis.
Accurate predlction of the face sheet compressJve stresses and the core shear
stresses is important because compressive laminate failure and core shear
failure tend to be the most severe limitations on the survivability of a
llght-welght composite sandwich panel subjected to large transverse loads.
EXAMPLE 3: NONLINEAR DYNAMIC RESPONSE
The two analytical techniques were used to calculate the dynamic response
of the sandwich panel specified in Figure 1 fcr a step pressure load of
1.2411 x 105 N/m 2 (18 psi). For the ADINA equivalent layer calculation, a
6 x 6 mesh of underlntegrated 16 node brick elements was used. This model was
identical to the one used in case LUI7 of Table II, where it was shown to be in
good agreement with Lhe more accurate case LU14. As stated earlier, it was
necessary to use 3D solid elements instead of thick shell elements because the
thick -hell element did not work dynamically in the 1981 version of ADINA. For
time integration, the Ne_ _rk beta scheme available in ADINA was used.
Although this scheme is unconditionally stable, the accuracy deteriorates as
_ the tlmestep becomes too large. Therefore, two dynamic response calculations
were done with differing timcsteps (0.i and 0.02 msec) to check the numerical
accuracy. These calculations were carried out to 8 msec and 4 msec,
respectively. Equilibrium iterations weze done for each timestep, and the
stiffness matrix (used in restoring equilibrium) was reforaed every 0.2 and
0.04 msec, respectively. Total solution time for 200 timesteps was 750 seconds
on a Cyber 176 computer running NOS 2.1 with MTOTffi29800in ADINA. The most
important results are shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5 for the calculation with a
tlmestep of 0.02 msec. The results with a 0.i msec timestep differed by less
than I% for the curves in Figures 3, 4, and 5.
DEPROP res,lts for comparison were obtained using a central difference
scheme with a 5.0 microsecond tlmestep to integrate the equations of motion.
Two calculations were done. In the first, the same modal combinations were used
as for the static results in Tables I and II. It was felt that the inclusion of
more modes in the solution would be advantageous, so a second calculation was
done with the number of modes per parameter increased from 32 to 36. This
caused less than I% change in all of ttL,,strain and displacement results.
Figures 3, 4, and 5 contain the more accurate DEPROP results. Very good
agree=ent with ADINA is seen.
Comparing the DEPROP and ADINA dynamic results, the peak deflection was
0.04189 m at 3.0 msec for DEPROP, and 0.04052 m at 3.1 msec for ADINA. These
" deflections differ by only 3.4%. The peak face sheet strains e2 for ADINA were
+.905% at 3.0 msec and -.383% at 2.8 msec. The DEPROP resu]ts were very close
(about 0.5% less). The peak ADINA core shear straie Y23 w_s 1.689% at 3.2 msec,
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whpreas DEPROP predicted a peak value of 1.894% at the same time. These valueE
differ by 12.2%, although the time histories in Figure 5 are in good agreement
except for the peaks. An explanation for the difference between ADINA and
DEPROP was offered following example 2. Basically, A_INA (1981 version) does
not accou11= for surface deformation affecting the load, whereas DEPROP does.
Some effect can also be attributed to limited convergence in both calculations.
Comparing the peak dynamic results to the nonlinear static results iz_
Table II, it is seen that the dynamic calculation predicts higher strains and
displacements than the static calc_latio:'. In other words, the dynamic
overshoot is greater than two for tL_isproblem. To be safe, a designer is well
advised to perform dynamic analyses of a structure u_less the true dynamic
overshoot is reliably known.
Direct comparison of solution times for DEPROP and ADINA for this example
probl_m was not possible because limited core size prevented zunnlng DEPROP en
the CYBER 176 with the number of _odes used. The DEPROP calculations were done
on the VAX 11/750 at Kaman AviDyne. Past experience at Kaman AviDyne with
slightly _maller DEPROP calculations done on a CYBER 176 co_puter has shown that
DEPROP and ADINA consume comparable amounts of computer time for a given
acc_,racy.
FURTHER DISCUSSION
To design a sandwich panel for large transverse loads, it is necessary to
select a face sheet laminate, core material and thickness, and face-to-core bond
mechanism. The two analytical techniques demonstrated in this paper are
applicable to calculating face sheet and core stresses, permitting a
survivability evaluation to be made by the designer. Neither technique is
without limitations, though For example, the equivalent layer method cannot
be used for materially nonlinear analysis. In addition, the equivalent layer
inner and outer surfaces are displaced from the ac=ual face sheet surfaces.
Consequently, it is difficult to model additional components attaching directly
to the face sheets. The DEPROP code can model only single panels. If it is
desired to model a box-like structure such as a communication shelter, it is
necessary to make crude assumptions about "representative" boundary supports.
Two other approaches to sandwich panel modeling are mentioned here.
I Reference Ii ou_llnes a finite element method whereby separate elements are
• used for the face sheets _nd core. This approach may not achieve the most
efficient model in terms of degrees of freedom or minimum number of elements,
but ti4eabove-mentioned difficulties with the equivalent layer and DEPROP models
are avoided.
#
A second approach is to formulate a special sandwich panel element for a
finite element code. An example of such an element is given in Reference [2.
This element is kinematically similar to the thick shell element in ADINA
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(Mindlln plate), except that the internal integrations have been modified to
allow for separate face sheet and core material regions within the element. A
new sandwich panel element is currently being developed at Kaman AviDyne that
differs somewhat from the Reference i2 element by positioning all nodes within
the face sheets. Instead of having mldsurfaces nodes with rotational DOF, this
eleme_t has only translational DOF at the faces. It will thus be well suited
for modeling face sheet attachments• This element and the Reference 12 element
are both formulated for materially nonlinear analysis.
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ALL EDGES
51MPLY-SuPPORTED
_ FACE SHEET PPOPFRTIES
X1 _ = 1010 "
E I = E 2 3.1026 • nt/m ?
X2 I I_.5 x _0 6 p_,)
SYMM. = 0.1
-- Ji2 09
SYMM. GI2 " 2.06_ x i nt/m ?
I 121 92 cm (0.3 x 106 psi_
RIBBON I {_8 in)
DIRECTION = 132_.6 kg/_, 3 (O 0_ Ib/in 3)
_ CORE PROPERTIES:
J J _R" ,3,00, ,08o,/-__'9'_,,)
- 182.88 c_
I- (72 ,o, l Gp - 6.2053 _ 107 nt/_ 2 (9 kpsiJ
p = 64.08 kg/_ 3 _4.0 Ib/ft _)
il l FACE THICKNESS " .3175 Cm (.I'.5 in)
J CORE TMICKNESS- S.08 c r, (2.0 in)
i
e I
................,ACETH,CKNES'.-,,,_cm(, _o
: Figure I.- Properties for sandwich panel example problem.
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_.._ ,ACE_
DISPLACEMENTS MATCH AT MID_URFACE
= _ X3 - Z(2_ms )
REFERENCE SURFACE
FACE I
EQUIVALENT LAYER
INNER SURFACE
- DEFORMED NORMAL IN EQUIVALENT LAYER
DISPLACEMENTS MATCH AT MIDSURFACE ( X3 - _7(I) )
Figure 2,- Face sheet mldsurface displacements matched by equivalent layer.
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NON-GAUSSIAN APPROACH FOR PARAMETRIC RANDOM
(
VIBRATION OF NON-LINEAR STRUCTURES•
R. A. Ibrahim and A. SoundararaJan
Texas Tech University
Department of Mechanlcal Engineering
Lubbock, Texas 79409
SUMMARY
The dynamic r _ponse of a non-linear, slngle-degree-of-freedoa structural
system subjected to a "physically" white nols,, parametric excitation is investi-
gated. The Ito stochastic calculus is employed to derive - general differential
equation for the moments of the response coordinates. The • ..'Cerential equations
of moments of any order are found to be coupled with higher rder moments. A
non-Gausslan closure scheme is developed to truncate the moment equations up to
_ourth order. The statistics of the stationary response are computed numerically
: and compared with analytical solutlo_s predicted by a Gausslan closure scheme and
the stochastic averaging method. It is found that the computed results exhibit
the Jump phenomenon which is typical of the characteristics of deterministic non-
linear systems. In addition, the numerical algorithm leads to multiple solutions
' all of which give positive mean squares. However, two of these solutlons are
found to violate the properties of high order moments. One solutlon preserves
the moments properties and demonstrates that the system achieves a statlonary
response.
INTRODUCTION
The flutter of aeroelastlc structural components and their response to
various types of aerodynamic loading are of main concern to aerospace engineers.
= The dynamic analysis of such systems in the transonic flight regime is often the
most critical and difficult task (r_ference i). The flutter problem of two- and
three-dlmenslonal plates undergoing limit cycle oscillations in a high supersonic
flow has been investigated by Dowel1 (reference 2). The plate amplltude is
limited by the non-linear membrane forces induced by the plate motion. In a
series of investigations (references 3-7) D_ygadlo analyzed the coupled para-
metric and self-excited (flutter) vibrations of plates subjected to periodic
varying in-plane forces. It was found that plate flutter may occur as a result
of pressure difference acting on the plate. In supersonic gas flow the Mach
number for which self-exclted vibration occurs is referred to as the critical
" Mach number Mcr. The influence of the Mach number on the size and location of
the parametric Instability regions has been considered. The general trend is
that the instability region of the harmonic resonance shrinks and moves towards
*This research is supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation under
grant No. MEA-8313572.
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higher excitation frequencies and amplitudes av the Mach number M increases. On
the other hand, the first re_n of parametric instability expands and moves
towards a lower excitation f_equency as M increases, provided M<Mcr. For M>Mcr
these regions shrink and reverse location towards larger frequency and amplitude
of the parametric excitation.
Eastep and Mclntosh (reference 8) investigated panel flutter under random
excitation and linear aerodynamic loading. The limit cycle oscillation was
determined by representing the modal amplitudes by a Fourier seri_s and applying
the Ga_erkln averaging for the temporal solution. The existence of a limit cycle
was predicted by investigating the stability of small perturbations about the
llmit cycle solution. The excitation was represented by a random field
(reference 9) which is described by a process which depends upon space and time.
The panel motion was described by a coupled set of linear non-homogeneous dif-
ferential equations with harmonic coefficients. They extended the study to
determine the response of the panel under non-llnear aerodynamic loading in the
absence of any random excitation. Two non-llnear mechaulsms were considered.
The first is the non-llnear interaction between In-plane panel stresses and
transverse transformation. This interaction provides a stabilizing influence on
the panel motion in that it acts to restrain further deformation. The second _-
the non-llnear aerodynamic loading, which has a destabilizing effect.
: Recently Lee (reference I0) obtained the response of an elastic wing to rpa-
dom lands using rigid model wind tunnel pressure fluctuation measurements. The
coupling between the structural dynamics and aerodynamics of a vibrating wing was
taken into account by using the doublet lattice method for computing the unsteady
aerodynamic force. The linear modeling showed that the acceleration and dis-
placement response spectra, which were computed for the F-4E aircraft, were most
affected by changes in dynamic pressure and Mach number.
To the authors' knowledge the random response of aeroelastlc systems
possessing structural and other types of non-llnearltles has not been e_mlned
properly. According to Bolotln (reference ll) and Barr (reference 12) non-
linearity can enter the dynamic model through the elastic restoring forces,
through the Inertial terms, and through other internal or external agencies such
as friction. In most cases the in-plane turbulent flow component acts as a
source of random parametric excltatloa to the system. Thus the dynamic response
of structural elements such as beams, columns, and plates may be described by a
partlal dlfferentlal equation usually in one spatial dimension and time. This in
turn c:a be reduced, by using the assumed mode method for example, to a flnlte
set of ordinary differential equations (in the time) for the various modes of
interest. Considering the fundamental mode as a first step to study the
stochastic behaviour of these systems, the non-l_naar differential equation is
obtained in the general form:
+ + =z- el)
where Y represents the generalized displacement of the system mode in question,
and _ are the linear damping ratio and natural freq.ency of the system, raspec-
- tively. The function _( ) includes the relevant non-linear terms and the random
parametric excitation W(t). It may be noted that equation (I) is ideutlcal in
form to the equation of motion of the l_quld propellant sloshing under random
longitudinal excitations (references 13, 14).
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The response analysis of system (1) is not a simple task mainly because of the
limited capability of the available techniques (references 15,16). For example,
if the random excitation is assumed to be a "physically" white noi_ process, the
response coordinates constitute a Markov process for which the Fokker-Planck
equation, or the ItS stochastic calculus, can be employed. In most cases it is
not possible to derive an analytical solution for the sta_ionary probability den-
sity. Instead one can generate a system of differential equations for the Joint
moments of the response. However, these equations form an infinite coupled set
in the sense that the moment equations of a certain order are coupled with
higher order moments. It is obvious that in order to determine the response sta-
tistics the moment eqaations must be closed. In view of the non-linear nature of
system (1) the response process will not be Gaussian distributed even if the
excitation is Gaussian white noise. In this case all Gaussian closure schemes
(reference 16) are not applicable. A von-Gaussian closure scheme must be devel-
oped to truncate the moment equations.
In this paper a non-Gaussian closure scheme based on higher order cumulants
(semi-in_ariants) will be devvloped. The first and second order cumulants repre-
sent the mean and the variance of the process, respectively. Higher order cumu-
lants are statistical functions and, if they do not vanish, gt_r a measure of the
deviation of the random processes from being Gaussian distributed. A
non-Gaussian probability density can then be represented by the Edgeworth expan-
sion (reference 17). The first term of the series is the Gaussian probability
density, while the rest of the expansion consists of functions of Hermite polyno-
mials and higher order cumulants (of order greater than 2). These term_ repre-
sent the deviation of the process from being non-Gaussian distributed. As a
first order approximation, the fifth and sixth order cumulants will be set to
zero and the fifth end sixth order Joint moments can then be expressed in terms
of lower order moments. Thus the dynamic moment equations up to fourth order
will be closed and sol,Fed numerically for the stationary response statistics.
The numerical solution will be compared with analytical solutions obtained pre-
viously by the authors. One remarkable feature of the non-Gaussian solution is
that the response statistics experience the Jump phenomenon known in deter-
ministic vibration theory of non-llnear systems. It will be noticed that the
Jump occurs at an excitation level below the threshold level of the condition of
almost sure stability, and abov_ the excitation level of the mean square stabi-
lity of the llnearized system.
SYMBOLS
B(t) Brownlan motion (Wiener) process
Ci Coefficients of equations (24)
2D Spectral density of the white noise
E[ ] Expectation of the argument [ ]
_. Fx(O) The characteristic function
Hn(X) Chebytchev-Hermlte polynomial
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Ki Coefficients of the system equation (23)
M Mach number
mk,£ Joint moment of order K + £
p*(X,t) Gaussian probability density
p(X,t) Non-Gaussian probability density
qi Coefflcieots of the Edgeworth expansion
R(At) Autoc, LreLatlon function, At = correlation time
W(t) White noise process
XI,X2 Coordinates of the response Markov process
Y Structure spatial coordinate
6( ) The Dirac delta function
The structure damping factor
Arbitrary real valued vector (el,e2)
Scalar function of the response coordinates
_( ) Non-llnear function of equation (i)
p Correlation coefficient
T Non-dimenslonal time parameter = _t
o Standard deviation
kK the K-th order cumulant of the response
Natural frequency of the system
STATISTICS OF THE NON-GAUSSIAN RESPONSE
Structural systems described by non-linear stochastic differential equations
of the type (I) _an be wr =ten in a state Markov vector if the non-llnear terms
involving Y are eliminated by expanding the terms of _{W(t),Y,Y,Y} into an asymp-
totic serie_ approximation, Introducing the response cuordinate transformation
Y = XI and X1 = X2, equation (I) can be written in terms of the two first order
differential equation of the vector form:
" =,f(x,t)4_c(x,t)w(t)~ (2)
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where _(X,t) is a vector whose elements are non-llnear functions of the state
coordinates XI and X2, _(X,t) is a 2×2 matrix "'ose elements are also non-llnear
& and W(t) la a white noise vector. The elements of W(t) have the following sta-
tistical properties:
m
E[wi¢t)] = 0
(3)
RWIWj(At) = E[Wi(t)Wj(t+At) ] = 2Dij 6(At)
It is customary to write Wi(t ) as the "formal" derivative of the Brownlan mor_on
process as:
dBi(t)
Wi(t) = °l dt (4)
where o is the spectral density such that o2 = 2Di.
Equationt (2) may be written as a stochastic _Lfferential equation of Stratonovich
: type:
2
_. dXi = fi(X,t)dt + _ Gij(X,t)dBj(t) (5)jffil
Alternatively equation (2) may in turn be transformed into the Ito type equation:
I 2 2 ar.ij 2
dXi = {fi(X,t)dt +_- _ _ Gkj axk ]at + _ GijdBj(t) (6), k=l J=l j=l
. where the double summation expression in (6) is referred to as the Wong-Zakal
correction term (referen_c 18).
The dynamic response s_atistical functions can be expressed in terms of
moments, semi-invariants (cumu]ant_) or quasi-moments. Information about one of
these functions can be used to 4etermt the other functions. However, for a
highly non-Gaussian response it is conve tent to deal with statistic functions
whose values diminish faster as their order increases. If the process is
• Gaussian the Edgeworth expansion is reduced to the fundamental term since all
higher order terms vanish identically. It will be shown later that the higher
order cumulants (which appear as coefficients in the expansion) do not vanish for
non-Gaussian response. In the present ar_alysls we will deal with the response
__ Joint moments and Joint cumulants. Applying the Ito rule for the stochastic dif-
ferential (reference 19)
a_(x)T a2_(X)
" d_CX) " {a-_--i } {d.Xt + _ Trace G _ G I_Idt (7)
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where _(X) is a general scalar function of the response coordinates.
Taking the expectation of both sides of (7) _ ,d divldiag by dt gives
a_l }r _-IE[Trace G _ G [ 32_d_E[_1-_[{ {fCx,t)}]+ _axlax----_l]at (S)dt - -
The choice of #(X) depends mainly upon the type of the statistical function to be
evaluated. If the Joint moments of response are required, the following
expression may be used:
_I k2(X) = _X X2 ) (9)
The joint moments of (9) are re]zted to the cumulants through the the "a,-
teristic function:
Fx(8) = E[exp(ielX 1 + i82X2) ]
: N
(to)
= f f exp (181X l + iO2X2)P(Xl,X2]dXldX 2
where 81 and 82 arc arbitrary real valued parameter and i = J--i'. The moments and
Joint moments can be generated by taking derivatives of Fx(_) with respect to |
81 and 82: ~
kl k2 1 K aKFx(_) i
E[xIx2]"(t)( ~ ), K-kI+k2 (II)kI k2
_81 382
8 = 0
~
Expanding the characteristic functi n in a Maclaurin series gives ""
t + i02x2)n] (12)Fx(_) - l + I .-'T_[(lel×t
•" n=l
p
[
This expansion suggests that F(8) can be written as an expo.ential fuuctlon
kI k 2,
whose argum.,t is,a series of _he ;int cumalants XK(X I ,X2 J:
,qm
or(_G=..;.,=, ,, ,_ .... <
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2 2 2
FX(e) = exp { >_ (iO " lIxj) + 1 _ (iej)
~ j--1 J)X _ y (ieg)x2(xjx_)~ j-l_ 1
(13)
1 2 2 2
"! i I (iej)(ih)(io)XS_×jX_Xr)+ ...}+_v j i£= r=l
The joinL cumulant_ of order K are generated by taking the K-th derivative cf the
principal logarithm of Fx(8):
3Kin Fx(8)[~kl " I_K ~
XK[X I X22 ] = (_J _01kl_02k2 [ (14)O =0
5-
Definition (14) and relations (Ii) and (12) reveal that the joip eumuJ_nt of
order K is related to the K-th and lower order Joint moments.
In order to clacify the influence of higher order cumulants on the probabi-
-. lity density, consider the case of one-dimenslonal random proceqs. The Gaussiav
probability density of the random variable X is
(×-m)2_p*(X) = i exp {- ----w---] (15)
¢2-7- 2_
r
(X_m_2where m = E[X], and o" = E[ . ].
The characteristic function of a Gausslan process X c_a be established by
taking the inverse Fourier transform of (i.;) (reference 20):
I o282 } (16)F×(8) = exp {im_ - [
The logarithm of C16) is "'
£n F (O) - ImO 1 o202
x - [ (11_
ComparisL,n of ([7) with the logarithm of the characteristic functto,, (13) of an
arbitrary random process.
• Z75
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t4
tn F (e) = 16x - _., e2x2 - _. e3x3+ _ + (18)x L . . °°°
reveals that for Gausslan processes aU cuaulants of order greater than 2 must
vanish tdentlcally. If the process is not Gausslan it will possess higher orde_
cumalants. Thus, for non-Gausslan pro_esses one must express the probebillty
density _n terns of the Edg_aorth uyapcotlc expansion. For a one-d/_ensional case
p(X) takes the fora (reference 17)
1 _p*(X) 1 _2p*(X)
p(l) - qopt(X, + _ ql _  _q2 _X2 + "''
(19)
where q: are co_-,at coefficients and p_(X) is the norsal Gausslan denslcy func-
tion given by (15). Lq_en qo " 1 and 011 other coefficients vanish the process Is
purely cmal distributed. The coefftelent_ qt are related to the Chebytchev-
H_rmce pol]moalals Rn(X) defined by the relatlon
,2 dn X2
.n¢X) . (__>.expCi'-J_.Ce_- _)), .o(X)- _ (2o>
For two-d/2enslonal prob]esm the Edgeworth expansion can be written in terms of
the BatiSte polynoslals and the Joint cum_lants in the fora (reference 21)
j=O ok Yl Y2
+ X ._ xl:l ok Yz
(21)
l+J-4 OlO 2 0
1 1 _ _t. j=0 ok '1 ']21+.1=3 OlO 2 OlO 2
. l. exp{- 1 YX. 2 I C_)'} (22),,here p*Cxl,xz) _,o_o_ i"C_I - i"
_m
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OlO 2
yi " xi - El5]
It is seen from e_ansion (21) that higher order cumulants (of order greater
than 2) give a measure for the deviation of the response dlstribution from being
Gaussian. It is expected that the expansion converges as the cumulant order
iocreuet up to a degree uhere their contribution hotness nes1Igible.
NOB--LIm_g_ SINGLE FREEDOMSTRUCI_RE
Equation of Hotion and Its Harkov Vector
The equation of motion of structural elements such as beams (reference 22)
and plates (reference 23) and liquid free surface motion (reference 14), sub-
Jotted to random parmmtrtc excitation mey be written in the non-dimensional form:
(23)
vhere Y, Y, and _ represent a characteristic displacement, velocity and accelera-
tion of the system response, respectively, _ is the viscous damping, Ki ere
constants and the dot denotes dlfferentiation vlth respect to the dimensionless
time parameter r - _, w is the structure natural frequency, and g_T) is tberandom
parmtric loading vhich is sesmsed to bu stationary, Gausslen vhite noise and
possesses the statistical properties given by (3). Thus it i8 possible to treat tbe
response _ a Harkov process. To generate _he Harkov vector the double deriva-
tive _ suet be auccel#Ively eUuLnated from the non-linear terse KAY_ and K6Y2_.
_eepin 8 terns up to cubic order and /ntroJucing the transformation Y - X1,
X1 - X2, equation (23) may be written in the state vec¢o¢ form:
iI - x2
vhsre Ci depend on Ki.
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Dynsnlc Houents Equation
Usins equation (8) end lettlns _ = (Xl_), the following 8eneral differentia1
equation of the moments of order n = k + £ Is
k,.,_- k%_1,_+1+ L{-Z_,,k,L + Cl%+l,e+l+ C2%j+1+ C3C,,k+2,t
+ %_"_l,L + CS"_3,_-1+ %'5_-2J-1" "k+l,t-1} (2S)
+ t(t-l)D{,,k+2,t_2 - ZC6,,k+3,L_2 + C7,5_,t_2}
_er6
end C7 = C2. - 2C5. For a typical dye_mlc system/ the followlnK constants are
_%tai_ed:
C1 - - 203.060 C2 = - 14.189 C3 - - 174.380
C4 = - 14.419 C5 = 16.364 C6 = 9.909
It Is seen that the moment equation of order n - k4_ contains moment8 of
hlshar order (n+l,n+2,...), and the system of dynamic moment equations _nerated
from (26) forms an "infinite hierarchy" coupled equations. Since the system _23)
Is non-linear and includes random parametric coefficients, then 811 cuaulant8 of
order hlsher than two will not vanish and the Joint probability density, p(X.t).
of the response will not be Gaussian.
Conslderins dynamic moment equations up to the fourth order, the followtn8
coupled equations are obtained.
The first order moment equations are:
el0 " "01
%1 " - _:=ol+ c1'52+ c2"o2+ c3_51+ c4_'51 (27)
+ C5_ 0 + C6m20 - ut( _
. 278 _: PO,.,, _. ,.
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The second order moment equations are: OR_G_....
OF POo_ c.
120 = 2m11
_02 = - 4e;m02+ 2Clm13 + 2C2m03 + 2C32;m224- 2C4_;ml.2 + 2C5m31
+ 2C6m21 - 2roll + 2Dm20- 41)C6,,30+ 2DC7m40 (28)
Izz " %2 - zC'zz + ct'z2 4-c2"z2+ c3c'_z+ c4c'zz + cs'40
+ c6a30- .,20
The third order moment equatton_ are:
&30 = 3m21
_03 = - 6¢a03 + 3Clm14 + 3C2m04 + 3C3_m23 + 3C4¢m13
+ 3C5m32 + 3C6m22 - 3m12 + 6DL21 - 12DC6m31 + 6DC7m4I
_21 " 2m12 - 2¢m21 + Clm32 + C2m22 + C3_m_l + C4¢m31 (29)
+ C5m50 + C6"40 - a30
_12 " m03 - _;B12 + 2Clm23 + 2C2a13 + 2C3cm32 + 2C4{m22
+ 2C5m41 + 2C6m31 - B21 + 2Din30 - 4DC6m40+ 21)(:7-50
The fourth order moments are:
_40 = 4m31
toO4- - _m04 + 4Cim15 + 4C2m05 + 4C3(;.,24+ 4C4(;n].4
+ 4C5m33 * 4C6m23 - 4m13 + 12Dm22 - 24DC6m32 + 12DC7m42
131 = 3m22 - 2¢m31 + Clm42 + C2m32 + C3¢m51 + C4{_1
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+ C5m60 + C6m50 - m40
_13 " m04 - 6_m13 + 3Clm24 + 3C2m14 + 3C3_m33 + _C4_m23
+ 3C5m42 + 3C6m32 - 3m22 + _._m_l - 12Din41+ bDC7msi (30)
_22 = 2m13 - 4_m22 + 2Cim33 + 2C2m23 + 2C3_m42 + 2C4_m32
+ 2C5151 + 2C6m41 - 2m31 + 2Din40- 41)C6a50 + 2DC7m60
NON-GAUSSlAN CUMULANT CLOSURE
A flr_ ._ order non-Gausslan closure can be established by setting the fifth
And sixth order cumulants obtained by using definition (14) to zero. This
results in s set of relatlons between fifth and sixth order Joint moments, in
equstlons (30) and (31), and lower order moments. Thus the fifth and sixth Joint
moments tn (30) and (31) are replaced by the fo1._owlng expressions:
3
2 - 30miom_o + 60m10m20 + lOm20m30 24m_0mS0 " 5m10_40 - 20m 0_30 -
2 2 3
SO5 - 5m01m04 - 20m01m03 - 30mOlto02 + 60m01m02 + 10mO2a03 - 24m051
"41"4"I0"31+"01m40-4mI0(2"01"30+3"t0"21)"6h0('0_'20
+ 4"I0"It-51)+12"_0(3_0150 2"I0m11 "_0"otJ+4"I150
m14 = 4m01m13 + afOre04 - 4toOl(2m10m03 + 3m01m12 ) - 6m02[ml0m02
2
 4"ot'n"52)+ 12_i(3"Io'o2+2"or'if"2"oi"Io)  4"ii'o3
- _a201a20 . 2 . 2 2
_- + mO2m30 + 6rolls21 + 3m20m12
o.
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"23 " 3"01"22 - 6%1(m01"21 + 2alOa12 + m02"202m_l - 6aOlalOmU
2 2
z - _:zo +%:1o) " _'1oI'1o'o3+6"11"oz- "131- 3mlOm02
+ %o_o3+ 6-zz-z2+ 3-o2-2z
. . z tOa_o 24_0"60 15"20('40 4"10"30- z"_o + 6"Io'2o) + -
as - 2
•o_ --o,(-o,'-o:o,-'-_+%:o,1 ,_,-,,-_
"sl" s'n%o+ I°_o('31- "oi"3o-_ _'_- _zo'_.1+ 3_.o'oILzo
+6-_o-.)+I%o(-21- _'_o'.I- _4"_o'o_
"15" s'_'o4 + !°'oz('13-"_o'o3-3"ot'tz- 3"o2"n+ 3"oI_-o'oz
+6"o_'t_l+I°'o3('i_-_'o_'_)"_*'_'_o (_t)
"42 = Uoz_'4o+ 8"tt'_t + 6=zo"zz- 4"oz(_"zt_o + _o_2z - t'su°t_°
-,-,o-_o-o,--,o-_,)  '-,:,o":,-_-:o-o,-_'-:,-_o
-,-o:o:_o-,- ,_,,)+'-_,-o,+'-:_-,-_,-_o-,,-_,-o,
u33 " 3u20al_ + 3UO283t + 9ultu22 - 3UlOCu2OU03+ _tut2 + 3uOZu2t
. 2 3
- 6,,zo-zt"oz _zuoz_t + SUzo%z)" _%z("oz_o + _'2oUz_
+6,zt.zt-6"oz"n'zo-6"to'o_'_o_" s'tz(_'oz'zo+_'_t)
+ uo3U3o+ o-zZu2]"
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It is obvious that the first order non-Gausslan closure scheme presented by
relatlons (31) increases the degree of non-llnearity of the dytlamic moment
equations (27-30). Therefore, the stationary solution, obtained by setting the
left-hand side of equations (27-30) to zero, will have more than oue solution.
The resulting fourteen non-linear, algebraic equations are solved numerically by
using the IHSL (International Mathematical and Statistical Library) Subroutine
ZSPOW. This subroutine is based on Lhe MIHPACK subroutine HYBRDI, which uses a
modification of the M.J.D. Powell's hybrid algorithm described in reference (24).
This algorithm is a variation of Newton's method which uses a finite difference
approximation to the Jacobian and takes precautions to avoid large step sizes or
increasing residuals.
The numerical algorithm gives five solutions. Each solution is obtained as
a result of a set of initial guessing values. All solution_ give positive mean
squares for the response displacement and velocity. However, two of these solu-
tions are rejected because the associated higher even moments (such as m40 or
m04) are found to be negative for the whole range of excitation level D/2_. A
third solution exhibits positive wan squares and higher even moments over a
limited range of excitation level 1.2 < D/2_ < 27. This solution is associated
with numerical instability in the higher order moments and the algorithm indica-
tes thrt the iteration has not made good progress. The fourth solution
demonatrctes successful numerical iteration with a very high degree of accuracy.
In addition,, the response preserves most of the moment properties for which all
even order moments (up to fourth order) are positive over au excitation level range
D/2_ > 1.86. Hovever,2this solution does not satisfy the Schwartz inequality
and it is found that ml0 > m20" The results of this solution are shown in fig.
(1). The fifth solution is believed to be the most realistic as it satisfies all
aosents properties and Schwartz's inequality over the excitation level range
D/2_ > 1.5 as shown in fig. (2).
Figure (3) provides a comparison between the mean square values of the
response displacement as computed by the non-Caussfan closure schemes (the last
three solutions are plotted) and as predicted ana)ytically by the Gaussian clo-
sure method (reference 14) and the stochastic averging (reference 14). Unlike
the predicted solutions of reference (14), the oon-Gaussian closure scheme exhi-
bits the Jump characterstic which is common in deterministic non-linear vibration
theory. Furthermore, it is seen that the computed results are stationary and
begin at excitation levels varying between D/2_ - 1.2 and 1.86. The mean square
m20 of the _ifth solution is almost over 80% of the predicted solutions of
reference (14). This dl?ference is not surprising since the non-Gaussian closure
scheme increases the degree of non-liuearity of the dynamic moment equations. In
j deterministic theory of non-linear vibration it is known that the non-linearity
stabilizes the original unstable linear system.
CONCLUDING I_HARKS
A non-Gauss_an closure scheme has been developed and worked successfully for
non-linear structural systems subjected to vide-band random parametric excita-
tion. Hultiple solutions have been obtained and examined for their validity
baood on the behavior of kurtosis and higher even Joint moments. The method
282
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predicted the Jump phenomenon, for all mean squares, at an excltatlon level very
close to the threshold level of the condition of almost-sure stability. In view
of the additional degree of non-llnearlty resulting from the non-Gaussian clo-
sure scheme, the mean square of the response dlsplacement has been found to be
less than those values obtalned by other methods such as the Gausslan closure or
the stochastic averaging.
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(b) Fourth-order moments of response.
Figure I. Fourth numerlcal solutlon of non-Gausslan response.
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(b) Stationary fourth-order moments of response.
Figure 2. Fifth numerlcal solution of non-Causslan response.
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RESPONSE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF STRUCTURES
SUBJECTED TO S-H WAVES
Spencer T. Wu
National Bureau of Standards
Nashlngton, D.C.
SUMMARY
This paper presents a study of the dynamic characteristics of a coupled traus-
lational-rotatlonal system. The formulation of the problem considers the soil-
structur_ interaction effects by utilizing the impedance functions at the foundatlon
of a structure. Due to the fact that the coefficient matrix in the characteristic
equation is frequency dependent in nature, iterations have to be performed to find
the nature frequencies of the system. Examples and discussions are presented in
this paper. Comparisons of the aaalytlcal results from various approaches are also
given.
INTRODUCTION
The coupling effects in translational-rotational structures subjected to seismic
waves have been investig=ted extensively, e.g., references 1-3. However, the inter-
actions between the foundations and the surrounding medium were not included in these
studies. In an earlier paper (4), a simple approach was proposed for computing the
f responses of structures by utillzlng the impedance functions for the foundations.
There have been many analytlcal models developed for evaluatlng the impedance func-
tions, e.g., references 5-7. The impedance functions used in reference 4 were based
on the solutlo_s in reference 8 developed for rigid foundations subjected to non-
vertically propagated szlsmic waves. In this paper, approximate solutions of the
natural frequencies of such structural systems are evaluated. Due to the fact that
impedance functions are frequency dependent in nature, the frequency solutions have
to be computed based on Iterative procedures. Comparisons between the results of
this approach against the others are shown with a numerical example. The formulation
of the problem is also briefly described.
APPROACH
; Formulation of the Problem
Assuming a one-story structural system with geometric eccentricity equal to e
: between the center of rlgldlr.y (C. R.) and the center of mass (C. M.) at the first
floor as shown in figure I, the governing equations of the system for coupled lateral-
torsional motions under consideration may be written as:
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where m, c, k, and U = the mass damping, stiffness and displacement, respectlve!y.
Subscript t or b denotes that the term is related to the top or the base floor; sub-
script y or + denotes that the term is related to the trans]atlonal or rotational
movements; subscript d denotes that the term is equal to the difference between the
related terms of first floor and the base floor, e.g., Vd - g t - I _s I6t and cI?bR.are the rotational mass moments of inertia taken with "e_ect o Z- _ p&ssing
as shown in figure I for the top and bottom floo._, respectively; and fy and f6 are
the earthquake excitation forces at the foundation. If g and f are transformed into
the frequency domain, and f is expressed in terms of the impedance function, i.e.,
i_c._}-txfJ tlufl- to;tl cs)
: where (K¢) represents the impedance matrix; (U_) represents the foundation motion;
and (g_)'represents the input motion; the subscript f denotes terms related to foun-
dation-mat; equations 1-4 can be rearranged and written in matrix form for each w s
.- as:
- k *1
-mt_ s -em t _ mbm24kfy 0 UFt fyUfy
_'- -emtoos2 - Iq,tU_s2 O - IobOJ82 U_t kfoU;o
+ Kf$
_ - .=% - o - o
+ CyZUs (6)
- emtu2 - Istu2+K 0 0 kS Ub$ 0
+ C_u s - c$ius
The response of the structure may be computed for each u s based ca equation 6.
Characteristics of the System
To have a more clear depiction of the system characteristics, eigenvalues as
well as th= elgenvectors are needed to be evaluated. The effects on structural re-P
sponse due to the input motions are not considered here.
For simplicity, the frequency equation of the system under consideration is ex-
pressed as:
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[A-  B]=O (7)
where X represents the eigenvalues of the system (_s in equation 6); B is the complex
matrix relating w terms in equation 6 and A is the rest of the complex matrix in
equation 6. To avoid _he possibility that B may be nearly singular, a stable algo-
rithm (9, I0) was selected in the evaluation of the eigenvalues. The procedures are
as follows: (i) to reduce A to upper Hessenberg form and B to upper triangular form,
(2) to reduce A to quasi-triangular form, and (3) to reduce the quasl-trlangular form
into a triangular form and compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Due to the fre-
quency-deoendent nature of the matrix A, the elgenvalues cannot be found directly.
Iterative process is taken here in this paper for determining the approximate solu-
tions of the system, i.e., based on the assumed frequencies of the system initially,
the ter_q related to the impedance functions are determined. The procedures are re-
peated if the eigenvaiues are different fro_ the assumed ones.
EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSIONS
A structure is assumed to have a rigid foundation subjected to horizontal inci-
dent shear waves (S-H waves).
The general properties of the s_stem are assumed as: mt = 3.63 x 107 kg, mb =
1.85 x 108 kg, [_t = 3.03 x 109 kg-m , l_t = 1.52 x i0I0 kg-m2, Ky = 1.44 x 109 N/m,
KS = 2.70 x 1011 N-m/rad. The soil in a uniform elastic half-space is assumed to
have the Polsson's ratio equal to 0.33, the hysteretic damping ratio equal to 0.05
and the shear modulus of the medium equal to 2.15 x 108 N/m. In thls example, it is
assumed that the _,_metric eccentricity is 2.70 m, The structure is assumed to have
a square foundation =at of 25.9 m x 25.9 m. The real and imaginary parts of the im-
pedance functions and the input motions used in this study are shown in figures 2
and 3 based on the solutions in reference 8. By assuming the input Fourier spectra
to be constant, dynamic eccentricity, Eft), of the first floor system can be ob-
tained as shown in figure 4 by solving equation 6 and transformed into the time do-
main. The Eft) is defined as the torsional moment divided by the transverse shear.
This variable could be the best slngle parameter to represent the coupling behavi_)r
of the system.
To find the eigenvalue of the system, equation 7 has to be solved. The initial
values of the impedance functions are esti;aated based on the uncoupled translational
and rotational frequencies as if the structure were fixed at the foundation mat.
The uncoupled frequencies are approximately equal to 1.0 Hz and 1.5 Hz for the trana-
latlona! and the rotational modes, respectively. Following the procedures described
above, the frequencies of the system are found only after a few iterations. It may
be worthy pointing out that the impedance functions are quite smooth in the fre-
quency range of interest. This could be the reason that the true solutions converged
very rapidly in this analysis. Four frequencies are obtained. The lower frequen-
cles for the corresponding lateral and rotatlonal modes are 0.92 Hz and 1.45 Hz.
respectively. If the qtruc'ure is considered to be fixed st the foundation level,
the corresponding frequencies can be computed as 1,i! Hz and 1.36 He, respectively,
based on references 2 and 3. These results are tabulated in table 1.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Dynamic characteristics of a coupled lateral-to_slonal system subjected to sels-
mlc shear waves are investigated. The formulation of the problem is based on the
simple approach presented in reference 4 that made use of the impedance functions de-
veloped in reference 8. Due to the frequency-dependent nature of the coefficient
matrix, iterative procedures are needed in the evaluation of eigenvalues of the sys-
tem or the frequencies of the structures. An illustrative example is given to show
how the frequencies of the structure are shifted based on this approach in compari-
son with the analytical results from the previous studies.
)
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Table 1. Frequencies ot the TrensXetional-RotattonaX
System Selected in the Case Study
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
Based on the presented Based on the models Based on the uncoupled
r.odel *n re[s. 2 and 3 systems by assuming base as
fixed
Translational
Frequency (Hz) 0.92 1.17 1.00
Rotational
Frequency (Hz) 1.45 1.36 1.50
_t
Z
floor
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I Y
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• Fisure 1.- A sketch of a one-story buildins system subjected
im
to earthquake excitations.
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Fisure 2.- The impedance functions for the selected example
(computed based on ref. 8).
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-_ YLsure 3.- The input uotions for the selected example
,- (computed based on ref. 8).
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Fisure 4.- Dynaulc eccentricity computed based on equatlon 6 ,
for the selected example.
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NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF SOME PROBLEMS RELATED
TO tHE MECHANICS OF PNEUMATIC TIRES:
FINITE DEFORMATION/ROLLING CONTACT OF A VISCOELASTIC
CYLINDER AND FINITE DEFORMATION OF CORD-REINFORCED
RUBBER COMPOSITES
J. Tlnsley Oden and Eric B. Becker
and
T.L. Lin and K.T. Hsleh
The University of Texas at Austin
Austin, Texas
SUMMARY
The formulation and numerical analysis of several problems related to the be-
havior of pneumatic tlres are considered. These problems include the general
rolling contact problem of a rubber-like viscoelastic cylinder undergoing finite
deformations and the finite deformation of cord-reinforced rubber composites. New
finite element models are developed for these problems. Numerical results obtained
for several representative cases are presented.
INTRODUCTION
L
The study oi the behavior of pneumatic tires under various loading conditions
constitutes one of the most challenging and difficult collections of nonlinear
problems in the mechanics of solids, it is our aim in this paper to investigate
two subclasses of problems related to tire mechanics which encompass some signifi-
cant and complex features of tire behavior:
I) The general rolling contact problem of finite deformation of a flexible,
viscoelastic cyllnder in steady-state motion on a rough foundation (roadway)
2) The finite deformation of cord-reinforced rubber composites
* The work reported here was supported by the NASA Langley Research Center under
Contract NASI-17359 as a part of the National Tire Hodelling Program, with the
Computational Mechanic_ Co., Inc. The encouragement and support of this work by
7 Mr. John Tanner of N_^ is gratefully acknowledged.
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In all of the formulations considered here, we place no llmitatlons on the
order of magnitude of deformations; if strains are "small or moderate", as is some-
times the case in cord-relnforced tires, then the prediction of small or moderate
strains should be a natural outcome of our analysis. Moreover, we also incorporate
the effect_ of non-conservative loads such as those encountered in the pressuriza-
tion of f!exlble surface_.
For problem class I, _he rolling concact problem, we present a new and general
variational principle governing _t_ady-state rolling of a cylindrical body, with
flnlte deformations, untlateral contact, friction, viscoelastic response, and
possibly standing _:aves at certain critical angular velocities. Thls principle
involves a highly nonlinear variational inequality with the motion of the cylinder
relative to a nat,:ral ceference conflgurat_cn as the unknown. This variational
principle represe t_ a generalization of our earlier work (ref. I) to viscoelastic
materials, v_scoeiastlc effects being included to provide a model of rolling
reslsta_cc in tires. We use this variational prlnciple, or rather a regularized
form of it, as a basis for the development of two-dimensional finite element
models. We discuss algorithms for solving the resulting systems of nonlinear equa-
tions, locating bifurcations and limit points, and following solution paths which
are based on contiuu_tlon methods of the Riks, Wempner, geller type. Numerical
solutions of several representative problems are presented.
For problem class 2, the finite deformation of cord-reinforced _ubber
composites, new finite element models are developed which employ anlsotropic
membrane elements to model the cord layer and quadratic isoparametrlc elements to
model the rubber matrix. The rubber can be modelled as an incompressible or
compressible material and Halpln-Tsai or Gough-Tangorra-type representations (see,
e.g., ref. 2) can be used as a basis for the model of the cord layers. An
interesting feature of such composite models is that they can predict the change in
"optimum" ply angles with finite uniaxial stretching, a phenomenon well outside the
scope of linear models of composite materials. Some representative numerical
solutions are presented.
MECHANICS OF FINITE ROLliNG CONTACT
OF A VISCOELASTIC CYLINDER
Our first objective is to formulate the equations and inequalities governing
the deformation of a cylindrical body rolling at a constant angular veloclty _) on
a rough rigid roadway, as indicated in figure I. A key consideration is the
: kinematics: we compare the geometry of the deformed cylinder in its current
configuration C with that of a rigid cylinder spinning at the same angular
velocity w , the latter characterizing the reference conflguratlon eC Polar
cylindrical coordinates (r, 0 , z) of a particle with labels (R, _)0 ,"Z) at
some arbitrary reference tithe _ -= 0 are defined by
r = R , 0 = (_ + _t , z = Z (t_>0) (I)
or, alternatively, we can employ the cartesian reference coordinates
p
X1 = r cos 0 , X? = r sin o , X3 = z (2)
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The. reference coordinates (r, O , z) or (X], Xg, X_) are thus time dependent,
but this dependence is only formal since the Shap_ of_the deformed cylinder i_ the
same at all times t to any observer fixed to the axle of the cylinder The
geometry is illustrated in Figure I.
The motion u of the cylinder is defined by an tnvertible, _wice
differentiable map i that takes the configuration C^ into the configuration C.In particular, _.e cartesian components o£ u relative to the fixed spatial
frame of reference are given by ~
ui = xf(r , O, z) = Xt(X1, X2, X3) (3)
Thus, time enters our description of motion only imolicitly as 8 - ti + _t ,
Henceforth, we shall not distinguish between the _alues u (or u i) of the map
X and the map itself, unless confusion is likely. ~
With this klnematlcal convention, we can easily write down expressions for the
deformation gradient F , the right (left) Cauchy-Green deformation tensor C (B) ,
the displacement field~ d , the velocity v , and the acceleration a : ~ ~
_ ~
_r= Vu~~; r.lj = {_ul/_X j }
C = FTF , B = F FT (4)
d=u-r
au.
_ = _ui/_evi Bt i
_vi 2 _2 uil_O 2ai = -_-= Ui = t_
Here r is the position vector of the particle with reference coordln_tes (r,e ,
z), I _i,J < 3 . The time rate of change of F is
Bu i _ui _ui)_~ I<i<3
=_F - - (5)
O_
or, s_ce
3X _X3
_-. _ eB_ XB , a--_= 0 , _,B = I, 2 (6)
( ' e '
0_." FLu,_ Q':A:_.;;
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where c is the two-dlmenslonal permutatlor, sye,-:,l (e II = e22 ffi0, ¢12 = e21
=-I),we%,v.o
.r.r X e u I< _ ,8,y,P < 2
"fJ'3-o ,j=,,2.3 <7)
_2
where Ue,p8 = ,:'u :_Xp _X8 , and
C_G w (u t,+ (S)= Xy£yp ,_ ,.+ uu,B+ ,p_ ..
Cj3 = 0 , , ....< j < 3 , 1 !°,8,>+-_-:' < 2
Thus, time derivatives of such ueformat:ot, measures are characterized by functions
of second derivatives of the motion with r_spect to the referential coos uates Xi.
The cylinder is assumed to be composed of a viscoelastic material
characterized by a constitutive equation for the Cauchy stress o of the form
= F(X;c, _) (9)
where the response functional F(') is of a generalized Kelvln-Volght type; e.g.,
• ] *
slj= Gi_(_,_) + %(_, c) (io)
where S = det F o F-T is the Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and F I and G 2
are response func_io_mls of the deformation and defutmatlon rate, respectively. In
certain applications, we may also impose the incompressibility constraint
det F = 1 (II)
VARIATIONAL FORMULATION
Space limitations prevent s full discussion of the derivation of our
varlatJonal formulation of tl.c rolling contact problem; see reference I for more
detail_. It can be demonstrated that the steady-state motion u of the rolling
viscoelastic cylinder satisfies the following nonllnear varlatlon_l inequality:
u = K ;
2
" v) - J(u, u) > _ B(u, v - u) + f(v - u) (12)A(u,v - u) * j_u,
for every v in k
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where
A(u, v) -- vlrtual power O_ POOR Q_"_i_;[
= fa sij(x, Vu, w) vi, j dVo
J(u, v) = the v_rtual porer of the frictional forces
=fF vlS(X,~~ Vu,_~ ) * _0 " _2 [ !WT(V)IdAo~
B(u, v) = the power developed by inertial forces
= f P0 ae u • ae v d V0
f(v) = the virtual power of extf.rnal furces
-/0ob'vdo œä  'dAo
a ~ - r F - ~
Here _ is the reference domain in the rigid spinning c_ilnder, I" is its
exterior (contact) boundary with unit exterior normal no , F_ is a portion of
the boundary on which tractions t are applied (c.g. pVressurfzatlon loads), _nd
SII(X , Vu, _) is the Piola-Kirchhoff stress which Is given as a function of X, Vu,
ano _ by constitutive laws of the type (16)o For example, ~ ~
SIj(X, Vu, _) ffi i_(X, Uk,_ubk )
2
+ Ij(X, _X ¢ u + )) (14)Y YO tl,oau_,13 U_oBU_,_
Note that, again, time t does not appear explicitly in this formulation, bu_
the presence of deformatlon-rate terms in the constitutive equations leads to
second derivatives of the motion in the virtual power. In (12), K is the set of
admlsslble motions
.. v2K = {v = (_ _v|, v2, _ aev3) , I v , _H} (15)
where H is the distance from the axle of the defo:_,_edcylinder to the roadway.and
V is a space of functions on whlc., the energy is well defined (e.g. V = Wz'p
(R)). In (13), v is the coefficient of friction, w_ = v_ - v.i I is the sllp
velocity, vo being the speed with which the cyllnde_o_e_ along the roadway,
DO is the refbrence mass density, _nd b ib the body force dens!ty.
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We reduce (12) to a nonlinear variational equality by regulartzation: the
friction tern is re_ulariz_d by the smoothing scheme discribed in reference 3 (see
also ref. 1) and the unila_eral contact condition is reloxed by the use of an
exterior penalty approximation, as described in reference I. If the material is
incompressible, we also include the incompressibility constraint (11) by the
introduction of an appropriate penalty approximation.
SOLUTION OF THE DISCRETE PROBLEM
We now consider finite element approximations of a class of two-dimensional
(plane strain) tolling contact problems in which the motion u is approximated
over a mesh of Q2 (blquadratic) elements. Nhen the regularized version of the
variational principle (12) is approximated by finite elements, we obtain a system
of nonlinear equations of the form
F(x, O) = 0 (16)
where F is an N-vector o_ nonlinear momentum equations governing the £iscrete
model, "x = (x], x2,... , x N) is a vector of N degrees of freedom representing
the n°dal values or- the motion, and 0 is a parameter representing, for example,
the indentation distance H .
- We solve (16) using variants of the Riks Keller corlt!_.uacionmethods. For
example, we regard (x, 0 ) as functions of a real arc-length parameter s ,s
[0,1] , and derive from (10) the system of dif*erentlal equations,
Fi(x(s), f)(s))= 0 s _ [0,11 (17)
)
Jij(x,O )xj + gi(x, O) _ = 0
l (18)
OF PC_.,, ' ...-.....
where
_Fi(x, 0 )
Ji.1(_,o) = _x
_gi(x{ p)
• gi(x' _) = ~ (19)
dx.
dp
" H"_"
" Equations (17)and (18)hold on the path I'= {(X'_a)| x=re x(s), 0 =°(s)"N 0<s_, < I} in N+l-dlmensional space. Repeated Indices summed from I to . T--he
second member of (18) is, of course, the definition of arc length of £ .
The system of nonllnear ordinary differential equations (18) is equlvalent to
the system
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Jij(x, o)vj = gi(x, P)
• 2 1 " "..... " ':
O = OF POOH _bAC|Tf (20_
l+viv I
_j = =;vj
Equations (20) are sufficient to determine directions (x4' ; ) which define a
hyperplane tangent to F . These can be used to define a Yinear extrapo!ation of
the solution into this plane. It then makes sense to correct this approximate
solution so that a point on the solution path F is obtained. One algorithm for
such a procedure is given as follows:
Step 1 (tangent Hyperplane)
With initial data x 0 , O 0 , (Ao) 0 , compute
; aij(Xo' pO)vj(1) = gi(Xo ' O0 )
_]J ffi - ;1 vl(])
Step2 (Extrapolation)
Compute
(_s) I = (ap)0/_l
Step 3 (Correction)
Jlj ( = -F ir)wj(r) (r)
j (r) v (r) = g (r)
iJ J -x "w {r)
(A_)(r) = .-I.- (r)
, Ol-_l'V
" (Ax)(r) = w(r) _ v(r)(Ap) (r)
: 303
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with
(r) r r) (r) r)
afJ = afj (x ' 0 , F i = Fi(xr, 0
r
r Xl + (Ax)(k)
r )(r _ k)
-- Ol + k I (Ao GILC',.......
OF POCf, (:--_ - -". •
k+! k )k k+l k(Ax)k = x - x ; (?'_ = _ - D
I < i,j <N , i < r <R
Set
R
= - AXt R
R
P[=°l+
Return to Step 1 and continue the process with (x 0, 0O) replaced by (xf,
q').
In Step 1, it is, in general, inappropriate to set (x O, pO) = (0, O) since
this is not a point on the solution path. The startlng-point (x-., _OJ ,I:
computed by specifying a small initial value of 00 and computing x0~Uby ton
method.
The procedure in Step 2 was advocated by Keller (reference 4) and has the
attractive feature of preserving the symmetry and bandwidth of JiJ (t:hens)mmetry
exists) as opposed to treating the full system (16) at once.
The algorithm given in Step 3 is also a Keller-type scheme, similar in
structure to that of Step 2, and is equivalent to the constrained Newton-Raphson
scheme,
JiJ (xr'- o r)Ax'r3 + gf(xr'~ or)_°r
= - Fi(xr, oir) (21)
• • Axr (Ap) (r) = 0
-_1 ~ + _1
The second equation is a constraint on the Newton-Raphson process which forces
the scheme to progress toward th8 solution path r in a direction normal to the
tangent plane. Some acceleration of this iterative process can be realized by
o.
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using alternative constraints which make the Iterative scheme follow a spherical
path (Crisfleld (reference 5)), or an _lllptlcal path (Padovan (reference 6)), and
such variants are easily implemented.
Algorithms such as that above con be used to determine llmit points and
bifurcations in solution paths. Multipl_ branches can also be determined and
followed. Whlle our working program cc, handle these features, space llmltation
prevents a discussion of details.
SAMPLE CALCULATIONOF _ VISCOELASTIC CYLINDER
As a representative example of some of our numerlcal results, we consider the
finite deformation of a viscoe!_stlc cylinder for which the Piola-Kirchhoff stress
is given by
_W
= --__ + _Dij
SlJ _ul,j
where
W = Cl(I 1 - 3) + C2(I2 - 3)
Dij = ½(vi,j + "J,l)
We choose for the Mooney-Rivlin constants C1 and the viscosity _ ,
CI = 80 psi , C2 = 20 psi , _ = 0.0016 Ib sec2/i 2
The coefficient of friction is taken to be v = 0.3 and the density 0 0 = I . We
consider a solid cylinder of initial (undeformed) radius of 2.0 units spinning at
an angular velocity co = 5 tad/sac . The axle load is gradually increased so that
contact is made and H is, successively, H = 1.75, 1.694, 1.549, 1.600, 1.579,
1.545, and 1.532.
For these choices of parameters, the rolling contact problem was solved using
the formulation and methods discussed earlier on a rather coarse mesh of
Q2-biquadratic elements. Computed deformed shapes together with principal stress
contours are shown In Figures 2-5 for various values of H and _ Figure 3
contains the computed variations in maximum stress components with angular velocity
for a fixed contact length H = 1.75 and Figure 4 indicates the variation in
axle load with _ for H = 1.75. The computed variation of axle load with vertical
displacement d = 2 - H is shown in Figure 5. We have also computed contact
pressure profiles as a function of H (or F) and _ but do not include these
results here.
CORD-REINFORCED RUBBER COMPOSITES
We shall now direct our attention to the construction of a finite element
: 30S
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model of cord-reinforced rubber composites of a t. pe representative of those found
in modern pneumatic tires. Two special propecties of such composites that
influences features of our model are:
i) the ratio of cord to matrix modulus is high (or, in other words, the
matrix (rubber) is very soft in comparison with the cord)
ii) the ratio of cord to rubber volume is small
These properties are reflected in a model in which the composite is represented by
an anisotropic, Hookean membrane of vanishing thickness attached to a thick layer
of isotropic, hyperelascic, rubber matrix (figure 6). The membrane is in a state
of plane stress and has no transverse stiffness. Both the membrane and the rubber
matrix can withstand finite deforL_tions.
In the models discussed here, the cord membrane element is modelled, using the
Cough-Tangorrn theory, as an orthotropic sheet with cords oriented at an angle 8,
indicated i_ F_gure 6 (see reference 2) and the rubber matrix i_ assumed to be a
Mooney-Rivltn material.
As a saeple calculation, consider the reinforced thin cylindrical shtll, shown
in Figure 7, constructed of two polyester cord layers and a rubber matrix. The end
z = 0 of the shell element is fixed and the end at z ffi H is stretched uniformly
an amount U in the z-direction. In calc',lati_tg elasticities of the cord layer
using the Gough-Tangorra theory, we take d ffi nut, her of cord ends/cm ffi 102 and E '
= Young's modulus = 3.97 GPa while the m_trlx is a 60NR/40 SBR rubber with _
Young's modulus C1 + C2 ffi 5.5 MPa. Other dimensions are given in Figure 7. I
sinc _ this composite element can undergo finite extensions, the "optimum" cord
angle ': (the ply angle corresponding to a minimum axial force F for a given
stretch U/H _ may vary with deformations. To study this behavior, we have
calculated solutions to finite element approximations of this problem for values of
O = 0° lO°, 20° , 90° and U/H of I% to 20%p ,e..
It is first noted that stretching of the sheet changes the cord angle
orientation throughout the specimen. The amount of angle change Ve de_ends upon
the initial orientation 0 and the amount of stretch, and for U/H ffi.I0 and the
material properties assumed, the maximum change occured for an orientation of 0 =
70° , as indicated in Figure 7b.
One problem of practical interest is to determine e for given U/H, the
value of 0 at which the Inter-lamlnar shear stress z is minimized. For the
example computed here, z was found to be zero for U/H = .10 at a ply angle of
around 35° (see Figure 8). The results of other calculations are illustrated in
• Figures 9 and I0. The total cord force versus cord angle for various stretches is
illustrated in Figure 9 while the net axial force F for various co_d angles and
z
stretches is given in Figure I0. It is interesting to note that the minimum F
is roughly Independent of the amount of stretch and occurs for a ply angle o_
around 0 _ 35° .
We have performed similar calculations for reinforced shell elements subjected
to internal radial pressures, simulating pressurization of e tire. Because of
space limitations, these results are not given here.
3O6
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Figure 2. Computed generated deformed shapes and stress
contours for viscoelastic cylinder.
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._MULATION OF CONTACT SURFACE EROSION
FOR IMPACT PROBLEMS
K. D• Kimsey and J. A• ZuKas
[IS Army Ballistic Research Laboratory
Aberdeen Proving Ground, I,;D
o_G_I_/_L pAGE t9
OF pOOR _ -,.vQuALt,, SUMMARY
This paper outlines an algorithm for the si_ulation of contact
surface erosion for impact problems. The algorithm dynamically
relocates the contact surface a_ projectile and target materials
exceed their f_'lure criterion. Example computations of axisymmet,tc
and oblique impacts arp compared with experiments" ata.
INTRODUCTION
The mechanic of penetration and perforation of solids has long
been of interes, for military applications and is currently being
applied to a numuer of industrial applicaLtons such as the integrity
of nuclear reactor pressure vessels, crashworthtness of vehicles,
protection of spacecraft from meteoroid impact, and explosive forming
and welding of metals.
Impacts at velocities in excess of 1 km/s excite the high
frequency modes of the colliding solids• The response is confined to
a localized region (typically 2 to 3 projectile diameter_) and is
. characterized by the presence of shock waves and high hydrodynamic
pressures which, on contact, can exceed the maKerlal strength by an
urder of magnitude. For ordnance velocity impacts (1-3 km/s) the
pressures decay rapidly due to the presence of free surfaces and the
effects of material strength and, except at the interface, crclllate
at values comparable to the material strength. Under hypervelocity
conditions (_-12 km/s), hydrodynamic pressure dominates the behavior
of the solids for the bulk of the penetration process. Material
strength effects become significant only in the very late stages of
the process. Superimposed on these are extensive plastic defermatlon,
large lo_ali_ed heating and material lailure due to a number ,}f
mechanisms (i•e., petalling, spall, adiabatic shear)• The failure
mechanism(s) activated depend on geometry,.lo_ding history _lnd
material co_stitu_i:2_. Strain rates of lO_s at the impact inter-face and 10- - !0 s elsewhere, are not uncommon, Penetration and
: perforation are formidable physical problems and it is not surprtstn_
that the hulk of the re_,earch in this area has been experimental in
nature.
4b
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A complete mathematlcal description of the dynamics of impacting
solids must account for the geometry of the interacting bodies;
elastic, plastic, and shock wave propagation; hydrodynamic flow,
finite strains and deformations; thermal and frictional effects, and
the initiation and propagation of failure in the colliding solids.
During the past decade, rapid progress has been achieved _n
computational penetration mechanics (ref. I). Today, two- and three-
dimensional simulations of high veloclty impact phenomena are
routinely performed in conjunction vlth experimental studies in
termlnal ballistlcs.
Numerlcal simulation of penetration phenomena can be performed
with both Lagrangi_n (mass reCeren_e) and Eulerian (laboratory
reference) descriptions. In the laboratory reference scheme, th_
computatlonal mesh remains stationary with materlal being transported
through it based on velocity gradients present in the floe fleld.
Such a description is idea!ly suited for modeling severe material
deformations that occur In hyperveloclty impacts, exploslve-metal
interactions and the penetration of thick targets (i.e., situations
wherein the ratio of target thickness to penetrator diameter, t/d,
exceeds 3). In the mass reference description the computational mesh
is fixed in the material and distorts with it in accordance with
applied Joads. The Lagrangian approach offers the advantages o_
being conceptually straightforward (due to the lack of convective
terms to represent mass flow) and permitting materlal boundaries to
be delineated without ambiguity, llowever, Irregular mesh shapes
arising from severe materlal deformations lead to inaccuracies in the
numerical approximation which can grow to unacceptaole levels. In
addition, since almost all Lagranglan cave propagation codes use
explicit temporal integration schemes (In which the maximum time step
is limited to satisfy a stability condition), violent distortion of
the computational mesh leads to a reduction of the time step to such
a low value that continuing the calculation becomes economically
prohibitive. These problems can be overcome through the use of
rezoning, coupled Lagranglan-Eulerian descriptions, and contact
surface erosion algorithms.
In rezonlng, a nee Lagrange computational mesh is overlaid on the
old one and a rezone algorithm m.ps mesh quantltltes of the severely
distorted mesh onto the nee mesh such that conservation of mass,
momentum, total energy and the constitutive relationship are
satisfied. Rezoning can be a costly and nontrlvlal process. For
very thick target pcnetratlon studies (plate thickness to projectile
diameter ratio_ greater than IO) 30 to 50 rezones are not uncommon.
Frequent rezonlng renders the computational mesh semi-Eulerian in
: that large distortions are realized but material history and locatloo
of material boundaries are diffused.
Many impact slit, s,ions are not slmulated very well with
Lagranglan or Eulerian descriptions alone (i.e., fl_Id-structure
interaction problems). Coupling methodologles for combining
Lagranglan and Eulerian descriptions exploit the respective
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advantages of each. In general, the Eulerian pot ton of the
computational mesh behaves as a pressure boundary acting on the
Lagrangian regions, ,bile the Lagrangtan regions represent obstacles
in the Eulerlan flay field. This technique does not circumvent the
possibility of excessive diffusion of material history. While
cumbersome and tlme-consumlng 1ogle for _bstlng diffusion of materlal
interfaces and histories has been demo.lsCrated, the computational
penalties for such logic are high.
A most promising technique to extend the capability of Lagranglan
codes to deep penetration and spaced plate perforation problems is
the concept of contact surface erosion. The Lagrangian codes
developed in the seventies required that the contact surface or
sliding interface specified at the beginning of the problem remain
unchanged throughout. Tlis requirement was imposed not from physical
considerations but to simplify the interface logic. Its effect vas
to prohibit total failure of material dictated by the physical
problem, resulting either in unrealistic distortions of the
computational mesh leading to large truncation errors or in temporal
integration increments which render further computation uneconomical.
.- The eroding contact surface concept has been under active Invest-
Igatlon at a numbel" of c_nters since 1978 and is now finding its way
Into production codes. The most comprehensive treatment is to be
found in the DYSMAS/L code developed by Massmann, Path and their
associates ar lndustrieanlagen-Betriebsgesellschaft mbH (Ottobrun, W.
Cermany). The contact processor in DYS_ASIL (ref. 2-4) is based on a
generalized master-slave concept. Structural surfacas which are to
be controlled by the contact processor are defined as master planes
and slave points. Both master surface erosion and internal cracking
F can be treated. In the case of element separation (crack opening)
the separated nodal masses of the affected elements are designated as
slave points to permit calculation of momentum exchange in case o_
further contact. Redefinition of the contact surface in case of
erosion or cracking is treated automatically, requiring no user
intervention.
Methods for dynamic redefinition of sltdtng interfaces in the
presence of total element failure have also been developed by Johnson
(ref. 5-6). The earlier approach, ImpLemented in the EPIC-3 (ref. 5)
code, had several ]imitations and restrictions (i.e., only
obliquities of 45 ° or less could be treated and users had to specify
a priori the extent of target damage) and has not been used
| extensively. Many of these have been removed froR the techniques now
used in current versions of EPIC-2 and EPIC-3. Snow (ref. 7)
implemented loglc to dynamically redeflce the master surface as
element failu_" occurs In the EPIC-2 code. The approach retained the
._ requirement in the orlgtnal version of the e_de that the master
,_ surface remain continuous and employed an asymmetric interface treat-
meat. _1ost recently Relytschko and Lin I have tntroduce_ eroding
contact surface concepts into the EPIC-3 code, making use of eight-
' node hexahedral elements and hourglass viscosity to stabi]izr
spurious deformation modes caused by one point integratlon.
iWork done under contract to Balllstic Research Labs.
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CONTACT SURFACE EROSION FOR
LACRANGIAN COHPUTATIONS
Contact surfaces or slldlng interfaces are appropriate In
situations where large relativ© motions can be expected at material
boundaries. Situations involving the interactions of gases and
flulds wlth solld walls, the penetration of targets by projectiles,
and contact between collidlng bodies require the use of sliding
interfaces. They prove useful also in regions where large shears or
fractures develop. Host sliding interface methods are based on the
decomposition of acceleratlnn and veloclty Into components normal and
tangential to the interface. _1otions in the normal direction are
continuous when materials are In contact but independent when they
are separated. Tangent:tal motions are independent when materials are
separated or the interface Is frict_onless but are modl_ied If there
Is contact and a frlctional force is present. Haterials on either
side of an interface may _epsrate if a user-speclfied criterion is
exceeded or if mDterials are in tension, and nay collide again if
previously sap]rated. ^ comprehensive dlscus_ion of slidlng inter-
face treatments Is given by Hallqulst (ref. 8--9).
The slidt_g interface algorithm in the EPIC-2 code (ref. 7) has
been restructured to simulate contact surface erosion during impact.
Inlttally, a series of nodes lylng on the interface are ldentifled
and labelled as either master or slave nodes. Designation of master
and slave ls arbitrary since a symmetric treatment at the interface
is used. In the method employed here, a set of nodal points that
define element edges or segments which have both nodes declared to be
master nodes define unique master segments of the master surface on
which slave nodes are not permitted to intrude. These ma_ter
segments are not required to define the master surface in a con-
tinuous manner. When penetration of a slave node through the master
surface occurs, the velocities of the master and slave nodes are
adjusted to conserve angular and ltnear momentum as described in
reference 10. Once the intrusions are removed, the designation of
master and slave ta interchanged and the procedure is repeated. Each
temporal integration increment is comprised of the following steps.
1. Determine master segments on one stde of the interface
that circumscribe elements which have not exceeded the user-
specified failure criterion.
2, For each slave node find the master segment whose search
radius, R °, in Figure ! contains the slave node.
3. Determine the sign of the cross product of the vectors
H2 and H.S" defined in Figure 1. A requirement of the interface
:_81c ou.l_ned here Is that slave nodes must remain to the left of
the master segment. A negative sign of the cross product indicates
penetration of the master segment by a slave node and requires
correct£ve action.
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4. If there is intrusion, poslti_n the slave node on the
master segment in a direction normal to the segment.
5. Update master and slave node velocities to conserve
linear and angular momentum.
6. Update nodal forces to account for change in nodal
velocities,
7. Interchange master and slave designations and repeat
steps I-6.
Figure 2 shows results obtained with this method for the
penetration of a steel plate by a 65 gram, hemlspherlcally nosed
steel rod with a striking velocity of II03 m/s. Figure 3 shows
similar results for a plane strain simulation at an obliquity of 60 °
and striking velocity of 1647 m/s. Table I shows a comparison of
computed residual masses and velocities with those obtained
experimentally by Lambert (ref. 11) from radiographic data. The
agreement is quite good for the normal impact case. The higher
residual mass and velocity computed for the oblique impact is
characteristic of plane strain analyses of hlgh velocity impacts.
The utility of plane strain analyses of high velocity impacts has
been examined by Zukas et al, (ref 12) who concluded that the
fundamental difference in the formulation of the computational
elements between the plane strain approximatlon and the exact
(axlsymmetric) computation of penetration is sufficient reason to
expect different energy displacement relationships for the two
formulations.
CONCLUSIONS
The simulation of contact surface erosion in Lagrnngian analyses
of high velocity impacts appears to be a most promising refinement
which extends the capabilities of Lagranglan codes for problems
Involving perforation of solids. The methodology permits simulation
of deep penetration which previously was limited to Eulerlan codes.
Furthermore, the methodology has been demonstrated to yield residual
parameters that are in good agreement with experimental data at a
considerable reduction in cpu time and memory requirements for n
comparable Eulerlan analysis.
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TABLE I. - COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED RESIDUAL PARAMETERS
Striking Residual Velocity (m/s) Residual Mass (g)
Obliquity Velocity Calculated Measured* Calculated Measured*
(degrees) (m/s)
0 1103 709 690 32.1 32.7
60 1647 1202 1145 22.9 16.8
- Reference 11
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FIGURE I. - TEST FOR SLAVE NODE INTRUSION OF MASTER SEGMENT MIM2: VECTOR CROSS
PRODUCT MIM 2 x Mlst<O.
D
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FIGURE 2. - EVOLUTION OF CONTACT SJRFACE EROSION FOR AN AXISYMMETRTC IMPACT
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CRASHWORTHINESS OF LIGHT AIRCRAFT FUSELAGE STRUCTURES:
A NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
A.P. Nanyaro, R.C. Tennyson and J.S. llansen
University of Toronto, Institute for Aerospace Studies
SU_4ARY
A comprehensive program was undertaken co investigate both analytically
and experimentally the dynamic behaviour of aircraft fuselage structures subject
to various impact conditions. An analytical model was developed based on a self-
consistent finite element (CFE) formulation utilizing shell, curved beam and stringer
type elements. Equations of motion were formulated and linearized (i.e. for small
displacements), although material nonlinearity was retained to treat local plastic
deformation. The equations were solved using the implicit Newmark-Beta method with
a )frontal' solver routine. Free-flight testing of stiffened aluminum fuselage models
was also undertaken using the UTIAS pendulum crash test facility. Data were obtained
on dynamic strains, g-loads and transient deformations (using bigh speed photography
in the latter case) during the impact process. Correlations between tests and
predicted results are presented, together with computer graphics, based on the CFE
model. These results include level and oblique angle impacts as well as the free-
flight crash test.
Finally, comparisons are also made with a hybrid, lumped mass finite element
compute, model. It is demonstrated that the CFE formulation provides the best
o-erall agreement with impact test data for comparable computing costs.
INTRODUCTION
In evaluating the crashworthiness of aircraft structures, it is essential to
utilize computer analyses to aid the aircraft designer during the preliminary design
phase. Designing a crash-resistant structure and seat configuration necessitates an
understanding of the behaviour of a complex structure deforming under various impact
loads. Testing of full scale aircraft or scale models is extremely expensive and
difficult. Consequently, the experimental approach alone is undesirable. Computer :.
techniques are needed which adequately consider large deflections, elastic-plastic
material response, local buckling and post-buckling behaviour, as welJ as isolated
component Zractures. From an economic view, it is desirable to develop the simplest
feasible mathematical model representation of the actual structure, while maintaining
an acceptable level of accuracy. The cost restrictions place constraints on the total
number of degrees of freedom that can be retained in the model, the number of elements
that may exhibit material and/or structural non-linearity, and the number of times the
system stiffness matrix can be re-assembled, inverted, and/or transformed in a dynamic
analysis. Consequently, two analytical approaches were considered. The first model
developed was based on a lumped mass finite element (LMFE) representation of the
structure using flat, straight element._. The intention was to approximate the struc-
ture in such a manner as to obtain a low cost, efficient and accurate analysis that
would be attractive as a preliminary design code. Results of this effort have been@
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well documented elsewhere (refs. 1,2). At the same tin, e, a more accurate, more
cost effective and consistent finite element (CFE) formulation w_s recently devel-
oped to provide _ basis fo: comparison, details of which are provided in the follow-
ing section.
Clearly, regardless of which model is utilized, the analysis must be capable
of providing accurate estimates of the g-loads, volume reduction, and associated
gross failure modes of the structure for certain crash conditions. Of particular
' importance is the accurate prediction of g-loads transferred to the passenger seat
structure in order to improve seat design and minimize occupant injury. Also of
vital concern is the prediction of structural g-loading of large masses which, in
the case of high wing aircraft, can crush the fuselage. Finally, in order to select
a reliabJe co_puter model, validation of its predictions is only possible via credi-
ble tests on realistic structural configurations subjected to simulated impact
loadings that reflect a range of likely aircraft crash conditions which are poten-
tially survivable.
This report presents a brief summary of the f£ni'l:e element formulation together
with a description of the experimental program an_ comparisons with test data. For
further details, the reader is referred to ref.3.
DERIVATIONAND SOLUTIONOF
MOTIONEQUATIONSFOR AN IMPACTINGAIRCRAFT i
The motion equations appropriate for the present proble.i have been developed
froni the method of virtual work and are given by
82W
_ + BTa = F (1)
8t
where U is the mass density, W is a column matrix of displacements, B is a matrix of
non-linear differential operators, o is the column stress matrix and F is a column
matrix of applied forces acting on the system. Equation (1) does not explicitly
contain the impact forces that result from ground contact.
However, this characteristic is obtained in the computer code by imparting
appropriate moments to various nodes when ground contact occurs. In addition, i
: dissipation resulting from contact is included through the use of an appropriate
coefficient of restitution.
Finite Element Motion Equations
In this section, the development of the consistent mass and stiffness matrices
that correspond to the finite element discretized motion equations is presented.
As the fuselage structure is complex, the differential equations the describe the
- motion are not dealt with directly. Rather, the aircraft is idealized as an
assembly of flexible structural elements (figure I) comprised of curved ribs,
stringers, (two nodes, 6 degrees of freedom (DOF) per node) alld shell segments
(4 nodes, 6 DOFper node). All elements can exhibit plasticity if required.
In the following analysis, three basic reference frames are considered:
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1. I, an inertial frame
2. B, a fuselage centre of mass, body-fixed fr_e
3. Ei, an element centre of mass frame (i r_fers to the i-th element)
• ese reference frames are sho_ schematically in figure 2. Note that the fuselage
:entre of mass has been assumed to remain fixed even as the fuselage defo_s. _is
ts justified on the basis that the predominant mass in the analysis is that of the
ving, which is assumed rigid, and therefore changes in shape of the fuselage cause
lery minor changes in the centre of mass location.
The discretized motion equations that result from the application of the finite
)lement procedure take the general form,
_" + C; + Kx = F(t) (2)
#here M, C, K are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively, and x and
F(t) correspond to the response and forcing column matrices, respectively. _e
following sections present the development of each of these quantities at the ele-
nental level; these are then assembled to fo_ the matrix or vector of interest.
The basis functions used in the analysis are pol_omials and the model derog-
ations are represented by di, with i ranging over the n_,ber of displacement degrees
af freedom. In the continuum representation, the displacements d_:_ defined by W:
w : [u, v,w]T (3)
with the discretized representation (trial function) taking the fo_
w = Pbr (4)
,, Here Ph is the matrix of pol_omial f_ctions which for the cylindrical shell
- elemen_ is given by
Ei ]
where _ and n are the axial and circumferential shell coordinates, respectively, and
r is the vector of polynomial coefficients. The nodal variables d are related to r
by substituting the coordinates into the trial functions and equating to the nodal
degre._ af freedom. This yields
w({+_nl)= wi . pl({_, nl)r (6)
for the nodal displacements while the nodal slope and twist degrees of _reedom are
obta£ned from
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which can b-.expressed as
Si = P2r (8)
thereby providing a relationship o£ the form
, I_,-I _.._. (9)
: dl " I " r = PrS4 I P., I
f
The inversion o£ P then provides the required rel_:ionship _"
r- P'td_ - Cdt (10)
I
The elemental stiffness matrix is composed of two parts; the _.lasticcomponent
given by
c (11)
Ks " S cTBToBcdvs
and the non-linear, i _duced s_ress _.omponent resulting from plasticity,
;E
K: " I cTBTa'dv 112) ',
In these, D is the con=titutive matrix, given by
• o • Oc (13)
i
where o and ¢ are the stress and strain cohunn matrices, respectiwly, p.nd B is a
• matrix of differential operators which relates strains and _isplacement.,
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c : BW (14)
Also, o represents the plastic increment in stress. It should be noted that the
above matrices are evaluated with respect to the element reference frame.
The contribution to the element matrices that results from the mass properties
of an element requires evaluation with respect to an inertial reference frame. The
acceleration of an element in the inertial reference frame is written as
d 2
A _--[x + R + p + w] (15)
- dt2 cwhere the vectors on the x'ight are as follows (see figur_ 3)
!
:= 1. Equation (16) gives the position of the fuselage centre o£ mass with respect
to the ineltial frame:
x _ {i}Tx (16)
2. Equation (17) gives the position of an element with respect to the fuselage
centre of mass:
Rc _A{b}TRc (17)
3. Equation (18) gives the position of a particle in an element:
P _ {e}Tp (18)
4. Equation (19) is the deformation of a point in an element:
w __{c}Tw = {b tTWi (19)
In the above, {i}, {b_. re}, and {c} are the matrices of unit vectors corresponding
to the inertial, fusela, centre of mass, element centre of mass and position frames,
respectively, while x, Re, p, W and Wi are column matrices which are the components
of the corresponding vector in the indicated reference frame. Thus, the acceleration
in terms of the body-fixed reference frame becomes
. A= {e}T{ccT_+ c[_(R c + cTp) + _ _(R c + cTp)] +
- (20) .
el
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where c is the transformation matrix given by
{elT = {b}Tc (21)
T
and c represents the transpose of c, while wb is the column matrix of angular
velocities of b wzth respect to z. Further _ zs defined by
x (22)
%= _3 0 - }
"_2 _1
where _b is given by
Iill (23)
_D = W2
It should be noted that, in the above, the angular velocity of the element with
respect tn the body reference frame is neglected. That is, in the relation _e
= _b T, the effect of _ has been neglected. Thus, the inertia _erms yield the
final result
{ I cTccT_dv}x"+ J"cTc[(_I_+ wl__)(R c + cTp)]pdv + I cTc.dvd"
S S $
(24)
+ {J 2cTc_ ¢TC_v}a + {I cTc(_ + _l__)cTc"(::v}dS $
where the coefficients of d, d, d may be identified by
Ka _, J' cTc_ cTc_dv
s
s (25)
G _ 2 J' CTc_c_dv$
M _ I cTcl_v
o. S
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")
These relations define the matrix for the angular acceleration of the elements, the
acceleration matrix, the gyroscopic coupling matrix and the mass matrix, respectively.
Thus, the contribution to the motion equation from a single element is given by
xx, T--
= + Ka + Kc]d + f pcTc(_ + Wba_))cpayLs _" + [KE + Kp
(26)
X X
+ { j' .crccrd.}i+ { f _crc(_+ _b_))dv}RcS S
The motion equations are coupled by suitably orienting each element contribution,
summing over all the elements and then adding external forces. Hence, the motioq
equation takes the form
Z (csL s " fs ) = 0 (271
s
where fs defines the column matrix for the consistent element force. With these
assembled equations, a number of observations can be made. First, the motion of
the centre of mass is unaffected by the motion of the fuselage relative to the centre
of mass. This implies that a solution for x corresponds to that of a free falling
mass with appropriate rebound conditions included. Similarly, the angular momentum
of the system is conserved during the free fall and =ebound phases if suitable
account is taken of the impact duration with the ground. Inclusion of these effects
means that _, -b and _b can be directly solved and thus they appear as forcing
functions in equation (27). The final contribution to the motion equation from the
structural element is o e the form
L = Ma+ c_ + Kd (28)
s
where the remaining terms in equations (26) and (27) can be determined from free fall
calculations for the centre of mass.
Solution by lime Integration
The motion equations have been integrated in the time domain using the Newnmrk-
6 method (rcf.4) which relates d I + 1,)vI 1 and a T + 1 (i.e. the displacement,velocity and acceleration, respecfiveiy at+the (I +'1) st time step by equatio s (29):
= 4 (di, 1 _ el . Aw 1 _ _ At2al)
al+1 At2 (zg)
+I = vl + ½ At(al + aI+l)
where $, the integration parameter, has been taken as 1/4. Substituting them_
expressions for a I + 1 and v I into the assembled motion equation yields
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(30)
+ At2[FI+1- K dil}
where Ma and K_ are the assembled mass and tangent stiffness matrices, respectively,
and F- + . is {he a_sembled force column matrix. This integration scheme has the
advan_agelof unconditional stability and accuracy (tel.S) and also allows the use
of a 'Frontal Solver' technique (ref.6).
Fuselage Model Analysis
As noted earlier, the fuselage model shown in figure 1 consists of shell,
curved beam and stringer elements. The derivation of the cylindrical shell
element is described in detail in ref. 7. Of interest is that rigid body dis-
placements are considered while maintaining interelement compatibility. Conse-
quently, the free-body motion of the fuselage during free-flight does not result
in structural strains.
The model investigated in this report has 383 nodes and 1626 degrees of
freedom. This compares to 368 degrees of freedom provided by the LMFEcomputer
model utilizing 79 nodes, which are 'statically condensed' to provide 138 degrees
of freedom before integration is performed. For the first time step, during the
integration, the matrices are found and inverted. The element mass and stiffness
matrices are stored on disks to be used in energy growth checks. Gaussian
elimination is performed and information necessary for back-substitution in the
first and subsequent time steps is stored on disks as well. For every _ime step,
the external forces, plastic and corrective forces are found and used to obtain
displacements, velocities and accelerations. The external forces include
gravitational weight whereas the corrective forces include error_ after iteration
and the buckling forces. Subroutines are employed to evaluate the stiffness
and mass-'creating' subroutines for the different elements. This is done during
the first time step. The matrices are assembled into the body coordinate system
and transformations are then performed from curved coordinates to Cartesian body
coordinates. The displacement change is found in the inertial reference frame
with components in the body axis directions at each step. Integration to find
accelerations and velocities is done in the inertial reference frame. The
angular velocity is included in the model together with centripetal, angular
acceleration and gyroscopic forces about the fuselage centre of mass. These
forces at the element level are neglected. Thus the element centrifugal,
gyroscopic and angular acceleration matrices are assumed to have a negligible
contribution to the element displacements about its own centre of mass.
The time _" _p, (At), during the integration is chosen to maintain little
energy groT_thin time, thus ensuring stability. In this study, At = 0.001 sec
was employed. For every time step, negative strain energy is checked. If the
energy is negative despite several i.terationsat the step, the integration is
. abandoned. On contact with the ground, velocity components are imparted to the
appropriate nodes, equal in magnitude but opposite to the initial impact values.
A rebound coefficient can be introduced at this point together with a coefficient
, of friction which will change the velocities parallel to the ground at the point
of contact. These coefficients have not been used in this program, although they
3J2
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were used in the LMFE analysis.
EXPERIMENTALPROGR,_dq
Fuselage Test Model
The experimental fuselage model was chosen to characterize a large number
of typical general transport, light aircraft fuselages withir a weight range of 3,000
to 24,000 kg. The model has a geometric scale factor of about a third for this
category of aircraft. A high wing configuration was selected since it provided
the worst case situation for an impacting fuselage. The objective behind the
choice of the model was to perform credible experiments on realistic fuselage
strt,ctures to demonstrate the validity of the computer codes, which then could
be used to analyse an actual aircraft. The test models were fabricated from 0.305
mm thick 2¢24-T3 aluminum skin stiffened with twelve light rib frames and two
solid cross-section, heavy main frames (bulkheads) to pick up the wing loads.
A floor support structure was also added for completeness together with longitudinal
stringers mounted on the exterior of the fuselage. The dimensions of the models
were nominally d.914 m in diameter, 2.5! m long and with a ma_s of approximately
16.4 kg. Figures 4 and S show photographs of a test model.
Wing loading for the free-flight configuration consisted of two longitudinal
stiff beams (see fig.4) with end weights. This structure was attached to a
rigid mounting fixture which itself was bolted to both interior main frames.
_Js particular design was necessary to properly simulate the pitch moment of
_nertio and lower the centre of gravity within the fuselage cross-section.
In a flight test simulation, it should be noted that in reality, the loading
o_l the aircraft fuselage will differ from the drop-test values due to aerodynamic
lift in a "controlled" crash landing. The forces from the control surfaces will
also affect the torques on the fuselage. A simple correction factor should be
determined, by equating total energy at impact of the model and that of the fully
'lifted' aircraft using the appropriate nondimensional parameters. In this way,
model data can be related to an actual aircraft fuselage using these nondimensional
factors.
Crash Test Facility
, Experimental tests were performed inside the geodetic dome (50 m diameter)
the University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies. The facility
consisted of a pendulum gantry constructed over a 12.2 m by 3.7 m reinforced
conc:ete ranway, as shown in the schematic of figure 6. The gantry was about
7 m high and stood on four legs, with the fuselage suspended from the gantry top
'frictionless' pivot by a rigid swing arm. The fuselage was then drawn back
above the impact surface by a cable attached to the dome roof. Between this
cable and the fuselage was a manual release mechanism. The fuselage mounting
fixture was attached to the rigid swing arm by a pyrotechnic bolt tension
separator. A free-flight test sequence was initiated when the fuselage was
released from the pullback cable, permitting the model to swing 'pendulum
style' above the impact surface. The fuselage was then separated from the swing
arm by the pyrotechnic device, when the swinging arm was perpend2cular to the
ground or at the lowest point in its swinging path. This trigger mechanism was
333
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activated when the fuselage passed through a laser beam as shown in fig.6. An
electrical signal was then relayed to the pyrotechnic firing system, details of
which can be found in refs. 7 and 8.
Data Acquisition System
Data acquisition during the crash tests wa3 accomplished with photographic
coverage using low and high speed cameras and with onboard strain gauges and
accelerometers. I_e strain gauges were bonded to the inner edges of the main load
carrying fraies while strain gauge type miniature accelerometers were positioned
on the fuselage to measure normal and/or longitudinal acceleration on the wing
mass and on the floor structure. _e accelerations on the wing mass result in
loads being applied to the main frames and the accelerations of the floor can
be used to assess the loads transmitted to the seat structure.
Both acce!erometer and strain gauge signals were sent through a SE Bridge
conditioning unit and a SE 6_lvo conditioning unit before being output on a
ttoneywell Visicorder oscillograph (Model 1508). The accelerometer signals were
also filtered using a 200 Hz l_w pass filter and taped on a Bruel and Kjaer 7003
FM-tape recorder. The analog data on the FM-tape were digitized using a PDP 1140
computer and GT44 graphic terminal. The Visicorder contained type M200-350
(electromagnetic damped) miniature galvanometers having a resistance of 350 ohms
and a flat frequency response from 0 to 180 Hz. Further details can be found in
ref.7.
Impact Tests
Prior to the free-flight test, a series of level and oblique angle vertical
drop tests were conducted. Some experimental g-load results are presented in
tables I-II.
Subsequently, a free-flight test was performed with a wing mass of 244 kg.
The initial release parameters at a height of 0.17 m were: angle of incidence,
3°; nose-up pitch rate (counter-clockwise) equal to 1.18 rad/sec; horizontal
velocity of 6.53 m s -1 At initial impact, the angle of incidence was about 9.6 °
and the centre of mass sink rate was 0.88 m s -1. Selected high speed photographs
present_ in figure 7 (% 400 pps) show portions of the 'free-flight' impact
test. For further details, refer to ref.7. From post-crash pictures shown in
figures _ and 9, one can see modest collapse of the aft end (due to the first
impact) and substa-tiai collapse of the forward end. _%e floor failure is
symmetric and local fracture was observed together with interior rib failures.
No failure of the main rib occurred although some plastic deformation was evident.
Table III summarizes the measured peak g-loads for this case.
! COMPARISON OF COMPUTER MODEL
PREDICTIONS WITH TEST DATA
|
', As noted earlier, two computer models were developed, one a hybrid based
• on a lumped mass - finite element approach (LMFE) and the other, which forms
I the basis of this report, a consistent finite element formul_tion (CFE). Details
t
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on the former model can be found in refs 1 and 2, for example. Both model
predictions of peak g-loads and times of occurrence are presented in tables I, II,
and III for level, oblique and 'free-flight t impact tests, respectively. Although
the available experimental data are somewhat limited, in general the CFE model
provides better correlation than the LMFE analysis. Figure 10 provides a comparison
of the CFE predicted acceleration - time response with the recorded output for
the level impact case. Quite good correlation is observed.
Selected graphics depicting the initial 'free-flight' impact behaviour of the
fuselage are presented in fig.ll. These results can be compared with the high-
speed photographs in fig.7 where the same general dynamic response is evident in
the form of aft end transient collapse. For more complete photographic coverage
| of the free-flight test together with computer graphics, refer to refs. 7 and 8.
1 CONCLUSIONS
A consistent finite element computer code has been developed to analyse
fuselage structures for a typical high wing passenger aircraft. The analysis
was carried out for various impact configurations and energy levels. Vertical
drop and 'free-flight' experimental tests were performed on scale model stiffened
aluminum fuselage sections at the UTIAS Crashworthiness Facility. The test data
obtained from realistic structural configurations provided a basis of comparison
for two analytical models. It has been demonstrated in this report that the
consistent finite element formulation provides the best overall agreement in
terms _f peak g-load predictions.
In summary, the computer code has the following capabilities:
(1) determines dynamic response in terms of displacements, velocities and
accelerations for all the points on the fuselage model
(2) allows variation of initial conditions which consist of vertical end
horizontal velocities, pitch rate, angular velocity, position and orientation
relative to the surface of impact
(3) permits changes of coordinates and geometry, numbering of nodes, introduction
of new elements, internal and external forces and changes in materials
(4) presents views of deformed fuselage structure in the form of computer
graphics ,"
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TABLE I: SUI4_ARYOF PEAK_-LOADS (AND TIHE OF OCCURRENCE- SEC) FOR
LEVELIMPACTVn = 1.33.... m s -1_ WINGMASS= 244 kg. (VERTICALACCELERATION)
LOCATIONOF WINGLOAD WINGLOAD FLOOR FLOOR
ACCELERONETERS (RIB 6) (RIB 9) (RIB 5) (RIB 10)
#1+[211]**(27) *** #31215](21) #4161](43) #61137](46)
¢
EXPERIHENT 11(.02) 13.9(.02) 11.2(.02) 20(.00)
LMFE 7.(.02) 7.(.02) 9.(.06) 9.(.06)
CFE 14(.02)* 14(.02)* 14(.02)* 14.4(.02)*
* FILTEREDUSING FIFTH-ORDERCHEBYSHEVLOWPASSFILTER WITHA PASSBAND
OF 62.5H_ ANDSTOPBANDEDGEOF 125Hz
+ ACCELEROI_ETERNUMBER
** CFE MODELNODENUMBER
*** LMFEMODELNODENUMBER
TABLEII: SUMMARYOF PEAK_-LOADS (AND TIME or. OCCURRENCE- SEC) FOR i
OB,LIqUEIMPACT
J
-1
Vo = 0.88 m s
ANGLE = 2.0° WINGMASS = 244 kg (VERTICAL UNLESS STATED)
LOCATION OF WING LO_D FLOOR WING FLOOR FLOOR
ACCELEROMETERS (MIDPOINT) RIB $ (MIDPOIN'I_ RIB S RIB 10
HOR.'ZONTALACC. #2161](12) #3(211)(27) HORIZONTAL #61136](46)
#1+[215]**(27)*** #S[62](43)
EXPERIMENT 2.8(.037) 23.$(.016) 7.9(.049) 5.2(°04) 20.6(.028)
LHFE 0.4(.02) 5.(.11) 4.(.07) -
CFE 2.3(.01) 27(.O16) * 8.3(.03) 5.8(.03S) 24(.027) *+ ACCELEROMETERNUMBER
** CFE MODELNODENUMBER
*** LHFE MODELNODENUMBER
*  FILTEREDUSING LOWPASSFIFTH ORDERCHEBYSHEVFILTER (A PASSBAND= 62.5 Hz
STOPBAND• 125 Hz)
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TABLE III: SI' 4ARY OF PEAKMEASURED_-LOADS (AND TIME OF OCCURRENCE. - SEC)
FOR *FREE-FLIGHTt CRASH TEST
LOCATIONOF WING(HORIZONTAL) FLOOR WINGLOAO FLOOR FLOOR FLOOR
ACCELEROMETERS RIB 6 RIB 5 RIB 9 RIB I0 RIB 5 RIB 10
#1 ]**{27)*** VERTICAL VERTICAL VERT:CAL HORIZONTALVERTICAL
#216H(43) #312H(27) _41181](43) #S[6H(46) _6[1_6](46)
EXPI'RIMENT 0.76(.056) S.3(.07) 3.7(.057) 8.1(.08) 2.8(.017) 4.0(.02)
J
_IFE 1.0(.008) - 3.5(.06) - 27.5(.17)
t
CFE 1.0(.04) *+ 10(.05) *  3.8(.0S)*  4.1(.02)*+ 3.9(.02) *+
+ ACCELEROMETERPOSITION
** CFE MODELNODENUMBER
*** LMFE NODE NUMBER •
*+ FILTERED USING 5TH ORDERLOWPASS CHEBYSHEVFILTER (PASSBAND = 62.5 Hz)
(STOPBAND = 125 Hz)
!
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Figure 9. Post-crash end View of fuselage after free-flight test.
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SUMMARY
Transport fuselage section drop tests have provided useful information
about the crash behavior of metal aircraft in preparation for a full-scale
Boeing airplane Controlled Impact Demonstration (CID)• The fuselage sec-
tions have also provided a_. operational test environment for the data
acquisition system designed for the CID test, and data for analysis and
correlation with the DYCAST nonlinear finite-element program.
The correlation of the DYCAST section model predictions was quite good
for the total fuselage crushing deflection (22 - 24 inches predicted versus
24 - 26 inches measured), floor deformation, and accelerations for the floor
and fuselage. The DYCAST seat and occupant model was adequate to ap-
proximate dynamic loading to the floor, but a more sophisticated model would
be required for good correlation with dummy accelerations• Although a full-
section model using only finite elements for the subfloor was desirable,
constraints of time and computer resources limited the finite-element sub-
floor model to a two-frame modeL. Results from the two-fr&_e model indicate
that DYCAST can provide excellent correlation with experimental crash be-
havior of fuselage structure with a minimum of empirical force-deflection
data representing structure in the analytical model.
INTRODUCTION
The FAA and NASA will conduct a full-scale alr-to-surface
£mpact-survivableCon_rolled Impact Demonstration (CID) (see figure 1) with
a remotely piloted Boeing 720 aircraft at NASA's Dryden Flight Research
Facility. The principal purposes of the impact demo_stzation are
• to verify that antimist_ng fuel can preclude ignition of the _irborne
fuel mist or suppress the ignited fireball growth rate and demonstrate sn
operational fuel/propulsion system capability; and
• to acquire metal structural baseline data to better understand
transport crash behavior and to permit comparisons with any future composite
aircraft structure crash data
A series of three transport fuselage section drop tests ,lereperformed
at the Impact Dynamics Research Facility of NASA Langley Research Center,
. Hampton, Virginia, as part of the joint NASA/FAA Full-Scale Transport
Controlled Impact Demonstration program (Reference l). The sections were
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from Boeing 707 aircraft fuselages (figure 2) and thus are representative of
modern, all-metal aircraft fuselage construction.
The fuselage section drop tests were performed to provide structural
crush data for the nonlinear subfioor springs of a finite-element beam and
nonlinear-spring model being used to predict the overall crash impact be-
havior of the Boeing 720 aircraft. The drop tests were also used for the
data acquisition system and the photographic system built by Langley
Research Center for the Controlled Impact Demonstration. Additionally. the
testa generated structural response data for comparison with the DYCAST
computer program predictions.
This paper describes the first fuselage section drop test, some
capabilities of the DYCASTcomputer program, the DYCASTfinite-element
models, and comparisons of experimental and analytical results from the
research effort.
1 TEST SPECIMEN ANDAPPARATUS
1
Forward Fuselage Section
i In figure 3 the forward fuselage section is shown suspended in the
I Vertical Test Apparatus (TTA) of the Impact Dynamics Research Facility at
the NASA Langley Research Center. Because of the difficulty in locating a
Boeing 720, nearly identical (structurally)707 fuselage sections were used
for test specimens. The 12-foot-long fuselage section, cut te_.inches
• forward of Body Station (BS) 600 and ten inches aft of BS 600J, weighed 5051
pounds including the seats, anthropomorphic dummies, and instrumentation
(fig. 2) (Ref. 2). The structural beams and paneling of the lower bulkhead,
closing off the cargo bay _t BS 600J, were removed to make the subfloor
structural strength more uniform lengthwise in the section. As she . in
figure 3, the fuselage section is open on both ends. Since the interactions
of this fuselage section with the remainder of the airplane structure are
very difficult to predict and simulate, a simple end restraint tension cable
system was used to provide outward radial restraint only.
Figure 4 presents the floor layout of seats, instrumentation junction
box, slmulated power distribution pallet (for proper ballast) and a battery
for camera power. Seats were located on the test section approximately as
anticipated on the Controlled Impact Demonstration. Eight 50th percentile,
: 165 ib, Part 572 anthropomorphic dummies (Ref. 3), restrained with standard
lap belts, were seated among the five triple seats as shown in figure 4. All
dummies had vertical (aligned with the spine) and longitudinal (fore-and-aft
perpendicularto the spine) accelerometers in their heads and pelvises. An
uninstrumented95th percentile 4ummy (195 lb), restrained with a standard lap
belt, occupied the inboard location of seat F. Ballast (see fig. 5) was
used to load the remaining six occupant locations. Table I gives the weight
and coordinates of all articles and ballast onboard the section. The origin
of the coordinate system (0,0,0) was arbitrarily chosen to be at BS 60OF,
centered at floor level (see fig. 4).
t
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NASA Langley VTA Facility
The Vertical Test Apparatus (VTA) (fig. 3) was used to provide a stable
guide mechanism for the vertical impact test of the transport section. The
VTA, located at the northwest leg of the gantry structure at the Impact
Dynamics Research Facility (Ref. 4), is 70 ft high and consists of a 7 i/2
ton hoist platform on two support columns. Each column has rails to guide
the vertical motion of a lift frame to which a specimen can be attached for
drop testlng_ The specimen impacts a steel-reinforced concrete pad at the
bottom of the VTA, whereas, the support frame is decelerated by impacting
two shcck absorbers. An electrically activated quick-release hook is used
to lift the support frame and specimen to the desired drop height.
For the transport section test, the section was suspended by a series
of cablea with turnbuckles to allow adjustment of the cable lengths and to
control the impact attitude. The vertical impact velocity was 20 ft/sec and
the impact attitude was 0 degree pitch, yaw, and roll.
INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA REDUCTION
Figures 6 and 7 show the locations and the positive axis directions of
the DC accelerometers used on the aircraft structure to obtain continuous
acceleration histories during the dynamic drop test. All data were trans-
mitted to a tape recorder through an umbilical cable that was hard-wired to
the data acquisition system. Reference 5 contains a complete set of the
experimental data traces from the drop test.
Both the experimental data and the analytical DYCAST results show a
large degree of high-frequency, high-amplitude acceleration data. In order
to determine the relevant low-frequency accelerations that contribute to
velocity change and large deflections, low pass filtering is necessary. To
make reascnable comparisons between the experimental data and analytical
calculations, the same digital filter program was used to filter both the
analytical and experimental results. The filter program uses an inverse
Fourier transform of the filter gain function in the frequency domain to
transform to a smoothing function in the time domain (Ref. 6). Figure 8
presel,ts the actual and ideal filter response for the 20-Hz filter. The
finite transform distorts from the ideal as shown.
The analog signals were filtered with a 600-Hz low pass filter during
recording and were subsequently digitized at 4000 samples per second. The
digitized accelerometer data for the dummy head, dummy pelvis, and airplane ;
structure were filtered at 600 Hz, 180 Hz, and 20 Hz, respectively, with a
low pass digital filter.
DYCAST ANALYTICAL PROGRAM
. DYCAST Features
DYCAST is a nonlinear structural dynamic finite-elemeut computer code
developed by Grumman Aerospace Corporation with principal support from NASA
and the FAA as part of the combined NASA/FAA program for aircraft
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crashworthiness. The major DYCAST features are described briefly in the
following paragraphs (Ref. 7).
The basic element library consists of: (I) stringers with axial stiff-
ness only; (2) bea_s with axial, two shear, torsional, and two bending
stiffnesses; (3) isotropic and orthotropic membrane skin triangles with in-
plane normal and shear stiffnesses; and, (4) isotropic pl_te-bending
triangles with membrane and out-of-plane bending stlffnesses.
The nonlinear spring element provides axial stiffness with a user-
specified force-dlsplacementcurve. It can be used as either elastic or
dissipative, and as a gap element such as a ground-contact spring. The
changing stiffnesses in the structure are accounted for by plasticity
(material nonlinearity) and very large deflections (geometric non-
llnez,ities). Material nonlinearities are accommodated by one of three
options: (1) elastic-perfectlyplastic, (2) elastic-!ine_r hardening plas-
tlc, or (3) elastic-nonlinearhardening plastic of the _amberg-Osgood type.
The second option has been used exclusively for this modeling effort.
Geometric nonlinearitiesare handled in an updated Lagrangian formulation by
reforming the structure into its deformed shape after small time increments
while accumulating deformations, strains, and forces. The nonlinearities
due to combined loadings (such as beam-colamn effects) are maintained, and
the stiffness variations due to structural failures are computed. The
failure option is imposed automatically whenever a material failure strain
criterion is met, or manually by the user at a restart.
The problem size is only limited by the computer resources needed to
invert the stiffness matrix at least twice for each time step. A restart
feature permits a large problem, or one of long event duration, to be run as
a sequence of smaller time segments. This minimizes dedication of compnter
facilities, allows the user to examine the respons,_as it progresses,
permits termination of the simulation if critical strut_ral damage occ_s.
The numerical time integrators available are fixed-step central dif-
ference, modified Adams, Newmark-beta, and Wilson-there. The last three
have a variable time step capability, which is controlled internally by a
solution convergence error measure. Thus, the size of the time step is
increased and decreased as required during the simulation. The Newmark-bets
time integrator was used exclusively for the models presented in this paper. !
Two postprocessorsprovide the user with output data graphics
capability. GRAFIX plots histories of displacement, velocity, and accelera-
tion at chosen nodes. SATLIT will generate time-uequenced drawings of the
deforming structure from any viewing angle.
Modeling Considerations
The fuselage section mass is distributed 37% to the fuselage shell, 52%
to the seat-occupant simulation, and 11% to equipment and ballast. Since
52Z of the test specimen mass is located in seats, the anthropomorphic dummy
response should be closely approximated. Furthermore, plastic deformation
of the seat stzuctures during the impact may alter the overall section
response and the damage to the floor system. However, to accurately simu-
late the dynamic response of the anthropomorphic dummies and the effective
mass at the floor track requires capability not currently available in
DYCAST. As a first approach, the seat-occupant mass for each triple seat
.. was dlstr_buted between the floor and the seat pan with the masses assigned
to end nodes of the seat legs.
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The seat-occupant and equipment mass is a_y_ctrically distributed
throughout the section. This absence of symmetry requires a full seven-
frame model to accurately represent the complete test section.
Various structural failure mechanisms must be accommodated analytically
for accurate modeling of the structural behavior. For example, the lower
lobe of the fuselage section resists vertical loading through deformation of
the frames, whereas the longitudinal stringers and skin offer little resis-
tance to crush. The lo_er frames could be expected to fail in bending
and/or in shear and to develop points of inflection and "snap through" due
to the ground reaction forces. The ground reaction might also impose high
transverse shear loads on the frame cross sections. In addition, plastic
hinges might develop in the frames between the floor level and the fuselage
bottom. If the frames do not rupture while undergoing these types of defur-
mations, large impulsive moments would he applied to the floor and the upper
frame. Thus the analytical forrulation needs to provide for many basic
failure mechanisms.
Additionally, it often is desirable to include certain details in a
finite-elementmodel that could influence e>_,cted permanent deformations.
For example, the fuselage floor consists c£ Lnch-deepbuilt-up beams
: having T-section caps and stiffener rein(or_eO _ebs. Where the seat tracks
(which resemble an I-section) cross a floor beaK, the lower part of the "I"
has been beveled to the upper flange to straddle the floor beam. Some
detailed modeling of this region would be desirable. However, for the
current level of crash analysis development and computer resources, it is
_ necessary to judiciously limit the number of degrees of freedom (nodes) and
. the number of structural elements in the crash model. As the degrees of
freedom increase, model debugging, verification of the dynamic behavior, and
• interpretationof the results become increasingly difficult. Consequently,
it is desireble to understand the behavior of less complicated components
prior to formulation of the complete structural model.
BOEING STUDIES
One such study which utilized the component analysis approach has been
undertaken by Boeing Commercial Airplane Company, Seattle, Washington.
Under NASA contract NASI-16076, Boeing has developed DYCAST models to simu-
late the fuselage section drop tests. A typical fuselage frame subjected to
ground impact and a typical seat frame subjected to vertical loading were
modeled. The results of the component studies were incorporated into a more
general model of the fuselage section.
Single-Frame Model
The single-frame half model took advantage of symmetry about the fuselage
center llne. The frame was constrained to in-plane deflections with
"" boundary conditions applied at crown, floor, and keel. The half-frame model
had 62 nodes, 102 elements and i03 degrees of freedom. Efforts were made to
model the variations of the frame cross sections from crown to keel (figure
" 9). The DYCAST offset beam capability allowed proper behavior of multiple
beams connecting two nodes, individual components could be monitored as
ep_
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they experienced plastidty and ruptured. The frame model gave an assess-
ment of the significant dynamic response of the floor and upper lobe, and
identified problems and solutions with snap-through of the lower frame and
shear failure of the frame web in the vicinity of the lightening holes near
the fuselage bottom.
On the basis of frame solutions, an approximation of Lhe lower fuselage
crushing characteristics was obtaineJ which permitted simplification of the
fuselage section :model. Each half, lower frame below the floor level could
be represented as a vertical spring having known force-deflection charac-
teristics, thus replacing many finite elements with a single nonlinear
spring _iement.
Seat Model
The transport seat structure illustrated in figure 10 was a reinforced
tubular aluminum frame consisting of three welded leg trusses connected to
each floor track, two transverse tubes supporting four seat cross-bearers
that carry loads intc the leg trusses, and three seat pans that load the
cross-bearers. As shown in figure i0, the triple seat is not centered on
: the leg trusses. This results in unequal vertical loading of the inboard
and outboard leg trusses. Further, the inboard and outboard seats overhang
the leg trusses which introduce bending moments over the leg yok=
attachments. Depending on the joint fixity at the leg yokes, these bending
moments may be introduced into the leg frames causing the frame to resist as
a beam-column or as a simple column element.
A seat model, developed for the static vertical load condition, con-
tained 36 nodes, 35 beam elements and 164 degrees of freedom. Using full
fixity resulted in a collapse load of 4922 pounds for the triple seat. The
aft legs in each truss developed plastic hinges at their mid points and
buckled out of plane. In contrast, in tests conducted at NASA Langley
Research Center, the seat trusses carried in excess of 12000 pounds applied
vertically at the leg yokes. The 2.4 factor on vertical loads suggests a
strong sensitivity to end fixity.
DYCAST Full-Sectlon Model
Using the single frame and seat model results, a simplified DYCAST full-
section model (figure 11) of the seven frames, floor beam-seat track struc-
ture, and seat-occupant with asymmetric mass distribution was formulated.
The mode] had 106 nodes, 156 elements and 422 degrees of freedom. Nonlinear
crush springs were used to represent the lower fuselage structure and the
seat with anthropomorphic dummies. A beam framework modeled the upper
fuselage. For slmpllc,.ty, the seat springs and dummy masses were suspended
below the floor level. The seat and occupant model in the full-sectlon
model used 4 springs and 4 masses that were uncoupled.
: The full transport section model was used to develop transverse crush
characteristics for the soft fuselage areas for the Controlled Impact
Demonstration model. These characteristics were adjusted to account for
failur_ events observed in the frame analysis and to match the total dynamic
deflection of the test section.
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LANGLEY RESEARCH CF_TER STUDIES
Two-Frame DYCAST Model
In addition to the analytical studies by Boeing under contract NASI-16076,
a full two-frame model with sufficient detail to model the floor, two seats
with lumped mass occupants, and the fuselage structure without using non-
linear springs (except for the seat and ground properties) was formulated at
the Langley Research Center for research purposes. Although symmetry was
lacking for the full section, two forward frames h_I two seats located
symmetrically about the x-z plane. Thus a symmetric, two-frame, half model
(which executed in core on the computer) provided results comparable to the
full two-frame model and therefore was used for computations on the section.
The finite-element full two-frame model is shown schematically in
figure 12. Stiff ground springs simulated the concrete pad impact surface.
Each frame of the lower fuselage below the floor wes modeled using eight
beam elements. The floor and seat rails were modeled using appropriate beam
elements. The l_pperfuselage structure above the floor (not expected to
deform plastically) was modeled in much less detail to keep the model as
small as possible. The triple seat-occupant model consisted of 4 lumped
masses connected by horizontal stringer elements supported by 4 nonlinear
springs representing the vertical legs. The force deflection curves were
based on an experimentally determined maximum vertical seat failure load of
12,000 pounds. The mass of the three occupants was distributed using a 2 to
I ratio with the inboard legs supporting two occupants and the outboard seat
legs supporting only one occupant due to the asymmetry of the seat pan with
respect to the legs.
The smaller two-frame symmetric half mode] (right half side of section
in figure 12) consisted of 16 lumped masses, 32 beams, 4 stringers, 6 ground
springs, 4 seat-occupant springs, and a total of 105 degrees of freedom.
To simulate end constraints and strengthen the section, motion was not
allowed in the fore-and-aft (x-axis) direction, initially, the time step
was allowed to vary. but was later held constant to 250 microseconds te
correspond to the sample rate (4000 per second) use0 to digitize the ex-
perimental accelerations. Consequently, the same digital low pass filter
used to filter the experimental data could be used to filter the D¥CAST
calculated accelerations without requiring an interpolation algorithm before
filtering. The 250 microsecond time step was conservative fo,_ this problem
compared to a minimum time step of 500 microseconds when a variable time
step was allowed. To _n 901 constant time increments (.225 sec total)
required 1620 CPU seconds on a CDC Cyber 175 with a maximum fleld length of
303 K.
Noniinear material properties used for the critical subfioor aluminum
frame beam elements were elastic-plastlc with a small amount of linear
strain hardening. The yield stress inlti,lly chosen was 83,000 psi with a
failure strain level of 11 percent.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
a
' Figures 13 through 14 present photographs which illustrate the struc-
_ tural behavlor/damage experienced by the fuselage section during the
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vertical impact test at 20 ft/s. Figures 15 and 16 present DYCAST predic-
tions of the fuselage behavior determined during the analytical studies and
figures 17 to 22 present a comparison of typical experimental and analyticgl
accelerations and displacement of the fuselage.
Gross Structural Damage
As shown in figure 13, gross structural damage to the fuselage was
primarily confined to the lower fuselage below the floor level. All seven
frames ruptured near the bottom contact point. The total post-test crushing
distance measured from the floor level to the impact surface varied from a
maximum of 22-23 inches for the forward end (_rame 600) to 18-19 inches for
the rearward end (frame 6001). Motion picture analysis of the forward frame
at body station 600 indicated a maximum deflection of approximately 26
inches occurred at 0.21 secoxldsafter impact. Plastic hinges (see figure
14) formed in each frame along both sides of the fuselage. The vertical
acceleration histories showed two distinct peaks. The first peak cot-
_ responded to the deceleration at contact. When the bottom frames ruptured,
the load was relieved and the acceleration decreased. The second peak
occurred at the time the frame hinge point impacted the concrete.
Floor Deformation
t
The floor was surveyed post-test to determine the extent of permanent
deformation. The right side (viewed from a passenger's reference) tracks,
which had 3 triple seats, showed the most permanent deformation. The maximum
downward plastic deformation, measured post-test, was slightly less than
1/32 inch. This occurred between seats D and F (see figure 23)_
DYCAST Analytical Results
Analytical predictions from the DYCAST program for the fuselage section
models are presented in figures 15 through 22. The initial two-frame model
(subfloor frames yield stress of 83,000 psi and 11 percent failure strain)
_redicted crushing of the lower fuselage of approximately 16 inches as
compared to a measured 24 inches. Since these initial yield stress and
failure strain values gave less crushing than the experiment, the yield
stress was reduced to 50,000 ps_ and the failure strain was varied to assess
the effect on responses. The effects of ,aryingthe failure strains of the
frames for the two-frame model are shown in figures 15 and 16. For a
failure strain of 8%, good correlation with experiment was achieved (see
figure 15). When the failure strain was reduced to 5%, premature failure of
the frames at the contact point occurred and excessive deformation of over
t 35 inches was predicted (figure 16). Consequently, a yield stress of 50,000
r psi and a failure strain of 8% were used in the two-frame model for all
comparisons with experlmental data in figures 17 - 22.
Fuselage Crush.-The seven-frame full-section model (nonlinear springs
. represented the lower frames) and the two-frame model (beam elements with 8
Z failure strain represented the lower frames) predicted similar total
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crush for a common lower fuselage region. For both models figure 17 shows
the displacement of the floor (after impact) at body station 600. The full
model predicted approximately 24 inches of displacement (crush), whereas the
two-frame model predicted 22 inches of crush. An experimental vertical
acceleration trace was integrated once to obtain the velocity curve and the
resulting velocity curve was then integrated to give tne experlmental dis-
placement curve shown in figure 17 for comparison with the predicted crush.
Floor/FuselageIntersectipn A_c@lerations.-Figure18 compares the
predicted and measured vertical accelerations for node 31 located at the
intersection of the floor and fuselage wall. The acceleration for the two
DYCAST models is in good agreement with the experimental data. The full
section model gave reasonably good results 7xcept for times greater than .15
seconds where a high acceleration was predicted. Although no study was made
to identify tbe cause of the hlgh peak acceleration, it is believed to be
the result produced by o combination of the subfloor spring and seat-
occupant spring characteristics.
Inboard Seat-Track Acceleratlon.-Thevertical floor accelerations
located _t the inboard seat track at node 112 are shown in figure 19. The
two-frame model and the experimental data compare well; however, the full-
section model predictions again deviate dramatically from the experimental
data starting at .12 seconds. Although the seat-occupantmodel is over-
simplified, a ccmparison of the dummy response in seat location A (front
left seat) is given in figure 20 which shows that the prediction for the
first peak is close to the magnitude of the experimentalacceleration, but
the model overpredicts the amplitude of the second peak and also has a
higher frequency of oscillation. The occupant representationin the full-
section model underpredlcted the occupant Acceleration magnitude of both
peaks observed in the experimental data.
_oof and Ground CoRtaLt Accvlerations.-The experlmen_al and analytlcal
_oof accelerations at node 231 are shown in figure 21. The predicted and
experimental magnitudes agree quite well, but the analytical freque,cy
response is incorrect probably due to the coarseness of the model for the
upper fuselage. Finally, in figure 22, there are comparisons of the ex- t
perimental and _n_lytica! two frame accelerations at node 451 which
correspond to the contact point ,ith the concrete surface (bcttom of frame
600). Only two-frame model results are given since the full model repre-
sented the lower fuselage with crush springs. As shown in figure 22 the
predicted contact acceleration is higher than the experimental but overall
characteristics of the response are in good agreement.
Eased upon the experience gained using the analytical research models
of this paper, implications are that for engineering applications= larger
more complete models are required that would necessitate using larger and
faster computers. Engineering models need to be detailed enough to repre-
sent the failure criteria at the element level and should be able to handle
symmetric and asymmetric conditions.
CONCLUSIONS
J
Transpor_ fuselage section drop tests have provided useful information
about the crash behavior of metal aircraft in preparation for a full-scale
Boeing alrplane Controlled Impact Demonstratlo. (CID). The fuselage sec-
'" tions have also provided an operational test environment for the data
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acquisition system designed for the CID test, and data for analysis and
correlation with the DYCAST nonlinear finite-element program.
The correlation of the DYCAST section model predictions was quite good
for the total fuselage crushing deflection (22 - 24 inches predicted versus
24 - 26 inches measured), floor deformation, and accelerations for the floor
and fuselage. The DYCAST seat and occupant model was adequate to ap-
proximate dynamic loading to the floor, but a more sophisticated model would
be required for good correlation with dummy accelerations. Although a full--
section model using only finite elements for the subfloor was desirable,
conotraints of time and computer resources limited the finite-element sub-
floor model to a two-frame model, kesults from the two-frame model
indicate that DYCAST can provide excellent correlation with experimental
crash behavior of fuselage structure with a minimum of empirical force-
deflection data representing structure in the analytical model.
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OF POOR QUALITY
TABLE I.- TRANSPORT SECTION TEST WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION
ill
Item Weight(Ibs.) X(in) Y(in) Z(in)
Empty welght ]870 0 0 0
Seat A: inboard 146 42 -19 -24
centcr 188 42 -38 -24
outboard 154 42 -57 -24
Seat B: inboard 154 42 19 -24
center 188 42 38 -24 ,
outboard 148 42 57 -24
Seat C: inboard 187 -18 -19 -24
center 188 -I8 -38 -24
outboard 187 -I8 -57 -24
Seat D: inboard 15¢ 12 19 -24
center 188 12 38 -24
outboard !87 12 57 -24
Seat F: inboard 217 -4; 19 -24
center 188 -47 38 -24
outooarJ 140 -47 57 -24
Junction box 60 21 -36 -4
Pallet 145 -48 -36 -5
Camera 1 & mount 30 50 -31 -78
Light l 6 54 -23 -84
Camera 2 & moun_" 30 50 47 -66
; Light 2 6 54 38 -78
Camera 3 & mount 30 0 -42 -.O
Light 3 6 14 -45 -,'2
. Camera 4 & mount 30 0 43 -60
Light 4 6 6 44 -72
Time code box & battery 8 30 -70 -12
Battery 18 28 -55 -3
,. Camerd timing pa, " 4 10 -70 -12
Ballast 20 -65 -54 43
, Ballast 20 -50 -54 43 •
Ball_ 40 -65 -48 50 L
Bal, 20 -50 -48 50
_,' Bal]_st 40 -65 -37 6!
P(
L Ballast 40 -65 0 72
?
I
i
l
I
Poles
_ ,....
._II 'III 'I'I'
150knotse I _4-I_
11r
_, IIIIIlil I
Fig:,reI.- Proposed contr_11ed impact demonstration ,_._._shscenario for the
remote.y piloted Boeing 720.
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BODY STRTION 600 -.-,r,,
_ _20 960 1025 11_0
SECT[jN : SE__ DN 2 $c_,_J, 3
Figure 2.- Schematic of the Boeing 720 transport showing locations of three f.selage
test sections.
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Figure 3.- Fo._aard transport section suspended in Vertical Test Apparatus.
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,G F_.gure 5.- Ballast used to load seats (not occupied by dummies).
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Bodystation 600 600D600E600F600G600H600J
I I [ I J
r r 1----'---- 1
t ! [ • Vertical,LongitudinalI accelerometers
,, t [ TrJaxJal accelerometers
x _ -'Y - - I I J
I A, Transverseaccelerometer
_ _ _ _ [_ • Straingage
Z ! _ 0
I-- I i T
• ,_ .L _ _ Floorlevel
• Tit IJm_ , _
T i ",
f _
Figure 6.- Instrumentation locations for transport section test (side view).
• Vertical, Longitudinal
accelerometers
• Triaxial accelerometers
• Transverseaccelerometer i
, Strain gage
Port side Starboar_side
!_Top of floor beam '
Figure 7.- Inst_mentation locations for transport section test (end view).
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FREOUENCV
. Figure 8.- Actual and ideal 20-hertz filter response.
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Figure 9.- Typical frame cross sections from upper lobe to lower lobe.
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OF POOR QUALITY
INBOAROSEAT
CROSS "_¢PICAL
SEATPAN
TRANSVERSE TRU3S
TUBES
SEATT_CK
3EAT STRUCTURE
Figure 10.- Transport triple seat showing structural asymmetry (two seats removed
for ¢!_rity).
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Figure 11.- Full-section model showing nodes where responses are compared.
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OF POOR QUAL;TV
RODF FIPEX
WFILL-FLOOR
INIERSECIION
GROUNDCONTFICTSPRINGS
BOIIOM
Figure 12.- Two-frame model showing nodes _here responses are compared.
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Figure 13.- Rear view of fuselage baggage co,npartment showing post-test damage.
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Sel
_igure 15.- Computer graphics of the two-frame model at time 0.236 seconds with a
• subfloov beam failure of 8 percent.
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Figure 16.- Computer graphics of the two-frame model at time 0.225 seconds with a
subfloor beam failure strain of 5 percent.
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Figure 17.- Comparison of experimental floor vertical displacement of the section
(from the integrated velocity trace) to the analytical models.
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Figure 18.-.Ccmparison of experimental and analytical section accelerations at
the front, port wall-floor intersection.
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Figure 19.- Comparison of experimentaa and analyt:cal vertical a,:celerations at
. the front, poz't, and ir,".oard scat track.
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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF THE
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER
Henry R. Grooms and James H. Johnson, Jr.
Rockwell International
Downey, California
INTRODUCTION
The Space Shuttle (figure 1) consists of a reusable orbiter mounten on top of an expenclable external tank (ET) and
two soiid rocket boosters (SRB). The ET contains liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen that are used as fuel f_- the Space
Shuttle main engines (SSME). The Shuttle is laLmc;:edlike a rocket and returns to earth like a glider (figure 2).
'_I The st_uctural analysis of the Space Shuttle orbiter was planned with two concepts in mind: use derivatives or subsets
of the same basic finite element model whenever feasible, and substantiate the model's predictive capi, bility by perform-
- ing ground t.-sts. The analysis cycle (m_..1 modal loads stress [MMLS]) starts wi.th the fi-,i_: element model conception
_. and ends with the detailed ._tressanalysis apd margins of safety.
l'he. structural analysis of the orbiter a variety of static and dynamic problems. TI,_ paper will explainencompasses
the salient features of the problems and their solutions.
OVERALL LOGIC
l'he Space Shuttle structure was designed so that its structurvl iatel_ity would be estal.'.ii_i_edby analysis and the _.,
analytical methods would be verified by gr,,und tests. This is contrary to what is usually doav with aircraft, wbich is go
establish the structural integrity by analysis and :hen verify it by flight tests.
The orbiter structure was desigt_ed to meet the following criteria:
t
* All of the primary structure should e_a0tt a factor of safety • 1 4 for limit loads.
• All of the primary structure should have a fatigue life •400 missions (100 missions 'imes a _catter factor of 4).
• All structural pans should exhibit a safe life (from fracture mechanics considerations) f:,r 400 mlsslons (100 x 4),
or those pans should be inspected or replaced at necessary intervals (ref. 1).
Figures 3, 4, and 5 show how various ground tests and analyse_ fit into the structural certification scheme: figure 3,
the events that preceded the ;irst captive fligh_ (FCF) and the filst approach and landing WALt, figure 4, L'leground tests
_: and analyses leading to the first venic_,i flight, and figure 5, the work that led to the first operational(OPNL) fligl,t.
MODEL MODAL LOPd)S STRF2_ (MM/_t) CYCLE
The MMLS cycle (figure 6) _: a '.dose collection of compute," programs that encompa_ the work frem calculatir4I
external loads to computing .aux,;ms of safety. A finite element model was made for each element of the Shuttlt
..
transportation system: SgB's, ET, and orbiter. With -ompatible interfaces, these models were integrated and used to
compute external loads for liftoff and boost. No further mention of the SRB and ET models w_llbe made since tiffs paper
deals with the orbiter.
, A finite element model, with approximately 40,000 degrees of fretdom, was created to s:mulate the Space Shut6: or-
biter. This model was used in its entirety for static analysis, and a reduced version was us,._l for dynamic analysi o,."I_.,
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basic orbiter finite element model was set up using a computer program called the Automatic System for Kinematic
Analysis (ASKA). fhree levels of substructuring were used (ref. 2). The lowest level substructures were assembled to
form sections such as the wing and tail (figure 7). These sections, which were second level substructures, were then joined
to form the od=iter (see figure 8). The assembled orbiter is shown as 301 in figure 8. (The numbers in rectangles in figure 8
correspond to the numbers in hexagons in figure 7.)
The models contain four types of eleme,_ts:
1. Beams
2. Triangular membranes
3. Quadrilateral membranes
4. Quadrilateral sh,'ar panels
Derivatives of the finite elem,'nt model we_'r used at various places in the MMLS cycle. The aero model, the outer
surface of the finite element modal, was used in _moothing the aerodynamic data obtained from wind tunnel tests. The
weights model, which consists of a weight as_: .',,,_dto every r •_, in the finite element model, was used to set up the iner-
tial loads.
Thermal data were obtained for certain d :ere locations on the orbiter and then interpolated and extrapolated to
create a temperature distribution all _ver the vehicle. Some of the automated routines used for smoothing wind tunnel
data were also used for thermal data.
The external loads were computed _.'z',,gdifferent methods for liftoff, boost, reentry, and landing. A dynamic model
was used for each of these phases of flight. _'i_..ismodel consisted of a reduced stiffness matrix and a reduced mass matrix.
Figure 9 shows the relationship between the various models and figure I0 shows their uses.
The orbiter was modeled as a symmetric structure. Only one side was represented and appropriate boundary condi-
tions were used at the X-Z plane., "| load cases., including thermal conditior_;, were decomposed into symmetric and an-
tisymmetric parts. Separate solutions were obtained for thermal loads, mechanical loads, and compartment pressures.
The _nternal loads for these solutions were combined using a series of programs called the post-processor.
The post-processed data were searched and the most critical conditions were identified on an el,,_nent by element
basis. These elemental data wer; used to perform a detailed stress analysis and compute a margin of safety. More MMLS
information can be found in ref. 2.
ACOUSTIC FATIGUE
R
Showing that the orbiter structure had adequate fatigue life was a formidable task. Most jet aircraft have a few local
areas where the acoustic environment is pronounced, but every area of the orbiter is exposed to a severe acoustic environ-
ment. The largest acoustic I.oa_',_occur during main engine ignition, liftoff, and boost. The reentry acoustic loads are
negligible.
i
In lieu of a complete acoustic environment tes_ on the orbiter, it was decided to subject a batch of small test articles
to acoustic environments. These articles were selected to represent different regions of the orbiter and different types of
construction. The 16 test articles are listed in table I and shown in figure 11.
The certification logic was to conduct a complete modal survey on each test article before subjecting them to design
acoustic environments. Strain gages were used to measure the responses at c_itieal locations. These data allowed test-
verified dynamic models to be generated. These models were used to combine acoustical and other flight environments
for life certification of the spacecraft.
A NASTRAN finite element structural model was built for each of the test articles and mode shapes and frequencies
were computed. Boundary conditions were used to simulate the test support conditions. The analytical mode shapes and
frequencies were compared with test results. The analytical boundary conditions usually had to be altered to brivg the
analytical results in line with the test results. This process will be referred to as tuning the model.
370
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After the model _as tuned, a NASTRAN Solution 30 was run. This computes root mean square (RMS) stresses for a
given acoustic environment. The RMS stresses were then surveyed and the number of missions that a part could sustain
at this stress level was computed. The parts with the shortest lives were identified. Actual measured strains were
available from the first four flights. In any locations where the measurements indicated a higher stress level than the
analysis, the megsured values were used for calculating the life.
A few structural failures occurred during the acoustic fatigue test program. Some of the failures were attributed to
test boundary conditions that were not representative of the fligbt hardware, while others indicated flaws in the strh:-
tural design that were subsequently changed. Table II gives some representative results, and ref. 3 gives additional details
of the Shuttle acoustic fatigue work. The analysis logic is given in figure 12.
STATIC STRUCTURAL TESTS
An orbiter structure (also called static test article [STA]) was used to perform an overall static test in 1979. It was
originally planned to dedicate one complete vehicle structure to a static test program to demonstrate that the design could
sustain ultimate loads. As the program d_veloped, it was concluded that significant cost savings could be achieved by
limiting this complete structure to loads below the elastic limit and then reusing the structure as a flight article. This was
done for the Space Shuttle Challenger (see table liD. A series of structural component tests were defined and im-
plemented to demonstrate the ul*imate strength capability. These tests, called the STA Supplemental Test Program,
totaled 36. Table IV lists the more complex test articles.
The test of the complete airframe (figure 13)consisted of 37 limit plus conditions, which were chosen such that each
element of the structure was tested to its critical design loads for each phase of the mission. There were 25 ascent, 8 reen-
try, and 4 landing conditions. All conditions applied distributed airloads, inertial loads, discrete mass loads, and internal
delta pressures. Loads were applied such that the structure was it_a balanced state. Slight inbalances occurred because
the load distributions were not perfect; these inbalances were reacted at the ET interface fittings. There were 32 real flight
conditions and 5 hybrid conditions. The hybrid conditions were formulated to subject two or more elements to a critical
condition with one tcst setup. No attempt was made to either apply temperatures or thermal strains during the reentry or
landing cond;tions. It was impra=tical to heat the entire structure and it was judged an over-test to mechanically simulate
thermal strains; however, a '_hermalstress test of the forward fuselage oection was performed in combination with a land-
ing condit;on to verify the ability of ASKA to predict thermal effects. This test has been reported elsewhere (ref. 4).
The test article was held in a horizontal position and supported at the three ET attach points. Around 4,000 strain
gages were used, which were distributed as follows:
• Axial -- 60070
t
* Biaxial -- 5°7o
• Shear- 1007o
• Rosette -- 25_0
The test article was a regular orbiter with some exceptions. The following elements were simulated by loading fix-
tures to provide proper load paths and stiffnesses at their interfaces: '.
• Crew module
• Nose landing gear (NLG) assembly
• Main landing gear (MLG) assemblies
• Actuators for the elevons, body flap, and rudder/speed brake
• OMS pods (OMS pods were tested to ultimate loads in separate tests off the vehicle)
• Left-hm,_ :levons
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The test objectives were to show that the orbiter was capable of experiencing significant (approximately 120070of
limit) structural loads without damage occurring, and to show that the finite element model was a good predictor of
stresses.
A pretest analysis was performed for the STA and for each specimen in the STA supplemental test program. A finite "
element model of the test article was created and subjected to boundary conditions that simulated the test support
system. The planned test loads were then applied t,_ the finite element model and stresses and deflections computed. If
the computed stresses were acceptable, the test was run as planned. If not, the proposed test loads were altered and tile
process repeated.
DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL TESTS
Structural tests were performed to help determine vehicle mode shapes and frequencies and to verify the analytical
(dynamic model) results. A quarter-scale model of the orbiter was subjected to dynamic testing in Downey, California, in
the spring of 1977. In several areas (e.g. OMS pods and ET feedlines), the quarter-scale orbiter had more fidelity than the
full-scale orbiter (OV 101), which was used for the later dynamic tests (horizontal ground vibration test [HGVT] and
mated vertical ground vibration test [MVGT]).
The quarter-scale model replicated the stiffness and mass distribution of Orbiter 102. Its linear dimensions were one-
fourth of full-scale, while its weight was 1/64th; therefore, the natural frequencies of the quarter-scale model were four
times as great as the regular structure.
The _exter-scale orbiter was mounted horizontally in a test support structure. The vehicle was suspended on three
i air springs to decouple it from the support structure. A total of 224 accelerometers and 9 shakers were used to acquire all
elastic modes up to 200 Hz. The usual data obtained for each mode were:
* Amplitude, phase, and co-quad raw data
• Kinetic energy distribution for certain components
• Orthogonality matrix
• Generalized mass
I
• Isometric vector plots
L
The posttest correlation was done using the Craig.Bampton method of component mode synthesis. Five components
with a total of 1,900 degrees of freedom were utilized. The correlation work was based on kinetic energy considerations
supplemented by a least-squared error modal displacement analysis. Table V compares the analytical and test results for
the quarter-scale ground vibration test (QSGVT). Additional details on the dynamk tests and the application of the
results are given in refs. 5 and 6.
The results for HGVT and MVGVT were very similar to those obtained for QSGVT. The HGVT used the same or-
biter (OV 101) that was use_. _or MVGVT. HGVT was an orbiter-only test while MVGVT included the orbiter, ET, and
SRB's.
ABBREVIArED STRESS ASSESSMENTS
A complete MMLS cycle has taken two years or more to complete. As the Space Shuttle moved from late in the
development phase into the early operational phase, it became apparent that a much shorter analysis cycle was needed to
answer certain questions. Three types of abbreviated stress assessments evolved:
,- 1. Day of launch
m_
2. Fright by flight
' 3. Orbiter capability assessment (OCA)
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The day of launch assessment was a set of calculations that were performed at specified prelaunch time points to
predict the stress levels in the more responsive structural elements. A Monte Carlo analysis was performed on 150 wind
profiles when the trajectory was devised to determine this most critical list. At specified times during the prelaunch ac-
tivities, a weather balloon was used to measure the wind velocity components relative to the planned trajectory. These
data were used to calculate external loads that were then used in the load indicator equations. The equation; were
evaluated on a time history basis. The peak values were compared to the structaral allowables. The ten most critical load
indicators were reviewed and used to help decide whether to launch or not. The typical time required to go from balloon
release to load indicator evaluation was three hours.
The flight-by-flight assessment was a set of simplified analyses that were required when the vehicle was going to be i
flownoutside the design envelope. The things that required the most evaluations were reentry thermal conditions and
special uses of the SSME's. Once a reentry trajectory was established, thermal math models were run to determine the
structural temperature distributions at sel_ted locations in the forward, mid, and aft fuselage. These temperature
distributions were then used to perform two-dimensional stress analyses at those locatior, s. A typical temperature
distribution and the resulting stresses are shown in figures 14 and 15•
The OCA was conceived as a relatively quick way of determining whether or not the vehicle was capable of flying
outside the design envelope. The orbiter was designed, analyzed, and certified to fly within a particular set of loads,
I which referred to the 5 •4 loads. The OCA work initiated to determine what conditions outside the 5.4 loadsate as was
envelope the orbiter could fly safely•
'_ The idea behind the OCA work was to be more accurate than the load indicator equations or the flight-by-flight
analyses, but not as time consuming as the MMLS cycle• It was decided to do an internal loads analysis but compute
• margins of safety for approx;mately 10 percent of the structural elements. The 10 percent was selected because it is most
representative and includes a number of the most critica_ elements.
_ The time involved in each type of abbreviated stress assessment is shown in table VI.
CONCLUSIONS
The structural analysis approach and philosophy for the Space Shuttle orbiter have been presented, and an overview
of ground tests and analytical procedures discussed. It has been shown how these tests and analyses fit together to
demonstrate that the orbiter is structurally sound.
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TABLE L ACOUSTIC FATIGUE TEST ARTICLE
Number Test Description
1 FFA01 Nose cap system test
2 FFA03 Window area with s=ds
3 FFA04 Underbody panel ( -_ 10 ft x 11 ft)
4 FFA05 Beany cap
5 FFA06 Forward RCS
6 PBA07 Payload bay doors with radiators
7 MFA08 Mid fuselage sidewall with frames
8 AFAI 1 Aft fuselage sidewall with frames
9 AFA ,2 Base heat shield with seals
10 AFA26 Complete APS pod
11 AFAI5 1/2 body flap with seals
..
[
12 VSAI6 Upper half of tail
13 VSAI7 Tail lower trailing edge
14 WAI8 Outer wing tip
15 WAI9 Wing leading edge and skin stringer
16 AFA25 Aft RCS module
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TABLE II. TYPICAL RESULTS FROM ACOUSTIC FATIGUE ANAL )'SIS
i i
Test article Section Minimum life* Part description
AFA26 OV 102 156 Frame, aft closure
OMS pod P/N 73A310069
AFA25 OV 102 aft 1244 ForwarJ bulkhead frame
RCS pod P/N 73A320134
FFA04 OV 102 lower 152 Lateral stability strut
forward fuselage support end rivets
FFA04 OV 099 lower Infinite Mini frame Xo 522 CTD
forward fuselage P/N V070-320765
FFA03 and FFA05 OV 099, OV 103, OV 104 523 Frame Yo 28
forward fuselage window P/N V0" ]1104-(O5
FF beany cap
AFA! 1 OV 102 590 Frame Cap X o 1456 and
aft fuselage X o 1473
P/N V070-352279
*Any part with a life _ 100 missions is satisfactory
t
TABLE III. USES OF F__4RLY ORBITERS
Orbiter Name Uses
OV 101 Enterprise HGVT, MVGVT, ALT t
OV 099 Chailenser STA, Flight article
OV 102 Columbia Flight article i
s
TABLE IF. MAJOR STA SUPPLEMENTAL TESTS
Item l)acdptlon
i
1 1/2 body flap
2 Sesment of wins box
3 Sesment of wins and elevon
4 Upper vertical tail and rudder/
speed bre,ke
5 Wins/mid fuselage/aft fuselage
interface
6 Vertical tail/aft fuselage
, interface
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TABLE V. CORRELATION OF QUARTER-SCALE RESULTS
Test Analytical
Symmetric or frequency frequency
Mode antisymmetric (Hz) (Hz)
1S Symmetric 19.2 17.8 :
2S Symmetric 21.6 19.8
3S Symmetric 25.6 29.9
4S Symmetric 26.6 26.9
5S Symmetric 27.2 26.9
IA Antisymmetric 14.3 14.2
2A Antisymmetric 24.4 22.9
3A Antisymmetric 26.2 26.3
4A _-_tisymmetric 29.7 34.2
5A Antisymmetric 34.1 34.8
i
l
l
TABLE VI. ABBREVIATED STRESS ASSESSMENTS
Item Name Time required Description
1 Day of launch 2 hours Load indicator equations
used !
2 Flight by flight 2 weeks 2D analyses at selected
locations
3 OCA 6 months 10% of complete internal
loads used
an II
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SINGLE-DROP IMPACT DAMAGE PREDICTIONFOR LOW DENSITY,
COATEDCERAMICMATERIALS
David Musteiler
Rockwell International
Downey, California
SUMMARY
A techniqueutilizing finite elementanalysis, liquid impactkinematics, and momentum theoryis describedand com-
' pared to single-dropimpact test dataperformedon various configurationsof coated ceramicmaterial. The method cor-
relates well with test data and is useful in predicting the single-dropimpact damage velocity threshold for low-density,
coated ceramic materials.
INTRODUCTION
The state of the art in rain erosion analysis is essentially that rain impact damage cannot be accurately predicted
except by experimentalevaluation. Thismethod is extremelyprohibitivewhennumerouscombinations of materials and
test conditionsare to be evaluated. The developmentof an analytical and/or empiricalmethodology for predictingrain
impactdamagebecomes an important means for minimizing testingby providinga means to prescreenmaterials p:-iorto
a more costly test evaluation. In addition, analytical simulationaids in the understandingand optimization oe material
properties for impact durability enhancement.
Single-dropballistic impact testswere performedto evaluate the impactperformanceof various materialconfigura-
tions and to identify damage threshold velocities as a function of drop diameter. While single-droptests by themselves
are not necessarilyindicative of the material performznce in the multidrop environment,they do provide substantial in-
sight into the impact phenomena. These itemsare:
* Establishupper limits for damage thresholdvelocities
• Providecontrolled method for evaluating the effect of individual material property changeson damage thresholds
• Identify damage mechanisms
• Determine quantitative and qualitative ranking of material performance
Variations in incident angle, drop size, coating thickness, substrate density, and substrate sonic velocity were
evaluated.
SINGLE-DROP IMPACT TESTING
Specimens19mm in diameter were cored fromseveral glass-coatedceramicmaterialsat various incidentangles and
mountedin sabots for testing. The sabot then was propelled through the test apparatus by a small chargeof gunpowder
wherethe sampleimpacted a single drop dispensed by a hypodermicneedle. Immediatelypriorto impact, the drop was
photographedfor measurement and the specimen velocity measured. The sample was then recoveredand inspected for
damage. A schematic of the water drop impact apparatus is shown in figure 1. Testing was performed by General
Researchof Santa Barbara, Calif.
" The maximum impact velocity without failure (Vmax) and the minimum velocity with failure (Vmin) bound the
damage thresholdvelocity for the material, as shown in figure 2. Inspectionof the specimensshowed cracksradiating
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from a central location as the initial mode of failure. As impact velocity increased above the initial failurevelocity,
damage progressedin orderof severity:(mode 2) radial and circumferential cracking;(mode 3) radial/circumferential
crackingwith substratepenetration/removal. The progressionof damage is illustrated in figures 3 and 4.
The initial failure mode is indicativeof coating bendingto failure; this type of failurehas beenpreviouslyobserved
in solid impact testing (refs. 1, 2). In the caseof angulal impact, cracksdistinctly inclined to the coating normalaxis are
moreevident. The damage indicateda moresignificant shearlcad contributionto coating failurenotgenerallypresent in
normal impacts. In addition, it was noted that t._edamage thresholdfor angular impacts was not simplyrelated to the
sineof theimpact angle but was also dependenton the dropdiameter. Overall, the coating damageappearsto beprima_-
ly the resultof directpressureloading and iater_dliquid movement. Stresswave effects withinthe sofid appearto be of
secondary importance at the low damage velocities for these materials.
FINITE ELEMENTANALYSIS FAILURE PREDICTION
Approsch
A method was developedto predict initial coatingfailure: the technique used liquid impact kinematicsand momen-
tum theory to define loads and NASTRAN finite element analysis to define a characteristiccoating stressat failure.
The finite element model approach to predictingfailure was based on severalassumptions and simplifications: i
* Two-dimensional finite element model assumed
* Only loading prior to the initiation of lateral drop outflow considered '
• Uniform loading over drop contact area assumed
• Static rather t:lan dynamic analysis used
a Predictions fixed relative to a single test data point
This approachwas compatiblewithtechniquesused by otherresearchers(refs. 3, 4) and the correlationwithtest data
indicatesthat the methodology is useful for predictingmaterial performance around the test drop size/velocity range.
LoadModel
: During drop impact, loading of the coating resulted from three major sources: normal pressure loading, stress
waves, and shear loads from lateraloutflow. The single-droptests indicatedthat initial coating failure ws_sprimarilythe
result of coating bending (oblique impacts indicatea a more significant radial outflow induced sheau contribution);
therefore, for this analysis, only normal pressurewas accounted for.
The sequenceof events _,_the waterdrop collision witha solid can be divided into two phases: an expanding contact
zone wherepressurerisesto a maximum within the droplet, followed by a pressurereleasephase characterized by high-
velocitylateralliquidjettingalong the targetsurface. Identifyingthepoint of onset of lateral flow becomes importantfor
distinguishingthe materialresponse from the two different phenomena.
The widelyreferencedequation for the u,lset of lateral flow (ref. 5) is:
, Ac = VoR/U w (1)
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where
Ac = critical contact radiusat onsetof jetting ORIGINAL PAGF.iS
OF POOR QUALITY
v o = impact velocity
R = droplet radius
U w = liquid compression wave velocity
Eq. l can be modified to account for the influence of impact velocity on the critical radius (ref. 6), yielding:
Ac = VoR/(C w + 2Vo) (2)
where
Cw = liquid sonicvelocity
Eq. 2 representsthe radial locationwhere the expandingdrop/target contact radius isovertakenby the compression
wave traveling in the liquid. It also describesthe radius ¢f the drop/solid contact area wherecompressionwithin the li-
quid canbe expectedto generatemaximum pressuresprior to the pressurereleasephaseassociatedwith thelateral jetting
of the drop.
The water hammer pressuregivenby
Pw = Pw Cw Vo (3)
represents the interface pressurefor the simplestcase of the one-dimensionalplanar impact of the two semi-infinite
bodies:a liquidand a rigid solid. This equationcanbe generalizedto accountfor liquid inipact on elasticsurfaces(ref. 5)
where
Pw = Pw Uw Vo/(l + Pw Uw/Ps Us) (4)
where
Pw = water density
Ps = solid density
Us = solid compressionwave velocity
and Pw = Ps becauseof continuity at the liquid-solidinterl "";. Again, accountingfor the influence of impact velocity,
the interfacia', pressureequation becomL;s
Pw = Pw Vo (C-,,+ 2Vo)/(l+ Pw (Cw + 2Vo)/PsUs) (5)
with the solidcompressionwaveveiocit: approximated by the solid acousticvelocity and the liquid compressionwave
velocity approximatedby the liquid _c. astic velocity.
Eqs. 2 and 5 were used to define the load model for input to the finite element analysis. This approach was selected
for simplicity and neglects the observed pressure spike _t the periphery of the drop contact radius (ref. 3) and inertial ef-
fects in the material. The assumption in this ap,_ro_,h was that these defined loads would be proportional to actual loads
and that the relative relationship between the l_cedicted response of different materials will be maintained.
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Finite Element Model
A two-dimensionalslice of the coatedceramicmaterialadjacentto the axis formedby the drop centerand the initial
point of impact (figure 5) was modeled in lieu of a more complex three-dimensional representation. For actual
NASTRAN analysis, the model possessed constant thickness, which was an approximationof a thin symmetricwedge
and eliminatedthe singularityalong the drop impact axis (Y axis).
The finite element modeldetailedin figure6 had overalldimensionsof 12.5 x 12.5 mm2. The meshsiz,'variedfrom
1/3 along the outside edgesto 1/500 at thesubstrate/coating interfaceand the loadedcoating surfaceadjacentto the axis
of symmetry. The modelconsisted of 190indiHdualg_ _lpoints. It was constrainedfor out-of-plane translationsand all
rotations. In addition, the axis of symmetry was constrained for all but Y-axistranslation. The remainingmodel boun-
daries, exclusive of the coating surface, were rigidly fixed. The entire model was constructed of quadrilateral and
triangularmembrane elements.
Loadinputs to the modelwerederivedfromcoating elementthickness,coating/drop interfaceradius(eq. 2), and in-
terface pressure(eq. 5) derived from measuredcoating material propertiesand measuredimpact parameters. The con-
stant pressureload was reducedto discretein-plane point loads for application to gridpoints along the coatingsurface.
• Finite Element Analysis
" A static stressanalysis of the loaded model was performedto define a referencecase, a single pairof testdata points
for which the velocity range betweenfailureand no damage was the least. From this analysis, the "characteristic" prin-
cipal tensile stresswas determinedfor the coating element at the coating/substrate interfacealong the drop axis where
bending failurewould initiate. This stressdiffered considerablyfrom reported values for the coating Otu. Sources for
this discrepancy were attributed to neglecting inertial effects, two dimensional n.odeling, and the generally observed ,.
trendthat dynamic loading often _'esultsin higherapparent failurestresses(refs. 2, 7). Finite elementmodels were con-
: structedbased on test specimenmaterial properties. A trial and errorapproachwas used to bracketthe velocity (within
± 4 m/s) for a givendrop size that resultedin generatingthe same "characteristic" stressobserved in the referencecase
. previouslydescribed.
Results and Discussion
Damagethresholdvelocitypredictionsweregeneratedfor the normal impacttestsand are plotted in figure 7 relative
to their respectivetest cases. The predictedvelocity rangesoverlap the test resultranges in seven out of ten cases. The
three outstanding cases representa variationin coating composition and two cases for which Vmax (maximum velocity
witl-.outdamage) was not determined. Nevertheless,the predictions for these two cases are in the right direction.
The correlationbetweentest dataand the semi-empiricalfiniteelementmodel approachindicatesthat this technique
is valid within the drop size and velocityrange of existing resultsand could be expected to providea first orderapprox-
imation of failure beyondthese limits. Errorsusingthis techniquecan be expected to be moresignificant for small drop
size, high-velocityimpactswhereinertialeffects areexpectedto predominate.Expandingthe methodologyto account for
oblique impacts is currentlybeing attempted as )s statistical analysis of the significance of the correlation.
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FINITE EL_,_L MODELLING OF BURIED STRUCTURES
David K. P_eydon and Sidney H. Simmonds
Department of Civil _ngi_eerlng, The University of A_'_'_._
In many structures the flnal st_,es _ stereo are dependent" ,:,_ :_e sequence of
construction or the stress states _.c various stages of constraint:on are of
interest. Such problems can be analysed using finite element r_ograms that have the
capability of adding (birthing) elements to simulate the prod.tess of construction.
However the usual procedure o,-" assembllng elements may lead _¢> numerical
instabilities or stress states that are unrealistic. Both p_oblema are demonstrated
in the analysis of a s_ruc_ure using the program ADINA. ?_ technique which combines
application of a preload with element birthing to overcome these problems is
described and illustrat,_d.
INTRODUCTION
:: Analyses obtained from the finite element lwthod are only as good as the
: correspondence o_ the modelling to the physical problem being solved. This is
partlcularly true fox those structures where the final stress states are dependent on
the construction sequence. Such a structure is the arch-beam culvert where loads are
carried by a complex soil-structure interaction. Being able to model accurately each
step of the construction such as compaction of soll and placing of concrete is
essential.
A number of modelling techniques _ere developed to determine the structural
response of a _rototype arch-beam culvert using the finite e_-ment method. From
instrumentation plated and readings taken during construction it was possible to
,evaluate these techniques by comps:'Ing the results from analysis with field i
measurements. This paper first d_scribes the structure analysed to indicate the
nature of the problems encountered and then presents the techniques used to model
three of the construction steps.
ARCH-BEAN CULVERT
Arch-beam culverts are large span corrugated steel culverts that have only a
shallow soil cover and so _re provided with a bonded concrete shell over the upper
portion to distribute the effects of applied wheel loadtngs. The use of large span
steel culverts in highway construction in regions that experience severe winter
conditions has the advantage over traditional bridges in that t: _ problems associated
with deck deterioration due to salt and frost action are eliminated. Normally the
depth of notl abo, s the culvert relative to the culvert dimensions is sufficient that
the stren6th and rigidity of the structure is provided through interaction with the
surrounding soil and the steel culvert resists load primarily by _abrane action.
Highway loading is dlstributed by the soil end the effects of individual wheel loads
- acting on the culvert need not be considered. This is not the case when the soil
cover is small compared to the culvert span.
• For a stream crossing on a major highway in southern Alberta the peak flow
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requirements were set by using a culvert with an elliptical cross-section having a
span of 8.53 metres (28 fc) and a height of 4.27 metres (14 it). The highway
alignment was such that the difference in elevation between the highway surface and
the top of the culvert vari_ from only 600 _ (2 it) to 1500 _ (5 it). To
distribute .;heel loadlngs, • reinforced concrete slab was poured over the upper
portion of the culvert and extended beyond the culvert as shown in figure !. This
slab was of constant thickness and was bonded to the corrugated steel pipe using stud
connectors to ensure composite behaviour.
At the time of the design, two possible structural actions for the concrete
cover were postulated. The first actlon is that the concrete would act as a
cylindrical shr II with the borlzontal wings acting to provide the horizontal
stiffness. With this behavi_,c only a relatively thl, concrete section is
required. The second action considers the geometry to be suffi=lently flat that the
primary action is that of a one-way slab with the wings acting as reaction points.
This behaviour requires a thicker concrete section. Lue to the importance of the
structure and the time constraints imposed for construction the more conservative
behaviour of slab action was assumed during the design, resultlng in a slab thickness
of 500 mm (20 in.). Since it is expected that several hundred similar structures
will be built in the next few years it was decided to obtain a better understanding
of the structural behaviour by placing instrumentation, conducting load tests on the
completed structure and undertaking a comprehensive program of analysis.
During construction, control points were established to measure distortion of
the culvert cross-section using a tape extensometer. Pressure cells were placed ad-
jacent to the culvert both above and below the spring line to measure the pressure
between the culvert and soil. At ,_elected critical locations electric resistance
strain gages were applied to the rclnforcement. Readings of all instrumentation were
taken at various stages of constru_tlon and during load tests on the completed
strvlcture.
METHODOF ANALYSIS
Analyses were obtalned using the program ADINA (ref. I). Considerable time was
spent selectlng a finite element mesh that truly modelled the concrete section and
steel culvert while giving realisti_ stresses in the surrounding soil. The mesh
used for the preliminary two-dimensional analysis of a cross-sectlon through the
s_ructure is given in figure 2 and contains 486 nodes and 226 elements.
The corrugated steel pipe with a true thickness of 5 mm is modelled as a
_iform sheet with a thickness of 60 mm but with transformed material properties that
: are equivalent to the corrugated material. An appropriate elastic-plastic stress-
strain curve is used, Reinforcing bars are modelled as truss elements and elastic-
plastic behaviour assumed using the Von Mises yield riteria. The constitutive
relationship for the concrete is baaed on an approximation of the trl-axial failure
surface and _s obtained by entering values at discreet points with linear
interpolation between points. Cracking of the coucrete ia controlled by entering an
allowable untaxial tensile stress. The soil is mvdelled as a two-dimensional solid
using the Drucker-Prager yield criteria with tension cut-off.
A typical analysis considers the followin 8 construction steps
; a) soil excavated to receive culvert
b) placin 8 of culvert with erection cables in place
c) compaction and placin 8 of soil prior to plrcing concrete
I 396
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d) placing of wet concrete
e) placing of soil above hardened co_crete
f) application of wheel loadlng
The construction steps described in detall in the following sections correspond
to steps c, d and e above.
COMPACTIONAT SPRING LINE
During construction the in situ material is shaped to permit placing the ste_l
culvert on a prepared bedding. Due to the size and flexibility of the culvert
section horlzontal erection cables are required to prevent collapse under its self
height. Soll is then placed in the cavity on each side of the culvert. For clrcular
culverts of usual dlmenslons buried at significant depth the compaction of this
materlal is extremely important and constitutes a _mJor source of the strength of the
=ompleted structure. However due to the extreme flexlbillty of the culvert being
analysed, the overall stability of the culvert is extremely sensitive to the lateral
pressures applled near the spring lines. It was found that when the usual procedure
of birthing sol1 elements in the cavity was used the movement of the culvert was
sufficient to cause the sol1 to fall _n yielding thus preventing further analysis.
Hence a different modellln8 technique was required. This behaviour was also observed
in the field where the initial backfill in this region had to be placed very
carefully by hand and essentially no compaction could be achieved without excessive
uplift of the czown. e
To overcome the numerical problems caused by yielding of the sol1 the compaction i
at the spring line was mod_lled in the following manner. _ter the construction had
proceeded to placing the culvert (see figure 3), a lateral linearly varying pressure,
referred to as the preload, was applied to the culvert in the regio_ of the side cav-
ity. The magnitude of this preload was determined by trial and error but was suffi-
cient to lift the crown just slightly above its desired position. This preload was
approximately 80% of the at rest lateral pressure of the soil. The next step in the
analysis was to give Dirth to the elements in the cavity and to remove the preload.
The resulting pressurp between soil and culvert was found to be distributed differ- i
ently with depth but at the twc locations measured by the pressure cells in the field
(see figure 3b_ the pressure intensities agreed cloEely. To determine the sensitiv-
ity of the final pressure distributions to the initially assumed preload distribution
a further analysis was obtained with an initial preload distribution that was almost
uniformly distributed with depth (figure 3c). The resulting pressure distribution
after giving birth to the cavity elements and removing the preload had a similar
shape (figure 3d) to that obtained using the linearly varying preload distribution.
Agreement of the pressure values at the two locations where field measurements were
obtained was excellmt. It was concluded that the vertical distribution of the
initial preload is not critical when using this technique to obtain final pressure.
PLACING OF CONCRETE
Using the ADINA program it is not possible to alter the stiffness properties of
an element once the_ have been assigned for the initial run. For the concrete slab
the elements at the time of placing have essentially no stiffness but upon curing
' achieve a stiffness greater than that of the surrounding soil.
Modelling of placement of the concrete was again done in two steps in the
, analysis. The first step consisted of applying a preload to the elements below the
concrete equal to the mass of the concrete (figure 4). This produced a state of
stress in the existing structure corresponding to the placing of the concrete. The
next step involved giving birth to the concrete (and reinforcement) elements with
their flnal stiffnesses and removal of the preload. Since the weight of the concrete
is then carried primarily in the steel culvert, concrete elements are essentlally
unstressed at this construction stage.
It was noted that the crown deflectlons obtained from the analyses were less
than those observed in the field. This was attributed to the sol1 at the spring line
being too stiff compared to that achieved in the fleld due to the problems of placlng
as noted earlier. Analyses were then rerun for the previous construction stage but
the sol1 elements placed in the cavity region at the spring llne were given
orthotroplc properties. The modulus of elastlcity in the vertlcal direction was
maintained at the value of the surrounding soll but in the lateral direction was
reduced to only one-flfth of that in the vertlcal direction. If tbe same initial
preload for mode11Ing compaction at the spring llne was used the drop in the crown
deflection due to this decreased lateral stiffness was on the order of 1 mm and could
be ignored although naturally this difference could have been compensated for by
increasing sllghtly the initial prelosd. However the effect of using cavity elements
with orthotropic properties permitted obtaining much closer agreement with observed
crown dlsplacements for the placlng of the concrete and later construction stages.
It is felt that the problem of obtaining compaction in this region noted in the fleld
record is closely modelled using this orthotropic feature.
i
PLACING SOIL ABOVE HARDENED CONCRETE
I
Followlng an Inltlal curing of the concrete, soll is then compacted in layers to
the road surface. The first attempt at modelllng was to give birth to all of the
elements for this construction step at one time. No numerical problems were
encountered but the flnal stresses in the soll included zones of tension and yleldlng
near the surface which again could not be in agre_en_ with those in the field.
A second modelllng technique was to give birth to the elements in each layer of i
the mesh to simulate this phase of the construction. No problems were encountered in
considering the first layer; that is, the layer immediately to the side of the
concrete wing. However, tensile stresses were indicated in the element adjacent to
the concrete. In attempting to consider the second layer it was not possible to
reformulate the stiffness matrix with the new elements indicating a failure in the
soil near the end of the concrete. Obviously no further analysis was possible.
Clearly, even if numerical problems had not been encountered, this form of modelling
does not give an indication of the stress in the soil that has Just been compacted.
A technique similar to that used for the previous construction step was then
tried which proved to be successful. To explain this techniqde and to give an
indication of results a simpler patch test is discussed rather than the actual arch-
beam culvert analysis.
The problem encountered was attributed to the different compressibility
properties of the concrete and surrounding soil. When two elements are side by side,
one of concrete end the other of soil, the addition of other soil elements above
will, due to the forced compatibility of deformation at their common boundary, cause
large tensile stresses i the soil which may lead ultimately to failure. The rate at
which this occurs is dependent on the depth of soil below the concrete layer. Thus
the problem will occur whenever one has a partial layer of elements that have a
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significantly greater stiffness than the surroundiag elements.
The patch test used is shown in figure 5. Soil elements between lines A and G
represent the soil in place prior to pouring the ccncrete. The first three elements
from the left between lines G and H represent the concrete wing and the sol1 elements
above llne G represent the sol1 placed after the concrete hardens. The boundaries
for the patch test are fixed against deformation along llne A and fixed against
lateral deformation along the two vertlcal sides (roller Joints). The top surface is
free.
All runs for the patch test began by obtaining a gravity load solution for the
sol1 below llne C in place followed by birthing of the three concrete elements. The
analyses differ only in the way the soil above line G is modelled.
To dupllcate the phenomena observed in the prototype structure the first
analysis consisted of birthing all soll elements above llne G at one time. The
prlnclpal stresses above llne F are shown in figure 6. Here zones of tension and
yleldlng at the surface similar to those obtained for the prototype are observed.
The second mode11ing procedure was to place the sol1 in layers beginning with
the sol1 between llnes G and H. The prlnclpal stresses for the region between llnes
F and H are shown in figure 7 where yielding was observed at three Gauss integration
points in the element adjacent to the concrete and tension failure was observed at
the other Gauss integration point. This was slmllar i:othat obtained in the proto-
type analysis. Elements between lines H and J were then birthed but although the
stiffness matrix was reformulated no convergence was obtained after I0 iterations
when normally only 1 or 2 Interatlons are required, l_Is was again considered
indicative of the numerical problems encountered with the prototype analysls.
Having essentlally reproduced the problems encou=tered with the prototype in the
patch test, two techniques were tried to overcome these difficulties. The first i
involved applying a preload along llne G under the sol1 elements only equal to the
weight of these elements between 11nes G and H. The next step involved giving birth
to these elements and at the same time removing the preload applied in the previous
step. Thus the soil elements are created with stresses due only to their self weight
since the deformations of all supporting elements due to this self weight being added
are not fncluded when computing the induced stresses. The process was repeated for
the next layer of soil by again using two steps, the first preloading along line H
equal to the weight of soil between lines H and I and then giving birth to the
elements in this layer but :emoving the preload. The process Is then repeated for
all remaining layers. At no stage were tensile stresses or yielding of the soil
obtained. The final principal stresses are shown in figure 8a. The stresses are
considered representative of those _hat would be obtained in the field for the
prototype.
Since the compression stresses in the upper layer being modelled at any
construction stage were small it was thought prudent to try another modelling
technique whereby when modelling the sol1 elements between lines G and H a preload
was applled along line G under these sol1 elements and along llne H above the
concrete elements equal in magnitude to the weight of all sol1 to be placed above
these lines. The soil elements between lines G and H were then birthed and the
preload applied to line G reduced by the self weight of these elements and applied to
line H. This process was then repeated layer by layer to the surface. The final
stresses using this procedure are given in figure 8b and are seen to be essentially
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identical to those obtained using the previous technique of applying a preload equal
only to the weight of the next layer of elements. _hile the final stresses are
i
essentially identical the stresses at intermediate steps are much greater as
expected. Thus if the stresses at various stages of construction are of interest the
first technique is required.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
For finite element analyses, where nonlinear material behavior is used and where
elements are formed at later stages to simulate a construction sequence, the stress
state within the elements at the time of birth can be very unrealistic. This is due
primarily to the deformation of the existing structure under the self weight of the
newly formed elements. This deformation also occurs in the field, however at this
stage many materials are still being remolded by the construction procedure and no
permanent stresses are induced.
Within the finite element program the elements _ve their stiffnesses formulate,
based upon the input geometry. For all elements, deflections of the nodes prior to
the time of their birth are subtracted in all strain calculations. Applying the
preload to the interface nodes causes them to deflect to their equiltbri_ position
under the weight of the elements that will be birthed in the next stage. Giving
birth to these elements with self weight and removing the preload effectively causes
the deflections of the existing structure due to this self weight to be ignored.
Hence, stresses in the birthed elements are obtained only from their internal
" displacements resulting in more realistic stress distributions and the elimination o
many of the associated numerical difficulties.
Solutions are presented for three very different problems involving modelling
stages of construction of an arch-beam culvert using the preload-blrthing
technique. This technique can also be used for a wide range of similar problems in
other buried structures.
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Figure I. Cross section of arch-beam culvert prototype.
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Figure 2. Mesh used to analyse arch-beam culvert prototype.
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Figure 3. Preload distribution for placing soil near spring line.
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Figure 4, Preload distribution for placement of concrete,
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Figure 5. Mesh used for patch test to evaluate modelling the placing of soil.
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OF STRUCTURES AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
Bruce E. Bennett
Bennett Computational Mechanics
Pleasant Hill, CA
Abstract
The governing equations for the analysis of open branch-chain mechanical
systems are developed in a form suitable for implementation in a general pur-
pose finite-element computer program. Lagrange's form of d'Alembert's prin-
ciple is used to derive the system mass matrix and force vector. The general-
ized coordinates are selected as the unconstrained relative degrees of freedom
giving the position and orientation of each "slave" link with respect to their
"master" link. Each slave link may have from zero to six degrees of freedom
relative to the reference frames of its master link. A strategy for automatic
generation of the system mass matrix and force vector is described.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many problems in mechanics involve the interaction between separate bodies
of matter. In general, individual material bodies deform under the action of
_-- applied forces. In special cases, however, solid bodies may be sufficiently
unyielding that they may be considered rigid. Whether rigid or deformable, there
is a need to predict the response of individual material bodies and the response
and interaction between multiple bodies.
Pecently, in a historical sense, the finite-element method has become a major
extension of our ability to predict the response of a continuum of material,
whether solid or fluid. The popularization of the digital computer has made the
flnite-element method readily available as a practical and useful tool. The
development and use of this method have, however, been primarily directed at the i
analysis of individual material bodies. It is the intention of this paper to
address the extension of the finite-element method to enable the direct analysis
of general assemblies of rigid and deformable bodies.
The _inite-element method can be thought of as a technique for approximating
a continuum of matter by discrete rigid particles connected by finite "elements." i
• Consistent with this perspective is the approximation of a general continuum of
matter by discrete particles and finite rigid bodies connected by finite elements. .
Certain constraints may, in general, exist between the degrees of freedom 0
associated with these particles and rigid bodies. For example, certain
degrees of freedom might be "supported" with a prescribed and constant value. I
In other cases, certain degrees of freedom may be constrained to other degrees of
freedom to form a "mechanical system."
A mechanical system is an organization of interconnected mechanical
• components. Machines and mechanisms are examples of mechanical systems. A
"_ machine is a mechanical system that "does work;" a mechanism is a mechanical .
system that "achieves a desired motion." Any of _he mechanical components
. comprising the system may be considered rigid or deformable. T_e intercon-
q' nection of these components, called kinematic pairs, is the distinguishing
aw,
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feature between a mechanical system and a structure.
There has been, and continues to be, considerable interest in the analysis
of mechanical systems. Much of this interest has focused on both open and closed
kinematic branch-chain mechanical systems. One of my favorite papers is that
published by Chace and Bayazitoglu [I] wherein the authors presented a complete
development of closed branch-chain mechanical systems and described the application
of this development in a 2-dimensional computer program. However, their develop-
ment does not seem to lend itself to easy implementation in 2 dimensions, and
would be very complex in 3 dimensions. More recently, Huston and Passerello
[2, 3, 4], and others, have published papers describing their approach to this
same problem. Of particular interest is the paper by Kamman and Huston [5], in
which the authors present what appears to be a new approach to the elimination
of the constrained degrees of freedom associated with a closed branch-chain
mechanical system.
This paper is restricted to discussion of open branch-chain mechaDical
systems. The problem of interest is a formulation for the governing equations
for this class of mechanical systems that will lead to practical and efficient
implementation in a 3-dimensional finite-element program. It is the hope of
the author that the insight garnered from this development will lead to a
complete implementation for closed branch-chain mechanical systems.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. After a brief dis-
cussion concerning the mathematical notation employed herein, a thorough
statement of the problem is given. Next a detailed investigation of the
equations of motion for a simple kinematic chain is presented. The results of
this investigation are a set of equations that provide the basis for the dis-
cussion, in the next part, of the system equations for a general open branch-
chain mechanical system. An example problem is then considered, followed by some
concluding remarks.
2. NOTATION
The dyadic notation for vectors and tensors is used throughout this paper.
This notation is well suited for working with 3-dlmensional vectors and tensors.
Because of tLe need to work simultaneously with related pairs of vectors and
tensors (for example, forces and moments, and velocities and angular velocities),
I have also employed a "blend" of matrix notation and dyadic notation.
To illustrate, the velocity vector v and the angular velocity vector
are "associated" to form a special velocity vector
where the braces indicate the special nature, in this case a vector (in the
matrix sense) of vectors (in the dyadic sense).
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Similarly, the mass matrix [M] (in the matrix sense) is defined as
r _'l
ml'* _1 O_;i ::,_.L,. .... '.
[M__]= Lct l=J OF FOOR Q....,;,L_:
ahere _, C__,and I are the usual dyadic tensors (the superscript "t"
indicating ,_hatthe transpose is to be taken) and where the brackets indicate
the special nature, in this case a matrix of tensors.
_ Operationally, standard matrix and dyadic concepts apply, for example
{u)t.{u}= v.v + _._
_,. and
i 1[M__l.{;,}_--, t. .,
F"v* I
: 3. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
§ The objective of this paper is to describe a methodology that provides
:. for the computer analysis of prcblems in mechanics that involve structures
and/or mechanical systems. This methodology is a natural extension of a
finite-element program to include the description and the analysis of mechanical
systems.
L
: A finite-element program generates finite-element stiffness and mass
matrices and force vectors at the element nodal points, or nodes. These
matrices and the force vector are then assembled and accumulated at the system
degrees of freedom associated with the "joints." The Joints are particles
which may possess inertia and may be subjected to applied forces. Many finite-
element programs provide for the concept of a finite-size Joint, or rigid
body, through "eccentricities" or rigid "master/slave" constraints. For
example, the joint is considered to be the origin of the rigid body and a
. finite-element node is at a fixed location with respect to the Joint. A
simple geometric transformation matrix transforms the element stiffness, mass,
and force from the nodal location to the Joint. With very little effort,
then, a finite-element program c_n be easily extended to solve problems
containing multiple no:_-interconnected rigid bodies.
;, A mechanical system is an organization of interconnected rigid bodies,
which are called rigid ]inks. The connectivity of the rigid links in the
,: mechanical system can be represented by a hierarchical, tree-structured, or
branch-chain organization (see figure 1). A branch-chain system is also
referred to as a complex kinematic chain. A simple kinematic chain is a
!. mechanical system with only a single branch. A closed branch-chain system
b,
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contains at least one closed loop_ otherwise it is an open system.
Because of the complexity of the closed branch-chain mechanical systems,
it was necessary to first fully understand the simpler but still complex
open branch-chaln mechanical systems. The remainder of this paper is concerned
with the problem of developing the equations of motion for an arbitrary open
branch-chaln mechanical system in a form suitable for implementation in a
general purpose finite-element computer program. These equations of mo_ion
are formulated using Lagrange's form of d'Alcmbert's principle [6]. From
these equations a system mass matrix and force vector are extracted.
Consider an arbitrary open branch-chain mechanical system. Let the
"upper-most" link (see figure I) be the reference link. Any link in the "istem,
except the "lowest" level links, can have any number of links "slaved" to
it. Any link in the system, except the reference link, is itself slaved
to only one "master" llnk.
The motion of each slave link is measured relative to its master link
(figure 2). The motion of the reference link is measured with respect to
an inertial reference frame. The generalized coordinates are selected as
the unconstrained relative degrees of freedom. Five lower kinematic pairs
[7] are easily modeled: I) pin, 2) slider, 3) cylindric, 4) spheric, and
5) planar. The sixth lower kinematic pair, the helical pair, involves a
coupling between rotation about an axis (the pin) and translation along that
axis (the slider).
The development of the equations of motion for an arbitrary open branch- i
chain mechanical system proceeds as follows. The equations of motion for
a simple kinematic chain are developed in a form in which the generalized
active forces and inertia forces corresponding to the generalized coordinates
of a particular rigid link are determined completely from the folces applied
directly to that link and from the forces applied through the kinematic
pair of the rigid llnk that is slaved to it. Clearly, then, the contribution
of any number of slave links can be obtained by summing the contribution [
of each slave linF.
4. EQCATIONS OF MOTION: SIMPLE KINEMATIC CHAIN
In this section the dynamical equations of motion for a simple open ,.
kinematic chain are developed in a form suitable for automatic generation
by a digital computer. Lagrange's form of d'Alembert's principle [6] is used.
This principle states that
Qi + _ " 0 (I)
where _ and Q4 are the generalized active force and the generalized active
inertia force,'respectlvely, for the l-th generalized coordinate.
4,1 Description of the Model
-- With reference to figure 2, a simple kinematic cLaln which is comprised
6.
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oz s rlglo ilnKs is considered. One of the end links is selected as the
reference link, and the links are numbered consecutively from the reference
link, I through N. The reference link is considered to have only one link
slaved to it. All other links are considered to be slaved to one master llnk.
That is, referring to figure 2, the k+l link is the slave link and the k-th
link is the master link. Of course, the k-th link is itself a slave to the
k-I link.
4.2 Kinematics
Let rk be the vector fixed in the k-th link that defines the re_e_ence origin
of the k+_ link with respect to the origin of the k-th link. Let a-_x_ be the
relative displacement vector of the origin of the k-th link with respect to the
referenc E 9r_gin of the k-th llnk which is fixed in the k-I link. Similarly,
define {_-_8_} as the set of three Euler angles which defines the orientation
of the k-th link with respect to an arbitrary set of ax£s fixed in the k-I link.
The position of the origin of the k-th link in an inertial reference
frame R is given by
k
R k = Z j-I j (2)
j=l
where C'
7
k-lk k k-lk '
£ =_ + _ (3)
Ok Rk
=
The orientation of the k-th link with respect to an arbitrary set of
axes fixed in the k-I link is completely defined by the unique rotation
matrix
k-iR__k= k-IR__k({k-l_k})
It follows that the orientation of the k-th llnk with respect to an arbitrary
set of axes fixed in R is defined by
hk R_I k-1Rk.... (4)
_' The angular velocity of the k-th link with respect to the arbitrary set
of axes fixed in R is
k
" Rwk = E J-I J (5)
J=l
409
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where j-lj is the angular velocity of the j-th llnk with respect to the j-i
llnk. The vector J-i j is related to the first derivative of the Euler angles
{J-l@J} through the e_uallty
{J-1_j} = [aJ] {J-luj} (61
where the matrix [_J] is obtained directly from the definition of the Euler
angles.
FiDally, the velocity of the origin of the k-th link is obtained from
k k-I%k= r. J-lvJ + _. RJx jpj+1_ (7)
j-1 j-1
where
Rvk = Rd(R'km)/dr ORIGINAL FA._.] [_'
- OF POORQL',:.'_=__.
J-lvJ = J-ld(J-lxJ)/dt
Since
= k-I k-I
j=1 j=1
and introducing the antisymmetric tensor C(r) such that
C(r)-,,, = __× r (9)
then equation (7) can be written as
k k-I
j =t j =t
In_.roduce, now, the geometric transformation matrix
- , (j ¢_k) (_i)
• kk
where p = O, and where _ is the idem factor (or "Jdentity" tensor). Also
let
410
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Jk-lvk I Oh;d_ :
_ - OF, . (12){k-luk} - [k_l_k j PC_"
Then equation (10) can be written in the symbolic form
k
{Ruk } = _ [J_K].{J-luJ}'" (13)
j-1
f
4.3 Generalized Coordinates
The position of the origin of the slave link with respect to the reference
orlgln fixed in the master llnk, and the Euler angles defining the orientation
of the set of axes fixed in the slave llnk wlth respect to the set of axes
fixed in the master llnk are selected as the generallzed coordinates. There
may be from zero to slx generalized coordinates relating the posltlo_agd.
orientation of the slave link wlth respect to t_e,m_ster l_n_. k Let (.-_qK}
be the set of generalized coordinates, and let -'x and {_- 0.} be the pre-
scribed values such that the actual position and o_entatlon o_ the k-th
llnk wlth respect to the k-I llnk are given by
, I
= {k-lqk +
[{k_10k}_ l{k_lek_1 (14)
,k-I k, '
Followlng Kane {__}[_]'_t is convenient to introduce t _u--''as linearcombinations of the , that is
I
k-1 k, , k-l._,
k-1 k k-1 k
where v and _ are the relative velocity and angular velocttv_cor-
--q _-I k 1_-I k 1_-1 k
responding to the ge-_erallzed coordinates {_ lq_}. Le_ i _v and _-t sim-
ilarly correspond to the prescribed values "-'_ and {'-'O;}_so that
- t _j + (15)
t _t J
4.4 Lagrangtan Base Vectors
_- The Lagrangtan base vectors, also known as the partial rates of change .
?J
f,
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of position and orientation [6], that span the multi-dimensional vector space
defined by t_e generalized coordinates can be determined "by inspection" when
the velocity and angular velocity are expressed as a linear function of the
(u , }. These Lagrangian base vectors are simply the coefficients of the {u ,s)
inqt_at linear expression. Referring to equation (13), the Lagrangian base q
v_ctors are obtained as follows:
Decompose the matrix [j_k] as
[j_k] = [j_] + [j_], (j <k) (16)
where
and
(JT2]" -L41'<j<--k> <,.o>
Then,
.- k
.- .1=1
and by inspection the Lagrangian base vectors are simply the columns of the
submatrices of the geometric transformation matrix [JT_]_, J _<k.
4.5 Generalized Active Forces
The contribution of the forces acting on the k-th llnk to the generalized
active forces associated with the i-th llnk is
{i_k} = [i_]t.{Fk}, (i=l,...,k) (20)
where [iTk't is the array of Lagrangian base vectors, and
qJ
and where f and _ are the applied forces and moments, respectively, acting on
the k-th l_nk.
The total of the generalized active forces associated with the i-th link
is the sum
b
D
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N{_i)= z {i_k} OF P. "
k--i
N
= Z [iTk ]t.{F } (21)
k=i =q --
Using the property that
k
[iTk]t = _ [£-IT£]t, (k > i) (22)
=q £=i+I =_-
then
N k
{qi}--[i_]t.{_y!}+ r ( _ [_-l_]t).{F_k} (23)k=i+l £=i+I
When this seemingly intractable expression is expanded it can be seen
that it can be replaced with the folowing equivalent simple recursive equations:
-i ._it iTi+l" t. {Qi+l},j (i=N-1,N-2,... ,1) (25) '{i}n = [ _jt.{Fi} + [ =q
t
These equations are used to compute the total generalized active forces
associated first with the N-th llnk, then the N-I llnk, etc., in subsequent
steps until all N links have been considered.
4.6 Generalized Active Inertia Forces
The generalized active inertia forces are determined in a process similar
to the generalized active forces. Specifically, the contribution of the inertia
forces acting on the k-th llnk to the generalized active inertia forces
associated with the i-th llnk is
{i_*k} , [i_]t.{F*k}, (k E i) (26)
where F*k is the vector of inertia forces and moments acting on the k-th
link, that is,
_ !
The link mass matrix is
D ,
[M__k]= L(-C_)t (28)
Mk, _ck, and _Ik are the rigid link mass, mass coupling tensor, and inertiawhere
tensor, respectively.
The accelerations can be expressed in terms of the first derivative of the
(Uq,s} as
R.k j=l
where
and
k !
'' bk = Z RwJ × j-Ijj (31) ,
j--I
k-I •
k , x (R j x J-[_J) x 3p_k (32) 'a = Z [R 3 Jv3+[ + _ •
q
j=l
+ R j × Rd(jpJ+t)/dtl, k
|
> 1
The inertia for_e on the k-th link can be written as
'= _ _ Ij l.{j_[_,_j}+ {#k} (33)j=I
where
= _ _ [ • 1) + {Ak}l
j=!
i
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The total of the generalized inertia forces associated with the i-d link
is obtained using the recursive formulas derived above for the generalized
active forces. That is,
-i i+l-t
{_*i} = [iTi]t {F*i} + [ _ j .{_*i+l}, (i=N-I,N-2,... I) (36)=q- _ •
4.7 First-Order Differential Equations
The dynamical equations of motion are typically solved numerically with
the aid of an explicit time integration scheme, and such a scheme is considered
here. Toward this end the dynamical equations are considered as a first-order
system of ordinary differential equations of the form
[A] {y} = {b}
where
[{UqIJ
Actually, the (u } are uncoupled from the _q} and are obtained from the solution
:_ of the system ofqequations
f
[M] {_q} = {F} (37)
Once the {Uq} are computed, the {q} are computed directly from the equations
k-l.k k-I k
x = v , (k=l,...,N) (38)
{k-l_k} = [nk] {k-lwk], (k=l,...,N) (39)
J_ 5. SYSTEM EQUATIONS: OPEN BPANCH-CHAIN SYSTEMS
Z
Using the results obtained for the simple kinematic chain, the dynamical
equations for open branch-chain mechanical systems can be automatically
" generated an_ solved with the use of a digital computer. This result follows
directly from the form of the equations derived for the simple kinematic chain.
In particular• the recursive equation (25) is readily generalized to
)+ (40)slaves
where the sum is over all links that are slaved to the !-th llnk.
A strategy for automatic generation of the dynamical equations, i.e.,
415
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generation of the system force vector and the system mass matrix, has been
developed and implemented as an integral part of a general-purpose finite-
element computer program. In this implementation the rigid links are pro-
cessed by the program as joints with rigid body mass. The system mass matrix
and force vector are assembled including contributions from both finite elements
and joints/links. The assembly strategy for the jolnts/links within an open
branch-chain mechanical system is described below. It is worth noting that
the assembly of a tangent stiffness matrix is completely analogous to the
assembly of the mass matrix.
5.1 Assembly of the Force Vector
The generalized active forces and certain terms from the generalized active
inertia forces must be assembled to form the system force vector. Because
the necessary terms from the generalized active inertlo forces can be combined
directly with the applied forces for each rigid link, it is sufficient to
consider that this has been done.
Because the generalized active forces associated with the generalized
coordinates of the i-th link are dependent only on the forces applied to the
i-th link and to the generalized active forces associated with the i+I link
[equation (25)], it follows that the generalized active forces associated with
all links at the i+l level of links in the branch-chain system can be summed
directly at the i-th link.
- The assembly procedure is therefore straightforward. Beginning at the
lowest level, that is, the links to which no other slave links are attached,
assemble the contribution of the force_ applied to those links to their
generalized active forces using equation (24). For these links, transform
their generalized active forces and accumulate the contribution to the master
link to which each slave llnk is attached. The procedure is repeated until
all links have been considered.
5.2 Assembly of the Mass Matrix
The system mass matrix can be assembled using an extension of the pro-
cedure used to assemble the system force vector. Because of the symmetry
of the mass matrix, only the upper triangle needs to be assembled. Referring
to equations (33),_(_5), and (36), it can be seen that the geometric t_ans-
formation matrix [IT ] transforms the right side of the mass matrix [M ]
from the k-th columnqto the j-th column. Similarly, with reference t_
equations (35) and (36), the transpose of the geometric transformation
-i i+l.
matrix [ T_ J transforms the mass matrix [=M_] from the i+l row to the
i-th row.TM
Using these concepts, the assembly procedure is as follows. Referring
to figure 3, the mass matrix for each of the lowest level links is assembled at
_ the row and column locations associated wholly with each llnk. This mass matrix
is then transformed up to the row associated wlth the master llnk. Before
assembling at this location, and before performing the successive transforma-
tions and assemblies that complete the entire column, a copy of this mass matrix
is transformed over one column, transposed, and accumulated at that master
416
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link. This procedure is repeated for all rigid links at the lowest level.
At the next level of links, the accumulated mass matrix is added to the
actual mass matrix for each link, and the same procedure, as described above,
Is repeated. All levels of links are processed in the same manner.
_ 6. EXAMPLE PROBLEM
The of this is further examine the
purpose example problem to nature
of the formulation presented in this paper and to compare results obtained
from this formulation wlth those derived from an alternate approach. In
I particular, a 3-degree of freedom translating compound pendulum is considered.
The dynamical equations are derived explicitly using Lagrange's equations.
These derived equations are compared numerically with the computer-generated
equations as described in this paper.
), The problem considered consists of three rigid links as depicted in
_ figure 4. The first link is the reference link. The origin of the first link
is free to translate along the x-axis of the inertial reference frame R, and
a set of axes fixed to this llnk at the origin are free to rotate about the
z-axls of the frame R.
"_ The reference origin for the second link is fixed in the first llnk at
. a location of -£1eZ with respect to the origin of the first link, where ez,eI are orth gonai-_nit vectors fixed in the first link. A set of ax s f_xed
T t-_ the second link are free to rotate about the z-axis of the first link,
which is coincident with the z-axis of the reference frame R.
z_
*?
The third link is rigidly attached to the second llnk at a location
• -g^e2 wlth respect to the origin of the second link, where 2 eze , are
" or_h-_gonal unlt vectors fixed in the second link. Each of t-_er-_gid links
has a mass of mi and a moment of inertia at the link origin of Ii, where
i = 1, 2, 3.
The generalized coordinates for thls system are
_ C_ .......
{q} = {x, Ol, 82}t C_
and '
{u}= {_}= {v,_z'_2_t
j 'The kinetic energy is
"i!- l = _nlVZ.VZ + %Ii_Z._Z + _m2x2.Z 2
+ _12_a._a+%m3v3.v_+ _13_.3._
The equations of motion are obtained directly from Lagrange's equations of
the first kind [6],
d/dt(_K/8ql) - aKlBql = Qi -
- 417
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These equations can be written as
[H](u)- {F}
where
MI1 = m1 -:- m2 + m3
M12 = (m2 + m3)glcosO 1 + m3g2(e._'E_x)
MI3 = m3g 2(_'E_.x)
M21 = MI2
M22 = I 1 + 12 + 13 +m2_ _ +m3(_ _ + _ + 2_1£2cos02)
M23 = 12 + 13 + m3(glg2COS02 + g_)
M31 = M13
-
: M32 = M23
2
M33 = 12 + 13 + m3g 2
and
FI (_I + £2 + _3 )'E-'x+ (m2 + m3)£1sin0l_z= I
- m392 (e-_'E-_x) (_1 ) 2
+ m3_l£2sin82[(_ I + _2)2 = _]
r
- m3_l£2[sinP£_l_2 + cos82(_ I + _,2)_I]
and where fi and Ki are the applied forces and moments at the link origins,
and E , E _ E are orthogonal unit vectors fixed in th= inertial reference
fram_XR.--y -z
, The accelerations are given by
aI = _E
• while the angular accelerations are
418
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R'I_= _i E
•  00 i C- : + "
R'3 R_2
The procedures discussed in this paper can be directly applied to give
the zdentlcal dynamical equations. However, because this formulation has
been implemented in a computer program it was of interest to check the generated
numerical values. For various initial conditions, the components of the mass
matrix, the force vector, and the acceleration vector can be computed and
compared. It is sufficient, I believe, to report that the computation of
these values with a digital computer using the formulation presented herein
is of the same level of accuracy as the computation using the explicit
equations and a b_nd-held calculator.
7. CONCLUSIONS
A methodology has been described that provides for the computer analysis
of structures and mechanical systems. This methodology is a natural extension
of a flnite-element program to include the description and the analysis of
mechanical systems. The rigid links in a mechanical system, for example,
are processed by the finite-element program as joints with rigid-body mass
properties.
Because of the complexity of closed branch-chain mechanical systems, this
paper was restricted to the simpler but still complex open branch-chain
mechanical systems. The equations of motion for a single kinematic chain
are derived in a form that provides for their i_.dnediategeneralization to
an arbitrary branch-chain mechanical system. Finally, a strategy for automatic
generation of the system mass matrix and force vector was described. The
work presented in this paper has be_n implemented in a general-purpose finite-
element computer program.
Future research Is principally being directed at the automatic generation
of the system equations for closed branch-chaln mechanical systems.
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Figure I.- Bierarch£cal orEanization of an open branch-chaln mechani,:al system.
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Figure 2.- Two rigid links in a kinematic chain.
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Figure 3.- Assembly of the system mass matrix.
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